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Abstract
It is widely recognised that parents play an important role in children’s emotional
and intellectual development, including their success at school. Recently, there has
been a growing awareness of the potential of parents to support and enhance
children’s English foreign language learning, especially since English learning
resources are easily accessible through electronic media. In appreciation of this,
there has been an increased interest in recent years in finding ways to harness
parental potential through the creation of home-school partnerships in many parts
of the world, including in the field of teaching English as an additional language. An
important point of departure for developing effective home-school dialogues is an
informed understanding of what parents are already doing to support their
children’s learning, as an awareness of this can help schools and governments
provide parents with targeted input to assist and improve their efforts. However, to
date, this remains under researched. Of the limited research that has been
undertaken, very little has examined parental efforts to support their children’s
learning at home in non-western settings, and research into parental support for
children’s foreign language learning is virtually non-existent.
In order to address this research gap, the study reported in this thesis examines
parental support for young children’s foreign language learning in Saudi Arabia
with respect to English T.V. viewing. Drawing upon Vygotsky’s concepts of
mediation and the ZPD, it aims to examine the extent and the ways in which
parents currently mediate their children’s viewing of English T.V. programmes in
Saudi Arabia, the factors which impact on their mediation practices, and how this is
seen to contribute to their children’s experience of English language learning. The
study is comprised two stages. The first stage entails the distribution of a
questionnaire to 500 parents of children aged 6-8, who are currently learning
English in a number of private schools in Jeddah, in Saudi Arabia in order to gain a
global overview of parental perspectives on mediation. This is followed by stage 2,
which aims to examine the features and quality of parent-child mediational
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dialogues. This is achieved by collecting recordings of the dialogues of two parentchild dyads watching DVDs of English T.V. programmes over a four-week period
as well as interviewing parents and their children on the experience.
The results of the study show that parents believe in the importance and value of
supporting their children’s learning (both in general and with regard to their EFL
learning). Moreover, they show that they are actively engaged in trying to do so.
However, they also highlight a number of ways in which their mediational practices
could be improved so that these are less directive and more responsive to their
children’s learning needs and growing ability to self-regulate. More broadly, they
highlight the need to engage with the complexity of parental mediation as an
activity system in discussions of the quality of mediational practice. That is, to
understand that parental efforts to mediate need to be considered alongside task,
sociocultural setting and, most importantly, the child’s engagement with parental
efforts.
A number of implications are drawn from the results of the study. Chief among
these is that research into parental mediation should look at the inter-relationship
between the different elements of the parental mediational system identified and
that this provides richer in-depth understandings of parental efforts to support their
children than are currently available from those who seek to understand this merely
as parental scaffolding. In addition, it is argued that the picture this in-depth
analysis revealed provides valuable information which can be used to inform the
need for home-school partnerships and the support parents need to make sure
they engage in these effectively in settings such as Saudi Arabia where there is
currently little appreciation of the importance of parental involvement and the
concept of home school partnerships remains in its infancy. In line with the
emphasis on the complex multidimensional understanding of mediation as activity
as illustrated by the results of the study, it is argued that efforts to promote parental
involvement should primarily focus on how parents can help promote quality
learning experiences for their children.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Study
1.1 Introduction
This thesis aligns itself with a growing appreciation in the literature on child
learning and development of how contextual realities and the people children
interact with within these play an important part in children’s learning success. In
doing this, it draws upon Vygotskian socio-historical theory which has been
particularly influential in describing how the social world impacts on children’s
learning and development. Its particular focus of inquiry is on the role of parents in
supporting young primary school children’s English as a foreign language (EFL)
learning in Saudi Arabia.
Vygotsky introduced the term mediation to describe the profoundly social nature of
human learning and development. He argued that human experience of the world
is always mediated by ‘cultural’ artifacts or tools (both physical and symbolic, such
as language) and significant others (important people who support individuals’
learning). Significant others play a particularly crucial role in mediating young
children’s understanding of and engagement with sociocultural worlds placing
themselves between the child and the environment (Kozulin & Presseisen, 1995),
and Vygotsky argues that a theory of child learning needs to give serious
consideration to the impact of these mediating influences on children’s learning.
Vygotsky was particularly interested in the assisted performance that significant
others provide for a child and the ways in which pedagogical dialogues enable
learning and development to take place (Mercer, 2002).
Vygotsky’s ideas have been an important stimulus to a growing focus on the quality
of the activities and interactional exchanges that educators provide to support
children’s internalization process (Wells, 2000). They have also contributed to an
appreciation of the crucial role that parents play in this process. Research suggests
that parental involvement in their children’s learning has a significant impact on
their learning process and outcomes (see for example, Landry, 2008, Lee, 2010) It
is also seen to contribute to success at school in terms of higher academic
achievement, greater cognitive competence, problem solving skills, school
23

enjoyment, better school attendance and fewer behavioural problems (Melhuish et
al, 2001).
This positive link between parental involvement and children’s learning and
behavioural outcomes has attracted the attention of educational policy makers and
educational practitioners. It is widely recognised that parents are children’s first
educators and that they therefore exert and influence children’s learning through
the provision of a secure, stable and stimulating learning environment, and the
modelling of important values and educative practices. The positive effects of
involving parents in school activities on children has also been noted (Desforges &
Abouchaar, 2003). This has led to the development of practices which encourage
parental involvement in school activities through, for example, the provision of
parent-teacher conferences, enlisting parents as helpers in the classroom and on
field trips, and creating provision for them to serve as members in advisory and
other decision-making school committees. (Bauch and Goldring, 1995). In addition,
parents are often encouraged to act as partners alongside class teachers in
supporting children’s learning by for example, assigning home tasks for parents to
work on with children at home and in providing inductions into appropriate ways to
build upon and support pedagogic practices advocated in schools. Given these
things, in many contexts, harnessing parents’ potential is, therefore, seen as very
important, and is enshrined in home-school partnership initiatives by schools
(Crozier, 2000).
Despite this growing awareness of the importance of the key role parents play in
supporting young children’s learning to date, we still have a limited understanding
of the conscious efforts that parents make to support learning (Mercer, 2002). It is
undoubtedly useful to compare and contrast home practices as well as to examine
the sorts of educational interventions that parents may take to support their
children’s education, such as the purchase of additional learning resources or the
enrolment of their children in out of school private lessons. However, in this thesis,
I am interested in considering parental support at the more fundamental level of the
interactional learning conversations they have with their children. That is to pick up
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on the importance of pedagogical dialogue highlighted by Vygotskian mediational
theory outlined above. I believe that uncovering more about parents as mediators
and the sorts of educative conversations they employ with children is central to an
examination of parental involvement in children’s education. In the literature on
parents’ support of child learning the terms parental involvement and mediation are
often used interchangeably. In this thesis, however, informed by reading of
Vygotskian mediation theory, I employ the term parental involvement to describe
any of the actions parents might take to support their child at home and school,
and reserve the term parental mediation to describe the sorts of assisted
performance offered to their children through dialogue.
1.2 Rationale for the study
My interest in the topic of parental mediation stems from my personal and
professional interest in the teaching of English as a foreign language. My
professional career has been largely centred on teaching English to university
students in Saudi Arabia. Concerns about the poor proficiency levels of students in
higher education have, as in many countries around the world, led to the gradual
lowering of the age at which children embark on learning English as a foreign
language in Saudi Arabia in the past decade in a bid to help improve this situation
and to ensure a workforce that is proficient in this crucial language for global
communication and commerce in the 21st century. This move is underpinned by a
view that under the right conditions an early start in additional language learning
can provide important attitudinal and motivational foundations as well as some
potential linguistic benefits (Cameron, 2001) and this has also encouraged many
parents with sufficient financial resources to enrol their children in schools and
programmes which will increase their children’s exposure to English. For many
parents of young children in Saudi Arabia, myself included, this has, therefore,
meant an increased awareness of their role in supporting younger children with
their English language learning endeavours. However, since parental involvement
is too often ignored in Saudi Arabian schools as a potential source of support for
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children’s education in general, let alone for EFL education specifically, many
parents don’t recognise the important contribution they can make.
I have been inspired to explore the ways in which parents can take an active role in
supporting their children’s EFL learning in Saudi Arabia through co-viewing of T.V.
by two things. Firstly by a growing body of research which has demonstrated the
language gains that can accrue from opportunities for out of school English
language learning made possible by technological innovations and especially from
viewing English T.V. programmes and DVDs. In a recent extensive longitudinal
study into early language learning in Europe (Enever, 2011) for example, one of
the most frequent ways in which young children gained exposure to English in their
out of school worlds was through watching English T.V. programmes and DVDs
and this was closely correlated with children’s English language achievements.
These findings are also supported by research which has highlighted how T.V.
viewing can help children develop a range of important language skills in both their
first and additional languages (see for example, Zill, 2001; Snow et al, 2001; King
& Mackey, 2007), as will be discussed in more detail in chapter 2 below.
The second reason for my decision to examine parent child co-viewing of English
programmes is because T.V. is one of the most readily available English out-ofclass learning opportunities for children in Saudi Arabia. In Saudi Arabia TV
viewing occupies a significant portion of children’s leisure time and most Saudi
families place TV at the centre of family life. As the findings of a survey conducted
by Action for Children’s TV undertaken with almost 1,000 Saudi and expatriate
children revealed, children aged 6 to 11 spend over of 80% of their free time
watching TV (Hassan, 2006). Moreover, given the proliferation of English medium
satellite channels in Saudi Arabia, a fair number of programmes Saudi children
watch are in English.
To date, little research has been conducted into parental involvement in children’s
EFL learning although there is increasing recognition of the need for this (see for
example, Linse, 2009). In their study, Enever (2011) concluded that parents have
an important role to play in extending children’s out of class English language
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learning opportunities. Mainstream educational research has also pointed to the
importance of parental involvement in co-viewing with a number of studies
suggesting that this increases the likelihood that children will learn from the T.V.
programme (Dens, Pelsmacker & Eagle, 2007; Buijzen & Mens, 2007; Schmidt,
2006; Warren, 2003). Research has also highlighted some of the variables that
seem to impact on the extent to which parents do to support children’s T.V.
viewing. Studies by Abelman (1999) and Valkenburg et al (1999), for example,
indicate that there is a link between parent’s attitudes towards T.V. viewing and
parental involvement. Other studies have emphasized demographic factors such
as the child’s age and parents’ level of education as well as child rearing practices
and the gender of the parent/child (see for example Hoffman, 1975; Brody, Pillegrin
& Sigel, 1986; West & Stern, 1996, as cited in Abelman, 1999) emphasized
demographic factors such as the child’s age and parents’ level of education as well
as child rearing practices and the gender of the parent/child.
In terms of what parents actually do to mediate children’s T.V. viewing, most
studies which investigate this concentrate on the ways in which parents monitor
and regulate children’s T.V. viewing; and to the best of my knowledge, there are
very few which examine parental mediation and co-viewing from a Vygotskian
socio-cultural perspective with regard to either first or additional language learning.
That is to say, studies which make the research focus an examination of the ways
in which parents can assist and structure children’s learning process through
pedagogically focused discussions while co-viewing programmes with their
children. By adopting this strategy as part of a mixed method design, I hope this
study will go some way towards addressing this gap in research.
1.3 Aims of the Study
As discussed above, the main purpose of this study is to explore Saudi parents’
efforts to support young children’s learning by focusing on the ways they mediate
English T.V. viewing with their children. As explained earlier, since young Saudi
children have access to English T.V. programmes in the home and given the
potential of these to contribute to children’s developing proficiency, particularly with
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appropriate parental support, this is felt to be an important focus of inquiry and one
which is intended to generate some useful insights which can further a still limited
understanding of parental mediation of EFL learning. A secondary objective of the
study is to draw educators’ attention to the importance of parents in their children’s
education and of the need to draw upon this in developing home-school
partnerships about which there is still very little awareness and to which the vast
majority of schools pay very little attention.
With these two things in mind, I employ a mixed method study design comprised of
a questionnaire delivered to a large population of Saudi parents and multiple case
studies entailing observations and interviews with a smaller number of parents. By
adopting this strategy, I hope to raise awareness of what sorts of things Saudi
parents are already doing to support their children’s learning both in general and
with regard to T.V viewing and to examine the quality of the pedagogic
conversations they have with their children while co-viewing. The target group of
parents was those whose children are receiving English instruction in grades 1 and
2 of elementary school. As I will elaborate on in chapter 2 (since provision for
children of this age is not available in the state school system), the participants in
this study were parents whose children are enrolled in private schools where
English is introduced as a subject from the start of schooling.
Many Saudi parents may not appreciate the role they can play as mediators of their
children’s learning, and it is anticipated that my study will reveal the sorts of
guidance and encouragement they will need to realise their potential, especially in
a conservative environment like Saudi Arabia where parents want their children to
learn English and at the same time preserve their own cultural and religious values.
It is my hope that the results of the study will demonstrate the potential of parents
as partners to educators in children’s learning as well as draw attention to the need
to craft research-led programmes to help parents become more effective mediators
of their children’s learning which can stimulate debate about how to draw upon this
valuable resource for education in the early years in Saudi Arabia at the level of
school and national policy.
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On the basis of the above, the aims of the study are as follows:
 To find out how far parents in Saudi Arabia are mediating their children’s
learning through an examination of their mediation of children’s TV
viewing.
 To explore the ways by which parents mediate their children’s viewing of
English TV programmes.
 To identify factors which are impacting on parents’ mediation of English TV
programmes.
 To examine the impact that parental mediation seems to be having on
children’s English language learning experience.
 To consider the implications of the study for improving parental
involvement in their children’s learning in general and the learning of
English in particular.
1.4 Significance of the Study
There are a number of potential implications of this study into parental mediation of
children’s learning through co-viewing of English T.V. programmes. Firstly, it has
the potential to contribute to an understanding of parental involvement in their
children’s learning of EFL. To date, as I have explained above, little research has
been conducted into this. More specifically, by using a Vygotskian mediational
framework to examine this, the study can highlight the nature of conversational
exchanges between parents and their children that are directed at supporting
children’s learning. Although a body of research literature which reports on
classroom mediational practices has existed for some time in mainstream
education and is growing within the field of teaching English as a foreign language
(see for example, Gao, 2006), research into pedagogic dialogues between parents
and children is very much in its infancy. As Lee (2010) has observed, to get a more
holistic view of children’s learning, settings beyond the immediate learning context
(classrooms) should be examined. For young children in particular, this requires a
closer examination of what happens in the home. Given that to the best of my
knowledge no study has examined parent-child co-viewing and second language
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learning from a sociocultural perspective, this study can also add some useful
insights into this.
In their study into early language learning in Europe, Enever (2011) found that
factors which affected parents’ involvement in their child’s schoolwork and EFL
language learning differed between countries. This highlights, among other things,
the importance of understanding the interface between sociocultural settings and
parental mediation. Feuerstein (1980) has highlighted how a goal of mediation is to
socialize children into the culture or norms and values of their immediate social
worlds, yet little is known about how this impacts on the different ways in which
parents work to support their children and few studies to date have been
undertaken in non-western settings such as Saudi Arabia. Thus, another important
implication of this study is its potential to demonstrate the links between parents’
mediational practices and the sociocultural world in which they and their children
live. Particularly, as some research has indicated, that the sociocultural
background of the family often influences parental style of mediation (Quiroz,
2001). In addition, how parents reconcile tensions caused by mediating English
DVDs, many of which are imbued with western cultural norms and values, may well
provide some important insights of interest and value to the TEFL research and
professional community.
As mentioned earlier, another objective of undertaking this study is to raise more
awareness of the important topic of parental involvement in children’s learning in
Saudi Arabia. It is hoped that the implications from this study will help raise
awareness of the sorts of contributions that parents can potentially make to support
their children’s’ learning. The primary focus of the study is on uncovering what
parents do, rather than on how it leads to language gains, by examining the impact
of taking part in the second stage of the study which looks at parent-child educative
dialogues over 12 co-viewing sessions in 4 week period on parents and children. It
is hoped this will reveal practices which can help set agendas for interventions that
might be introduced at a national or school level to help ensure that parents can
receive the sort of support they need to realise their role in supporting their
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children. Although research which examines parent-child dyads is not uncommon,
its use as a way to better understand parental mediation of T.V with their children
is still rare. The majority of studies which look at parental mediation of T.V. do not
subscribe to a Vygotskian understanding of mediation and do not employ the
micro-analysis of mediation in co-viewing sessions as I do in the second stage of
the study. Rather, they typically employ an exclusively quantitative approach to
data collection and analysis and typically seek to demonstrate how different
mediational styles impact on children’s learning. I believe that this research design
produces a richer and more comprehensive understanding of parental co-viewing
than is achieved by merely seeking to quantify and measure the impact of parental
intervention in T.V. viewing.
1.5 Outline of the study
Other than this introductory chapter, this thesis consists of another eight chapters.
Chapter two consists of the background to this study, in which I provide some
background information regarding the Saudi context where the study is based and
from where the data has been collected. In chapter three literature relevant to the
study is reviewed and key concepts articulated and the conceptual framework laid
out. Next, chapter four discusses the methodology of the study, the data collection
and procedures. In the subsequent chapter, chapter five, the presentation of
findings of the questionnaire data is discussed. Chapter six presents the findings of
the case studies. This is followed by Chapter seven where I discuss the findings
and consider their implications. Finally, chapter eight concludes the study by
discussing the contributions of the study and recommendations for further
research.
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Chapter 2: Contextualising the study
2.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to contextualize the study presented in this thesis. It does this by
first providing information about the setting, Saudi Arabia; the status of English and
how this impacts on the start age of English instruction in the state school system,
and how this has fuelled the desire of parents to enrol their children in private
schools such as those to which participating parents in this study send their
children. In the second half of the chapter, I consider the current limited ways in
which parents are seen as potential partners in their children’s education in Saudi
Arabia. I will reflect on a number of possible reasons for this. I will then turn to a
review of existing literature concerning identified factors which may affect parental
participation in research which will inform my research design.
2.2 Saudi Arabia: an overview
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) is the largest country in the Arabian Peninsula
and shares borders with a number of other Arab states: Jordan, Iraq, and Kuwait to
the north; Bahrain, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates to the east; the Sultanate
of Oman and Yemen to the south, and the Red Sea to the west (Al-Ameel, 2002).
According to the 2010 census, the population of the country is 27 million of which
18 million are Saudi nationals who all share Arabic language and Islam as their
only religion. Foreign expatriate workers coming from different nationalities with
differing linguistic and cultural practices comprise the remaining eight and a half
million. Alongside Saudi Arabia’s huge oil reserves which have helped ensure that
Saudi nationals enjoy a high standard of living (Khalifa, 2001), Islam and the two
holy Islamic cities, Makah and Medina, give KSA an importance in the region and
also in the world with more than two million pilgrims from all over the world come to
perform pilgrimage every year (Alfahadi, 2012).
2.2.1 The status of English in Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia’s national language is Arabic. It is the official medium of
communication in education, administration, and discussions in legal procedures
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and in the mass media. English is considered a foreign language. However, it has
a prominent status in Saudi Arabia for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is the default
medium of communication between the different nationalities living and working in
the country, and with some Non-Arabic speaking Muslims visiting Saudi Arabia for
religious purposes. For these reasons, it is widely used alongside Arabic in road
signs and shop names; and though the Saudi government uses Arabic as its
official language, English is also used on its respective websites (Rahman and
Alhaisoni, 2013). It also plays an important role in both electronic and print media
in Saudi Arabia. There are many leading daily newspapers in English and one local
English-language TV channel, Channel 2, which airs films and other programmes
from Europe and the USA. As elsewhere in the world, the prominent status of
English as a global means of communication alongside technological advances in
the 21st Century means that there are many additional ways in which English is
readily accessible to Saudi citizens. For young children, the focus of the study
reported in this thesis, one important source is cartoons via free-to-air satellite T.V.
channels which are readily available in the vast majority of Saudi households.
Satellite networks which Saudi children view include Cartoon Network (hosting
cartoon programmes such as The Garfield Show, Inspector Gadget, Krypto The
Super dog, and Pink Panther and Pals), Playhouse Disney Channel (hosting
cartoons such as Handy Manny, Little Einstein , Imagination Movers , The Lion
Guard, and Charlie and Lola), Nickelodeon (hosting carton shows like SpongeBob
Square Pants, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and Rabid Invasion), and Spacetoon
(hosting shows like The Flintstone Kids, Smurfs, A Pup Named Scooby-Doo).
The second main reason for the perceived importance of English is because of its
status as a lingua franca for global communication. It is, for example, a major
language for technology and science, and for business. As such, proficiency in
English can substantially increase employment opportunities and is also required
to enable Saudi students to obtain government scholarships to undertake
undergraduate and postgraduate study abroad in English-speaking countries
Moreover, since English is not spoken by the entire population, it is considered a
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sign of status and as a way for the educated and upper middle class to signal this
to others, with many parents sending their children abroad to develop their English
skills or enrolling them in private schools where English is more emphasized than
in public schools (Elyas, 2008). The perceived importance of English is also
responsible for the tremendous growth of enrolment in English language institutes
among older learners and adults as well (Rahman and Alhaisoni, 2013).
2.2.2 English in the educational System in Saudi Arabia
In 1958 regional educational offices were established and educational policy was
established in 1970. One of the most important aims of education established from
its inception is to teach children about Islamic beliefs, implanting and spreading the
Islamic doctrine and acquiring knowledge along with different skills in order to
become useful members of the society (Ministry of Education (MOE), 1976). Saudi
children aged 3-5 usually start schools by going to kindergartens. However,
attendance of kindergartens is not a prerequisite for enrolment of first grade of
primary education as it is not part of the official education ladder (UNESCO IBE.
2006/2007). At the age of 6 children start the first grade of primary education which
lasts six years. They are required to pass an examination at the end of Grade 6 to
obtain the Elementary Education Certificate (UNESCO IBE. 2006/2007). At the age
of 12, children enter intermediate education lasting three years. Children enter
secondary education around the age of 15, and it lasts three years. This is the final
stage of general education. Table 2.1 shows the stages of education in Saudi
Arabia.
Table (2.1) An overview of the stages in the Saudi Arabian educational system.

Ages

Stages

Education System

Kindergarten

3- 6

Not prerequisite to next stage

Elementary

6- 12

Prerequisite to next stage

Intermediate

12- 15

Prerequisite to next stage

Secondary

15- 18

Prerequisite to next stage
(Al-Salloom, 1991)
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In keeping with Islamic values, separate educational provisions are provided for
boys and girls at all stages of education except at Pre-primary education level.
Education in Saudi Arabia is not yet compulsory and the government is making
efforts to encourage people to attend school. While only a very small minority of
the population does not attend school, a more significant number leave part way
through their schooling. Private education is widespread in Saudi Arabia, not only
to accommodate the needs of expatriate children but also for large numbers of
Saudi parents who believe that this will provide better educational opportunities for
their children. The General Department for Private Education in the Ministry of
Education supervises private schools for boys and private schools for girls. The
government of SA provides private schools with free textbooks and an annual
financial aid. It appoints and pays for a qualified director in every private school
(UNESCO IBE. 2006/2007).
The importance of English as a lingua franca together with the fact that being
proficient in English is synonymous with being well-educated (Elyas, 2008) has led
to English occupying an important place in the Saudi educational system. During
the period from 1970–2001, English was introduced to KSA students at grade7.
They studied English for six years until grade 12. They met four times per week
for a period of 45 minutes per class at every grade level (Mahboob and Elyas,
2014). Currently it is the medium of instruction in many colleges and for some
faculty in Saudi Arabian universities. Although it has been a compulsory school
subject from the intermediate level through the secondary level (Al-Aqeely, 2001),
in general students often leave school with a poor command of English, and this is
one of the main reasons why the government, in 2004, decided to lower the age at
which children start to learn English to the sixth grade of elementary school. The
aims of English instruction at this stage are to introduce children to basic structures
and core vocabulary. It is expected that children will also develop the skills of
speaking and writing and that they will be able to read and understand simple
written texts.
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However, despite all the efforts, achievements in EFL are still far below
expectations (Rahman and Alhaisoni, 2013); and as elsewhere in the world in a bid
to address this issue and to respond to parental pressure from some quarters, this
has led the government to consider lowering the start age of English instruction still
further. Currently, the Ministry of Education has plans to introduce English
language in the fourth grade of elementary level to achieve better results. Whether
this is a good idea is being hotly debated in Saudi Arabia. Some (including parents)
voice concerns about lowering the start age still further, while others do not feel it is
low enough, advocating that children should start learning English from the first
grade of elementary school.
On the one hand are those who support English being taught at an earlier stage as
this maximizes exposure to this prized global language both internationally and
nationally (Al-Harbi, 2002). Abdul Wahid Al-Homaid, a columnist in Arabic daily AlRiyadh, argued that arming the younger generation with proficiency in English will
help ensure that the country is better able to interact with and benefit from global
ideas and can ensure that Saudi Arabia does not get left behind (as cited in AlHarbi, ibid). Another important reason put forward for increasing further school
children’s exposure to English is that learning a foreign language can instil the idea
of open-mindedness and can help build tolerance and understanding of others
necessary for living peacefully with people from other races and cultures (Elyas
2008). In other words, being exposed to a language with someone else’s values
and ideologies is an opportunity to look ‘outside the box’ and appreciate
differences between the two cultures (Elyas, 2008). In response to those who
perceive English as a threat to Saudi identity to be discussed below, Kabel (2005)
has also made the point that learning English does not require that children adopt
the cultural norms and values of English-speaking countries. He argues that since
language is always at the service of its users, it can be shaped, reshaped, and
reproduced effectively according to its surroundings. The implication being that
English curricula can continue to promote Saudi value systems, as in fact they
already do.
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At the other end of the spectrum are those who oppose the teaching of English at
the elementary level of government schooling. They argue that exposing young
children to a foreign language and culture will have a negative impact on children’s
developing understanding of Saudi cultural values and norms (see for example, AlSa'ad, 2002). They oppose the idea because they see the teaching of English as a
tool for linguistic imperialism, cultural alienation, and a de-Islamization (Karmani,
2005). It is interesting to note that one of those writers, Al-Saad (2002) who is
opposed to increasing young children’s exposure to English in government
schools, is not against the existence of specialist schools outside of the official
government school system. He points out that parents always have the option of
enrolling children in private schools where English is taught from the earliest
grades and/or children receive more English instruction than in state schools and
sees this as a further argument against lowering the age at which children are
taught English in government schools.
Parents views about whether to exposure young children to English are influenced
by these different perspectives. More conservative parents may feel quite happy
with the status quo, but as mentioned above, large numbers of parents with the
financial means to do so are seeking to educate their children privately. While
these actions do not only reflect a desire to increase children’s exposure to
English, this is certainly one of the reasons as the view that ‘younger is better’
subscribed to by many parents worldwide (Snow, 1993) is one that many Saudi
parents hold.
2.3 Parental involvement in children’s education in Saudi Arabia
As explained in chapter 1 above, the purpose of this thesis is to consider how
parental involvement can enhance children’s learning, and specifically their second
language learning through a process of co-viewing English cartoons with their
children. Literature on the value of T.V. viewing to language learning for young
children (aged two to seven) highlights a number of important potential benefits.
Research into first language development has shown that T.V. viewing can help
children with the development of such things as comprehension skills, vocabulary,
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some expressive language, letter-sound knowledge and knowledge of narrative
and of storytelling (Close, 2004; Zill, 2001; Snow et al, 2001; Marsh, 1999; Lemish
et al, 1986).

More generally, it is argued that T.V.

can stimulate children’s

imagination, develop their emotions; and moreover, it is well placed to expand
children’s understanding of as well as their interaction with the world (Edgar &
Edgar, 2008; Nathanson et al, 2013). With respect to second language learning
where research has been much less extensive, similar benefits are claimed (see
for example, Clovis, 1997; Uchikoshi, 2005; King & Mackey 2007).
However, researchers also emphasise the significance of a number of variables
impacting on the potential learning benefits of T.V. viewing for young children. As
well as the need to ensure the programmes viewed are appropriate in terms of the
age and interests of the children, the importance of parental involvement by means
of co-viewing and the nature and quality of their mediation of the programme
content with the child are seen as very important (see for example, Dens,
Pelsmacker & Eagle, 2007; Buijzen & Mens, 2007; Schmidt, 2006; Barr, Muentener
& Garcia, 2007).
These research findings echo those which show the consistent evidence of
educational benefits of involving parents in their children’s learning at home as
Harries & Goodall, ( 2007) point out. That is, the potential of parental involvement
to lead to such things as higher academic achievement, greater cognitive
competence, problem-solving skills, school enjoyment, better school attendance
and fewer behavioural problems at school (Melhuish et al, 2001). (Funkhouser &
Gonzales, 1997, cited in Goren, 2003:1). Moreover, they highlight that the nature
of parental support and involvement is significant to the ways in which children can
learn from a resource such as an English T.V. programme. Yet, in contrast to many
other settings, interest in and attention to parental participation in their children’s
education in Saudi Arabia has been paid scant attention by policy makers: little has
been written about parental involvement in supporting children in Saudi Arabia and
the concept of home-school partnerships are virtually non-existent. As will be
discussed below, given this situation parents and teachers may view each other
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with mutual suspicion, a situation that I believe needs to change in the interests of
furthering children’s learning. While parents may not be visible partners in their
children’s education, it would be wrong to see them as not involved in making
decisions which impact on their children’s education.
Saudi parents’ involvement in their children’s EFL learning is manifested in their
dissatisfaction with EFL education especially at the elementary level and the
decision of many to vote with their feet and enrol their children in private schools
where they start English at kindergarten or elementary level as I explained above.
Saudi parents are certainly concerned and proactive in trying to get their children a
better education. Shahid (2009) interviewed Alia Yacoub, at the Future Expert
Center (FEC) in Saudi Arabia who indicated the ways in which parents are keen for
their voices on their children’s education to be heard with respect to their children’s
English education, but how from her perspective this creates problems for schools.
As she says: “The biggest hurdle we face in teaching Arab children English is
struggling with parent’s expectations of their children. They expect from us to teach
them English in a month, while there is less support for children from them, as
every parent does not speak English. Languages need practice and continuity,
simply going to an English school can’t help children speak English fluently,
especially when it is not their mother tongue.” (Shahid, 2009). While this points to
the high (and unrealistic) expectations for children learning English that many
parents may hold, it also shows a clear demarcation in many parent’s minds as to
the role of the school and parents in educating their children. Parents often assume
it is the school’s responsibility to educate their children and are looking for results
which justify the financial expense of private schooling.
What Yacoub’s comments also point to is a lack of awareness among parents of
their responsibility to support their children’s schooling as well as one of the factors
(poor English proficiency) which may impact on their ability to take a more active
role in supporting their children at home. While undoubtedly true in some cases,
my own experience suggests that many parents are working hard to support their
children at home either through the purchase of resources or by enlisting extra help
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from private tutors, which is a thriving business in Saudi Arabia. In addition, many
parents certainly have a level of English which is adequate to support children who
are still in the early stages of learning this language. My view is that it is not that
parents are not interested in supporting their children or taking more responsibility
to do so but that they lack guidance on how best to do this. One of the purposes of
this study is to gain a clearer picture of parental capacity and home practices to
support their children and to identify their own support needs but coupled with this
is a need for a shift in school attitudes towards parents. Schools have a
responsibility towards building successful partnerships with parents in Saudi
Arabia. This requires they acknowledge that parents’ lack of positive engagement
with schools is due in part to barriers for communication brought about in part by
the way in which parents are known to feel disempowered and judged by such
things as their occupation, educational level and how well informed they are of the
subject knowledge and suitable pedagogy for teaching young children (Crozier,
2000). In other words as Hoover-Dempsey et al (2001) argues, it is important for
schools to believe that parental involvement will make a positive difference.
2.4 Factors impacting on parents’ support of their children’s EFL Learning
The extent to which schools work to break down barriers between parents and
teachers is certainly likely to be a factor in how far parents are involved in their
children’s EFL learning. However, equally important is understanding the many
family background factors might influence parental support of children’s learning
(e.g., Okagaki & Divecha, 1993). In what follows I will examine research literature
which has highlighted what some important factors impacting on parental
involvement in children’s learning are, particularly with regard to EFL learning. In
each case I will reflect on the ways in which a given factor may play out among
Saudi parents and its likely significance on their involvement and efforts to support
their children’s EFL learning. I will consider the following in turn:
 Parental attitudes towards EFL learning
 Family influences including marital status, gender and socioeconomic
status
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 Parents educational background and English proficiency
2.4.1 Parental attitudes towards EFL learning
Parental attitudes play a vital role in motivating children to learn EFL and acquire
communicative skills (Young, 1994). It is noted that for young learners, parents'
attitudes toward language learning is important to second language development
(Gardner, 1985). With regard to the relationship between parental attitudes towards
their involvement in their children’s education, a study conducted by Sung and
Padilla (1998) found that parents of elementary school children were more
positively orientated towards involvement in their child’s foreign language learning
than parents of high school students and that this was seen as one important
reason for the more positive attitudes of elementary children towards language
learning than was the case for high school students.
A number of studies in Saudi Arabia have explored the attitudes of students,
teachers and religious officials regarding learning and teaching English as a foreign
language in Saudi Arabia (See for example, Al-Dosari, 1992; Elyas, 2008; Al-Abed
Al Haq & Smadi, 1996). However, there is a scarcity of research concerning Saudi
parents’ attitudes towards children’s EFL learning. Only one study on this subject,
conducted by Alhussein (2004), has been found, and it was conducted in the USA.
Alhussein (2004) found that almost all the thirteen Saudi parents who participated
in her study had positive attitudes towards their children learning English as a
second language and placed their children in U.S. schools. However, two parents
opted out of having their children attend U.S. schools because they did not want
their culture and Islamic identity to be affected by mixing with a different culture.
Additionally, three parents admitted to pulling their children out of U.S. schools
once their children reached adolescence for the same reason.
This finding highlights the importance of cultural and religious values to parental
attitudes towards their children learning English which can affect the ways in which
they engage in supporting their children with English learning and in turn their
children’s own attitudes towards English learning. This may in part account for the
underachievement with regard to English noted earlier in the chapter. Shahid,
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(2009), a columnist in Saudi Gazette newspaper, cited one participant she
interviewed for an article she wrote for a Saudi newspaper which seemed to point
to this and concluded that the influence of these factors meant that “Many parents
do not actively encourage their children to learn English. This results in an inbuilt
hesitation to learn it and this hesitation continues for a generation.” However,
Shahid (ibid.) also noted a shift in parental attitudes towards English in recent
years. Another of her interviewees, a Saudi mother of four children expressed
positive attitudes towards EFL learning saying: “We have admitted our children in x
school where they are acquiring good English education along with our mother
tongue, Arabic. We know Arabic is obligatory but ignoring English will lead us
nowhere. This era is of English and if we want to succeed we have to equip our
next generations with it to play an effective role in the world. We are paying more
fees here as compared to other government or private schools where English is not
taught, only to make them learn English.”
2.4.1.1 The impact of parental cultural and religious values on parental
attitudes towards EFL materials
Islamic faith has very similar views on morality as Christianity and Judaism
regarding forbidding behaviour which is mentally, physically, or morally harmful to
others and believing in equality of all mankind before God and treating others with
respect and honesty. (Hodge, 2002; Coleman & Ganong, 2004; Gehrke-White,
2006). In Saudi Arabia religious morals are closely connected to and inform all
aspects of Saudi life, making it somewhat different from many western countries
which are secular in nature. The differences between Saudi culture and society
and the societal and cultural make up of English speaking countries raises
concerns for some parents in Saudi Arabia as reported in the above study
undertaken by Alhussein (2004). The EFL culture as presented in children’s
English T.V. programmes may emphasize friendships with peers, hanging out with
friends, joining sports teams, looking out for themselves and going off on their own.
This is in contrast to Saudi culture which is very family-centred. It is the ultimate
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source of identity for individuals and family allegiance is valued more highly than
independence (Beshir, 2001; McAdoo, 1999; Stodolska, 2006; Schmidt, 2004).
Similarly, there are very different dress codes between Saudi’s and many people in
western countries. Modesty is a high priority in the Saudi’s faith and adults and
even young children need to be modestly dressed. Females wear the abaya (which
is either a large square of fabric draped from the shoulders or head or loose overgarment, essentially a robe-like dress covering the whole body except the face,
feet, and hands. It can be worn with the niqāb, a face veil covering all but the eyes,
or hijab a head scarf) as a sign of modesty and men typically wear a traditional
dress called a thobe. This is a loose, long-sleeved, ankle-length garment which is
usually white. Almost all Saudi men wear a thobe, regardless of their occupation or
standing. Most Saudi men cover their head with tagiyah, a white knitted skull cap,
over the tagiyah they wear the ghutra, which is a square scarf, made of cotton or
silk, which is worn folded across the head. They place on top of the ghutra, the
egal, which is a thick, doubled, black cord which is worn to hold it in place. The
cultural differences in English language learning resources, particularly visual
media such as T.V and DVD material may impact on parental attitudes towards
English as well as English resources, especially since they may have trouble
knowing how to mediate such issues in western culture and at the same time help
their children stay true to their Islamic values.
2.4.2 Family influences
The importance of family influences, such as marital status, maternal roles and
economic status are widely acknowledged to be important in discussions of
parental involvement in children’s learning and education. These will be discussed
in turn below.
2.4.2.1 Marital status and marital relationships
In many societies, marriage has played a key role in providing a stable context for
the bearing and rearing of children, and for the integration of fathers into the life of
their children (Chapais, 2008). Research based on the United States and other
developed countries suggests that children in two-parent households typically have
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better educational outcomes than children in single-parent and stepfamily
households. One reason for this is because in dual headed households, income is
often greater and two parents may be able to make more time available to spend
with their children than single mothers. Ermisch and Francesconi (1997) argue that
single-parent families, which are typically mother headed, reduce the educational
attainment of children due to less time and resource inputs.
There is a scarcity of research regarding the relationship between marital status
and Saudi children’s academic achievement and learning. However, one study by
Al-Orabi (1995) that investigated the relationship between Saudi University female
students’ academic achievement and family life showed that socio-economic
status, the lifestyle of the family and the relations between its members had an
important effect on their academic achievement.
2.4.2.2 The influence of parents’ gender
Research into the influence of parents’ gender on the support of children’s learning
has led to some conflicting results. For example, several studies have mentioned
that mothers were more nurturing toward their children than fathers were
(Baumrind, 1967; Stafford and Bayer, 1993; Stolz & Olsen, 2005; Zern,1984). In
contrast to these findings, Parke and O’ Leary’s (1976) showed that males are as
nurturing as females and more warmer and friendlier than mothers. Furthermore,
Conrade and Ho (2001) found that mothers had a more positive and bigger impact
on their child’s performance than fathers. In contrast, Bronte-Tinkew, Moore and
Carrano (2006) found that fathers’ parenting styles were highly associated with
children’s performance. These findings point to a need to seek out the views of
both fathers and mothers in my study. However, since in Saudi Arabia, Islamic
family law gives the primary care of children to mothers (Kulwicki, 2008) ultimately
it is likely to be Saudi mothers who are most likely to be involved in supporting their
children with their English learning.
2.4.2.3 The influence of parents’ economic status
Research finds that the economic capital of the family plays a crucial role in
children’s educational attainment. It allows parents to buy books, school uniforms,
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hire tutors, pay school fees and move to neighbourhoods with good schools
(Coleman et al 1966). Most research shows that low-income families are less
involved in their children’s education, as with single parent households discussed
above, parents often have to work longer hours and consequently may have less
time to support their children (Gratz, 2006). In Saudi Arabia where the majority of
mothers do not work this is unlikely to impact on the ability of parents to support
their children’s learning.
2.4.3 The influence of parents’ educational background
In the context of EFL, the relationship between parents’ educational background
and their children’s English language development has not been investigated
systematically. Among the few studies that have been conducted, the study into
Early Language Learning in Europe (see Enever, 2011) found that parental
educational

levels

were

significantly

correlated

with

young

learners’

comprehension in the target foreign language, including English. Parental use of
English at work was also found to be influential (Enever, 2011).
The relationship between Saudi parents’ educational background and their
children’s English language development has not yet been investigated. I believe
that less educated Saudi parents are less likely to be involved in their children’s
education process. This is because they might lack the skills needed to support
their children’s learning at home. They may not realize the importance of their
interaction with schools or they might be intimidated. However, educated parents in
Saudi Arabia are likely to be more supportive of their children’s education. Given
the central role mothers play in child-rearing, it is likely that maternal education
level is likely to be important. Benjamin (1993) says that “The mother’s education is
one of the most important factors influencing children’s reading levels and other
school achievements…Generally, traditional research has revealed that more
highly educated mothers have greater success in providing their children with the
cognitive and language skills that contribute to early success in school.”
(Benjamin,1993: 1). De Serf (2002) notes that a mother's feelings on education will
be portrayed to her children and this is the case in Saudi Arabia from my
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experience that when the mother is highly educated her children, especially her
daughters, tend to follow in her footsteps, and they usually stay in school longer
than children of mothers with lower levels of education.
There is a scarcity of research concerning the impact of parents’ language
proficiency on children’s EFL learning but this clearly likely to have an impact on
how far and in what ways parents are able to get involved in their children’s
education. I have only been able to locate one study which has examined this,
conducted by Lee (2010) in Taiwan. He found that parents who perceived
themselves to have a good standard of English were able to see themselves as
capable of fulfilling the role of teacher at home. However, although parents in Lee’s
study who had no or a very low level of proficiency in English, did not feel able to
support their children’s EFL learning directly, because they believed English was
important for their children, they worked hard to ensure that they provided indirect
support by enrolling their children in English clubs and purchasing EFL resources .
There is no research on the impact of Saudi parents’ English proficiency on their
involvement with their children’s EFL learning, and this is something that this study
hopes to find out more about. However, what Lee’s (2010) study suggests is that a
lack of parental proficiency does not necessarily prevent parents from being
involved in their children’s learning to some extent, although it may impact on the
extent and nature of their involvement. In Saudi Arabia, many parents will have
some proficiency in English having studied this subject at school and from their
daily interactions with non-Saudi nationals, whether in shops or at home with
domestic workers, most of whom do not have a strong command in Arabic, and it
seems likely that they have the potential at least, even if this is not realized, to work
to support their children’s language learning.
2.5 Summary of the Chapter
This chapter has highlighted key aspects related to the context in which the
present study is carried out and some factors likely to impact on parental
involvement in their children’s EFL learning. One of the things this study aims to do
is to examine how these factors impact on what parents who participate in this
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study do and what other important factors might emerge and for these reasons
important factors and other background information will be used to inform the
design of the study to be discussed in Chapter 4. Before turning to this, the next
chapter reviews literature relevant to my interest in exploring parental involvement
from a Vygotskian sociocultural perspective, which is an examination of parental
mediation.
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Chapter 3: The Literature Review
3.0

Introduction

This chapter aims to provide a conceptual framework for the study with its focus on
parental mediation of children’s learning of English as a foreign language through
co-viewing in Saudi Arabia. The study is underpinned by the understanding of
mediation that lies at the heart of sociocultural theory, and the purpose of this
chapter is to discuss this and the implications of this for mediational dialogues
between parents and their children. In the first part of this chapter, I discuss
different definitions of mediation that are seen as important to my study and draw
attention to the distinction between Vygotsky’s conception of this and some of the
other ways this is theorised in the literature on T.V. viewing. I then go on to outline
some core features of Vygotskian mediational theory and the importance of this to
child development. Following on from this, I consider the importance of significant
others such as parents from a Vygotskian perspective and present his concept of
the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) as a way to describe and evaluate the
sorts of pedagogical dialogues that teachers and parents may undertake to support
a child’s learning and development. I then turn to a consideration of a number of
pedagogical frameworks for work in the ZPD (Scaffolding, Mediated Learning
Experience, and Dynamic Assessment) and their contribution to understanding
parental mediation in this thesis.
The second half of this chapter focuses on describing the existing knowledge of
mediational practices and the insights from this for the design of the study to be
discussed in chapter 4 below. This knowledge base draws upon the (still limited)
research into parental mediation and the more substantial research that has been
undertaken into teacher’s mediational practices. Here I consider principles for
effective mediation drawn from the three pedagogical frameworks, insights from
research which identifies effective mediation through an analysis of pedagogical
dialogues, and research which has examined the significance of culture to parental
mediation.
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The chapter ends by summarising my conceptualisation of mediation, the ZPD and
the role of parental mediational strategies within this that underpins the study.
3.1 Defining mediation
The term mediation is characterised by ambiguity (Mendoza, 2006) as it is used in
many different professional fields and academic disciplines to mean different
things. Here I will consider some of the different definitions of mediation that are
used and then identify which of these are seen to be relevant in this thesis. In
many professional arenas the term mediation is closely aligned with the typical
dictionary definition of this term.

According to The Collins World English

Dictionary, for example, to “mediate” means to intervene between two parties in
order to bring about agreement and a “mediator” is the one who intervenes. Thus,
in a business context, mediation means an informal settlement process performed
by a mediator to bring about understanding & find solutions to problems (Rees,
2010). As for the law profession, mediation means the process of mediating
between a client’s account of an event and the categories of the legal world that
can describe this in court (Candlin et al, 1995). Finally, among those working in
the world of marriage guidance counselling, the counsellor acts as a mediator
between partners by structuring sessions in a way which is intended to help
couples reach a negotiated understanding of how to address issues in their
relationship (Folberg and Milne, 1988). In educational research literature relevant
to this study, the term mediation is also aligned with the concept of mediation as an
intervention. Regarding parental mediation specifically this term is used in two
main ways. Most commonly, it is applied to a consideration of how parents monitor
children’s engagement with electronic media, especially T.V. viewing. It is also
used, as explained in chapter 1 above, less frequently, to refer to the process by
which parents structure and support children’s learning and development through
pedagogical dialogues. That is, with reference to the sociocultural theory of
learning initially put forward by Leontiev Vygotsky. As explained in chapter 1, this
second conceptualisation of mediation is of central interest in this thesis and the
primary objective of this chapter is to consider this in more depth. However, since
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the focus of the study I report in this thesis is into how parents mediate children’s
T.V. viewing, it is important to briefly consider the way this term is used by those
whose research has concentrated on parental mediation of children’s T.V. viewing.
To distinguish the different way in which the term mediation is employed in this
research below from the way this is used in Vygotskian mediation theory, the term
‘mediation’ is placed in italics.
According to Mendoza (2009) interest in parental ‘mediation’ research rose in the
1980s when the standards of children’s television were low, leading mediational
research to emphasise the importance of parents’ responsibility for managing
children’s T.V. viewing at home. Parental mediation was described as one of the
most effective ways in managing television’s influence on children (Buijzen and
Valkenburg, 2005).

Research has concentrated on developing typologies of

strategies used by parents to manage children’s interaction with T.V. Three of the
main strategies identified are supervising, controlling and interpreting content
(Warren, 2001). Another influential classification, one developed by Nathanson and
his colleagues was to divide parental mediation strategies into co-viewing,
restrictive mediation, and active mediation (Nathanson, 2001; Nathanson and
Botta, 2003). Researchers define parental mediation via co-viewing as “the simple
act of watching television with children” without any discussion of content. Parental
restrictive mediation is viewed as setting rules pertaining to children’s consumption
of T.V. content and/ or the amount of time children can view. Parental active
mediation is often referred to as talking to children about television to advance
children’s critical thinking as well as protecting them from negative media effects
(Nathanson and Yang, 2003).
These classifications are helpful in understanding how parents may engage with
the ‘mediation’ of their children’s T.V. viewing and will inform my inquiry into the
ways in which parents in Saudi Arabia mediate their children’s engagement with
English T.V. programmes. However, as explained above, the focus of this thesis is
interested to foreground an examination of how children’s learning is enhanced by
the sorts of educative dialogue that parents employ to help children learn English
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from T.V. informed by Vygotskian perspectives on mediation while watching T.V.
with their children. In contrast to Nathanson (2001) and Nathanson and Botta,
(2003) distinction between co-viewing and active viewing, in line with a Vygotskian
mediational perspective, this process is described as an active form of co-viewing.
That is, it is interested in examining the activity of parent–child co-viewing and the
nature of parents’ deliberative and active focus on supporting children’s learning.
As I will explain below, while all scholars working within a Vygotskian tradition
agree that the concept of the mediated mind is a central tenet of Vygotsky’s theory
of child development, his theoretical perspective is variously referred to as
sociocultural theory or cultural historical theory. These different terms highlight two
different but equally important facets of his theory. The former emphasises ‘the
central role that social relationships and culturally constructed artifacts play in
organising uniquely human forms of thinking’ (Lantolf, 2004: 30-1) while the second
places more emphasis on understanding the genesis of human thinking, or the way
it evolves or develops over time. Space does not permit me to discuss the
perceived advantages and disadvantages of each term (but see Lantolf & Thorne,
2006, for a discussion of this). However, in the field of second or foreign language
learning, the term sociocultural theory is widely adopted with reference to
Vygotsky’s work. As an applied linguist interested in understanding mediation in
the context of foreign language learning, in my discussion of Vygotsky’s ideas and
the centrality of mediation to these, in what follows I will use the term sociocultural
theory (hereafter referred to as SCT), the one widely adopted by applied linguists
who write about this.
3.2 Vygotskian sociocultural theory: an overview
Vygotsky (1896-1934) is the most prominent of a number of Russian psychologists
whose ideas have been influential in the field of developmental psychology and of
education as whole in the last 30 years. Lev Semeonovich Vygotsky was born in
an area which of the former soviet Union to a middle class Jewish family. His
interests included philosophy, literature and culture (Kozulin, 1986). Vygotsky
attempted to formulate psychology according to the Marxist methodology, which
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encouraged viewing the success of individuals as a reflection of the success of the
culture & society. Marxists also believe that any culture could be understood only
through the examination of ideas and events that had shaped it throughout history
(Vasta et al, 1995). Vygotsky incorporates these elements in his theory of the
development of human mental functioning and the mediated mind. In contrast to
the predominant schools in psychology at his time which focused on internal or
subjective experience and behaviourist approaches that engaged the external,
Vygotsky rejected the Cartesian dichotomy between the internal and the external.
He views development as “the transformation of socially shared activities into
internalized processes.” (John-Steiner and Mahn, 1996: 192) Sociocultural theory
is therefore a gestalt, which analyses the complexities of both the individual and
social elements contributing to human development (Kozulin, 1999). Some of
Vygotsky’s core concepts, such as inner speech, psychological tools, semiotic
mediation, and the zone of proximal development (ZPD) have proved their heuristic
value in a number of experimental studies (John-Steiner and Mahn, 1996). Today,
these concepts are widely embraced by educational theorists with a diverse range
of interests, including those interested in exploring second and foreign language
learning and development (see for example, Donato 1994; Lantolf 2000; Lantolf &
Thorne 2007; Turuk, 2008). Vygotsky’s ideas have also influenced a number of
theoretical perspectives on learning currently enjoying popularity such as situated
learning theory (Wenger, 1999), activity theory (Engeström, 2000), and Dynamic
Assessment (Lidz & Gindis, 2003).
3.2.1 Mediation in SCT
Central to Vygotsky’s work is the concept of the mediated mind and this unites all
varieties of SCT (Lantolf 2000: 1) On the one hand, Vygotsky employs the concept
of the mediated mind to stress that human cognition is only partially the result of
human biological capacity and primarily depends on and is mediated by the social
world. As he observed:
“Every function in the child's cultural development appears twice: first, on the
social level, and later on the individual level; first between people
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(interpsychological),

and

then

inside

the

child

(intrapsychological).”

(Vygotsky, 1978: 57).
However, he also stresses that humans do not act directly on the world. Rather he
suggests that humans use physical & symbolic artifacts to mediate their
relationships with themselves and the world and emphasizes their central role in
social relations, and in organizing human thinking and development (Vygotsky,
1981a). Thus, tools and signs are the ‘auxiliary means’ by which interactions
between subject and object are mediated (Cole and Engeström, 1993). To
conceptualize this, Kozulin (2003) gives as an example the activity involved in
constructing a table. The raw material must be chopped from a tree, carved out,
sanded, finished and assembled. Humans developed physical tools (in this case,
axes, saw, sanders, and drills) to facilitate this activity. Moreover, by so doing
humans are able to transform the environment as well as themselves in the
process. Moreover, tools must be used in a specific manner, for example, to
construct a table, we need to grasp the handle of the axe rather than the blade,
and we need to make a chopping rather than sawing motion. Vygotsky suggests
that just as humans use physical tools to mediate their relation to the world in
concrete ways, they use symbolic tools (e.g., signs, various numeric & writing
systems, graphs, charts & tables) to mediate themselves in more abstract ways
(Kozulin, 2003: 18). The indirect or mediated relationship between the individual
(subject) and the world (or goal/object) brought about by symbolic and concrete
artifacts is often captured visually by means of a mediational triangle as illustrated
in table 3.1 below:
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Figure (3.1) Vygotsky’s basic mediated action triangle

Symbolic & Concrete Artifacts

Individual (subject)

World (or goal/object)

From the above, it can be seen that artifacts, whether symbolic or concrete are
viewed as central to the ways in which people come to think about and engage in
the material world. As Lantolf and Thorne (2006, p79) explain, mediation from a
Vygotskian perspective is therefore “the process through which humans deploy
culturally constructed artifacts, concepts, and activities to regulate (i.e. gain
voluntary control over and transform) the material world or their own and each
other’s social and mental activity”
In my own study with its interest in social relations (between parents and children)
and cultural artifacts (English T.V. programmes), I see a Vygotskian understanding
of mediation as a relevant and helpful way to understand the ways these things
can potentially contribute to children’s English language learning in positive ways.
3.2.2. Child development in SCT: From other to self-regulation
While a central concern of all of those writing about child development is an
interest in explaining how the lower order thinking present in children transforms
into higher order thinking, Vygotsky’s contribution is to argue that this is not merely
due to a natural or biological process. Rather, in keeping with his view of the
human mind as mediated by the socio-cultural world, he argues that children’s
development needs to be understood as heavily influenced by social activities and
artifacts. That is to say, that through ongoing interactions with others, together with
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the mediation of various signs and tools, culture (or social ways of ‘being’) are
internalised and the lower order mental processes with which children are born are
transformed into higher mental processes such as voluntary memory, logic,
thought, learning, and attention. (Wertsch, 1981; Lantolf & Thorne 2007)
This process of internalization of meanings through engagement in the social world
is conceptualised as moving through three general stages leading ultimately to
self-regulation. The first stage, termed object-regulation, is where children’s
thinking is regulated by unmediated attention to objects rather than a capacity to
think about these independently.

The second stage, termed other-regulation,

includes implicit and explicit mediation involving varying levels of assistance by
parents as well as significant others to assist them in learning to engage with
objects in meaningful ways. The third stage, termed self-regulation is the process
of making what was only once a resource they could utilize with external
assistance a resource that is internally available to the individual, with minimal or
no external support (Lantolf & Thorne, 2007). Each of the three stages discussed—
object-regulation, other-regulation, and self-regulation are “symmetrical and
recoverable, i.e. an individual can traverse this sequence at will, given the
demands of the task” (Frawley, 1997: 98).
The role of significant others in learning and development
From the above it can be seen that key adults in the child’s world (referred to as
significant others by Vygotsky, 1978) play an important role in assisting children’s
internalization of meaning. At early stages of their development, children’s thinking
and actions are initially subordinated or regulated by adult speech and it is only
over time that they learn to utilize this language to regulate their own behaviour
(Luria & Yudovich, 1972). Vygotsky saw the quality of the mediation offered by
significant others as important in facilitating children’s developmental processes, a
point I will return to below where I discuss the Zone of Proximal Development
(hereafter referred to as the ZPD), his conceptualization of the nature of effective
mediational dialogues.
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The central role of language in self-regulation
What is also implicit in the above is the centrality of language as a mediational
artefact. Vygotsky saw language as the primary mediational means that humans
use for thinking and language development as central to the development of
individual cognition or self-regulation. For Vygotsky, language is a pre-requisite for
the developing consciousness of the child. As he puts it:
“Prior to mastering his own behaviour, the child begins to master his
surroundings with the help of speech. This produces new relations with the
environment in addition to the new organization of behaviour itself. The
creation of these uniquely human forms of behaviour later produces the
intellect and become the basis of productive work: the specifically human
form of the use of tool.” (Vygotsky, 1978: 25)
Thus for Vygotsky, a theory of how a child moves from other to self-regulation must
include an account of how language develops and enhances mental functions.
According to Vygotsky (1987), the child learns language by passing through three
stages of speech development: social speech or external speech, egocentric
speech or private speech, and inner speech or internal speech. Lantolf and Thorne
(2006) argued that central to Vygotsky’s concept of mediation is social speech
which facilitiates the development of inner speech which allows thought to take
share and develop.
Vygotsky views a child’s development of social speech as a way to control his
behaviour, to form social relationships with others and to express needs and
emotions (Vygotsky, 1987). Over time the child starts to use egocentric speech to
regulate his own mental functioning (Vygotsky, ibid) and as a strategy for solving
problems. For example, a child might say aloud the steps of the task, or use his
fingers to count (Wang 2001) Talking aloud to oneself (or egocentric speech) is the
first link between external or social speech and internal thought. As children
internalize egocentric speech it loses its social appearance and takes on the
properties of intimate speech between two individuals. Thus, it focuses on ‘new
information’ and is directed at the self and therefore has the psychological function
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of regulating the behaviour of the individual who produced the utterance. As
Vygotsky argued, “Egocentric speech eventually transforms into inner speech and
as it does, it sheds the formal linguistic garb of its social progenitor. What remains
is pure meaning” (Vygotsky, 1987; as cited in Lantolf and Thorne, 2006: 74). To
Vygotsky, inner speech "is not the interior aspect of external speech- it is a function
in itself. It still remains speech, i.e., thought connected with words. But where in
external speech thought is embodied in words, in inner speech words die as they
bring forth thought. Inner speech is to a large extent thinking in pure meanings"
(Vygotsky, 1962: 149).
Vygotsky also acknowledges the role that gesture plays in language learning. His
focus was primarily on the way in which gestures are early (pre-language) forms of
communication (see Lantolf & Thorne, 2006) and an important “material carrier of
thinking” (McNeill & Duncan, 2000:155). Recently, gestures have started to receive
a great deal more research attention (see Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, for a synthesis
of some key research studies) and their role as mediating artifacts, alongside
speech in supporting children’s development, has attracted considerable attention
as will be discussed

further in section 3.6

where I discuss different sorts of

mediational strategies that can be employed by significant others, such as parents.
3.2.3 The dynamic evolutionary nature of mediation: activity and genesis
As mentioned earlier, a central tenet of Vygotsky’s theory was a need to capture
the dynamic relationships holding between individuals and the social worlds and to
challenge what he believed to be the false dualisms evident in the accounts of child
development prevalent at the time he was writing (John-Steiner and HolbrookMahn,1996). This led him to seek out a dialectic method, one which could capture
the complex relationship holding between individuals and the social worlds within
which they live (Wertsch, 1998) and one which would concentrate on exploring the
development of human cognition, that is on capturing and describing the process
by which this evolves or develops and to reveal the forces behind their
development (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006; John-Steiner & Holbrook-Mahn, 1996).
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Two core concepts discussed by Vygotsky and expanded on by his followers
which were developed to elaborate on his ideas were activity and genesis (or
development). In what follows I will elaborate on these ideas and reflect on their
importance in this thesis. In keeping with his interest in the interrelationship
between the social and individual facets of development, Vygotsky saw individuals
(subjects), socioculturally derived mediational artifacts, and individuals goals as in
a state of dynamic interplay or representing an activity system whereby each
constituent mutually informs another (Ratner, 2002:10). Thus, for example,
Vygotsky argues that the nature of tools human employ in a given situation change
both the world as well as the self. He elaborates on the transformative potential of
language in particular in the following way:
"Just as a mould gives shape to a substance, words can shape an activity
into a structure. However, that structure may be changed or reshaped when
children learn to use language in ways that allow them to go beyond
previous experiences when planning future action…once children learn how
to use the planning function of their language effectively, their psychological
field changes radically. A view of the future is now an integral part of their
approaches to their surroundings.” (Vygotsky, 1978: 28)
In

keeping

with

this

emphasis

on

interrelatedness

and

activity,

as

Cole (1996:103) points out in sociocultural theory “traditional dichotomies of
subject and object, person and environment, and so on, cannot be analytically
separated and temporally ordered into independent and dependent variables.”
Thus it follows that Vygotsky’s concept of internalization is far more than merely an
account of how individuals are socialised into cultural norms and practices through
a process of unidirectional transmission of ideas and information. But rather that it
is understood as a complex process of “transmission, transformation and synthesis
in the co-construction of knowledge” (John-Steiner & Holbrook-Mahn, 1996:197).
The particular focus of this thesis is on the perspectives and efforts of parents to
mediate English T.V. programmes with their children and an examination of the
pedagogical dialogues they engage in with their children while co-viewing.
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Although, as I will explain further where I discuss Vygotsky’s work on the
importance of pedagogical dialogues and the ZPD, the importance of activity has
often been downplayed, I argue that it is important to bear his (sometimes implicit
rather explicit) emphasis on the collaborative and co-constructed nature of ZPD in
mind and this underpins my conceptualisation of these in this thesis.
With regard to genesis, Vygotsky saw this as important to understanding the
evolution of human cognition, identifying four main domains that should be the
focus of research. Firstly, he discussed phylogenesis, which is concerned with the
way human cognition has evolved as distinct from the mental processes of other
life forms through the integration of mediational means. Second, he discussed
sociocultural genesis, which focused on how different symbolic and material tools
developed by human cultures throughout their histories affected the sorts of
mediation favoured by these cultures and the kinds of thinking they valued. Third,
he described the developmental trajectories of individuals with reference to their
appropriation and integration of mediational means (especially language) to
develop their thinking over time as ontogenesis. Finally, he described microgenesis
as referring to the development of thinking with reference to mediational means
over a relatively short span of time such as a course of study, with a focus on
examining a discreet feature of development, such as, with respect to language,
the understanding or use of a word, sound or grammatical feature of a language).
(Lantolf, 2004; Wertsch, 1991)
According to De Valenzuela (2006), the most common type of current
educational research within SCT are ones which concentrate on ontogenetic or
microgenetic domains. To undertake research within the ontogenetic domain
requires an extensive longitudinal study which is, practically speaking outside the
scope of the study. Rather the focus of the study reported in this thesis is primarily
microgenetic with its emphasis on language development through mediated coviewing. Although it does seek to acknowledge the distinctive ways in which
mediational processes and practices are informed by the sociocultural genesis of
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Saudi norms and values over time which impact on the ways in which informs the
parent-child co-viewing relationship and activity.
3.2.4 The importance of people in Vygotskian mediational theory
People occupy an important role in Vygotsky’s mediational theory and are
instrumental to his concept of other-regulation outlined above. Indeed, Kozulin
(1998) argues that Vygotsky proposed that the development of the child’s higher
mental processes depend on mediators who place themselves between the child
and the environment. As he observed:
‘It is through the mediation of others, through the mediation of the adult that
the child undertakes activities. Absolutely everything in the behaviour of the
child is merged and rooted in social relations. Thus, the child’s relations with
reality are from the start social relations, so that the newborn baby could be
said to be in the highest degree a social being’ (Vygotsky,1932; cited in Ivic,
1989: 429).
Of particular importance, Vygotsky argues, are those people with whom the child is
most intimately connected as these people are likely to be most significant in
helping them make sense of their everyday encounters and experiences. Parents,
the focus of this thesis, clearly fall into this category as do teachers, other family
members and older siblings.
The importance of people resides in Vygotsky’s rejection of prevailing assumptions
about the discreet and separate nature of the social world and the individual. It also
reflected his view, contrary to the dominant view of development advocated by
Piagetian child development theory, that learning could inform development rather
than learning being dependent on the developmental stage a child had reached
(John-Steiner & Holbrook Mahn, 1996). Since a fundamental premise of Vygotsky’s
view of cognition is that meanings are internalised, Vygotsky reasoned that
sociocultural settings and people who help the child mediate these can provide
useful learning opportunities which, can inform development. As he observed:
“social instruction actually produces new, elaborate, advanced psychological
processes that are unavailable to the organism working in isolation” (Vygotsky
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1989, cited in Donato, 2000: 46). Towards the end of his life, Vygotsky elaborated
on the nature of quality pedagogical dialogues, concluding that these need to
acknowledge the importance of the ZPD on the assumption that:
“What the child can do with cooperation today he can do alone tomorrow.
Therefore the only good kind of instruction is that which marches ahead of
development and leads it; it must be aimed not so much at the ripe as at the
ripening functions” (Vygotsky, 1962: 104).
It is this focus on the sorts of assisted and enhanced performance that key people
can play in promoting children’s development that is the impetus for the study into
parental mediation reported in this thesis. The concept of the ZPD is central to
understanding effective pedagogical dialogues between significant others and
children from the Vygotskian mediational perspective that this thesis draws
inspiration from. In what follows, therefore, I will consider this concept in more
depth and critically examine a number of different interpretations of this before
going on to articulate the understanding of the ZPD which informs my study.
3.3 Mediation and the Zone of Proximal Development
As suggested above, a need to evaluate instructional practices with reference to
the view of development as informed by social relationships and mediating artifacts
were important triggers for Vygotsky’s proposal for the ZPD as a principle of
instructional

practice.

However,

his

motivation

was

also

prompted

by

dissatisfaction with prevailing assessment techniques which measure the current
level of development rather than the future or potential level of the child (Turuk,
2008). Vygotsky (1978: 86) defined the concept of ZPD as:
“The distance between the actual developmental level as determined by
independent problem solving and the level of potential development as
determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration
with more capable peers.”
The concept of the ZPD therefore encompasses the idea that individuals through
collaborative endeavours with more skilled persons can internalize new concepts,
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psychological tools, and skills that they would be unable to do without assistance
(Shabani et al, 2010). The term proximal (nearby) indicates that the assistance
provided

goes

just

slightly

beyond

the

learners’

current

competence;

complementing and building on their existing abilities (Cole & Cole, 2001).
Broadly speaking the ZPD assumes an interaction between a more competent
person and a less competent person while undertaking tasks in a way that enables
the latter to receive the right sort of instructional assistance to enable him to move
beyond his current level of competence. However, Vygotsky proposed the notion of
the ZPD towards the end of his short life and was not able to fully articulate his
vision of what it meant to work within the ZPD before his death. Nevertheless, the
notion of the ZPD continues to find appeal among many educators and has
inspired a great deal of research and debate with regard to how it can be put into
practice. Chaiklin (2003) provided critical consideration to three different
assumptions often made about how to work effectively within the ZPD and how
well they correlate with the principles of Vygotskian mediation theory discussed
earlier. These relate to different complimentary dimensions of the ZPD, namely the
task, the efforts of the more expert person and the needs of the child.
First of all, one set of assumptions is that working in the ZPD means working with
sets of tasks and examining task performance of children when working with more
knowledgeable others. However, as Chaiklin (2003) argues it is a mistake that
some researchers fall into to reduce the ZPD to performance of a “range of tasks”
performed in collaboration, as it distorts the original emphasis on levels of
development in Vygotsky’s conceptualization of the ZPD.
A second set of assumptions regarding the ZPD is an over emphasis on the
assisted performance aspect of the ZPD, that is the ZPD is an intervention and
learning dependent on the efforts of a more competent person who interacts with
the child. As Gillen (2000: 193–194) points out, this means that “Arguably, the
notion of the zone of proximal development is little more meaningful than that of a
learning situation presented to a child, where adults and/or more advanced
children directly or indirectly have a positive influence on the child.” Because a
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competent teacher is important for learning, the ZPD notion is often used to focus
on the importance of more competent assistance. This represents a failure to
connect the ZPD to Vygotsky’s theory as a whole which can help distinguish the
ZPD from other sorts of instructional techniques which are guided by others. In
other words, it is not the competence per se of the more knowledgeable person
that is important; rather, it is to understand the meaning of that assistance in
relation to a child’s learning and development (Chaiklin, 2003)
The third assumption highlighted by Chaiklin (2003) is one which focuses on
“properties of the learner,” including notions of a learner’s potential. This aspect
often seems to be interpreted as that it will be possible to facilitate a child’s
learning, if the zone can be identified properly. Sometimes, this aspect is
interpreted to mean that teaching in the zone of proximal development should
result in the easiest or most effortless form of learning for the child. However, as
Chaiklin observes, Vygotsky never assumed that learning related to the ZPD is
always enjoyable, easy or effortless. He (1967: 16) gives an example: A child
running a race may not be having pleasure, especially after losing, yet still this
action can be part of the zone of proximal development.
The various misassumptions about the ZPD outlined above highlight some of the
challenges faced in reading his work in translation as well as the under-developed
nature of some of his ideas (John-Steiner & Holbrook Mahn, 1996). However, as
Verenikina argues (2008) failure to see the connections between the ZPD and the
theory as a whole might lead to a simplistic interpretation of the ZPD as domination
over a child's initiative and active position as a learner. In particular what is missing
from these accounts of the ZPD is attention to the Vygotskian principles of activity
and genesis outlined in section 3.2.3 above. There is the need to consider the
interconnection between task, knowledgeable other and child in discussions of the
ZPD and to engage with ideas of intersubjectivity and co-construction which are
seen as core to Vygotsky’s SCT.
Intersubjectivity is described by Wertsch (1985, 1998) as the establishment of
shared understandings between the child and the adult in the process of
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internalisation as the adult gradually removes the assistance and transfers
responsibility to the child. Furthermore, examining the way intersubjectivity has
been achieved includes looking at the kinds of cultural tools and the techniques
which have been provided for the child to appropriate and use on their own in their
independent performance (Verenikina, 2003). Vygotsky’s concept of ZPD is
grounded on this notion in relation to his sociogenetic concept of mental
functioning. Within the distance delineated by the ZPD, Vygotsky believed that a
learner comes to attain the potential to internalize meaning from the social
interactions.
These interpretations failed to understand certain aspects of the ZPD. First, they
fail to connect the ZPD to Vygotsky’s theory as a whole to distinguish the ZPD from
any instructional techniques which are guided by others. According to Verenikina
(2008), failure to see the connections between the ZPD and the theory as a whole
might lead to a simplistic interpretation of the ZPD as a domination over a child's
initiative and active position as a learner. Second, they have not examined the
concept of intersubjectivity and the active position of the child in learning which is
central to mediation and help in comprehending the complexity of the ZPD.
Intersubjectivity is described by Wertsch (1985, 1998) as the establishment of
shared understandings between the child and the adult in the process of
internalisation as the adult gradually removes the assistance and transfers
responsibility to the child. Furthermore, examining the way intersubjectivity has
been achieved includes looking at the kinds of cultural tools and the techniques
which have been provided for the child to appropriate and use on their own in their
independent performance (Verenikina, 2003). Vygotsky’s concept of ZPD is
grounded on this notion in relation to his sociogenetic concept of mental
functioning. Within the distance delineated by the ZPD, Vygotsky believed that a
learner comes to attain the potential to internalize meaning from the social
interactions (Verenikina, ibid.).
Third, working in the ZPD requires a consideration of the sort of tools that a
mediator would use to help the child use on their own in their independent
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performance. These are intersubjective ‘tools’ rather than merely thinking about
instructional practices (assumption 2) there is a need to think about the special
kind of strategies (or tools) needed to make the interconnection between the
knowledgeable other and the child. Verenikia (2003: 5) stated that working in the
zone of proximal development requires an examination of the way that a child's
performance is mediated socially. This includes “the means by which the mediator
reaches and meets the level of the child's understanding and then leads the child
from there to a higher, culturally mediated level of development.” On the other
hand, the ZPD requires a consideration of significant others in regard to what they
can do to help children in their learning by setting tasks that are at a level just
beyond the learner’s current capabilities, and showing ways of making the next
step unassisted. Aljaafreh and Lantolf (1994: 207) identified a number of
“mechanisms of effective help” relating to intervention within the ZPD. They
suggested that assistance should be provided as needed but at the same time “a
minimum level of guidance must be given so that the novice can successfully carry
out the action at hand.”
Furthermore, Vygotskian SCT emerged from a critical Marxist tradition which
places emphasis on the praxis between understanding and transformation and
thus highlights how concepts like the ZPD point to pedagogic strategies which can
help address this (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). Vygotsky’s emphasis on activity and
the interconnectedness between the elements that comprise effective mediation
also highlight the need to see the ZPD as co-constructed and a mutual endeavour
between participating parties.
In this thesis, Vygotsky’s concept of the ZPD offers a valuable framework to
critically examine parental mediation of young learners English T.V. viewing in
Saudi Arabia. While my main focus of interest is on how parental efforts to mediate
their children’s learning while co-viewing, informed by Vygotsky’s emphasis on
process and development as well as his interest in collaboration and
interconnectivity (see section 3.2.2.), I will operate with an assumption that the
ZPD is best understood as a co-constructed activity and that parental efforts
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cannot be examined without attention to the active role that the child plays in this
process – especially since the end goal of mediation is to support the child as an
active, self-regulated learner (Diaz, Neal & Amaya-Williams, 1992).
In what follows I will consider some of the different pedagogical frameworks which
are often closely linked to the concept of the ZPD and which highlight different
aspects of the debate about the pedagogical implications of working in the ZPD
outlined above.
3.4 Pedagogical frameworks for describing mediation within the context of
the ZPD
As explained above, Vygotsky’s work on the ZPD has attracted a great deal of
interest from a number of quarters. It has been influential in the development of a
number of pedagogical frameworks which seek to describe the sorts of mediational
activities that can help ensure that children are helped to further their development.
Here I will consider the three main pedagogical frameworks that are often cited in
discussions of the ZPD, these are scaffolding, mediated learning experience and
dynamic assessment.
3.4.1 Scaffolding
The term scaffolding, introduced by Jerome Bruner, an American psychologist, is
closely correlated with Vygotsky’s concept of the ZPD. It was initially developed by
Bruner and his colleagues on the basis of studies of mother-child dialogues in
which the objective was to help young children perform the task (Wood, Bruner, &
Ross, 1976; Wood & Middleton, 1975). For Bruner, scaffolding ‘refers to the steps
taken to reduce the freedom in carrying out some task so that the child can
concentrate on the difficult skill she is in the process of acquiring.’ (Bruner, 1978:
19). It is ‘a process of ‘setting up’ the situation to make the child’s entry easy and
successful and then gradually pulling back and handing the role to the child as he
becomes skilled enough to manage it’ (Bruner, 1983: 60). Today, scaffolding is
widely applied in discussions of pedagogical practice including second language
learning. Cameron (2001), in her work on teaching English as an additional
language to young children, describes scaffolding as a teaching strategy which
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attempts to ensure that the child can gain confidence and control the task and is
offered immediate support which is adjusted to the needs of the individual child.
Bruner (1983) acknowledged the influence of both Vygotsky and Piaget in his work.
He views language as important for cognitive development and he also
investigated how adults use language to mediate the world for children and
described the talk that adult use to support the child in carrying out an activity as
scaffolding. As Vygotsky puts it, “What the child can do with assistance today she
will be able to do by herself tomorrow.” (Vygotsky, 1978: 87) Like Piaget, Bruner
believes that children learn in stages, but unlike Piaget, he does not believe such
stages are age-dependent or necessarily achieved in a distinct order (Bruner,
1983). Bruner, like Vygotsky, believes that socialization plays an integral role in
intellectual development. Educational implications of Bruner’s research include the
supposition that material must be made ready for the child, and not that the child
will intrinsically know how to interpret the material. (Perry, 2002).Thus, Bruner’s
ideas are grounded in the Vygotskian idea that quality learning experiences can
have an impact on and lead development.
Work undertaken by Bruner and his co-researchers emphasises the importance of
the supportive strategies adults use to help children in solving cognitive problems,
an important facet of effective work in the ZPD (Wood, Bruner and Ross (1976).
Rogoff and Wertsch (1984) developed this concept further in their presentation of
the terms "orchestration" or "transfer" to describe the process from other-regulation
to self-regulation. Successful scaffolding (orchestration) requires establishing
shared understanding of the task. In this process, the caregiver leads the children
toward such understanding and helps them develop their own conception of the
task. Such an outcome is achieved by creating a balance of support through
scaffolding.
According to Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1976), scaffolded help is characterized by
six features:
1. Recruiting interest in the task
2. Simplifying the task
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3. Maintaining pursuit of the goal
4. Marking critical features and discrepancies between what has been
produced and the ideal solution,
5. Controlling frustration during problem solving
6. Demonstrating an idealized version of the act to be performed
Donato (1994) clarified that a child's error can be a signal for the adult to upgrade
the scaffolding and to dismantle the scaffold as the child begins to take on more
responsibility for the task. This means that the child has benefited from the
scaffolding and internalized the problem-solving processes.
Maternal scaffolding, in line with the original focus of research on parent-child
dialogues among those who proposed a scaffolding metaphor to describe
supportive development-orientated interactions, has also led to the identification of
maternal scaffolding behaviour (see for example, Diaz et al, 1991; Moreno, 1991)
and the use of more and less directive and more or less controlling strategies and
the effect of these on children’s learning (see section 3.5.2.1 below for more
discussion of these and their relationship to cultural norms and value systems).
In second language (L2) research, scaffolding has attracted considerable attention.
Donato (1994) explains that this was first reported in Hatch's (1978) early research
on L2 interaction and also highlighted in by Van Lier (1988) who saw how this
concept can be drawn upon to re-examine how L2 classroom activities, arguing
that many already tacitly employ a scaffolding tactic. Since then, a growing number
of studies of L2 learning have explicitly employed a scaffolding framework to
understand how assistance from others can enhance L2 development. Donato
(1994) points out how much of this has focused on teachers’ efforts to scaffold
learning but also, how as with first language learning research, other learners
themselves can help successfully scaffold learning.
Despite many drawing close parallels between scaffolding and Vygotsky’s concept
of the ZPD, it has also been seen as representing a limited understanding of this.
Lave and Wenger (1991), for example, point out that the notion of the ZPD
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emphasizes teacher-learner collaboration and negotiation as a bilateral process.
Since scaffolding is focused on describing effective support provided by significant
others, such as parents or teachers, it only partially reflects the richness of
Vygotsky's zone of proximal development; it is a one-way process “…wherein the
scaffolder constructs the scaffold alone and presents it for the use of the novice”
(Daniels, 2001, as cited in Verenikina, 2008: 164) These views are also highlighted
by Stone (1998) who argued that the metaphor of scaffolding can lead to viewing
teacher-learner interaction in the classroom as adult-driven and one-sided in
nature.
Other researchers (see for example Poehner and Lantolf, 2005; Valsiner & van der
Veer (1993), question the ability of scaffolding to promote development. Valsiner &
van der Veer (1993) contend that unlike in the ZPD, the concept of scaffolding is
not sensitive to those abilities that are in the process of maturing, rather it allows
the tutor to compensate for any ability that the learner lacks to perform a task. To
put this another way, as Newman et al (1989) explain, scaffolding “implies a
unilateral action supporting a preplanned architecture while the ZPD assumes a
social division of labour between the tutor and the learner in which the whole task
is distributed between the two but in a socially negotiated way.” (1989: 153). The
implication of this is that providing scaffolded assistance to a learner may promote
completion of a task, but it does not necessarily promote development.
In addition to the problems identified with the relationship between Vygotsky’s
conceptualization of the ZPD and the scaffolding metaphor,

a number of

researchers have also pointed to the ‘elusive’ and ‘fuzzy’ nature of the concept of
scaffolded assistance (see for example Maybin et al 1992; Smith, 2003). Read
(2011) argues that this is particularly the case in discussions of learning a foreign
language, where language is both the content and the medium or vehicle for
learning, and where the emotional and interactional contexts differ markedly from
the context of first language acquisition and parental tutoring at home in which the
term was originally developed (Read, 2011). Read concludes that more research is
needed into better understanding effective scaffolding for young children learning
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English as a foreign language. She suggested that one way forward would be to
take the original six features of effective scaffolding identified by Wood, Bruner and
Ross (1976) outlined above and to see whether and in what ways they may be
applied in the context of learning a foreign language.
In her discussion of the scaffolding as a pedagogical framework for work in the
ZPD, Verenikina (2008) highlights how the concept of scaffolded assistance finds
wide appeal by many educators as it provides them with a clear framework which
highlights the importance of their mediational strategies on children’s learning.
However, she argues that it is essential, to keep in mind that a literal interpretation
of the scaffolding metaphor might lead to a narrow view of child-teacher interaction
and an image of the child as a passive recipient of a teacher's direct instruction
which falls far behind the Vygotskian idea of ZPD. For some writers the problems
with the scaffolding metaphor for describing ways of working within the ZPD
suggest a need to seek out alternative pedagogical frameworks which I will discuss
below. For others, the concept of scaffolded assistance still carries potential value.
Stone (1998), for example, argues that the scaffolding metaphor should not be
abandoned, but that it “needs to be invigorated with a much more explicit theory”
which is “crucial for our general appreciation of why scaffolded interactions are
effective.” (Stone 1998: 358)
The two main alternative pedagogical frameworks to scaffolding to describe
working within the ZPD to be discussed below draw upon the work of Reuven
Feuerstein (1921-2014), the Israeli clinical cognitive psychologist who was
particularly interested in how mediation could enable cognitively-challenged
children to develop. As will be discussed, his work helps elaborate on Bruner’s
notion of scaffolded assistance on the one hand, and also highlights the
importance of understanding and being responsive to the evolving needs of the
child through a process of dynamic assistance.
3.4.2 Mediated Learning Experience (MLE)
Feuerstein’s concept of Mediated Learning Experience (MLE) shares much in
common with Bruner’s notion of scaffolding, with its focus on detailing the sorts of
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pedagogical actions that adults can take to provide learners with forms of assisted
performance which can help advance their development. Feuerstein’s theories of
learning and development are sometimes described as social interactionist and
distinguished from Vygotskian socio-cultural or cultural-historical theory as their
primary focus is on the quality of the interaction between more capable and less
capable individuals (Williams and Burden,1997). Yet, there is much similarity
between Feuerstein and Vygotsky’s ideas and Feuerstein was certainly aware of
Vygotsky’s ideas (Williams and Burden, 1997). Like Vygotsky, Feuerstein believed
that cultural transmission and human mediation are crucial factors in cognitive
development (Tzuriel, 2004). He also believed that children’s learning is shaped by
significant others right from birth. He refers to significant others as mediators and
the experiences they provide as mediating learning experiences (Williams and
Burden,1997). As such, his concept of MLE (and particularly his emphasis on
dynamic assessment to be discussed below) is increasingly being seen as useful
pedagogical frameworks for operationalizing Vygotsky’s concept of the ZPD.
Feurerstein’s main interest and point of departure in developing his social
interactionist perspective was his interest to help cognitively-undeveloped
individuals, especially children, develop their cognitive capacity. Central to
Feuerstein’s theory of MLE is the firm belief that anyone can become a fully
effective learner which leads to the notion of structural cognitive modifiability (SCM)
which is another main concept in Feuerstein’s theory. SCM is the belief that
people’s cognitive structures can be developed throughout people’s lives (Williams
and Burden, 1997). According to this view, human cognitive abilities are not fixed
traits resulting purely from biological operations, but rather they can be developed
in a variety of ways depending on the presence and the quality of interaction and
instruction (Feuerstein et al,1988: 5). Feuerstein emphasizes this idea by his
preference for the term “retarded performers” rather than “retarded individuals”,
clarifying that it is the individual’s performance that is retarded and in need of
modification (Feuerstein et al,1988: 83).
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Feuerstein emphasized the centrality of mediated learning experience above all
else in cognitive development and learning to learn (Poehner, 2008). Feuerstein,
Rand, and Rynders (1988) explain that a child who has had only direct learning
experiences (as opposed to those that are mediated by others remains trapped in
the here-and-now situation, unable to interpret the world or to construct meaning in
a way that will allow him to see connections between events, situations, and
individuals. Feuerstein reasoned that the special educational needs (SEN) children
he worked with were best understood as culturally deprived rather than impaired
and described the failure of a child not reaching his/her full potential as ‘cultural
deprivation’ and as such that a child’s low level of functioning is impermanent and
could be improved with the right sort of intervention or MLE (Feuerstein and Rand,
1997).

Accordingly, Feuerstein et al, (1988) argues that a lack of mediated

learning experiences produce an individual who will benefit very little from direct
encounters with learning tasks. On the other hand, the child who is more subjected
to MLE benefits from direct exposure to learning. Moreover, his/her interaction with
the mediator provides a model that the child can imitate and transform, developing
beyond his/her current capabilities. Most crucially, mediators support development
by helping the child construct a view of the world and better understand their place
in it (Williams and Burden,1997).
As Kozulin explains “Mediated learning experience (MLE) occurs in a situation
when experienced, well-oriented and active human beings (parents, teachers,
more competent peers) interpose themselves between the child and the sources of
stimulation. They select, change, schedule and interpret stimuli to the child, thus
creating in him/her an experience of mediated learning.” (2002: 11) From this it is
apparent that the principles of MLE are closely aligned with Vygotsky’s vision for
the ZPD. As with scaffolding, Feurerstein’s concept of MLE, serves to elaborate on
Vygotsky’s under-developed pedagogical framework for work in the ZPD. In
particular it provides a more detailed account of principles of effective mediation (or
a set of parameters) which evolved from his efforts to enhance the development of
the SEN children and young adults he worked with (Kozulin, 1998).
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Based on his research, Feuerstein identified twelve main parameters that
distinguish MLE from other types of interaction. He suggested that three of these
are essential for all learning tasks in all settings. These are as follows:
1. Significance: referring to the need for the mediator to help the children
perceive the value of the learning activity within a particular socio-cultural
setting.
2. Purpose beyond the here and now: referring to the need for the mediator
to convey to the learners the general learning value of a task.
3. Shared intention: referring to the need for the mediator to create a shared
understanding of the purpose of the task and to provide the learner with a
clear set of instructions and to make sure that they understand and are
willing to carry out the task.
Feuerstein suggested that these three parameters of quality mediation could be
achieved by mediators in similar ways across different socio-cultural contexts.
However, he suggested that the remaining nine to be described below are
articulated differently by mediators in ways that reflect the different cultural worlds
they and the child are operating in. These nine parameters are as follows:
4. A sense of competence: referring to the need for the mediator to foster in
the learner the ability to cope successfully with any task.
5. Control of behaviour: referring to equipping the learners with strategies to
learn in their own.
6. Goal setting: referring to the need for the mediator to help children to set
their own goals in learning and plan how to achieve them. According to
Williams and Burden (1997) children who set their own goals in any
learning activity are more likely to achieve those goals than the ones that
are set for them.
7. Challenge: referring to the responsibilities of the mediator to find
appropriate learning tasks which are sufficiently difficult to provide a
challenge, but are not too difficult.
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8. Awareness of change: referring to the need for the mediator to foster the
ability to self-evaluate so that learners become flexible thinkers who can
cope with this world of continuous change.
9. A belief in positive outcomes: referring to the need for the mediator to
foster a firm belief that there is always a solution to any problem, so that
they learn to be persistent rather than give up. (Williams & Burden, 1997:
76)
10. Encouraging sharing behaviour: to solve some problems co-operatively
which leads to a world where trust and mutual respect are the norm.
11. Individuality: referring to the need for the mediator to encourage
individuality to promote an inner sense of personal worth.
12. Developing a feeling of belonging: referring to the need for the mediator
to foster in the learners a feeling of belonging to a community or culture.
Feuerstein’s MLE can be seen to complement but also extend the characteristics
of scaffolding proposed by Bruner and his colleagues outlined in section 3.4.2
above. However, since the idea that MLE should be seen as dynamic and
responsive, it also addresses some of the shortcomings of scaffolding as a way to
describe an instructional process for working within the ZPD.

As Poehner (2008)

points out, Feuerstein did not envisage MLE as comprising a set of rules but he did
argue that mediators need to fine tune his/her mediation using specific tasks or
tests according to the learner’s needs. These tasks or tests are known as the
Learning Potential Assessment Device (LPAD), which consists of a battery of 15
instruments that are dynamically administered to a learner during the MLE session,
in an interactive three-way (task-examinee-examiner) process (Sternberg &
Grigorenko, 2002: 55). In other words, as Poehner (2005) points out, Feuerstein
realized that not all the children who exhibit poor performance do so for the same
reasons.
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3.4.3 Dynamic assessment (DA)
Lantolf and Poehner (2004) define DA as an approach that integrates assessment
and instruction into a unified activity which simultaneously assesses and promotes
development through appropriate forms of mediation that are sensitive to the
individual’s current abilities, thus taking account of the individual’s ZPD (Lantolf
and Poehner, 2004: 50). Accordingly, Lidz & Gindis (2003) argue that DA is an
approach to understanding individual differences and their implications for
instruction that allows intervention within the assessment procedure. Brown &
Ferrara (1985) argue that the notion of ZPD highlights the importance of DA
because it focuses on the psychological functions of the child that are emerging but
have not yet been fully developed and assisted performance therefore entails an
assessment procedure. It requires an assessment of the actual performance as
well as the learning potentials of the child with assistance.
According to Poehner and Lantolf (2004) there are two general approaches to DA.
Firstly what is referred to as interventionist DA. This is rooted in Vygotsky’s
quantitative interpretation of the ZPD as a ‘difference score’ and Feuerstein’s
LPAD approach outlined above. It is implemented in a pre-test – post-test format,
where the teacher provides item-by-item assistance following a scripted approach
to mediation (Poehner 2008: 44-45) where the effect of the mediation is applied to
a particular focus of inquiry, such as production of the past tense form. Since my
concern is considering parental mediated assistance of children while co-viewing
English T.V. programmes where learning foci are not pre-set but are negotiated
while co-viewing, this approach to dynamic assessment is not seen as helpful.
Arguably, it is also a unidirectional approach to working in the ZPD and does not
reflect the responsiveness that is central to Vygotsky’s concept of the zone of
proximal development (Lantolf and Poehner 2004: 58). As Vygotsky’s puts it “we
must not measure the child, we must interpret the child” and this can only be
achieved through interaction and co-operation (Vygotsky, 1998: 204). It is this
perspective on the ZPD that underlies the second, interactionist approach to DA.
Interactionist approaches to DA are less concerned with conventional notions of
test validity and reliability than interventionist approaches to DA (Lantolf and
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Poehner, 2005) and as such they are more concerned with promoting learners’
cognitive development, and more faithful to Vygotsky’s understanding of the ZPD.
One example of a study which draws upon the principles of an interactional
approach to DA applied to learning a foreign language is provided one undertaken
by Aljaafreh and Lantolf (1994). Poehner (2008) clarified that while this study was
not explicitly framed as DA since it sought to promote learners’ development by
collaboratively constructing ZPDs it fits well with interactionist DA principles.
Moreover, instead of using a formal test instrument as part of their procedures,
they engaged the learner with the tutor in a pedagogical tasks, another feature of
interactionist approaches to dynamic assessment. The study examined how three
learners improved their ability to use the relevant grammatical features of English
over the course of time as a result of their teacher’s mediational approach. In their
study, a mediator met individually with three ESL learners in a writing class weekly
for eight weeks and targeted their use of various grammatical features. The
mediator attempted to co-construct a ZPD with the participants through diagnosing
areas of difficulty, continuously assessing their abilities and tailoring help to their
needs allowing mediation to emerge from the mediator-learner collaboration.
Aljaafreh and Lantolf’s (1994) analysis of the sessions lead to a regulatory scale
comprised thirteen forms of mediation, arranged from most implicit to most explicit.
Some examples of the regulatory scale (implicit to explicit levels of help) that were
identified in the analysis of the interactions were as follows:
Table (3.1) Explicit and More Implicit Mediational Strategies Identified in Aljaafreh and
Lantolf’s (1994) Research into Dynamic Assessment

1. Providing examples of the correct pattern.
2. Providing some explanation for use of the correct form.
3. Providing the correct form
4. Providing clues to help the learner arrive at the correct form
5. Rejecting the learner's unsuccessful attempts at correcting the error
6. Identifying the error
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Explicit

7. Indicating the nature of the error
8. Narrowing down the location of the error
9. Rejecting unsuccessful attempts by the learner at recognizing the
error
10. Indicating that something may be wrong in a segment
11. Reading of the sentence that contains the error by the learner or
the tutor
12. Constructing a "collaborative frame" where the tutor is a potential
dialogic partner
13. Learner reads and find errors independently before the session

Implicit

Following on from this, the reduction in explicit mediation reflects the learner’s
growing ability to self-regulate. Their study also showed that over time learners
develop understanding and use of the grammatical features, and this meant that
the mediator reduced the amount of explicit mediation. In other words, their study
highlighted that development can manifest itself in a change in the type or amount
of mediation an individual requires.
Drawing upon the insights from the study above along with a number of others,
Poehner (2008) outlined some principles for instituting a classroom based L2 DA
programme as follows. First, mediators must be willing to provide any support
necessary to foster learner development. Second, mediating moves must be
sensitive to learners’ changing needs as indicated by their contributions to DA.
Third, every interaction should cohere around the ZPD, entailing an effort to
continually challenge learners.
3.5 Towards a framework for examining parental mediational strategies
during co-viewing
The three different pedagogical frameworks outlined above each offer different
ways to approach the examination of parental mediation strategies during coviewing of T.V. programmes with their children. First of all, scaffolding highlights
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the importance of the ways in which parents work to structure a supportive learning
space for their children and the six principles of scaffolding proposed by Wood,
Bruner, and Ross (1976) provide an indication of the some of the things that
parents might do to provide support.
Secondly, some of Feuerstein’s twelve parameters for the creation of a mediated
learning experience echo the scaffolding principles identified. However, they also
provide a more detailed articulation of the sorts of things that parents might do to
mediate children’s learning. Feuerstein’s emphasis on the importance of mediation
being responsive and evolving alongside the developing needs of the child extends
the scaffolding metaphor and highlights the need to undertake a holistic
examination of parental mediation strategies which not only examine parents
efforts to mediate learning but also the way in which the child engages with these
and the adjustments made by parents in response to these. Finally, Feuerstein’s
emphasis on the dynamic nature of mediation is represented by the concept of
dynamic assessment which mirrors Vygotsky’s own understanding of the ZPD as a
co-constructed activity between the mediator (parent) and child.

The dynamic

assessment movement has evolved a third set of emerging principles, notably the
importance of parents adjusting their mediational strategies (from more explicit to
more implicit) in line with the child’s growing ability to self-regulate in respect of the
given skill or task that parents are seeking to support their child with.
Collectively, these pedagogical frameworks highlight the need to understand the
dialogic nature of parental mediation; that is to examine not only parental efforts to
mediate but also the ways in which their children engage with these strategies and
parental responsiveness to their engagement over time. While they offer some
useful guidelines which can be used to examine the quality of parental mediation,
as Poehner (2008) indicates, it is important to appreciate that they do not stipulate
precisely how these can be effectively enacted. In other words as Kinginger (2002)
stresses, there are no hard and fast rules about how to mediate effectively and
there is a danger in seeking to superimpose a rigid pedagogical framework on an
examination of how significant others, such as parents, work in the ZPD. In
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appreciation of this, a number of writers interested in identifying pedagogic
principles for work in the ZPD have concentrated on developing a grounded
understanding of effective mediational strategies through an examination of
pedagogic dialogues.
3.5.1 Insights into effective mediation from an examination of pedagogical
dialogues
One of the most influential among those researchers, who foreground the
importance of examining pedagogical dialogues as a way of understanding
effective mediational practices within the ZPD, is Neil Mercer (2002). As he points
out, the importance of examining pedagogical dialogues has a long tradition among
educational researchers working within a Vygotskian socio-cultural tradition,
reflecting the importance of language in the development of thinking (see for
example Wells, 1986). However, Mercer (2002) also highlights how despite an
appreciation of the importance of working with the ZPD in educational circles
today, surprisingly little research has examined the sorts of efforts significant
others exert to provide learning opportunities and the active ways in which children
react to these, solicit help and transform what they are given into their own
understanding and thinking. To do this, he maintains attention to dialogue which
can reveal the dynamic evolving nature of work in the ZPD (Mercer, 2002).
The ZPD as intermental development zone (IDZ).
Mercer (2002: 143) argues that important characteristics of pedagogical dialogues
are “joint activity,” “a shared framework of reference” and “common interests and
goals,” and together these generate the shared understanding that is essential
condition for learning. Mercer describes this shared understanding as an
‘intermental development zone’ (IDZ) and sees the generation of this as the
essence of the ZPD and the quality of this as crucial to the internalization of new
understanding and development in the child.
As he says:
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“The IDZ is a dynamic frame of reference which is reconstituted constantly
as the dialogue continues, so enabling the teacher and the learner to think
together through the activity in which they are involved.” (Mercer, 2002: 144)
He goes on to argue that it is the quality of the IDZ that is crucial to effectively
working in the ZPD. As he notes: “If the quality of the IDZ is successfully
maintained, misunderstandings will be minimised and motivations maximized”,
however, if the dialogue fails to keep the minds “mutually attuned”, then the
scaffolded learning is unsuccessful (Mercer, 2002: 144). While Mercer sees the
IDZ as a mutual achievement which requires the commitment of both the teacher
and learner, he also believes that the teacher is ultimately responsible for creating
and maintaining this. Much of Mercer’s research has focused on identifying the
sorts of things that teachers do to create and maintain this IDZ and work
undertaken by Mercer and his colleagues has identified three key strategies
employed by successful teachers:
1. Teachers use question-and-answer sequences to guide the development
of understanding
2. Teachers do not only teach subject knowledge but also procedures for
solving problems and making sense of experiences
3. Teachers treat learning as a social communicative process, using recaps,
reformulations and question and answer sessions, and encouraging
learners to take a more active, vocal role in classroom events
(based on Mercer, 2002).

The significance of gestures in pedagogical dialogues
Alongside a focus on linguistic strategies revealed from an analysis of pedagogical
dialogue, researchers have also considered the role of gesture in supporting
learning in the ZPD. McCafferty (2002) has sought to describe the embodied
nature of communication within the ZPD through an emphasis on the important role
of non-linguistic features such as gesture in promoting language learning and in
facilitating positive interaction between participants in dialogue. Gesture, he
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argues, helps create a sense of shared social, symbolic, physical, and mental
space (McCafferty, 2002).
Non-linguistic forms of communication are recognised as important pre-linguistic
means of meaning-making with young children by Vygotsky who argued that “It is
only on the basis of indicatory gestures that play-things themselves gradually
acquire their meaning." (1978: 108) Drawing upon this, Artigal (1993) recognized
the direct connection to sense through the nonverbal channel and its particularly
important contribution to sense making with young learners in additional language
learning. McCafferty (2002) also highlighted the role that gesture plays in helping
the learner gain self-regulation in both developing and conveying his thoughts in
L2, arguing that this operates as a form of problem-solving for the learner and the
more knowledgeable person. In face-to-face interaction people are almost always
communicating whether or not they are speaking as gaze, posture, and so forth, all
carry meaning, providing examples of the significance that nonverbal forms can
have in defining participant roles (McCafferty, 2002).
As reported in section 3.3 above, the study reported in this thesis is one which
stresses an understanding of the ZPD as a co-constructed activity which requires
attention to the dynamic interplay between the child and parent in understanding
how the ZPD is constructed. The dialogic nature of the ZPD (comprising linguistic
and non-linguistic elements) and Mercer’s (2002) proposal that this is best
understood as an intermental developmental zone discussed above, are useful
ways to describe this process. Alongside the insights from scaffolding, MLE and
Dynamic assessment pedagogical frameworks discussed earlier, the principles
underpinning effective mediation from those who examine mediation from a
dialogic angle highlight some important ways to approach the analysis of Saudi
Arabian parental efforts to mediate co-viewing of English programmes with their
children.
3.5.1.2 Mediation and the construction of quality learning experiences.
An important implication from those such as Mercer (2002) who argue for an
understanding of mediation as a dynamic activity between parents and their
children and who see the ZPD as an intermental development zone, is a need to
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move away from a more prescriptive towards a more descriptive understanding of
how educators (and parents) influence children’s learning. In particular, parallels
have been made between the idea of the ZPD as a framework through which
children are helped to internalise and accommodate new understandings
encountered in social worlds and the importance of quality learning experiences to
children’s learning advocated by John Dewey’s (1997 reprint) seminal work,
Experience and Education (see for example Glassman, 2001; Prawat, 2002)
While arguably Dewey and Vygotsky approach an understanding of learning as
socially constructed from two very different perspectives, there is also a good
degree of shared common ground. As Glassman (2001) points out, for Dewey
learning is a process of meaning-making borne out of individual’s reflection or
deliberation on experiences which drives (or motivates) future independent actions
-- ones which can transcend their immediate social world. This is in contrast to
Vygotsky’s understanding of meaning-making as a process through which an
individual is socialised into a cultural group by gaining control over key forms of
knowledge and practice valued by this group as explained earlier in this chapter.
Despite these different points of departure, as Glassman (2001) argues, Dewey
and Vygotsky are seen to share a similar belief in the relationship between activity
and development, especially the roles everyday activities and the social
environment play in the educational process (Glassman, 2001). While Vygotsky
places a much greater emphasis on the role of others in structuring a learning
space than Dewey does, both are keen to elaborate on the role that educators play
in helping children learn from experience.
The move to question scaffolding as an adequate account of the ZPD and the
focus on the dynamic co-constructed nature of the ZPD has made it possible to
see the links between pedagogies inspired by Dewey’s work, often referred to as
experiential learning (see for example, Kolb, 1984), and Vygotsky’s concept of the
ZPD. That is, it has led to an understanding of the importance of creating quality
learning experiences (or conditions to support children’s learning) and the ways in
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which the ZPD can be understood as contributing to these rather than merely the
application of a set of explicit instructional techniques.
As Glassman (2001) explains, for Dewey, the (primary) experiences provided by
educators should help lead to reflection (or secondary experience) comprising
systematic thinking about that activity which can generate hypotheses which can
be tested out in subsequent experience. The educators’ role is to teach children to
maintain a relationship between experiences so they are both amassing and
continuously testing out new knowledge. This requires that attention is given to
motivation as much as to any particular instructional technique. It follows that it is
the creation of learning experiences which can stimulate children to make these
connections which is central to effective teaching. Moreover, it requires that
teachers see themselves as facilitators rather than guides or mentors. Glassman
(2001) also highlights the emphasis on process rather than outcome in Dewey’s
work. As he explains, since for Dewey the learning project is ultimately an
individual one, learning outcomes for a child from a given experience will be
personal and reflect his or her own personal learning trajectory resulting from an
accumulation of experience, reflection and action over time. This means that
outcomes are always open-ended and as such there is little to be gained from
simply getting the child to exhibit a required product of an activity or to assume that
this is necessarily evidence of learning. On this basis, a more legitimate outcome
from a learning experience is simply the motivation on the part of a child to engage
in a process of reflection and further experimentation.
Dewey (1997) argues that what educators should do is create quality learning
experiences and for those who draw upon his ideas within the experiential learning
movement, this implies the use of pedagogic strategies which invite problemsolving and learning by doing (Kolb, 1984). At the level of pedagogic dialogue,
since experiential learning focuses on helping the child actively engage in a
process of reflection and experimentation, pedagogical dialogues should
themselves be ones which encourage children to exert their agency. Bearing this in
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mind, as Baraldi (2008) indicates, the main features of a pedagogical dialogue
within an experiential learning pedagogy are that it promotes:

 equity or the fair distribution of active participation by both adult
and child in interaction
 empathy or being responsive to the child’s interests and needs
 empowerment or the treatment of disagreements in children’s
opinions as alternative and enriching perspectives
Dewey’s ideas provide an important additional framework to understand parental
mediation in the study reported in this thesis. On the one hand it highlights the
ways in which Vygotsky’s ZPD can be understood as potentially providing a
learning experience for children and some additional dialogic implications to those
put forward by Mercer (2002) that are important to support or facilitate children’s
meaning-making process. On the other hand, it helps highlight how motivation to
continue to explore and experiment in English may be as valid an outcome as
comprehension and production of new language.
3.5.2 The contribution of research studies to building an understanding of
parental mediation.
In the study reported in this thesis, as mentioned in chapter 1, I adopt a grounded
inquiry approach to understanding Saudi parents’ mediation strategies while coviewing T.V. programmes; one which seeks to uncover and ‘discover’ how parents
endeavour to mediate their children’s English language learning from T.V.
programmes. An important reason for adopting this approach is because to date no
existing research into Saudi parental mediation of children’s learning from T.V.
programmes or of their learning in general exists. The grounded approach also
reflected a desire not to superimpose existing understandings of parental
mediational strategies on the data. The literature on mediation in the ZPD
discussed in section 3.5 above has highlighted a number of reasons for this.
Firstly, it is acknowledged in the literature that there are no hard and fast rules
regarding the nature of effective mediational dialogues (Kinginger, 2002).
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Secondly, mediational principles (as in a number of Feuerstein’s MLE parameters)
are likely to be operationalized differently in different sociocultural setting. In other
words Saudi parental mediational practices as cultural ‘products’ may well not
conform to those identified in other settings.
Nevertheless, despite the grounded nature of the inquiry undertaken in my study, I
also decided to undertake an extensive literature search to identify research
studies that could potentially help me deepen my understanding of the
phenomenon of parental mediation and provide further insights into parental
mediational practices. In addition, I hoped that these research studies might
provide useful methodological insights that could help shape the design of my
grounded inquiry. In this section I consider the ways in which this literature search
informed my understanding of parental mediation.
To conduct the literature search based on the focus of my study, I first identified
the key search terms and key words that would inform this search. These are
shown below. As can be seen, I was aware of the limited research into parental
mediation from a Vygotskian SCT perspective and conscious of the limited work on
parental support for children’s additional language learning to date (Enever, 2011),
I extended my search to include insights from research into the mediational efforts
of other important significant others in supporting children’s learning (notably
teachers) and also looked at research into mediation of children’s L1 as well.

 Key search terms
 Parental / Significant others mediation and children L1 and T.V. and SCT
 Parental / Significant others mediation and children L2 and T.V. and SCT
 Parental/ Significant others mediation and children and SCT
 Parental/ Significant others mediation and L2 and SCT
 Parental/ Significant others mediation and L1 and SCT
 Parental / Significant others Mediation and ZPD
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 Examining ZPD, scaffolding, DA, MLE, mediation, with young learners in
general
 Culture and mediation with young learners
 Particular practices involved in mediation with younger children
 mediation of young learners, in different cultural settings
 Differences between parental mediation and mediation by other significant
Others
 Key words
 Parents, Significant others
 Mediation, SCT, ZPD, Scaffolding, DA, MLE
 Children, Young Learners
 EFL, ESL , L2
I applied these search terms and key words to a range of possible sources as
shown below:
 Electronic database: University of Exeter’s facilities were used to access
online database.
 Journals
 Books
 Internet search engines e.g. Google search engine, Google Scholar,
Google Books, SCOPUS and AltaVista, were used to access unpublished
work, conference presentations and conference proceedings.
Although this search helped me identify several studies that could help further my
understanding of mediational strategies and work in the ZPD; on the whole, the
results of this analysis yielded few new insights for a number of reasons. Firstly, as
explained earlier in this chapter (see section 3.1), there is a substantial body of
literature which focuses on the ways in which parents monitor T.V. viewing with
their children but, as I discovered, on the basis of my extensive literature search,
there appears to be no research which has examined parent-child co-viewing of
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T.V. programmes with a focus on second language learning and which adopts a
Vygotskian SCT focus on mediation. Furthermore, of the limited number of studies
I located which adopted a SCT orientation to mediation with young children, only
two concentrated specifically on parental mediation (Kermani & Brenner, 2000;
Messerschmidt et al, 2008) and of these, only the one by Messerschmidt et al
(2008) looked at parental mediation in relation to additional language learning
specifically.
It was also striking that most of the studies that were turned up by the literature
search were ones that had been conducted in settings where English is spoken as
a first language, such as in Australia (Cumming-Potvin et al, 2003), or the U.S.
(Kermani & Brenner, 2000; Clarke-Stewart & Beck, 1999). The only studies I
identified that considered mediation of English learning outside of western settings
were the one by Messerschmidt et al (2008) which looked at parental mediation in
South Africa and Sidek (2011) which looked at a researcher’s (rather than parent’s)
efforts to promote L2 syntax development with a four year old child in Malaysia.
Finally, while one of the intentions of the literature search was to identify additional
insights into effective mediational strategies that might inform my own research
inquiry; overall, the studies I found did not add new transferrable insights that could
inform my own study. One of the main reasons for this was that most applied a
scaffolding metaphor to an understanding of mediation in the ZPD rather than
engaging with the dynamic dialogic understanding of mediation in the ZPD I
developed. An additional reason was that many of these studies identified
mediational strategies which were tied to the achievement of particular tasks such
as shared reading (Cumming-Potvin et al, 2003), retelling of a story (ClarkeStewart & Beck, 1999) and syntax development (Sidek, 2011). Moreover, almost
all drew upon scaffolding to conceptualise mediation and the ZPD and none
stressed the dynamic dialogic nature of the ZPD as a co-constructed activity which
underpins my own research inquiry.
Despite the limitations of this literature review outlined above, two of the studies I
identified illustrate a growing appreciation of the need to understand the role of
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culture in mediational practices. These two studies, the ones by Kermani &
Brenner (2000) and Messerschmidt et al (2008) are discussed in depth below
alongside a wider discussion of the significance of culture to mediational practices.
3.5.2.1 The significance of culture to parental mediational practices
As Okagaki & Divecha, (1993) observed more than a decade ago, research in
mother-child interaction has until recently been conducted as if culture did not
matter yet according to Vygotsky (as cited in Kermani & Brenner, 2000), the most
important part of children's psychological development is acquisition of the culture
to which they belong. This is something that is picked up by Feuerstein (1991) who
argues that sociocultural setting is likely to be an important factor in the ways in
which parents and other significant people in the child’s world set up and construct
mediated learning experiences. Nevertheless, on the whole, studies which
examine culture and parental support do not adopt a SCT framework. That is to
say they focus more on detailing the ways in which parents support their children
rather than mediate their learning from a Vygotskian perspective. Most of these
studies comprise cross-national comparative studies rather than exploring the
ways in which sociocultural factors are linked to parental mediational choices (see
for example, Hasebrink et al, 2009; Rose et al, 1998). To date, I am aware of only
two studies which consider the impact of culture on parental mediation choices in
particular. These are described in turn below.
Kermani and Brenner (2000) were interested in examine the role of culture in
maternal scaffolding among twenty Anglo-American (AA) and twenty Iranian
immigrant mother-child dyads in the USA in different task types (goal oriented vs.
free play) in the home. The researchers sought to document and evaluate the
intensity and quality of mothers' scaffolding strategies in response to their
children’s level of competence and to determine whether the children’s ability to
problem solve independently would vary as a function of the quality of the mothers'
scaffolding strategies. The study took the form of an intervention study and the
method used to collect data was observations which were undertaken in each
child's home and parent child interactions were video recorded. All mother-child
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pairs were visited once in their home by the first researcher for about one and a
half hours. In order to assess the relationship between the child's level of
competence and maternal sensitivity, the researchers randomly assigned motherchild dyads to either control or experimental group for an activity involving blocks.
Without their mother’s knowledge, the children were familiarized with the activity
prior to the mother-child interactions. 11 cards of varying complexity were selected
for goal-oriented activity for mother-child play in both the control and experimental
groups, and play-dough was used for free play.
Kermani and Brenner’s (2000) study expanded a synthesized model of Rogoff’s
(1990), Tharp and Gallimore’s (1988), and Wood, Brunner and Ross’s (1976)
scaffolding frames. They utilized measures of maternal scaffolding behaviour that
distinguish directiveness from other types of supportiveness. They based their
choice of nine maternal scaffolding strategies on studies such as (Diaz et al, 1991;
Moreno, 1991). These nine maternal scaffolding strategies which range in order
from non-directive and less controlling to directive and highly controlling, were:
promotion of independence, explanation, inquiry, verbal hint, verbal prompt,
instructional directives, modelling, correction, and physical control. Kermani and
Brenner were interested to see whether the II mothers scaffolding strategies were
more directive than the AA mothers. This interest was informed by the inferences
from a number of studies into maternal scaffolding that found directive strategies
which are often understood to be intrusive and insensitive to children’s (changing)
level of competence (Crawley & Spiker, 1983; Pine, 1992) and that these were
often linked to non-western parenting styles. Kermani and Brenner (2000) raised
some doubts about the directive/highly controlling-non-directive/less controlling
dichotomy put forward by these writers and hypothesised that maternal sensitivity
might be a more useful way to evaluate the nature of maternal scaffolding, claiming
this is the key to a child's learning, irrespective of parental directive/nondirective
scripts. They proposed that maternal sensitivity to child's level of competence may
carry a greater weight in terms of instructional outcomes than does maternal
communicative pattern.
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Kermani and Brenner established that II mothers were more directive in their
mediational strategies than AA mothers in the goal-oriented activity. However,
these differences between the two groups of mothers disappeared in free play.
They also found no observable cultural differences with regard to sensitivity
towards children’s level of competence between the two groups of parents which
they felt to be a greater indicator of successful scaffolding. Overall, the study
provides important evidence of maternal scaffolding variations and maternal
sensitivity to task demand and child's level of competence. With regard to maternal
directiveness, they also argued that while the II parents did show greater
directiveness that the relationship between this and maternal sensitivity needs to
be further explored. In other words, they argued that maternal directiveness needs
to be understood as a complex interactive strategy which may offer many benefits
to children’s self-regulatory functions. Moreover, they suggested that even where it
might be identified as a strategy which could distinguish a cultural group; it should
not be assumed as necessarily negative form of scaffolding. On the whole, they
found less that distinguished these groups of parents than united them when
viewed from the perspective of maternal sensitivity.
Another study, by Messerschmidt et al (2008) was also interested in exploring the
impact of culture on parental efforts to support their children’s language
development. Like Karmani & Brenner (2000), Messerschmidt et al’s (2008) study
also concentrated on uncovering the similarities and differences in parental support
strategies between parents from different sociocultural groupings. Although the
researchers’ work was informed by sociocultural theory and provides some
interesting insights into parental support strategies, the focus is much less explicitly
placed on a particular mediational pedagogic framework such as scaffolding, as in
Karmani and Brenner’s account. The main aim of Messerschmidt et al’s (2008)
study was to determine the role of adults in the language development of four
Afrikaans and two Sesotho-speaking pre-school children between the age of 18
months and 3 years, in South Africa. The researchers’ motivation for this study was
to consider the implications for multicultural pedagogic practices.
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Data was obtained from 16 video-recordings of the interaction between 6 children
and adults during normal daily activities which were recorded by parents. The
parents did a video recording of 30 minutes of their child in an environment where
he/she was at ease every second week. The interactions where the child and the
adult were engaged in activities, which required the attention of both were
identified and from these events where an adult was trying to raise the level of
language development of the child were identified. From their analysis the
researchers noted differences in culture pertaining to the environment; in the sense
that, in the Sotho culture adults and children were talking mainly about people (and
not about things), while many people were present at the sessions. This
corresponds with the results of the interviews where the Sotho mothers expressed
the opinion that the responsibility for the language development of the children was
shared with the community. They also found that TV was a major source of
stimulus for language development between Sotho parents and children and many
of the scaffolded interactions occurred while co-viewing. In contrast, they found
that Afrikaans adults highly valued books and used them as a tool to facilitate
language learning. The researchers recommended that educators and caretakers
in multicultural situations should be aware of cultural differences and adapt their
interaction style to incorporate appropriate scaffolding in order to maximize
cognitive development.
What is evident from an examination of both of these studies is that the approach
taken to understanding the relationship between culture and parental mediation is
to compare and contrast two different cultural groupings. In the case of Karmani &
Brenner (2000), this approach is taken to contest some assumptions about the
different sorts of pedagogical practices that may be linked to sociocultural
groupings in the USA; and in the case of Messerschmidt et al (2008), this is to
highlight some important differences between children from different cultural
groups in South Africa which need to be addressed by teachers in the interests of
ensuring achievement for all. The interest in my own study is to uncover the
amount and types of approaches taken to mediation by Saudi parents as way to
identify how they can be better assisted to mediate effectively and serve as
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partners alongside teachers in their children’s additional language learning
activities. This is undertaken by working with parents and children over a period of
time and considering their mediational strategies in light of the socio-cultural norms
and values of the cultural world in which they live. While Messsserschmidt et al
(2008) identified some different home practices reflecting different sociocultural
worlds of the Afrikaans and Sesotho-speaking parents and children they worked
with, Karmani and Brenner (2000) infer that culture may not exert that great an
influence on parental mediational practices, and it should not be assumed that this
is necessarily the only, or most important, explanation for what parents do. It is
hoped that my study into Saudi Arabian parental mediational practices, which have
received no research attention to date to the best of my knowledge, will be able to
highlight the relationship between what parents do and the wider Saudi culture;
and more broadly, it will contribute to a greater understanding of parental
mediational practices in non-western settings which have received little research
attention to date.
3.6 Critical reflection on the research methodology adopted in research
undertaken into parental mediation
The second aim of undertaking a review of research studies was to examine the
different approaches to investigating mediation that have been adopted by
researchers which might inform the way I approach this in my study and help me
position my own methodological stance. A number of common research strategies
were detected. First of all, as in the two studies seen as most relevant to my study
outlined above, observation is widely used to collect examples of significant otherchild interactions aimed at supporting children’s learning. In both cases, video
recordings were employed to provide a record of these for analysis. The use of
video recordings appeared to be a common research strategy and was one
adopted in a number of other studies I reviewed, such as Clarke-Stewart and Beck
(1999)’s study which consisted of a sample of 45 pairs of mothers and children (24
boys) living in Orange County, California. The goal of their study was to identify
maternal scaffolding conversational strategies that were associated with children’s
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narrative performance. Each mother-child pair was assessed alone, in a child
development laboratory playroom at the university, by watching a brief excerpt
from the movie Prancer with the child. The conversations mothers and children had
in preparation for the child’s retelling the movie story were video recorded. In the
case of Karmani and Brenner’s (2000) video-recordings were undertaken by one of
the researchers during their visit to a child’s home, but in the case of
Messerschmidt et al (2008) parents did a video recording of 30 minutes of their
child in an environment where he/she was at ease every second week, allowing for
a greater collection of dialogue samples which could be processed and analysed.
Cumming-Potvin & Kraayenoord (2003) tracked three case studies of students in
primary school to document the students' language use and social interaction with
a variety of partners in formal and informal learning settings during a teaching
experiment, the researchers conducted a direct observation of students as well as
videotaping to capture moments of the daily life of the students. Furthermore,
Lantolf and Poehner (2010) gathered data for their study through video-recording
the interactions between an elementary school teacher of Spanish as a foreign
language in an American school in the USA, and with three of her students, she
implemented an interventionist approach to DA, preparing menus of mediating
moves arranged from most implicit to most explicit for each lesson. Takahashi
(1998) also used videotaping in his study to collect data from twenty-four classes of
kindergartener through grade five students in eight classes at three different times.
In some studies I reviewed, the sample size chosen (whether of numbers of
parent-child dyads or teacher-child dyads) tended to be small. For Messerschmdt
et al, (2008) for example, only six parent-child dyads were sampled, and in
Karmani & Brenner (2000) only ten parent-child dyads were observed engaging in
the tasks they provided. Sidek’s (2011) study has only one participant, who is a
four and a half year old child. Its purpose was to find out how scaffolding within a
child’s ZPD via interaction with a superior other could assist in L2 syntax
development of L2 learner. Lantolf and Poehner’s (2010) study also reported the
interactions between an elementary school teacher of Spanish and three of her
students. This sample size is not surprising as the focus of many of these studies
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was on developing an in-depth understanding of mediational processes within
parent-child dyads and limiting the number of cases examined makes this
manageable. This preference to examine a limited number of cases in detail is one
I see as appropriate to collecting data on parent child dyads in the study reported
in this thesis as I explain further in chapter 4. Similarly, video-recorded
observational data is seen as a valuable way to capture the linguistic and nonlinguistic ways in which mediation proceeds during co-viewing sessions with the
participants in my study.
What is also evident from an examination of the research methodology employed
in the studies I reviewed is that these methods are employed by researchers to
address different agendas. For example, Karmani and Brenner (2000) were
interested in examining whether a number of pre-established mediational criteria
were present in different cultural groups of parents and to examine their hypothesis
that maternal sensitivity is the critical variable in successfully addressing children’s
competence. As with many of the other studies I identified, they employed an
experimental design to establish the effect of a prescribed intervention on
children’s learning within the ZPD (e.g., Clarke-Stewart and Beck, 1999). A
variation of this is the pre and post-testing to demonstrate the impact of
mediational practices (Sidek, 2011). While this approach to parental mediation is
arguably one possible way of identifying good practice, this is not the intention of
the study I undertook which is interested to discover what parents do to mediate
their children’s additional language learning, how this can be seen to support
children’s learning, and what sorts of support parents might need to do this more
effectively. In other words, my interest is to understand parental mediation from the
bottom up; to uncover what parents do rather than superimpose assumptions
about how mediation should be carried out on them.
As discussed in section 3.5 above, studies which take a dialogic approach to
understanding the ZPD are ones that advocate the discovery of mediational
strategies through grounded inquiry as in the intention in my study. Among the
studies I examined as part of my literature review, however, only the study
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undertaken by Messerschmidt et al (2008) discussed above adopted such an
approach. However, Messerschmidt et al did not use this to identify explicit
mediational strategies. Rather, their focus was on interactional styles and other
‘cultural’ differences in parental support practices with their children. Taking
Messerschmidt’s work as a point of departure, it is hoped that the study into Saudi
parents mediational strategies reported in this thesis will highlight the value of
grounded inquiry in researching mediational strategies, something that is especially
important in understanding the ways in which mediation practices are informed by
and reflect norms and values in particular socio-cultural settings.
According to Ohta (2000), research methodologies which seek to measure and
quantify learning and development are not well-suited to work which employs SCT.
In other words, if mediation in the ZPD is understood to be a dynamic, coconstructed phenomenon involving a complex interplay between parents, children
and tasks, Ohta argues that rather than seeking to measure the impact of discreet
elements of this (such as a teacher or parental mediation strategy), SCT demands
a "holistic qualitative methodology." (Ohta, 2000, as cited in Gibbons, 2003: 255)
According to Gibbon (2003: 255) a holistic qualitative methodology can explain
learning processes as they occur in interactive settings, whole units rather than
single lessons to avoid inaccurate observations, because by observing the
classroom over a sustained period of time, the researcher could observe how a
teacher handled all stages of learning, how a topic was introduced, how students'
prior learning was built on, how new learning and language were developed
through the discourse, and what evidence there was that the students took up this
new learning and language.
In keeping with the understanding of the ZPD underpinning this study reported in
section 3.3 above, a holistic qualitative methodology would need to have several

characteristics. Firstly, it would need to examine both parent and child perspectives
and aim to capture the ways in which parents adjust their strategic support
according to their children’s changing needs over time. This requires a longitudinal
research design. While this was evident in some of the research studies I
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examined such as Cumming-Potvin & Kraayenoord (2003), which looked at
students’ learning and development change in relation to use and understanding of
language and social interaction during a teaching experiment over a period of nine
months, and Takahashi (1998) which looked at how young learners' language use
develops through the social interaction in the classroom changes over three years
of data collection in a collaborative context. This emphasis on tracking the
evolution of mediational dialogue over time is one I see as important as it helps
demonstrate the responsiveness of parents to children’s changing needs and is a
research strategy I employ in my own study to be discussed in chapter 4.
While observation can go some way to capturing the holistic nature of the ZPD,
that is its dialogic quality, there is also a need to capture the perspectives of all
participants by complimenting observations with a method which allows all parties
to share their understanding and views of the mediational dialogues that evolve.
One common way to do this is to utilise interviews in addition to observational data,
and this multiple method approach to collecting data, a feature of a holistic
qualitative methodology, was evident in a number of studies I reviewed (see, for
example, Kermani and Brenner, 2000; Messerschmidt et al, 2008; Cumming-Potvin
& Kraayenoord, 2003; Clarke-Stewart and Beck, 1999; Gibbons, 2003). However,
in those studies where interviews were employed, these were only carried out with
those who were endeavouring to support children’s learning rather than with the
children themselves (Messerschmidt et al, 2008; Gibbons, 2003). Typically,
interviews were also only used once in these studies, and not as a tool to
understand and explain the actions caregivers such as parents and teachers take.
The use of multiple methods, such as interviews alongside observations is often
used to capture a holistic or comprehensive understanding of a phenomenon under
study. Such an approach is valuable in helping me build an in-depth understanding
of parental mediation of additional language learning in Saudi Arabia. Given that
there have been no previous studies of this undertaken in the Saudi Arabian
setting, I believe there is a need to obtain information about parents wider attitudes
towards and practice of mediation of their children’s learning at home as a way of
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understanding how far and in what ways they support their children’s efforts to
learn English through co-viewing. In my study, therefore, in addition to
observations of parent-child dyads and multiple interviews with all parties, I also
see surveying a larger sample of parents regarding their mediational perspectives
is a valuable way to contextualise and help explain the sorts of mediational
strategies that are employed by parents as well as the evolution of a mediational
dialogue with their children over time.
3.7 Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter has been to articulate the understanding of mediation
that I bring to the study into Saudi Arabian parents mediational strategies. As has
been discussed, drawing upon Vygotskian mediational theory, the emphasis has
been on the role of mediation in children’s development, or the way in which they
learn to self-regulate through their engagement with people and tools in the social
worlds they inhabit. Vygotsky places considerable emphasis on the quality of the
pedagogical dialogues between significant others (such as parents) and children to
the nature and extent of the development that takes place. Central to his theory of
mediation is that pedagogical dialogues can help create and should operate within
a child’s ZPD and be responsive to this.
In this chapter I have identified a number of different ways of describing mediation
which have led to different views on the sorts of strategies that significant others
should take to work in children’s ZPDs. I have argued that mediation should be
understood as a dynamic dialogic activity involving all parties and therefore that
while parental efforts to mediate their children’s learning can be documented, it is
essential to also consider the ways these are engaged with by children in order to
establish their effectiveness. That is to consider what sorts of learning experiences
these offer children, highlighting the way in which Vygotsky’s concept of the ZPD
can be seen to relate to Dewey’s (1997) concept of learning experience. With this
in mind, I have highlighted the importance of examining what Mercer (2002) calls
the intermental zone of development (IZD) that is the relationship between what
parents do and the responsiveness of children to these and pinpointed some of the
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dialogic strategies that are seen to be important to children’s development. While
the study design acknowledges insights provided from some core pedagogical
frameworks developed to describe mediational practices within the ZPD (namely
scaffolding,

MLE

and

Dynamic

Assessment)

it

is

this

more

dialogic

conceptualization of mediation that was drawn upon in the design of the study and
this will also inform the analysis of data.
Vygotsky’s mediational theory highlights the socially constructed nature of
children’s concept formation and the important role of the social world in shaping
this. It has also led a number of writers to acknowledge the potential relationship
between the mediational practices of those who are involved in mediating
children’s developing understandings and wider sociocultural norms and values of
the societies where they live. To date, despite growing awareness of the
importance of this, very little is known about the ways in which parental mediational
strategies are themselves reflections of the social worlds in which they live. I
believe that any discussion of mediational strategies should acknowledge these
socio-cultural milieus and I believe that this calls for a grounded understanding of
parental mediational practices and an attempt to build a more nuanced
understanding of effective mediation. Such an approach can also further an
understanding of factors that might impact on effective mediation, some of which
have been discussed in chapter 2 and some of the socially informed decisions that
parents make with regard to how they monitor and regulate T.V. viewing which
were discussed in the opening section in this chapter.

Developing an

understanding of parental mediation in a Saudi Arabian sociocultural setting is,
therefore, understood to require attention to both a microanalysis of mediation as
an IZD as well as a broader attempt to consider the impact of the wider social
world on what parents do with their children which serves to contextualise and
potentially explain the mediational dialogues that parents engage in with their
children.
Bearing all of the above in mind, this study seeks to expand an understanding of
parental mediation by contributing a more in-depth understanding of parental
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mediation as a dynamic multifaceted and culturally situated phenomenon –
something which has received very little understanding to date, both in general and
regarding second language learning in particular.
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Chapter 4: Design of the Study
4.1 Overview of the chapter
This chapter aims to describe the methodological steps undertaken to explore
parental mediation of English Language T.V. programmes in Saudi Arabia and the
outcomes of this process. As explained in chapter 1, this was done with the
intention of demonstrating the potential of parents to mediate their children’s
foreign language learning and to identify what sort of support mechanisms need to
be put in place to enable them to engage in effective home-school partnerships
regarding their children’s foreign language learning. In what follows I will first
elaborate on the research questions informing this study. Following that, the
theoretical framework underpinning the study which locates the present study in an
interpretive paradigm will be described. Henceforth, I will go into a detailed
explanation of the methodological stance employed in this study, a mixed methods
approach, and how this affected my choice of methods. Subsequently, the
research setting and study participants will be considered. This will be followed by
a discussion of data collection and analysis procedures. I will then consider ethical
issues in this study and how these were addressed and how I sought to ensure the
quality of the data collected and the rigor and trustworthiness of the data analysis.
The chapter ends by detailing the difficulties that emerged in undertaking the study
as well as the limitations of the research design.
4.2 Research Questions
The research questions this study addresses are as follows:
1. What are the general views and practices of Saudi parents regarding the
mediation of their children’s learning?
2. What are their views on the importance and benefits of mediating children’s
T.V. viewing particularly in English?
3. What mediational strategies do they employ during co-viewing sessions?
4. What factors impact on their mediation of English T.V. viewing with their
children?
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5. What are the outcomes of their efforts to mediate English T.V. viewing with
their children?
4.3 Theoretical Underpinnings of the Study
An important starting point in designing a research design is a statement of the
philosophical/ideological orientation of the researcher undertaking a study. This
requires consideration of the ontological perspective (beliefs about the nature of
reality) and the epistemological perspective (the view of the location of knowledge
and how this is constructed) which underpin the study. These inform the choice of
methodology (the way the study is to be conducted and the methods to be
employed within this (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Crotty, 1998; Richards, 2003). In
other words, a person’s ontological and epistemological beliefs enable him or her
to see certain possibilities rather than others in research project (Pascale, 2011).
Ontological and epistemological perspectives are closely intertwined; (Crotty,
1998) and over time, these have combined to form established accepted
theoretical belief systems which Denzin and Lincoln (2000) call paradigms with
regard to how to shape research frameworks and interpretation of data. Two of the
most prominent are the scientific or positivist paradigm and the interpretivist or
constructivist paradigm.
For those who align themselves most closely with the scientific paradigm, the view
of social reality or ontology is realism. This assumes that the world is an external
phenomenon that exists independently of human consciousness (Cohen et al,
2007) and that it can be seen, touched or experienced in some way as discreet,
‘out there’, and as objective in nature (Burrell and Morgan, cited in Crotty, 1998).
For researchers who embrace this ontological position, knowledge is seen Cohen
et al, 2007: 7). As such, knowledge can be discovered, measured and verified and
the goal of research is to obtain objective knowledge. Scientific research deals with
phenomenon in an analytic manner deductively by testing a predetermined theory
or hypothesis through the collection of numerical or quantitative data (Seliger &
Shohamy, 2005), typically through survey research, structured interviewing, quasi
experiments and structured observation (Bogdan & Biklen, 2006). An important
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quality of research of this nature is that since it deals with ‘factual’ truths, that this is
seen as reliable. Cohen et al (2007) classifies reliability of quantitative research
within the scientific paradigm as having three principal conditions, which are:
stability, that is the research must be replicable over time; equivalence, that is the
same results must be achieved using similar instruments; and internal consistency,
which entails the reliability of the measuring instrument used in the research
(Cohen et al, 2007; Punch, 2005).
In contrast to the above, research conducted within the interpretative paradigm
adopts a relativist ontology, one which sees human beings as part of world rather
than as independent from the world and standing outside of it (Cohen, Manion, &
Morrison, 2007; Crotty, 1998). It recognises that the world exists but it has no
meaning if humans do not engage with it (Crotty, 1998: 10). From this perspective,
knowledge is what individuals construct through their engagement in the world and
is therefore always generated from a subjective process of meaning making or, in
contrast to the objective view of knowledge among those working within the
scientific research tradition, the world is always a personal interpretation borne out
of individual’s efforts to construct understandings from their experiences and
interactions with others in particular socio-cultural settings (Cohen et al, 2007).
This study, with its interest in understanding the socially constructed nature of
Saudi parents’ views and practice of parental mediation of children’s English T.V.
programmes, is ontologically and epistemologically consistent with the interpretive
tradition. Given this, in the next section, I explore some of the core principles of this
research tradition in more detail.
4.3.1 Interpretivism
Interpretivism is a major anti-positivist stance, which looks for ‘culturally derived
and historically situated interpretations of the social life-world’ (Crotty, 1998: 67).
As mentioned above, it adopts a relativist stance with regard to the nature of reality
and embraces a view of knowledge as socially constructed by subjects ‘in the
world’. Interpretivism, also known as constructivism, was heavily influenced by two
core philosophical traditions, hermeneutics and phenomenology. Hermeneutics,
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describes a cyclical process of meaning making, originally developed with
reference to the analysis of biblical and other historical texts (Ernest, 1994).
Phenomology

calls

for

a

“need

to

consider

human

beings’

subjective

interpretations, their perceptions of the world as our starting point in understanding
social phenomena” (Ernest, 1994: 25).
From an interpretive perspective, humans construct their own reality through
interacting actively with the world. Crotty explains,
“All knowledge, and therefore all meaningful reality, is contingent upon
human practices, being constructed in and out of interaction between
human beings and their world, and developed and transmitted within an
essentially social context.” (1998: 42).
Human beings are seen as active agents from an interpretivist perspective,
purposive and involved with life experiences (Cohen and Manion, 1989). They
have consciousness which enables them to think and feel, and gives them a sense
of awareness (Haralambos & Heald, 1985), they function by making sense of all
behavioural and physical objects in their environment, most importantly they do not
merely behave, but act with meaning (Erickson, 1986). Meanings are constantly
being created, changed, modified and developed through interactions from an
interpretivist perspective. Human beings are, therefore, seen to be actively
constructing their own world and uncovering the resultant subjective meaning lies
at the heart of interpretivist research (Gephart, 1999).
Unlike the scientific approach, interpretative research begins with a general
orientation towards the phenomenon under investigation rather than a hypothesis
and gatherers data to explore and get a better idea of the understandings people
have of the phenomenon, aiming for a more comprehensive and richer description
of this (Ernest, 1994). Furthermore, interpretative researchers are themselves
engaged in constructing an understanding of the constructions that others hold.
This process is often described as entailing a double hermeneutic (Crotty, 1998:
90) as interpretative researchers are engaged in a process of interpretation of
others interpretations of phenomena and events. Thus, an interpretative researcher
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aspires to construct a theory resulting from the dialectical interchanges between
the researcher and the participants in the research study.
Given this agenda, interpretative researchers will therefore typically immerse
themselves in the research setting and employ multiple research methods in order
to understand the observable and spoken and written representations of
participants’ actions and experiences (Punch, 2005). The understandings resulting
from this research process are the outcomes of the researcher’s interpretations of
the multiple meanings that are observable and articulated by participants in a
research study. This means that ‘truth’ is created rather than discovered (Richards,
2003) and grounded in the lived realities and understandings of the participants
themselves.
The resulting interpretations are inevitably imbued with the sociohistorical biases of
the researcher (Taylor, 1995). It is therefore important for researchers within the
interpretative tradition to declare these and this, together with a clear transparent
and credible approach to data collection, analysis and presentation are what helps
interpretative researchers establish the credibility or trustworthiness of their
account (Radnor, 2001). Since interpretivism sees ‘truth’ as inevitably subjective
and an interpretation in contrast to those working within the scientific research
tradition, interpretative researchers do not see confirmability or reproduction of the
findings in different circumstances as a useful means by which to judge the quality
of the research design and process. Instead, generalizability of the findings is
considered with regard to whether the research process can contribute new
thinking about and understanding of phenomenon which can inform the efforts of
others interested in the same line of research (Radnor, 2001).
4.3.2 The interpretivist methodological stance in my study
As explained earlier, the focus of inquiry in the study I am reporting in this thesis as
well as its design, positions it within the interpretative tradition outlined above and
draws upon principles of interpretative research in its execution. As a researcher, I
believe that interaction with parents and their children will generate meaningful
insights into parental mediation of children’s learning from English T.V.
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programmes and that there is a need to investigate this phenomenon from the
parents’ and children’s perspectives to gain as full an understanding as possible. In
keeping with research in the interpretivist tradition I believe that individuals exhibit
intentionality and that it is important to recognise how the views they hold have
been developed with reference to their engagement with the social world in which
they live. This is because “realities are ….socially and experientially based, local
and specific in nature” (Guba & Lincoln, 1998: 206). Given the socially constructed
nature of reality, I believe the views participants hold are “culturally derived and
historically situated interpretations of the social life-world” (Crotty, 1998:67). It
follows from this that I am also interested to examine and developing
understanding of the ways in which parental mediational views and practices are
linked to Saudi cultural norms and values.
Given these things, the study is interested to “inductively develop(s) a theory or
pattern of meanings” (Creswell, 2003: 9) through the research process rather than
to impose or test out pre-existing assumptions about parental mediation. It focuses
upon the “participants’ views of the situation being studied” (Creswell, 2003: 8) and
recognizes the impact on the research of my own background and experiences as
well as the participants’ knowledge and understanding through their lived
experience in the world.
4.4 The design of the study
Given the interest in individual perspectives of phenomenon that characterises
interpretivist research, much interpretivist research focuses exclusively on the
collection of qualitative data, through in-depth interviews and detailed observations.
However, this study adopts a research strategy that is not uncommon within
interpretative research; namely the use of quantitative data collection methods in
addition to qualitative data collection methods. This approach to research is known
as a mixed method research. This strategy is one that recognises the ways in
which quantitative data can support / expand upon qualitative data to generate
findings (Mackenzie and Knipe, 2006) and has been selected to deepen my
understanding of parental mediation of their children’s foreign language learning in
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Saudi Arabia. In this study I employed two strands of inquiry within a mixed-method
research design. Firstly, primarily quantitative data was collected to provide an
overview of parental mediational practices in general as well as co-viewing
practices in particular to establish how far and in what ways children receive
parental mediational support and the reasons for its presence or absence. The
other strand of enquiry entailed in-depth case studies which generated qualitative
data concerning the mediational dynamic built up between the parent and child
while co-viewing over a particular time frame. I saw these two strands as elements
of an exploratory research design (Cresswell, 2003). I saw these as methods as
complementary in building a comprehensive picture of parental mediation of
children’s foreign language learning in Saudi Arabia, which, as stated in chapter 1
was the objective of the research study.
Table 4.1 below adopts the visual used in Crotty (1998:5) to provide an illustrative
overview of the components of the study design.
Table (4.1) Components of the Research Study Design

Theoretical

Strategy of inquiry

perspective

(Cresswell, 2003)

Interpretivism Mixed methods
approach

Methods
 Questionnaire (comprising closed and
open-ended questions)
 Multiple

case

(comprising
viewings,

studies

informed

audio-recorded
observed

co-viewings,

co&

semi-structured interviews)

4.4.1 Principles and procedures of mixed method research
Mixed method research is a technique that “mixes or combines quantitative and
qualitative research techniques, methods, approaches, concepts or language into a
single study” (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004: 17). More specifically, it entails
the use of a number of methods which will generate both quantitative and
qualitative data. While methods which generate quantitative data have a long
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association with research carried out in the scientific tradition and methods which
produce qualitative data are closely linked with research which focuses on people’s
interpretations of the world. Using both research techniques can provide a way of
triangulating findings as well as enriching an understanding of phenomenon as
different methods tap into different ways of knowing (Blaikie, 2000). In other words,
mixed method research is a useful tool to overcome the shortcomings of
exclusively qualitative and quantitative approaches and to make use of the
strengths of both. As Burton observes:
Qualitative approaches can assist quantitative work in a number of ways
such as by providing hunches or hypotheses to be tested by quantitative
research; as a mechanism for validating survey data: interpreting statistical
relationships and deciphering puzzling responses; to help construct scales
and indices for survey items; and offering case study illustration. Survey
data can identify individuals for qualitative study and representative and
unrepresentative cases. (2000: 298).
The quote from Burton highlights a number of different reasons why a researcher
might adopt a mixed method approach to research and also signals some of the
different procedures for combining qualitative and quantitative data that may be
employed. Broadly speaking two main mixed-method designs can be distinguished
in the literature. The first, known as a mixed methods sequential model (Tashakkori
& Teddlie, 1998) which entails the collection and analysis of one type of data
occurring after the collection and analysis of the other type. Thus, either a
qualitative data collection stage is first applied, followed by a quantitative stage or
the order of data collection is reversed (Tashakkori & Teddlie, ibid.). In a sequential
design, the intention is for the first stage of data collection and analysis to inform
the design of the second stage. Whether quantitative data is collected and
analysed first or the order is reversed, depends on the purposes of each stage
identified by the researcher. The second mixed methods model is one that adopts
a concurrent procedure for the collection of qualitative and quantitative data. This
comprises the use of methods to collect quantitative and qualitative data
simultaneously which are then brought together and the insights both generate
integrated into an interpretative discussion of the findings. At this stage the
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researcher: “can either note the convergence of the findings as a way to strengthen
the knowledge claims of the study or explain any lack of convergence that may
result” (Cresswell, 2003: 217).
4.4.2 The mixed method design adopted in this study
The mixed method research approach used in this study comprised the use of
survey observations and interviews to collect quantitative and qualitative data
which were used to answer my research questions. Table 4.2 below shows which
methods were used to address which research questions.

Table (4.2) Data collection strategy to address the research questions

Research Questions

Stage 1

Stage 2

1. What are the general views and practices of Saudi Questionnaire

parents regarding the mediation of their children’s
learning?
2. What are their views on the importance and Questionnaire
benefits of mediating children’s T.V. viewing

Case
studies

particularly in English?
3. What mediational strategies do they employ during

Case

co-viewing sessions?

studies

4. What factors impact on their mediation of English
T.V. viewing with their children?

Questionnaire

Case
studies

5. What are the outcomes of their efforts to mediate
English T.V. viewing with their children?

Case
studies

The decision to use a mixed methods strategy was done in part to increase
trustworthiness and greater confidence in conclusions reached (Johnson and
Onwuegbuzie, 2004) but also because I saw this as helping to generate a more
comprehensive and therefore stronger set of insights into the phenomenon under
study than a mono method study design could (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004:
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18), providing richer and more meaningful answers to the central issue the thesis is
interested to address.
I employed a largely sequential mixed method design in which the second stage
built upon the first stage (Ivankova et al, 2006). In my study this entailed first
collecting primarily quantitative data by means of a questionnaire and the
subsequent collection of qualitative data. The second, qualitative stage built on the
first quantitative stage (Ivankova et al, 2006) and the parents who participated in
the second stage of data collection were among the parents who participated in
completing the questionnaire in the first stage.
The questionnaire of the parents who participated in the second qualitative
stage provided a general understanding of these parents’ attitudes and mediational
practices, thus setting the scene for stage two of the study. The rationale for this
approach is that the quantitative data and their subsequent analysis provide a
general understanding of the research problem as it “can provide information about
the distribution of a wide range of people’s characteristics and of relationships
between such characteristics” (Robson 2002: 234). The questionnaire generating
quantitative data enabled me to describe the parameters of parent’s mediational
experiences while gaining knowledge about the identifiable factors impacting on
parents' attitudes. The qualitative data and its analysis refined those statistical
results by exploring participants’ views in more depth (Tashakkori and Teddlie
1998; Creswell 2003).
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Figure (4.1) Mixed-methods sequential exploratory design of the study

Figure 4.1 summarises the two strands of my mixed method design and how they
interacted. It also shows how the two phases of data collection are brought
together in the discussion of the findings.
4.5 Data Collection Methods
4.5.1 First stage data collection method: Questionnaire
The first stage of the research study comprised a questionnaire. According to
Wellington (2000), a questionnaire provides the researcher with an easy
accumulation of data which can provide a general overview on a given topic and
this was therefore deemed a suitable way to obtain information on parental
mediational perspectives and practices both in general and with regard to coviewing of T.V. in particular which was the aim of the first stage of my study. As
well as enabling me to reach a large number of parents with relative ease other
advantages of questionnaires such the anonymity offered to participants allowing
them time to reflect and respond freely and ease of analysis also attracted me to
this method (Cohen and Manion, 2000).
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There are a number of questionnaire designs: structured, unstructured and semistructured. In this regard, structured questionnaires tend to use closed questions,
while unstructured questionnaires open-ended questions and semi-structured
questionnaires employ a combination of both open and closed questions (Wray,
Trott and Bloomer, 1998) For the current study’s purpose, semi-structured
questionnaires, combining closed and open-ended items was used to collect data
in order to enable participants to elaborate on their answers to the closed
questions. As Cohen et al (2000: 248) assert “the semi-structured questionnaire
sets the agenda but does not presuppose the nature of the responses”.
4.5.2 Questionnaire design employed in the study
Regarding the design of my questionnaire, I first made a clear written statement of
what I was setting out to accomplish in my questionnaire and kept that in mind
when I was actually writing the items. I also considered insights from my
conceptual framework developed in chapter 3 and information about parental
mediation and factors affecting this described in chapter 2 above. I drew upon
these things to identify key themes to be interrogated which were organised into 6
main sections of the questionnaire. These were as follows:

Section 1.
This section asks the participants to provide background information such as their
age, gender, education, occupation, marital status, nationality, and family monthly
income, employing a check box items.
Section 2.
This section focuses on the participants’ views on the role of parental support in
children’s learning in general employing a check box items to indicate the extent to
which the participants agree or disagree with 13 items. It also focuses on the
participants’ current support of their children’s learning in general employing a
check box items to choose the frequency that best describes the participants’
mediational practices in general of 12 items. At the end of this section, two open111

ended questions were employed to ask the participants to indicate any other things
they do to support the child’s learning and any other thing which makes it difficult
for them to support the child’s learning.
Section 3.
This section focuses on the participants' views on the importance of learning
English employing a check box items to indicate the extent to which the
participants agree or disagree with 8 items. It also asks the participants to choose
the frequency that best describes their practices of English in daily life employing a
check box.
Section 4.
This section focuses on the viewing habits of the participants’ children, asking the
participants to answer the questions employing a check box of 9 items. At the end
of this section, one open-ended question was employed asking the participants to
provide the reasons for never watching English T.V. programmes with their child.
Section 5.
This section focuses on the participants’ views on the benefits of watching English
T.V. programmes with their child employing a check box asking participants to
indicate the extent to which they agree or disagree with 12 items. It also asks the
participants to choose the frequency that best describes their current support of the
child’s English T.V. viewing employing a check box of 12 items.
Section 6.
This section of the questionnaire employs an open-ended question which asks the
participants for any other comments they would like to add about supporting
English T.V. viewing with their child. The questionnaire ends with an invitation for
the participants to take part in the second stage of this research, clarifying that the
second stage of this research will comprise some home visits, asking those who
might like to take part to leave their contact details. Table 4.3 below provides an
overview of the organization of the questionnaire and the number of items in each
section.
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Table (4.3) Overview of the organization of the questionnaire.

PART I

Items 1-14

Personal background
PART II

Items 1-13

Views on the role of parental support in children’s learning in
general.
Current support of your child’s learning in general

Items 1-12

PART III

Items 1-8

Views on the importance of learning English

Items 1-7

The extent of using English in daily life
PART V

Items 1-12

Views on the benefits of watching English T.V. programmers'
with your child
PART IV

Items 1-9

Children’s viewing habits
PART VI

Items 1-12

Views on the benefits of co-viewing English T.V. programmes

Items 1-12

Current support of your child’s T.V. Viewing

In designing the questionnaire items and structure, I drew upon items in some
previous studies such as (Al-Abed Al Haq and Smadi, 1996; Doehler, 2002;
Kinginger, 2002; Salonen, Lepola & Vauras, 2007; Williams, M., & Burden, 1997).
I also noted the following principles of questionnaire design from Dörnyei (2003)
book ‘Questionnaires in Second Language Research’. Dörnyei (ibid.) discussed the
appropriate format of questionnaire as follows:

(1)

The wording of questions such as language used should be meaningful
to participants making sure that language is appropriate for participants.

(2)

The items should be clear, specific and applicable to all participants.
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(3)

Double-barrelled questions and questions that include an implied
alternative should be avoided.

(4)

Question sequencing should provide a logical flow for respondents.

(5)

An introduction to the questionnaire should be provided which includes
subject of the survey, identifies the sponsor or organization conducting
the survey, establishes legitimacy of purpose, requests cooperation and
identifies any benefits for respondents, and indicates the degree of
confidentiality.

(6)

The general appearance should be presentable and easy to complete.

(7)

Clear instructions that guide participants and facilitate answering
questions should be provided.

I also bore in mind that it is important that questions that are translated from one
language to another should be double-checked for unintended errors. The
questionnaire was first constructed in English, then it was translated into Arabic
and the method of back translation was used to compare the Arabic and English
versions (Brislin, 1986). Items were presented in the same order as those in the
English version. One of my internal supervisors who is a first language Arabic
speaker but also has an excellent command of English reviewed the English and
Arabic versions of the questionnaire. Moreover, a colleague specialized in Arabic
language reviewed the Arabic version adjusting the wording of some of the items in
the questionnaire. Copies of the English and Arabic versions of the questionnaire
are shown in Appendix 2.
4.5.3 Second stage data collection: multiple case studies
As explained earlier (see section 4.4.2 above) Stage 2 of my study comprised
multiple in-depth case studies of parental mediated co-viewing of English language
television programmes with 4 parent-child dyads over a period of 4 weeks.
A case study comprises an in-depth study of an issue within a bounded system
such as a particular setting (Cresswell, 2007: 73). It typically entails the use of
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multiple methods to develop a comprehensive, rich and complex understanding of
a phenomenon in a natural setting (Punch, 2005: 144). It may draw upon any of a
number of sources of data, such as documentation, archival records, interviews,
direct observations, participant-observation, and physical artefacts (Yin, 2009).
Cohen et al state that one of the strengths of case studies for research purposes is
that they are ‘strong in reality’ (2000: 184) providing a unique example of real
people in real situations, and they recognize how the context itself plays a powerful
role in both causes and effects. As contexts are unique and dynamic, case studies
are valuable in allowing researchers opportunities to explore and report the
complex dynamics and unfolding interactions of events, human relationships and
other factors in a unique instance (Cohen et al, 2000: 181). This approach allows
the complexity of social truths to be identified as seen from the perspective of
different participants. There are two types of case study designs: single-case and
multiple-case (Yin, 2009). In a single-case design, the researcher focuses on
capturing the circumstances and conditions that take place in a particular situation
(Yin, 2009). A multiple-case design contains more than a single case, and is used
to compare data across and within each case.
Case studies were seen as a valuable way to capture the mediational dynamic
which was built up between a parent and child over a particular time frame. These
comprised non-participant observations and the collection of audio-recordings of
co-viewing sessions, and semi-structured interviews with parents and their
children. Parents who took part in this stage of the study were asked to commit to
undertake three co-viewing sessions per week for four weeks. While a longer
timeframe might have yielded richer data, it was felt that 12 co-viewing sessions
over a four week period would prove adequate data to reveal the efforts of parents
to mediate children’s English T.V viewing and to provide insights into the emerging
mediational dynamic they co-constructed, and to make inferences into their
potential to support their children and what sorts of assistance they might need to
enable them to improve this.
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Selection of T.V. programmes for the co-viewing sessions.
To select the T.V. programmes for the co-viewing sessions, I consulted with the head
of English at one of the schools where I distributed the questionnaires. Based on
advice I received about the level of English and the emotional and cognitive maturity
of the young children who were the focus of the second stage of the study, I decided
to select two cartoons ‘Handy Manny’ and ‘Charlie and Lola’ airing on one of the
satellite T.V. channels, Playhouse Disney Channel (The details of these DVDs can
be found in Appendix 13). To facilitate the research process, I purchased these in
DVD form and distributed these to the parents who took part in the co-viewing
stage of my study. I left parents to decide which DVDs to watch during the 12 coviewing sessions.
Data collection schedule for the case studies.
Table 4.4 below provides an overview of the case study design, detailing which
methods were used and at which point over the 4 week timeframe. Following on
from this, the rationale for the use of each method and the way it was deployed is
discussed in more detail.
Table (4.4) Data collection schedule for the 4 week case study

Week number
1

Data collection
Getting acquainted with the parents and children
Audio-recorded co-viewing sessions 1 & 2
Observation of co-viewing 1;
Parent Interview 1

2

Audio-recorded co-viewing sessions 3 & 4
Observation of co-viewing 2;
Parent Interview 2

3

Audio-recorded co-viewing sessions 5 & 6
Observation of co-viewing 3;
Parent Interview 3
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4

Audio-recorded co-viewing sessions 7 & 8
Observation of co-viewing 4;
Parent Interview 4

5

Final Interviews with parents and children

I also took a number of photographs of the co-viewing setting with each parentchild dyad to create a visual impression of physical co-viewing setting once I had
established a rapport with parents and their children.
4.5.3.1 Methods employed to collect case study data
As is evident from table 4.4 above, the main methods used in the second stage of
this study were designed to:
(1)

record parental mediational strategies while co-viewing and the
mediational dynamic that built up between the parent and child over
the 4 week period. This was achieved by a combination of nonparticipant observation and audio recording of co-viewing sessions

(2)

record parent and child perspectives on the co-viewing experience,
achieved by a number of semi-structured interviews at different points
over the 12 week period.

Below I consider each of these methods in turn.
Observations and audio-recordings of co-viewing sessions.
A combination of observation and audio recording were used to collect data on the
mediational strategies and the mediational dynamic between parents and their
children over the four week period. I committed to observing as many of the coviewing sessions as was practical as I was aware that observation provides
important authentic insights into behaviours and the interaction between
participants (Heigham & Crocker, 2009; Merriam, 1998), allowing the researcher to
gather ‘live’ data from live situations that cannot be easily acquired in other ways
(Cohen et al, 2007). I bore in mind Mason’s (2002a: 89) point that data that is
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accumulated from a good observation is ‘rich, rounded, local, and specific’.
However, it was not possible for me to attend each of the co-viewing session that
took place. As shown in table 4.4 above, four sessions were observed by me at
regular intervals over the 4 week period and data for the remainder were collected by
audio recordings undertaken by parents.
I had originally hoped to use video recordings to help capture verbal and non-verbal
data in both observed and non-observed co-viewing sessions between my visits. This
would have facilitated me in capturing the multi-dimensional nature of the mediational
process and made non-verbal as well as verbal data available for a systematic
multimodal analysis (Dufon, 2002). However, parents were reluctant to allow their
sessions to be video-recorded and I therefore relied on audio recordings of all of the
co-viewing sessions to generate accurate transcriptions of verbal exchanges between
parents and their children. I therefore provided each dyad with a digital recorder to
record the 8 co-viewing sessions that took place between my visits in addition to
recording each of the session I observed. Audio recordings were seen as a crucial in
helping me generating a record of verbal interaction. As Rapley (2007) notes, they
highlight “the taken-for-granted features of people's talk and interaction that without
recordings you would routinely fail to notice, fail to remember, or be unable to
record in sufficient detail by taking hand-written notes as it happened.” (Rapley,
2007: 50). Given the lack of video-recorded data, I had to develop a way of recording
data during observations, the purpose of which was to capture non-verbal data such
as gestures and body language as well as information about the setting and the
relationship between the parent and child. Informed by my reading, I employed a
semi-structured and non-participant observational strategy.
Bell (2010) distinguishes between participant and non-participant observation. In
participant observation the researcher not only observes the phenomenon, but also
interacts with the participants whereas non-participant observation as an observation
where the researcher observes behaviour without participating (Bell, 2010).

My

decision to employ non-participant observations was informed by Cohen, et al, (2007)
who indicate that non-participant observations are advantageous because the
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researcher is less invested in the observed phenomenon and is less likely to
overstate what is observed. This also ensured that I played no role in influencing the
choice or organisation of the activities employed by parents and their children.
Bell (2010) also distinguishes between structured semi-structured and unstructured
observations. Structured observations are those where the researcher employs a
pre-determined checklist and examines the instances of the items on this during the
observation. In marked contrast, unstructured observations are those where
observation is open-ended and interesting themes are drawn out of the observation,
often to help shape the development of another research instrument, such as a
questionnaire or an interview framework. I elected to choose a semi-structured
approach to observation. I used an observational guide which comprised broad
themes that reflected the purpose of the observation – the collection of non-verbal
data that couldn’t be captured by using audio recordings alone – and which enabled
me to look for emergent patterns in the data that related to these during the analysis
stage ( Cohen et al, 2000). Informed by my reading on multimodal analysis (Norris,
2004) I recorded the physical positioning of the child and parent, physical gestures
such as pointing and expressive gestures such as head movement, facial
expressions such as frowning, laughing, smiling, direction of gaze. I also recorded
whether these were embodied, that is took place while playing with a physical
object such as a toy car or pen. I identified whether these occurred alongside
speech or independently of speech and noted the time at which these occurred
(See Appendix 3 for a sample of an observational guide).
In addition to the observational guide, I also took observational notes sometimes
during and sometimes immediately after the observation. The purpose of the
observational notes was to note down things about the setting of the co-viewing
event, any observations about participants such as their attitudes and other
emotional reactions to the co-viewing. Information gathered from the observational
guide and other written notes were used to annotate the verbal transcripts (See
Appendix 7 for an illustration of how this was done).
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Semi structured interview
The main task in interviewing is to understand the meaning of what the
interviewees say so that the researcher can get the story behind a participant’s
experiences (Kvale, 1996) and in-depth information around the topic. Yin (2003)
considers interviews to be one of the most important sources of case study
information. It allows the researchers to see the phenomenon of interest through
the participants’ eyes – not as others might view it (Marshall & Rossman,2006).
Three main types of interview can be distinguished when carrying out individual or
group interviews including structured, semi-structured and unstructured interviews
(Fontana & Frey, 1994; Esterberg, 2002). While a structured interview comprises a
rigorous

set

of

pre-determined

questions,

an

unstructured

interview is

an interview in which questions are not prearranged (although some questions may
be prepared in advance), allowing for spontaneity and for questions to develop
during the course of the interview but is more difficult to control (Cohen, 2006). A
semi structured interview is often an effective alternative to both of the above,
providing a structure but allowing flexibility and for new ideas and lines of thought
to be brought up and explored (Cohen, 2006) with the interviewer keeping to a
number of themes to be explored but retaining an open mind as to how these can
be addressed.
In this study, I conducted five semi-structured interviews with the parents and a
final interview with the children. All of the interviews were conducted in Arabic to
help participants elaborate on their answers and give deeper views.


Interviews with parents

As these interviews were semi-structured interviews, the questions were not
completely fixed, so questions were responsive not rigid. The first interview with
parents was designed to get acquainted with parents, uncover more about their
family life, their perspectives on mediation and their mediational practices and
factors likely to impact on these. It drew upon and sought to elaborate on the things
they had mentioned in their questionnaire. The interview addressed the following
themes:
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Parent’s views on the role of parental support in children’s learning



Examples of supporting the child’s learning in general



Parent’s views on the importance of learning English



The extent of parent’s use of English in daily life.

As shown in table 4.4 above, the second, third and fourth interviews took place
following observations of co-viewing sessions and to identify parents’ reasons for
using certain mediational strategies I had observed as a way to deepen my
understanding of their beliefs and understanding of how to support their children’s
foreign language learning. It was also seen as a way to help me track changes in
their developing understanding of mediation over the four week period (See
Appendix 4 for a sample transcript of Interview 2). In the final interview with the
parents, I focused on finding out their perspectives on their experience with
mediation both during the previous session I had observed and other co-viewing
sessions that took place between my visits. I was interested to see what they might
have learnt about mediation from their experience, whether they felt they had
changed their mediational practices over the four week period and what they felt
was the impact of the co-viewing and their mediational strategies on their child’s
learning of English, their child’s response to their efforts to mediate and how they
felt it had improved their child’s attitudes towards and use of English. The final
interview addressed the following themes:


Change in the child’s response as a result of co- viewing experience



Parents’ impression on the co-viewing experience with the child



Parents’ feelings towards the experience of co-viewing



Any change in the way parents have been supporting their child's learning
during this experience



Change in the way the child is responding to the parents’ way of helping
him/her to learn during this experience



Change in the parents’ understanding of parental support to child’s
learning in general as a result of this experience



The way parents evaluated their child’s learning experience of English.
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(See Appendix 5 for a sample transcript of the final Interview).


Interview with child

One interview with each child was undertaken at the end of the four week period.
This took the form of an informal conversation with each child at which the parent
was present and took part in the child’s interview. I began with Interview questions.
These focused on understanding the children’s attitudes and experience of coviewing. Next, I did language gains check to find out whether they had learned any
English from their co-viewing experience. See Appendix 6 for a copy of the
interview framework employed. I was aware of certain things to consider when
interviewing children. Since accessing and understanding children’s experience of
their world will only be partial (Greene & Hill, 2005: 18), a researcher needs to
listen to children in ways that represent their views and their experiences of life,
and to provide opportunity for children to get acquainted with the researcher and
feel at ease and trust enough to disclose thoughts, feelings and concerns (Greene
& Hill, 2005: 17). In addition, researchers need to use language that is adapted
appropriately to children’s linguistic understanding. Moreover, adults are ascribed
authority over children, which may create challenges because children might be
unused to being asked their views or may find it difficult to disagree or say things
considered unacceptable (Hill, 2005), therefore, the researcher should aim to
reduce children’s inhibitions and desire to please. Otherwise this may limit the
amount, value and validity of what has been said by the children (Hill, 2005). Yet,
the task of learning from children is important because for too long adults have
wrongly assumed they know better than children themselves (Greene & Hogan,
2005). Greene & Hill (2005: 14) suggested that to generate rich and varied data
when interviewing children it is advisable to include tasks or creative methods.
Furthermore, children can provide information which, particularly in combination
with other evidence, enables researchers to see and discover aspects of their lives
which no other research method can give (Brooker, 2001).
As for ethical guidelines (Brooker, 2001) for treating children respectfully when
conducting interviews. I adhered to plan acceptable questioning appropriate to the
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children’s emotional and social maturity, consider their family and cultural
background (Dwivedi, 1996), and stop any session which is felt to be causing a
child distress. In order to have an ethical relationship with children, a researcher
needs to respect children as smart and sensible and wanting to have a good life
(Graue and Walsh, 1998).
4.6 The Research Setting and the Participants
The research setting for this study was Jeddah city. It was chosen in part because
it is the city where I live. In addition, this large sized city (with a population of more
than 28 million) was also deemed to be representative of the typical social and
cultural milieu within which the large majority of parents in Saudi Arabia live and
work. The research sample comprised of Saudi mothers and fathers whose
children were enrolled in 6 private schools in Jeddah in the first and second
elementary school grades, meaning that their children were between 6-8 years of
age. Unlike government schools, in these schools, children had five lessons of
English of an average of forty five minutes each per week. The schools did not
have a home-school liaison policy and while parents were expected to oversee
homework set by the schools they were given no support in how to help their
children at home. Apart from parent teacher conferences held once a year, and
attending their children graduation parties, parents had no other involvement with
school activities.
4.6.1 Sample size for each stage of the research study
I followed Cohen and Manion’s (1994) advice in considering my decision about
sampling size for each stage of the study, namely that the purpose of the research
should inform the sample size. With regard to the questionnaire undertaken in
stage 1 of the research study with its aim to obtain an overview of parental
mediational perspectives this needed to be large as I wanted to examine the
relationship between a range of possible factors that might impact on their
attitudes, beliefs and practices concerning parental mediation of their children’s
learning and to run a number of statistical test types to establish the significance of
these variables. A total of 500 questionnaires were distributed randomly to first and
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second grade children of 6 private schools (3 boys’ schools & 3 girls’ schools). The
total number of respondents to the questionnaire was 300, 32 of these
questionnaires

were

discarded

due

to

their

incompleteness.

The

valid

questionnaires collected were 262 which I deemed adequate for me to make these
statistical inferences. The rate of response is 52%.
With respect to the case studies, informed by my reading which indicates that a
case study can comprise merely one case but rarely more than 5 (Yin, 2009), I
deemed 4 case studies to be an adequate number of multiple case studies
allowing me to gain insight into and compare the parent child mediational dynamic
and its evolution over the 4 week timeframe that I was interested to examine.
However, in the event, only two parents successfully undertook co-viewing for the
entire four weeks and I report findings related to these two in chapter 6 below. In
fact, the enormous amount of data generated from each case study also led me to
appreciate that it would have been unrealistic to have attempted to report on more
than two cases within the constraints of a thesis length. The sample size for each
stage of the research is shown in table (4.6) below.

Table (4.5) Sample size for Stage 1 and 2 of the study

Stage 1

Stage 2

Questionnaire

Case studies

Parents

262

2

Children

None

2

Participants

4.6.2 Sampling strategy
Regarding the sampling strategy that I employed, my reading suggested again that
this should reflect the purpose of the study as well as the constraints in gaining
access to participants that the researcher might encounter (Cohen et al,2000).
Regarding stage 1 of the study, I employed what Tashakkori & Teddlie (2003) call
a random probability sampling strategy, the purpose of which is to generate as
representative sample of the targeted research population as possible. This meant
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I targeted a large number of parents who had children studying English in Grade 1
and 2 in elementary private schools in Jeddah to help ensure as representative a
sample as possible of the different perspectives and variables I was interested to
capture.
With regard to the case studies, I targeted mothers who indicated they were willing
to take part in the second stage of the study on their questionnaire and who
indicated that they had a reasonable command of English which would mean they
had sufficient English to understand and help their children mediate the DVDs of
the programmes selected for co-viewing. Fifty-two mothers agreed to take part in
the second stage of the study on their questionnaires. I called them explaining that
the second stage is comprised of home visits and ideally video recording of the
mother and her child while they are co-viewing a T.V. English programme, as
explained earlier, I had originally intended to do. However, most of them refused to
be videotaped and others promised to call back after consulting with their
husbands but did not follow through. Parents’ hesitation to take part in the second
part of this research and the scarcity of responses obliged me to work with the four
who volunteered to take part and agreed to be audio recorded, that is to say the
sampling strategy was ultimately volunteer convenience sampling (Teddlie & Yu,
2007: 78).
Full Demographic information about the 262 parents who took part in the first stage
of the study are provided in chapter 5 below and demographic information about
the two who took part in the second stage of the study that I focus on in this thesis
are provided in chapter 6.
4.7 Data collection procedures
In what follows I will describe how I piloted the questionnaire and trialled the
interview frameworks, and then consider how I obtained access to participants and
collected data for each stage of the study.
4.7.1 Piloting stage 1 of the study: The Questionnaire
A pilot study is defined by Robson (2002: 185) as “a small-scale version of the real
thing, a try-out of what you propose so its feasibility can be checked”. As Yin
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(2003: 80) observes “methodologically, the work at pilot sites can provide
information about relevant field questions and about the logistics of the field
inquiry”. The major purposes of the pilot study were to check content validity of the
questionnaire wording, clarity, readability, and cultural appropriateness to parents
of first and second grade children. Once I had agreed with my supervisor the final
version of the questionnaire, which was refined and executed more than once, I
started the piloting stage by first distributing some questionnaires to 10 of my
colleagues, attempting to get feedback from them on the quality of the items
(Brown & Rodgers, 2002: 142-3) as well as to ascertain that none of the items
could be considered to be either too biased or leading in design, or likely to cause
any embarrassment or discomfort to respondents. Some minor modifications about
the layout were made according to their comments.
I then piloted the questionnaire on 10 parents who have a first or second grade
child. In order to do this, I went to a children’s amusement park where I had the
opportunity to meet parents with their children. Mothers as well as fathers showed
willingness to complete the questionnaire. The completion of the questionnaire for
most volunteering parents took about 15 minutes and appeared to be clear and
readable for the proposed sample, and able to be completed in a timely manner.
These parents did not participate in any further work in this study.
4.7.2 Trialling stage 2 of the study: The case study methods
Prior to conducting the case study, I trialled the parent-child’s co-viewing so I could
gain a sense of how well it will work and what adjustments might be needed.
During the piloting stage I made notes of the outcomes of things and wrote a
summary of my reflections and the actions I might need to take to modify the
procedure ahead of the main case study data collection process.
To trial the case study, I used the same English language T.V. programmes I had
identified from consultation with teachers would be appropriate to children’s
language level as described above in section 4.5.3. Two mothers who had
completed the questionnaire and volunteered to participate in the second stage of
the study were selected for the pilot. However, one of them did not respond to my
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calls so in the event I trialled the case study with just one parent-child dyad. The
other one welcomed me into her house.
Trialling the case study served several practical purposes. First of all, it provided
me with a sense of what research in the field entailed, for example, negotiating
entry by choosing appropriate day and time for the parent and the child. It guided
me to provide the parents with clear written guidelines in explaining the second
stage of the study which involves me undertaking some home visits. It also
emphasized that the mother has to make sure that she has recorded their
interaction during the co-viewing sessions. With the help of the trial I was also able
to gain a sense of how long the parent and child took to co-view an episode of the
chosen English programme and enabled me to practice my interview techniques
with parents and children. In particular it helped me appreciate the importance of
excellent listening skills, to be skilful at personal interaction, question-framing, and
how to probe for elaboration.
Furthermore, the trialling of case study provided an opportunity to familiarize
myself with the technology I used. Based on this, I anticipated that the participating
mothers wouldn’t agree to be video recorded due to cultural perspectives, even
after being assured that all video recordings would be kept securely and this led
me to rely on audiotape recordings. I identified that a digital voice recorder gave
me a clear sound quality and enabled data from co-viewings, observations, and
interviews to be uploaded and saved on my computer.
4.7.3 Data collection for stage 1 of the study: Implementing the questionnaire
Distribution of the questionnaire was undertaken after I had obtained permission to
conduct the study from King Abdul Aziz University where I work. Once I had
approval, I visited 3 girls’ schools and met their principles seeking their permission
to distribute the questionnaires to parents of children in grades 1 and 2. The
principles assigned the social workers to distribute the questionnaires to the
students. After their parents completed the questionnaire the students brought
them back to school and handed them to their teachers, who in turn handed these
to the social workers. Due to cultural perspectives, I was not able to visit the boys’
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schools; therefore, I asked my son’s teacher to meet the principles and get their
permission to distribute the questionnaires. Through the social workers in each
school, the questionnaires were distributed to students. After their parents filled
them in, they handed them to their teachers who in turn handed them to the social
workers office who phoned my son’s teacher to collect them.
4.7.4 Data collection for the second stage of the study
Once I had obtained the 300 questionnaires completed by parents, I looked
through these, discarding those which were incomplete as discussed earlier. I then
identified those parents who indicated their agreement to take part in the second
stage of the study. I found out that 52 mothers and 31 fathers indicated their
agreement to take part. Since it is difficult for a female researcher to contact male
respondents, I targeted the 52 mothers who agreed to take part. I called mothers
explaining what would be required and as explained earlier I identified only 4 who
were willing for me (a stranger) to enter their homes and collect data.
Once I had established which mothers would comprise the case studies, I
undertook an introductory visit to the child’s house to ensure my familiarity and to
obtain their written consent to participate and I talked to the child and got his/her
consent as well. The parents and children were also briefed about the study aims
and objectives. In the next visit, I embarked on data collection, commencing with
the introductory interview with parents and following the subsequent stages shown
in table 4.4 above.
Collecting data at this stage was not without its challenges. One of the difficulties
which emerged in the second stage of the study design was how I managed my
presence in the home of participants and the ways in which this might pressurise
participants to adopt different behaviours from when I was not there. The
introductory visit to the child’s house ahead of the commencement of data
collection helped ensure familiarity with my presence and the audio recorder and
over time I noticed participants became increasingly relaxed. Another challenge
was managing analysis of sessions between interviews 2, 3 and 4 as one of the
main purposes of these was to ask participants to elaborate on and provide
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rationales for things I saw or heard them doing in the intervening co-viewing
sessions between interviews. This led me to focus on only two case studies at a
time. I commenced the second two only after the first two were almost complete.
There were also a number of other logistical issues that had to be faced in
accessing participants. Sometimes I had to cancel my visit to the dyads’ house
because of the family’s circumstances. For example, two of the mothers were
having health problems; one underwent surgery and cancelled for about 3 weeks.
Another went on vacation for two weeks.
4.8 Data analysis
In this section I describe how quantitative and qualitative data were analysed at
each stage of the study.
4.8.1 Quantitative data analysis
To prepare quantitative data for analysis, the raw data of the returned
questionnaires was transformed into a form that can be easily statistically
manipulated to help in verifying the research hypotheses and meet the research
objectives. This was done by coding and regrouping items into the main themes
that the questionnaire was examining. Once responses were coded, the data was
uploaded into a statistical computer programme (SPSS 20) to analyse the data
statistically.
Data Analysis Techniques employed.
Descriptive statistical analyses was applied to the data, such as calculating
percentage distributions, frequency distributions and averages for close ended and
check list items.
With regard to Likert scale items, two different scales were adopted to determine
parents’ attitudes and practices. The first scale was a 5 point Likert scale
corresponding to (1) strongly agree, (2) agree, (3) neutral, (4) disagree, and (5)
strongly disagree. This was used to measure parents’ attitudes towards the
importance of parental support of children’s learning, the importance of learning
English, and the benefits of watching English T.V. programmers' with their child.
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The second scale was a four point Likert scale corresponding to (1) never, (2)
rarely, (3) sometimes, (4) frequently. It was used to reflect the frequency of
parents’ practices by asking them to rank the frequency of their practices in
supporting of their child’s learning in general, in using English in their daily life and
in supporting their child’s English T.V. viewing. Statistical tests were run to
establish the weighted statistical mean of parents’ responses which were recorded
in tables in the results chapter (chapter 5) for ease of analysis.
To establish the correlations between parents’ beliefs and practices and factors
(such as economic status and attitudes towards English) and parents’ responses, I
also examined the statistical significance (p-value) of items. Statistical significance
of the result is an estimated measure of the degree to which it is "true" in the sense
of representative of the population. Technically, the value of the p-value represents
a decreasing index of the reliability of a result. The higher the p-value, the less the
observed relation between variables in the population. Results that are significant
at the p  0.01 level are commonly considered statistically significant (Sig), and p
 0.005 or p  0.001 levels are often called "highly" significant (H. Sig). If P>0.05,
the test is considered not Significant (NS), if there is no significant difference. I also
employed t-test as a way to evaluate the differences in means between groups
with different characteristics, such as higher or lower educational level. The results
of these statistical tests are considered in the discussion of the results in chapter 7.
4.8.2 Analysis of the qualitative data
The first step in analysis of the qualitative data was to transcribe this. Since most of
the data was collected in Arabic, I first had to translate everything into English and
asked my second supervisor to check my translation. Transcripts of the observed
co-viewing sessions were then annotated to include non-verbal information
(gestures and body language) that I had obtained from my observation schedule.
Information from my observational notes used to annotate the transcripts. Where
English was used by a parent or a child in a transcript, this was highlighted in bold.
A sample transcript of an observed co-viewing session is provided in appendix (7).
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Once I was happy with the transcripts, I then proceeded to analyse them grouping
these by functional intent. With regard to transcripts of co-viewing sessions, since I
was interested in capturing the mediational dynamic between parents and their
children, I looked for parental mediation strategies, child’s response to these, and
instances of the child’s independent initiation. As for the interviews, they were
analysed with reference to the purpose of each interview and the same procedure
was chosen with regard to open-ended questions on the questionnaire.
All transcripts were analysed utilizing a coding procedure popularised by grounded
theory method, which is an inductive approach to inductive analysis, which seeks
to discover rather than impose codes and themes on the data (Strauss & Corbin,
1990). This comprises a process of open coding followed by axial coding and
finally to the identification of important themes or what are sometimes called
selective codes.
I built my own coding frames and categories from the data through reading and rereading transcripts and continuous revision of codes and re-coding in order to
identify patterns. The starting point was open-coding, a process of initial coding of
transcripts of qualitative data. This was achieved by careful line by line reading of
transcripts and assigning a word or phrase to meaningful units. Preliminary opencoding of observed and audio recorded co-viewing sessions and parental interview
data collection proceeded hand in hand during the second stage of the study as
observational and audio-recorded data were examined to identify areas to be
discussed in subsequent interviews. However, once all the qualitative data had
been collected and transcribed, a more detailed and systematic form of opencoding was undertaken. This was inevitably a time-consuming and painstaking
process generating a large number of codes. By a process of careful review and
comparison of the connections between codes these were eventually collapsed
into a smaller number of axial codes which in turn were subsumed into key
thematic categories. While it is increasingly common to use computer packages
such as NVIVO to manage qualitative data and to assist analysis, I chose to
analyse the data manually. As Taylor-Powell (2004) argues, manual analysis is
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typically the best method for analysing the data if the data set is relatively small as
in my study and also this allowed me to feel closer to the data and better able to
see the connections between the different qualitative data sources I employed.
Initially, the qualitative data obtained from the semi-structured interviews and the
open-ended questionnaires were analysed and coded together (and separately
from data obtained in co-viewing sessions) so as to examine parental perspectives
on mediation of children’s learning and the mediation of English T.V. viewing in
particular, as well as their impressions of the co-viewing they undertook with their
children and the outcomes of this process. Through a process of exploratory
content analysis (Lalik and Potts, 2001), more than 30 initial codes were identified.
Similarly, the transcripts of observed and audio recorded co-viewing sessions were
analysed together, to examine parental mediational strategies employed and to
examine aspects of the mediational dynamic built up between the parent and child
over time reflecting the conceptual understanding of mediation I developed in
chapter 3. Therefore, I was interested to identify parental mediational strategies,
the child’s response to parental attempts to mediate and how far and in what ways
the child attempted to self-initiate or steer the mediational process. Through close
analysis of parent-child interactions via a process of constant comparison between
open and axial codes within each case and across cases, I identified a number of
core mediational strategies which were used by the parent and responsive moves
to these by the child, including efforts to steer the mediational process. These
strategies were not prefabricated but were uncovered as a result of a close
analysis of interactions that occurred during the 12 co-viewing sessions. Once I
had identified these, informed by my reading of conversational analysis
(Richards,2003), I decided to undertake a secondary quantitative analysis of coviewing data which entailed quantifying the frequency of occurrence of each
strategy and responsive moves by child, and the ways in which these increased or
decreased over time. These results allowed me to develop an understanding of the
mediational dynamic that was built up over the four week period.
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The final step in my analysis of the qualitative data generated from the case
studies was to bring the themes developed from analysis of interviews and the coviewing data themes together and to look for overlaps and the ways these
complemented each other. For example, I checked across all the data to see what
sorts of parental mediation strategies were used, the main source being the coviewing sessions but also I wanted to see if these were also signalled in interviews.
The interviews also provided explanations for why parents were using certain
strategies to mediate the programme for the child. Therefore, by checking across
data sources I was able to confirm but also look for relationships between codes.
By comparing across the different data sets I was able to gain a more
comprehensive account of parental mediation as revealed by the qualitative data,
and to create a web of description for each of the case study parents enabling me
to generate a storyline of each of the two case studies. The results of this process
are presented in chapter 7 below.
A final important point to clarify with regard to my analysis of the data, concerns the
identification of instances of language production in the transcripts. As explained in
Chapter 1 above, while it was not the intention in my study to attempt to show a
correlation between parental mediational strategies and the children’s language
development, I was interested in understanding the impact of the mediational
experience on the children and their parents both from a language and attitudinal
perspective. To identify if the mediational experience was impacting on their
acquisition of English, I was interested to see if there were any notable language
gains over the four week period of the study. Regarding increases in children’s
ability to produce English in particular, informed by my reading on children’s
language learning process, I decided to include instances of children repeating
words from the DVD or when prompted to by their parents as well as the much
rarer instances when they tried to generate English independently. While these
instances of repetition are not spontaneous and therefore arguably do not signal a
child’s ability to produce language autonomously, as Cameron (2001) notes
children’s language production is primarily confined to the repetition of words and
other formulaic expressions in the early stages of language learning. These things
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help develop their familiarity with the pronunciation of words and are also the key
ways they signal communicative intent initially.
4.9 Ensuring data quality
In this section I will concentrate on describing the steps taken to ensure data quality. I
will first consider how I endeavoured to ensure the quality of the quantitative data
collected from the questionnaire drawing upon the concept of reliability. Within an
interpretative research tradition, with its interest in collecting and analysing qualitative
data, it is recognized that it is not possible to apply the traditional criteria or validity
and reliability associated with more scientific research methodologies to assess the
relative merits of a study. Nevertheless, while such terms as reliability and validity,
associated with the collection and analysis of quantitative data are widely seen as
unhelpful in describing a way to assess the process and outcomes of interpretative
study (Miller, 2008), it is widely acknowledged that issues of rigor still need to be
addressed (see for example, Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Gubrium & Hostein, 1997). With
this in mind, I will approach my discussion of the quality of the qualitative data
collection and analysis process with reference to the concept of trustworthiness
(Miller, 2008). Since an underlying principle of interpretative research is that this
never value neutral part of a discussion of how I ensured data quality (see for
example Reissman, 2008; Ezzy, 2002; Richards, 2003), needs to discuss the steps to
ensure that I addressed data collection and analysis in an ethical way. As HesseBeber & Leavy (2006) note, the trustworthiness and credibility of the research findings
are determined in no small measure by the moral integrity of the researcher.
4.9.1 Reliability of quantitative data
To establish the quality of the quantitative data collected through the questionnaire
in the first stage of the study, I undertook to establish the reliability of the
questionnaire informed by the following definition of this: “The extent to which
results are consistent over time and an accurate representation of the total
population under study is referred to as reliability and if the results of a study can
be reproduced under a similar methodology, then the research instrument is
considered to be reliable” (Joppe, 2000: 1). As is common practice in quantitative
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research studies, reliability analysis was performed to study properties of
measurement scales and the items that make them up. This was done by
conducting a Cronbach Alpha procedure, a model of internal consistency, based
on the average inter-item correlation. Its value ranges from 0 to 1. The more the
value of Cronbach's Alpha becomes closer to 1, the more it reflects reliability in the
data to represent the entire population that the sample was drawn from. Table 4.6
below shows the Cronbach Alpha scores obtained for the six main themes
examined in the questionnaire. As can be seen, the scores obtained are all above
0.5 which demonstrates that those items in the questionnaire which were designed
to generate quantifiable data can be deemed as reliable and inferences drawn from
these can be seen as robust.

Table (4.6) Cronbach’s Alpha to examine the reliability of the instrument

Factor
A

n

Views on the role of parental support in children’s
learning

Cronbach's
Alpha

13

0.886

B

Current support of your child’s learning in general

12

0.786

C

Views on the importance of learning English

8

0.549

D

The extent of your use of English in daily life

7

0.827

F

Views on the benefits of watching English T.V.

12

0.963

12

0.914

programmers' with your child
G

Current support of your child’s English T.V. viewing

4.9.2 Trustworthiness of qualitative data
In the field of qualitative research concepts such as validity and reliability are
arguably not helpful and not achievable. Qualitative research is evaluated using the
concepts of credibility, transferability, dependability, and conformability rather than
using terminology situated in a quantitative paradigm (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
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These four different criteria combine to ensure the trustworthiness of qualitative
data collection and analysis alongside a robust account of the ethical procedures
followed by the researcher (Creswell & Miller, 2000; Given, 2008). Credibility refers
to the extent to which the research findings are seen as believable or authentic to
an external readership which requires that the reader feels that findings match the
reality evident in the raw data Merriam (1998: 213). Credibility is built up through
the dependability of the procedures used to analyse the data and the development
of a clear audit trail and transparency in the data analysis process (Schwandt,
1997). Trustworthiness is also understood to be developed with reference to the
concept of confirmability. Confirmability refers to whether the analysis process has
been checked by an additional party who can confirm the robustness of the coding
process. In some cases, this is achieved by checking interpretations with the
participants who took part in the study, a process known as member-checking
(Givens, 2008). The participants of the second phase of this study checked their
transcripts in order to determine accuracy and agreement, and to identify areas of
disagreement (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This methodology ensured the credibility of
the process from the participants’ perspective, thus validating the accuracy of the
findings. Finally, transferability, as opposed to generalizability, refers to the extent
to which researchers have provided sufficient account of the data collection and
analysis procedures and the sample to enable a reader to identify the potential
relevance of the findings to their own research context (Givens, 2008). Bearing
these things in mind I believe that I have taken a number of steps to demonstrate
the trustworthiness of my qualitative data collection and analysis processes.
With regard to the qualitative data collection procedure, the majority of which was
collected in the second stage of the study, the trustworthiness of this is ensured in
part by the in-depth and longitudinal nature of the case study phase of the study. I
spent a total of 4 months in the field, two weeks of which was spent getting to know
the parents and children who were my research participants. In addition, I
employed multiple sources of data collection, including a non-participant
observational guide, semi-structured interviews, observational notes, and audiorecordings enabled me to obtain an in-depth and multi-faceted picture of the issue
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being investigated. Finally, the trustworthiness of the data collection procedure is
ensured by my attention to established ethical procedures as are discussed in
section 4.10 below.
The methods used in this study allowed me to create thick descriptions of the
phenomenon I was investigating, and this, together with the degree of
methodological triangulation this made possible, added to the trustworthiness of
the data collection and subsequent analysis processes. In terms of the data
analysis procedure, the trustworthiness of this was established in part by a detailed
and visible audit trail of all of the steps taken to analyse data and honesty and
openness regarding the challenges encountered. The credibility and dependability
of the data analysis procedures were further supported by asking my supervisors
to verify my coding and identification of themes in the data.
The in-depth methodological description provided in this chapter allows the
integrity of research results to be scrutinized by the reader and decisions by a
wider readership to be made as to the confirmability and transferability of the
findings. In other words detailed information about the data collection procedure,
the steps taken and the difficulties faced, along with possible resolutions of such
difficulties can assist other researchers identify how far the findings can resonate
with their own working context. Details about the research design can help assess
their reflective appraisal of the project and its potential for their own work. Lincoln &
Guba (1985) propose that it is possible to transfer the results to similar participants
or groups if sufficient contextual information and detail is available. I believe that
the level of detail provided together with the detailed information about the
specifics of my investigation are adequate to enable the reader to decide whether
or not the findings are applicable to his or her specific context.
4.10 Research Ethics
Willington asserts that “ethical concerns should be at the forefront of any research
project and should continue through to the write-up and dissemination stages”
(2000: 3). These considerations should also include confidentiality, anonymity,
informed consent, openness and causing no harm to participants (Burgess, 1989).
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As a further consideration, Cohen et al (2000) adds that researchers should bear in
mind that some potential respondents in sensitive research refuse to co-operate if
an assurance of confidentiality is weak or not understood. In this study, ethical
issues were given serious consideration. First of all, a research ethics forms was
completed and approved by the Graduate School of Education at Exeter University
(see Appendix 14). This follows the requirements of Exeter University which are in
line with the British Educational Research Association (BERA) guidelines. Second,
the cover page of the questionnaire contains information about the researcher,
explaining the aims and purposes of the questionnaire, and defining what is meant
by parental mediation in the study. In addition, participants are assured of their
anonymity and confidentiality. The participants are also asked to sign a consent
form to indicate that they have understood this and agree to complete the
questionnaire.
For stage 1 of the study, I obtained informed consent from parents who
participated in the questionnaire by requesting participants to read an introductory
letter and to record their willingness to take part. Permission was also obtained
from the schools principals to distribute the questionnaire among parents. A
separate consent form describing stage 2 of the study was also distributed to
parents taking part in the second stage of the study, seeking their agreement for
themselves and their children to take part in the study. Even though obtaining
children consent is not legally required, it is appropriate to seek this where possible
(Donoso et al, 2007), and I endeavoured to ensure that children as well as parents
were clear about the nature of the study. In order to address the power dynamics
of the research process, I expressed a genuine interest in the children without
judgment regarding anything they reveal. At all times the dignity and safety of all
participants was considered paramount. In both stage 1 and 2 of the study
participants were made aware of their right to withdraw from the programme at any
time, and they were assured of confidentiality and that the data will not be used for
any purpose other than the study.
The views of children and parents were paramount in this study. I ensured that
they were listened to, clearly represented and respected. In addition, at all times
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the dignity and safety of all participants were considered paramount. I ensured that
the methods used for data collection and analysis do not cause any unreasonable
stress to the participants of this thesis. The parents who participated in the first
stage completed the questionnaire anonymously and in Arabic at a time convenient
to them and returned these to school in sealed envelopes to ensure their views
were not accessible to anyone other than the researcher. As for the second stage
of data collection, I observed and record a 30-45 minute co-viewing session once a
week and the parents were responsible for recording co-viewing sessions that I did
not observe and made decisions themselves about the location of the audio
recorder so this minimized stress on them. In sessions I observed, I made sure my
presence was not obtrusive as possible and invited parents to suggest their
preference regarding my seating. I was flexible regarding the timing of the
observations and respectful of the need on parents to reschedule these as needed.
During the data collection, data analysis and write up, data were securely stored in
my office in a locked cabinet. Electronic information was only accessed by me with
my username and password and stored on a secure system with recognised virus
protection. It will be destroyed when it is no longer required. Since in the second
stage of the study I was invited into participants’ homes, it was crucial that I built a
good rapport with parents and a feeling that I am trustworthy. I appreciated their
cultural practices and respect these. None of the parents in the second stage of
this study consented to be video-recorded, even though I assured them that all
video recordings will be kept securely, however this did not reassured participants
and in this case I relied on audiotape recordings and did not force them to comply
with my desire to have a richer data.
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Chapter 5: Results of the Questionnaire
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the results of the data collected in stage one of the study by
means of a questionnaire completed by 262 parents of first and second grade
children currently enrolled in a private dual language curriculum school in Jeddah.
This provides an overview of parental perspectives on their involvement in
supporting their children’s learning both in general and more specifically with
regard to T.V. viewing and was one of the ways in which I sought to address the
research questions presented in chapter 4 above. The results of data collected
during stage two of the study will be presented in chapter 6.
The chapter first provides demographic information on the parents who
participated, their attitudes towards English, perceptions of their proficiency level
and the ways they use English in their daily life. Following on from this, results
concerning their views on the importance of parental involvement and support for
their children’s learning are discussed, including challenges associated with this.
This is followed by presentation of results concerning T.V. ownership, viewing
habits, and parental perspectives on the benefits of parental involvement in
children’s T.V. viewing and the ways in which they do this.
In what follows, the results of all close-ended questions are presented in tables by
frequency (F) and percentage (%). In tables presenting the results of four and five
scaled likert items which addressed participants’ frequency of use of a practice or
extent of agreement with opinion statements respectively, statistical mean scores
are also included. As explained in chapter 4, these were obtained by assigning
each point on the scale a numerical value. The numerical value assigned each
point on five and four scaled likert items are shown in tables 5.1 and 5.2 below,
Thus, the higher statistical mean score for a likert-scaled item, the closer to ‘strong
agreement’ or ‘frequent use’ participants were on average.
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Table (5.1) Five-point Likert scaled items

Weight

Agreement level

1

Strongly Disagree

2

Disagree

3

No opinion / To some extent

4

Agree

5

Strongly Agree

Table (5.2) Four-point likert scaled items

Weight

Agreement level

1

Never

2

Rarely

3

Sometimes

4

Frequently

5.2 Profile of the parents who completed the questionnaire
In this section I provide an overview of the participants’ background including
general demographics such as age, gender, nationality, marital status, as well as
their income, employment status and their educational level. This section also
reports on findings regarding parents’ perceptions about the importance of English
language, their proficiency, their daily use of English language, and their contact
with children at home.
5.2.1 General demographics
Table 5.3 below provides an overview of the participants’ age, gender, nationality
and marital status. Tables 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 following on from this provide details of
participants’ monthly income, their own and their spouse’s occupation, and their
own and their spouse’s educational level.
Table 5.3 below indicates that the majority of parents involved in this research are
over 30 years of age with 50.4% in the thirty one to forty year range and 26.7%
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over forty years of age. It also shows that most of the questionnaire respondents
were female (67.2%) and the vast majority of participants were married (93.1%).
Finally, in keeping with the focus on Saudi parents and their children in this study,
table 5.4 shows that the nationalities of majority of the respondents (92%) were
Saudi’s with the remaining 8% having Saudi spouses.
Table (5.3) Participants’ age, gender, nationality and marital status by frequency and
percentage by frequency and percentage (Questionnaire Items 1, 2, 3 and 5)

Age

Less than 25

Gender
F

%

4

1.5

F

%

F

female 176 67.2 Saudi

25-30

53 20.2

31-40

132 50.4

Over 40

70 26.7

Missing

3

Total

Nationality

male

Missing

1.1

262 100

Total

84 32.1 Other

2

0.8 Missing

262 100

Total

Marital status
%

F

%

241 92.0 Married 244 93.1
19

2

7.3 Divorced 13

5.0

Widowed 2

.8

0.8 Missing

262 100

Total

3

1.1

262 100

Table 5.3 below shows that just over half of participants (51.5%) had more than
SR12000 (Saudi Riyals), and only (5%) of the participants had 1500-3000 SR.
According to salaryexplorer.com, the maximum monthly salary in Saudi Arabia is
140,000 SR, the average is 16,277SR, and the median is 12,000 SR, whereas the
minimum is 833 SR. Over half of the participants had more than 12,000 SR which
is quite a high income reflecting the sorts of parental income of parents sending
their children to private schools.
Table (5.4) Participants’ monthly income
(questionnaire item 14)

Monthly income

F

%

1500-3000 SR

13

5.0

3100-5000 SR

24

9.2

5100-8000 SR

30

11.5
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8000-12000 SR

49

18.7

More than 12000 SR

135

51.5

Missing

11

4.2

TOTAL

262

100

In addition, table 5.5 below shows that the findings about participants’ employment
indicate that nearly half of the mothers are not working (46.6%). Moreover, among
those who are it is not really surprising that most are working in schools or other
educational institutions which are strictly segregated along gender lines in Saudi
Arabia, as this is one of the few avenues of employment open to women. As can
be seen from table 5.6, the majority of participants and their spouses who took part
in the survey were educated to Bachelor degree level. Their income and
educational level are likely to be important contributing reasons for their decision to
enrol their children in private schools which as mentioned in chapter 2 are often
seen to provide a better quality of educational provision.
Table (5.5) Participants and their spouse’s occupation
(questionnaire items 4 & 7)

Occupation

F

%

Spouse occupation

F

%

12.2

46.6

Housewife

55

21

Educational sector

55

21

Educational sector

34

13

Health sector

13

5

Health sector

9

3.4

Private sector

39

14.9

Private sector

105

40.1

Military sector

9

3.4

Military sector

15

5.7

Government sector

21

8

Government sector

25

9.5

Missing

3

1.1

Missing

19

7.3

TOTAL

262

100

TOTAL

262

100

Housewife
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Table (5.6) Participants’ and their spouse’s educational level
(questionnaire items 3 & 6)

Educational level
High school
diploma
Bachelor degree
Masters degree
PhD
Other
Missing
TOTAL

F
44
17.8
22
7
6
5
262

%
16.8
67.9
8.4
2.7
2.3
1.9
100

Spouse’s
level

educational

High school diploma
Bachelor degree
Masters degree
PhD
Other
Missing
TOTAL

F

%

79

30.2

121
14
15
24
9
262

46.2
5.3
5.7
9.2
3.4
100

5.2.2 Details about participants’ children and family life.
Items 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 in the questionnaire sought out demographic
information about participants’ children. Results showed that the majority of the
participants (63.4%) have between 3-5 children and that almost all of their children
(95.4%) had Saudi nationality. In addition, as table 5.7 below shows, although
mothers are important primary carers in Saudi Arabia, their children may spend
substantial amounts of time at home with other family members as well.
Table (5.7) Participants’ children’s ages
(questionnaire item 10)

F

%

more than 7

27

10.3

less than 7

39

14.9

Both

189

72.1

7

2.7

F

%

Males

34

13.0

Females

20

7.6

Missing

Table (5.8) Participants’ children's gender
(questionnaire item 11)
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Both

196

74.8

Missing

12

4.6

Table (5.9) Participants’ children's nationality and family size
(questionnaire item 8 & 9)

Children’s nationality

Family size

F

%

Yes

250

95.4

No

10

3.8

Missing

F

%

Less than 3

67

25.6

3-5

166

63.4

Over 5

24

9.2

2

8

Table (5.10) The results concerning who most frequently looks after children
outside school. (Questionnaire item 13)

Person who most frequently looks after child outside
school

F

%

Mother

84

32.1

Other family members (siblings or extended family members)

12

4. 6

Mother, father and other family members

98

37.4

Maid

4

1.5

All of the above

60

22.9

Missing

9

1.5

5.2.3 Participants’ views on the importance of English, their perceived
proficiency level and their use of English.
As explained in chapter 4, since the focus of this study is on parental participation
in co-viewing English programmes it was important to establish their attitudes
towards English and views of their own English competence and use as this might
impact on their orientation towards co-viewing as well as the extent to which they
undertake this.
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Parental attitudes towards English

Table 5.11 below summarises the results regarding parental perception of the
importance of learning English.

Table (5.11) Participants’ views on the importance of learning English
(Questionnaire item 3A)
Strongly
Disagree
Learning English:

(1)

is a must to cope with
modernization.
improves

my

Disagree

No
opinion

Agree

Strongly
Agree (5)

Weighted
Mean

F

%

F

%

F

%

F

%

F

%

3

1.1

8

3.1

5

1.9

59

22.5

187

71.4

4.60

1

0.4

8

3.1

9

3.4

73

27.9

171

65.3

4.55

5

1.9

14

5.3

12

4.6

76

29.0

155

59.2

4.38

2

0.8

13

5.0

16

6.1

91

34.7

140

53.4

4.35

45

17.2

123

46.9

20

7.6

51

19.5

23

8.8

2.56

56

21.4

144

55.0

18

6.9

31

11.8

13

5.0

2.24

65

24.8

139

53.1

25

9.5

24

9.2

9

3.4

2.13

74

28.2

128

48.9

25

9.5

24

9.2

11

4.2

2.12

child’s

understanding of different
cultures and people
is a sign of being highly
educated in Saudi Arabia.
helps my child develop
his/her personality.
is important to use only
Arabic in daily life.
reduces ties to Saudi
culture.
weakens

the

Arabic

language.
is

a

sign

of

being

influenced by the West.

From table 5.11 above, it can be seen that mean scores for the first 4 items which
ask for the extent of the participants’ agreement about positive aspects of learning
English are all high, indicating that most see English as important. Whereas, the
mean scores for the next 4 items which present possible negative perspectives on
English are lower. This shows that the majority of parents exhibit positive attitudes
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towards learning. In addition, these findings demonstrate that parental attitudes
towards English, in most cases, will not provide a barrier to their undertaking coviewing activities with their children.
 Parental perceptions of their proficiency in English and how much they use
this in their daily life
An overview of parental perceived level of English proficiency is provided in table
5.12 below and this is followed by table 5.13 which summarises results on how
often they claim to use English in their daily lives.
Table (5.12) Participants’ perceived level of English by
frequency and percentage (Questionnaire item 14)

Perceived level of English

F
43
127
62
26
4
262

Poor
Good
very good
Excellent
Missing
Total

%
16.4
48.5
23.7
9.9
1.5
100

Table (5.13) Participants use of English in their daily life
(Questionnaire item 3B)

The extent of your use of
English in daily life

Never

Rarely

Sometimes Frequently Weig
hted
F
%
F
% Mean

F

%

F

%

I speak English when I
travel.

25

9.5

23

8.8

76

I use English to search the
internet.

33

12.6

49

18.7

100 38.2

80

30.5 2.87

I watch English TV
programmes.

32

12.2

55

21.0

97

37.0

78

29.8 2.84

I speak English at work.

71

27.1

41

15.6

96

36.6

54

20.6 2.51

I speak English at home

54

20.6

81

30.9

109 41.6

18

6.9

147

29.0 138

52.7 3.25

2.35

I read English books.

108 41.2

77

29.4

57

21.8

20

7.6

1.96

156 59.5

69

26.3

33

12.6

4

1.5

1.56

I read English
newspapers.

Taking the results shown in tables 5.12 and 5.13 together, it can be seen that the
majority of the participants (82%) think they have a good, very good or excellent
level of English (see table 5.12). This is likely to predispose parents to undertaking
co-viewing of English T.V. programmes with their children even though the mean
scores shown in table 5.13 reveal that most do not use English a great deal in their
daily life.
5.3 Parents views on the importance of parental involvement in children’s
learning
To evaluate participants’ views on the importance of parental involvement and their
general

mediational

practices,

twelve

statements

were

included

in

the

questionnaire. These asked parents about their views on whether parents have a
responsibility to be involved in their child’s learning, the educational benefits of
parental involvement, and its impact on children’s engagement with school
learning. The results are presented under a number of headings below.
5.3.1 Participants’ views on parental responsibility towards children’s
learning
An overview of the participants’ views on parental responsibility towards children’s
learning is shown in table 5.14 below. This shows that the vast majority of parents
(97.3%) agree or strongly agree that parental support can help children learn
better.
Table (5.14) Participants’ views on parental responsibility towards children’s learning
(Questionnaire section item 2A)

Strongly
No
Disagree
Disagree
opinion
148

Agree

Strongly Weighted
Agree mean

F
Parents have
responsibility
towards
children’s
learning.

%

F

%

F

%

F

%

F

%
4.70

0

0.0

3

1.1

4

1.5

61 23.3 194

74

5.3.2 Participants views on the general educational benefits of parental
involvement in children’s learning.
Table 5.15 below shows participants’ perspectives on the general educational
benefits associated with parental involvement in children’s learning.

Table (5.15) Participants perspectives on a number of general educational
benefits associated with parental involvement (Questionnaire 2A)

Strongly Disagree Neutral

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Weighted
Agree

F

%

F

%

F

%

F

Helps children learn
better
Promotes the learning
of social values.

0

0.0

2

0.8

2

0.8

33 12.6 225 85.9

4.84

0

0.0

7

2.7 17 6.5

90 34.4 148 56.5

4.45

Improves children’s
cognitive ability.

0

0.0

3

1.1

3.4

95 36.3 155 59.2

4.23

Facilitates children’s
understanding
Helps promote
independent learning.
Helps develop
problem-solving skills.
Promotes language
learning
Provides a secure
learning environment

0

0.0

4

1.5 14 5.3

85 32.4 159 60.7

4.52

1

0.4

13 5.0 14 5.3 112 42.7 122 46.6

4.30

2

0.8

19 7.3 28 10.7 95 36.3 118 45.0

4.18

1

0.4

20 7.6 22 8.4

96 36.6 123 46.9

4.22

0

0.0

3

83 31.7 167 63.7

4.58

1.1

9

9

3.4

%

F

mean

%

The table above shows that the vast majority of participants either agree or
strongly agree with all of the general educational benefits associated with parental
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involvement in children’s learning as is evidenced by a weighted mean score
average of 4.42 across all eight items.
5.3.3 Participants’ views on the role of parental support in children’s
engagement with school.
An overview of participants’ views on the role of parental support in children’s’
engagement with school is provided in table 5.16 below.
Table (5.16) participants’ views on the role of parental support in children’s
engagement with and behaviour at school

Strongly
Disagree Neutral
Disagree

Agree

Strongly Weighted
Mean
Agree

Improves children’s
success at school.

0

0.0

0

0.0

8

3.1 67 25.6 187 71.4

4.68

Encourages better
school attendance.

1

0.4

13 5.0

9

3.4 81 30.9 158 60.3

4.46

Leads to fewer
behavioural
problems at school.

1

0.4

15 5.7 21 8.0 81 30.9 144 55.0

4.34

Table 5.16 shows that the vast majority of the participants also agree or strongly
agree that parental involvement in children’s learning is beneficial to children’s
engagement with school, encouraging success at school (97%), better school
attendance (91.2%) and also leads to fewer behavioural problems (85.9%). This is
also reflected in the high weighted means for these items.
Taken together, the results presented in tables 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 above, show
that almost all of the parents who took part in the survey feel that parental
involvement in their children’s education is important offering a number of benefits,
including language learning benefits. Below I consider how these perceived
benefits inform their actual efforts to support their children’s learning.
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5.4 Parental practices to support children’s learning
12 items were included in the questionnaire to establish the ways in which
participating parents seek to support their children’s learning. Those which parents
used most frequently are shown in table 5.17 below and those used less frequently
are considered in table 5.18 that follows on from this.
5.4.1 Practices used most frequently by participants.
Table 5.17 below presents findings on those practices used most frequently to
support children’s learning by participants. This shows that many parents claim to
regularly assist their children with their homework and ‘to learn from their errors’.
However, less than half of participating parents claim to frequently watch T.V. with
their children, help their children solve problems in their learning or to evaluate
their progress, although the weighted mean scores suggest that the practices
described in these tables are used by many of the participants in the survey at
least sometimes. For example, in total just over 90% of parents claim to sometimes
or frequently watch T.V. with their children.
Table (5.17) Most frequently used practices to support children’s learning by participants.
(Questionnaire item 2B)

Never

Rarely Sometimes Frequently Weighted

F

%

F

%

F

I help my child with
homework.

3 1.1

5

1.9

61

23.3 193 73.7

3.69

I help my child to learn from
his/her errors.

1 0.4

6

2.3

71

27.1 184 70.2

3.67

I encourage my child to have
5 1.9 10
hobbies.

3.8

75

28.6 172 65.6

3.58

I help him/her solve
problems in his/her learning.

6 2.3 23

8.8 114 43.5 119 45.4

3.32

I watch TV programmes with
3 1.1 23
my child.

8.8 127 48.5 109 41.6

3.31

I encourage my child to
10 3.8 38 14.5 85
evaluate his/her own progress.
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%

F

%

32.4 129 49.2

Mean

3.27

5.4.2 Practices used less frequently by participants.
Table 5.18 below presents the results of a further five practices which were used
less frequently by participants as indicated by the weighted mean scores. This
shows that while goal setting, monitoring video game viewing and working on
computer activities with children were sometimes or frequently undertaken by most
parents, with respective mean scores of 3.14, 3.14 and 3.08 respectively, playing
sport, playing educational games and reading books were activities which were not
frequently undertaken by most parents with weighted mean scores showing most
parents undertook these sometimes but not on a regular basis.
Table (5.18) Less frequently used practices to support children’s learning by participants.
(Questionnaire item 2B)

Never

Rarely

F

F

Sometime
Frequently
Weighted
s
Mean

%

%

F

%

F

%

I help my child to set his
language learning goals.

10 3.8 49 18.7

97

37.0

106 40.5

3.14

I help my child in
choosing video games.

13 5.0 45 17.2

97

37.0

107 40.8

3.14

I do computer activities
together with my child.

16 6.1 37 14.1 120

45.8

89

34.0

3.08

I practice some sports
with my child.

14 5.3 47 17.9 136

51.9

65

24.8

2.96

I play educational games
with my child.

7

2.7 57 21.8 153

58.4

45

17.2

2.90

I read books with my
child.

12 4.6 51 19.5 160

61.1

39

14.9

2.86

43 participants responded to the open ended question which invited them to write
down any other ways they seek to support their children’s learning. Of these, 29
comments highlighted different practices to those highlighted by questionnaire
items. Analysis identified three groups of additional practices from parents’
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comments as shown in table 5.19 below, although there was a degree of overlap
between educational and entertainment activities.

Table (5.19) Additional activities employed by parents to support their children’s learning
(Questionnaire item 2B)

Undertaking
Entertainment Activities

Undertaking
Educational Activities

13

11

Promoting Religious
Values
5

As can be seen from the table, most participants mentioned practices which were
seen to be either entertainment activities or educational activities. Entertainment
activities mentioned included, travelling to other countries, taking trips, swimming
with the child whenever possible, playing games and doing sport. One parent, for
example wrote the following: “Going to the desert and watching animals to watch
how they care for their young, learning their different types and their surrounding
environment.” Educational activities mentioned included enrolling their child into
the best schools with the best educational materials, extracurricular activities or
educational courses or programmes, and guiding them in benefiting from
educational programmes via the internet. For example, one parent stated: “I
register my child in a Math Club (Brains).”
Finally, a few parents emphasised promoting religious values as a way they
support their children’s learning. Religious activities included helping their child to
memorizing the Qur’an, supplications, linking religion to daily life in terms of
respect, politeness, honesty and other values that the religion emphasizes, doing
religious contests and reading stories about the prophets and his companions. For
example one of the parents stated: “Encouraging him to learn the Noble Quran and
giving gifts for each part that he memorizes with daily revision before sleeping.”
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5.5 Difficulties faced by parents in supporting their children’s learning
45 Parents responded to an open-ended question which asked them to indicate
any things they felt made it difficult to support their children’s learning. From
Analysis of these, six difficulties were identified. These are shown below along with
the numbers of parents who mentioned each:

Table (5.20) difficulty faced by participants to support their children’s learning
(Questionnaire item 2B)

Time

Educators
and
Educational
system

Personality
of the child

Low level of
English
proficiency

17

12

7

4

Personalit Cultural
y of the
practices
parent
3

2

17 Parents mentioned time as a factor causing difficulty for the parent to support
their children’s learning. One parent for example, wrote: “Not enough time as I am
a working mother.” Another wrote that: “There could be some difficulties in timings,
i.e. in choosing the appropriate time or finding a time that is convenient for me and
the child due to work”.
It was interesting that several parents identified the schools as a major challenge to
their own ability to support their children with their learning. For example, some
parents stressed the lack of teacher interest and control over their students and
others their lack of care in delivering the curriculum. One parent for example wrote:
“The Schools are not solving many educational problems and not promoting good
standard of education.”

And another wrote: “The non-concern of the teachers

about their students, lack of care in delivering the information and their inability to
control the students during class time. A third parent wrote: “Too much homework
and being late returning home from school since my children get home at 3:30 or
4:00 p.m. which leaves little time for them at home.” In some ways, these
comments seemed to reflect a view that ultimately educational issues were not
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really their responsibility, highlighting the division between home and school affairs
in Saudi Arabia mentioned in chapter 2. In other words, the difficulties they faced
were less to do with their own actions than the actions of those whose job it was
supposed to be, to be responsible for helping children learn.
A number of parents also highlighted child and parent factors in their discussion of
the difficulties they faced. Regarding the child, several parents pointed to the
characteristics of young children as presenting them with challenges. These
included the reluctances of children to engage in formal learning and their lack of
focus. One parent for example wrote: “His interest in playing and not being serious
about studying.” Another added: “I find difficulties due to my child’s excessive
anger issues,” another parent wrote: “Sometimes a child’s own stubbornness with
regards to education.” A number of parents also highlighted parent factors such as
personality and with regard to English in particular, parent proficiency. One parent
for example wrote: “Neither I nor he (the child) knows the language.” Another
indicated that one difficulty facing parent in helping the child is that “the parent’s
level in English isn’t high” or as another parent puts it “Because I am not good at
English.”
Finally, cultural practices were mentioned by two parents as a challenge they
faced. These seemed to highlight the general lack of day today involvement of
Saudi parents in their children’s education as a constraint on any efforts they might
make to work to support their children. As one parent reported: “When I take
different approaches to develop my child away from what society is used to, you
find the child will ask: “Why do I have to do this and no one else is doing it?”
5.6 Parental mediation and T.V. viewing
In this section I will report on results of items in the questionnaire that related
specifically to parental mediation and TV viewing. I will first establish the central
role of T.V. viewing in Saudi households as shown by the results presented in
tables 5.21-23 which look at T.V. ownership and T.V. viewing habits. I will then look
at family co-viewing practices and the monitoring of T.V. viewing by parents. In
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subsequent sections, I will report on results concerning parents’ perceptions of the
benefits of co-viewing of English programmes and their co-viewing practices.
5.6.1 T.V. ownership and T.V. viewing habits
Table 5.21 below seems to confirm the high numbers of TV sets per household
mentioned in chapter 1 with the majority of the participants (61.1%) claiming to
have 2 T.V. sets at their homes and 30.9% of them to have T.V. sets in the child’s
room. Furthermore, tables 5.22-5.24 below also confirm the central and important
role T.V. plays in family life in SA – something I also mentioned in chapter 1.
Tables 5.22 and 5.23, both confirm that T.V. viewing (including of English
programmes) is a popular pastime.
Table (5.21) T.V. sets per household and in children’s room
(Questionnaire item 4E)

T.V. sets in the child’s room

Number of T.V. sets at home
F

%

1

66

25.2

2-3

160

61.1

more than
3

33

12.6

F

%

yes

81

30.9

no

178

67.9

Table (5.22) Child’s viewing habits of T.V.
(Questionnaire item 4E)

1. How much T.V. does your child typically watch every

F

%

less than 3 hours

144

55.0

3-5 hours

95

36.3

more than 5 hours

11

4.2

I don’t know

5

1.9

Missing

7

2.7

Total

262

100

day
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Table (5.23) Child’s viewing habits of English T.V.
(Questionnaire item 4E)

How much English T.V. does your child typically watch a

F

%

None

83

31.7

less than 3 hours

154

58.8

3-5 hours

11

4.2

more than 5 hours

1

0.4

I don’t know

8

3.1

Missing

5

1.9

Total

262

100.0

day

5.6.2 Co-viewing practices and the monitoring of T.V. viewing
Tables 5.24 and 5.25 below present the results on family co-viewing practices and
how far parents seek to monitor and control T.V. viewing in general.
Table (5.24) Who watches T.V with child most often

Who watches T.V. with child most often

F

%

Mother

28.2

Father

5.0

Siblings

15.3

Maid

10.7

Any family member

21.8

All of the above

1.9

Other (e.g. friend)

0.8

Child watches T.V. alone

7.3

Missing

24

157

9.2

Table (5.25) Parental efforts to control child’s viewing
(Questionnaire item 4E). (n=262)

Parental

control

of

child’s Parental use of T.V. as a means for

viewing

reward or punishment
F

%

F

%

Yes

236

90.1

yes

154

58.8

No

21

8.0

no

103

39.3

Missing

5

1.9

Missing

5

1.9

Table 5.24 shows that in keeping with the view of T.V. as a popular family pastime
that mothers or other family members co-view with young children. Moreover, as
illustrated by table 5.25 above, the majority of the participants in the questionnaire
claimed to control what children view and more than half use T.V. as a means for
reward or punishment.
5.7 Participants’ views on the benefits of co-viewing
To evaluate participant’s views on the benefits of parental mediation through coviewing with their children, twelve statements were included in the questionnaire.
These will be discussed under three headings. These examine the ways coviewing helps parents monitor content, the ways this can enhance English
proficiency and other general benefits.
5.7.1 Participants’ views on the benefits of co-viewing to monitor the content
of what children watch.
Table (5.26) below, provides an overview of the participants’ views on how far they
feel monitoring of T.V. programmes is a benefit of co-viewing.
Table (5.26) Participants’ views on the benefits of co-viewing to
Monitor the content of what children watch
Strongly
Disagree

F

%

Disagree

No opinion

F

F
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%

%

Agree

F

%

Strongly
Agree

F

%

Weighted
Mean

I can make sure my child watches
programmes appropriate to his/her

0

0.0

1

0.4

79 30.2 43 16.4

139

53.1

4.22

2

0.8

0

0.0

84 32.1 47 17.9

129

49.2

4.15

0

0.0

0

0.0

79 30.2 59 22.5

124

47.3

4.17

0

0.0

1

0.4

82 31.3 68 26.0

111

42.4

4.10

age.
I can protect my child from imitating
certain behaviours.
I care about the value of what my
child views.
I can make sure my child watches
programmes with suitable cultural
content.

Table (5.26) shows that about two thirds of parents agree or strongly agree that
parental co-viewing allows them to ensure the programmes their children view are
appropriate in terms of their age, and provide appropriate modelling of behaviour
and cultural values. However, interesting, about a 3rd of parents indicate they do
not have opinions about these things. A similar pattern of response is also shown
with regard to how co-viewing helps with children’s English learning as will be
discussed below.
Table (5.27) Participants’ views on the benefits of watching English T.V. programmes
with the child & its influence on child’s English language (Questionnaire item 5A)
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

No
opinion

F

%

F

%

F

%

1

0.4

1

0.4

89

34.0

0

0.0

2

0.8

85

0

0.0

3

1.1

87

Agree
F

%

Strongly

Weighted

Agree

Mean

F

%

70 26.7

101

38.5

4.03

32.4

83 31.7

92

35.1

4.01

33.2

84 32.1

88

33.6

3.98

Helps my child see
English learning as a
fun and pleasant
activity.
Helps my child
develop better English
vocabulary.
Helps

develop

the

ability to read simple
words in English.
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Helps

develop

the

ability to write simple

0

0.0

4

1.5

91

34.7

86 32.8

81

30.9

3.93

2

0.8

9

3.4

98

37.4

95 36.3

58

22.1

3.76

1

0.4

13

5.0

101

38.5

77 29.4

70

26.7

3.77

words in English.
Helps develop
grammatical
knowledge.
I can make sure my
child watches
programmes designed
to teach English.

5.7.2 Participants’ views on the benefits to the child’s English proficiency
from co-viewing.
It is interesting to note in table 5.27 above that while many parents are in
agreement about the potential language benefits to their children from co-viewing,
on the whole the weighted means for items is lower than in table 5.26, with more
parents seemingly uncertain or of no opinion on these items. This would seem to
suggest that parents are not entirely clear of the benefits of co-viewing on their
child’s language learning or have not given this much thought.
5.7.3 Other parental perspectives on co-viewing
Table 5.28 presents the findings on two statements to establish parental attitudes
towards co-viewing.
Table (5.28) Participants attitudes towards parental co-viewing of
English T.V. programmes. (Questionnaire item 5A)
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

No

Agree

opinion

Strongly

Weighted

Agree

Mean

F

%

F

%

F

%

F

%

F

%

2

0.8

7

2.7

85

32.4

105

40.1

63

24.0

I enjoy viewing with
my child for
entertainment.

160

3.84

I encourage my
child to watch for
educational

1

0.4

3

1.1

87

33.2

77

29.4

94

35.9

3.99

purposes.

Regarding parental attitudes towards co-viewing, as seen in table 5.28, as with
other items which examined parental perspectives on co-viewing of English
programmes, most parents are in favour of these but a sizable minority (32 and
33% respectively) hold no opinions.
5.8 Participants’ practices regarding co-viewing of children English T.V.
programmes
In order to examine parental mediational practices regarding co-viewing of English
T.V. programmes, participants were invited to respond to 12 items. The first of
these sought to provide an overview of whether or not parents engage in coviewing. The remaining 10 statements looked at how far parents sought to monitor
English T.V. viewing (3 items) and how often they used a number of active
mediation strategies (10 items) as identified from an examination of research
studies as reported in section 3.1 in Chapter 3. As can be seen from table 5.29
below, most parents (63.7%) claimed to sometimes engage in co-viewing but
almost a quarter claimed to only do this rarely.
Table (5.29) Participants’ practices of co-viewing of children’s English T.V. programmes

Current support of your child’s
English T.V. viewing

Never

Rarely

Sometime
s

Frequentl
y

F

%

F

%

I co-view English programmes with
my child.

1
0

3.
8

2
4

9.
2
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63.7

61

23.3

Some of the reasons why participants do not engage in co-viewing were provided
responses to an open-ended question which asked about this. The results of an
analysis of written responses received are shown in table 5.30 below.
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Table (5. 30) Participants’ reasons for never watching English T.V. programmes
with their children (Questionnaire 4B)

Time

Low

Religious Have no satellite

Rarely watching

English

Reasons

TV

channels

Proficiency
6

6

4

2

2

6 parents mentioned time as a factor causing difficulty for the parent to support
their children’s learning. One parent for example, wrote: “I don’t have time to watch
many programs and my children have a specific time to watch so they can keep up
with their studies and sleep early.” 6 parents mentioned low English proficiency as
a factor causing difficulty for the parent to support their children’s learning. One
parent for example, wrote “What English I learned from government schools and
university is a very, very small part and doesn’t qualify me to teach English even in
the basic curriculum.” 4 parents mentioned religion as a factor causing difficulty for
the parent to support their children’s learning of English. One parent for example,
wrote: “My child watches the Basma Channel which is part of the conservative and
beneficial Majd package.” Another parent wrote: “They [English T.V. programmes]
aren’t free of music and embarrassing images.”
5.8.1 Participants’ monitoring of English T.V. viewing.
An overview of participants’ practices of monitoring English T.V. viewing is
provided in table (5.31) below.
Table (5.31) Participants’ practices of monitoring English T.V. viewing
(Questionnaire item 5B)

Current support of your
child’s English T.V. viewing
I limit my child’s English T.V.
viewing to a certain time.

Never

Rarely

F

%

F

%

F

%

F

%

24

9.2

48

18.3

148

56.5

42

16.0
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Sometimes

Frequently

Weighted
Mean
2.79

I choose entertaining English
programmes for my child.

14

5.3

31

11.8

168

64.1

49

18.7

2.96

I choose educational English
programmes for my child.

16

6.1

45

17.2

149

56.9

52

19.8

2.90

Table (5.31) shows that most of the participants sometimes mediate their child’s
English T.V. viewing by limiting the child’s English T.V. viewing to a certain time,
choosing entertaining or educational English programmes for the child, discussing
the contents of the programme in a critical way, and responding to the child’s
questions about English programmes. However, a comparison with the results
shown in table 5.25, the monitoring of English T.V. content seems to be less widely
practiced than monitoring of T.V. viewing in general (see table 5.25 above).
Nevertheless, these strategies are ones that the majority of parents regularly or
sometimes adopt.
5.8.2 Participants’ practice of active mediation
An overview of parental practices of active mediation of children’s T.V. viewing is
provided in table (5.32) below.

Table (5.32) Participants’ practices regarding active mediation
(Questionnaire item 5B)
Current

support

of

your

child’s Never

English T.V. viewing
I respond to my child’s questions about

F

%

Rarely Sometimes Frequently Weighted
F

%

F

%

F

%

Mean

14 5.3 24 9.2

145

55.3 79

30.2

3.10

programmes as a means for language 14 5.3 26 9.9

143

54.6 79

30.2

3.10

13 5.0 38 14.5 151

57.6 60

22.9

2.98

24 9.2 33 12.6 155

59.2 50

19.1

2.88

22 8.4 57 21.8 133

50.8 50

19.1

2.81

English programmes.
I help my child to view T.V. English

learning.
I translate T.V. content for my child.
I talk with my child about the English
programme we are co-viewing.
I discuss with my child the meaning of
the English programme.
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I discuss the contents of the programme
in a critical way with my child.
I let my child choose any English
programme s/he likes to view.
I encourage my child to make predictions
about the programme to be viewed.

24 9.2 46 17.6 150

57.3 42

16.0

2.80

34 13.0 47 17.9 144

55.0 37

14.1

2.70

25 9.5 66 25.2 139

53.1 32

12.2

2.68

Table (5.32) shows that through co-viewing with the child English programmes the
majority of the participants sometimes employ the strategies listed. However, as
with other data obtained on their use of mediational practices during co-viewing of
English T.V., the results concerning their practice are generally lower than those
concerning their attitudes toward the benefits of parental co-viewing.
By examining the open ended data (questionnaire 5c) 18 participants responded to
open-ended question 5c which asked participants to describe any other things
about co-viewing of English T.V. Only 2 parents described additional ways to
support English T.V. viewing with their children to those listed. One parent points
out that he encourages the child to reflect about what s/he is viewing, he wrote
that: “I ask my child about the kinds of programs that he watches or what is the
moral of the story – of the programs that he watched.” The other parent likes to coview with her child to discuss cultural contexts. She wrote that: “Making him aware
that some habits and behaviours don’t comply with our culture and religion, and
that he can learn what is beneficial and leave what is harmful or not beneficial.”
5.9 Summary
The results of the questionnaire stage of the study which have been presented in
this chapter, suggest that the conditions for encouraging parents to co-view English
T.V. programmes are positive. Moreover, parents value their involvement in their
children’s education, see English to be beneficial, and identify a number of benefits
to co-viewing. This suggests that there is potential to develop this line of parental
involvement. However, the results also suggest a need to better examine and build
parent confidence concerning how they can do this effectively. In the next chapter,
the results of in-depth case studies which sought to examine parent’s mediational
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strategies and the parent-child mediational dynamic in more detail are reported to
shed further light on this.
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Chapter 6: Results of the two parent-child
co-viewing case studies
6.0 Introduction
This chapter presents analysis of the data generated from the two parent-child
dyads on a case by case basis. Parents and children in each case will be referred
to by pseudonyms. Afaf and Nasir are the names assigned to the parent and child
respectively for the first parent-child dyad and Mona and Anas are the names used
in the presentation of results for the second parent-child dyad. For each case,
background information about parent-child dyad and parental perspectives
regarding mediation will be provided first. Following that is a description of the
parental mediation strategies identified from an analysis of the 12 co-viewing
sessions that were recorded by each parent-child dyad for the study’s purpose as
discussed in chapter 4. These are presented under the following four headings
according to functional intent.
1. Mediational strategies to support child’s comprehension.
2. Mediational strategies to support child’s language production
3. Mediational Strategies employed to mediate cultural content in the DVDs
4. Mediational strategies to set the conditions and create a mediational
environment for the child
Next, in keeping with my understanding of mediation as dynamic and coconstructed, I will consider the way in which the child responds to parental efforts
to mediate as well as the child’s efforts to initiate mediation and parental responses
to these efforts. This is followed by an examination of the evolving nature of the
parent- child mediational process within the 12 co-viewing sessions during the 4
week timeframe and the responsiveness of the parent mediational strategies to the
child’s evolving needs. The final section of each case examines the outcomes of
Parent-child’s co-viewing experience from the parent and child perspectives.
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Regarding the presentation of findings tables are used to provide indications of the
frequency of occurrence of parental mediational strategies, children’s response to
these and their own efforts to initiate mediation, and to track changes in the parentchild mediation over time. Illustrative examples of mediational strategies are
provided by means of transcripts of co-viewing sessions (annotated with gestures
where these are taken from observed co-viewing sessions) and brief descriptions
and ‘stills’ from the DVDs where applicable to contextualise these. Most of the
exchanges between parents and children took place in Arabic but where English
was used this is shown in bold typeface. Finally, interview findings are supported
with illustrative quotes from parent and child interviews where applicable.
6.1 Mediation of the co-viewing sessions undertaken by Afaf and her son
Nasir
The pictures below show Nasir and his sisters, Loti and Ano, in the living room -where Afaf and Nasir’s co-viewing of English programmes took place.

(1) Nasir is standing on his little chair

(3) Nasir and Loti are watching T.V.

(2) Nasir and his sister Loti

(4) Nasir and Loti are playing.
and their baby sister Ano is with them
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Afaf’s personal details
Afaf is a 35-year old Saudi mother. She has a B.A. and has worked as an
elementary, intermediate and high school teacher for a few years in the past, but
she is currently a home maker who is busy raising 3 children. Nasir is her eldest
child; he is seven years old and is co-viewing with Afaf in this study (Picture-1).
Loti, is his five-year old sister (Picture -2 & 3), and Ano, is his two-year old baby
sister (Picture-3). The children typically spend most of the time with their mother
outside school. Afaf’s husband has a high school diploma and works as a
businessman. Her family’s monthly income is More than 12,000 SAR, which means
that they are well off. Nasir has been learning English for 3 years in the private
school he attends.
6.1.1 Afaf’s perspective on the role of parental support in children’s learning.
Afaf strongly believes in the importance of parental support in children’s learning
and considers the parents' role provides an important complement to that of the
school. She expresses this view by saying:
“I feel that if we only relied on school, the child’s skills will not improve
without parental coordinated support. School gives you key concepts, and
parents must work on exemplifying them. In comparison to the school, a
parent would have two or three children and all her day is dedicated to
them. However, private schools would have 20 to 25 students per class and
public schools would have over 40 students per class. This makes it difficult
to pay attention to each child. If parents are not supportive of their children’s
learning at home this will have a negative impact on their children’s level of
education...”
(Afaf, Interview-1 extract)
Working as a former teacher in different schools made her notice that some
parents do not support their children learning and depend entirely on the house
maid in taking care of their children. She stated that children who receive parental
support at home have the best standards. Afaf believes that parents’ moral support
of their children’s learning reduces their behavioural problems at home and school.
She explained:
“If the child is raised in a loving and caring home, he will not feel alienated or
aggressive towards others or lack confidence. Children raised this way will
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be satisfied with what they have. Whereas children, who have an emotional
gap during their upbringing will always suffer and be unsatisfied. For
example, I teach my children to appreciate the blessings they have by
comparing themselves to others who suffer from famine.”
(Afaf, Interview 1 extract)
Afaf claims to put these beliefs into practice by supporting her children’s learning
and development. Confirming results obtained from her questionnaire, she
explained that she frequently helps her child with homework, reads books with him,
plays educational games, does computer activities together, helps him learn from
his errors, and sets his language learning goals. Afaf also indicated that she helps
her children to solve problems independently and frequently encourages them to
evaluate their own progress. One example she gave of this was how she taught
her children to assemble or repair a toy. As she said:
“If, for example, my children couldn’t assemble or repair a certain toy, I
would show them how to do it the first time. The second time, I would
remind them to do it as I did last time, and the third time I would not help
them at all so they would spend time trying to fix it. In the end, they
succeed.”
(Afaf, Interview-1 extract)
Another example of this was the way she encourages Nasir and her other children
how to spend quality time together by themselves for an hour or two and asks them
to take care of their little sister, Ano, so that they learn how to deal with any
problem that might happen independently.
6.1.2 Afaf’s attitude towards use of English
Afaf believes that learning English is important as it helps her to understand many
things and she feels that English is not a difficult language compared to Arabic. As
she said:
“I feel it is important to learn English. It helps you read medication
prescription, guides you to use your cellular phone, and helps you read
about new products. It is not a difficult language, but we need to work hard.
Also English books are fun and it is enjoyable to learn from them.”
(Afaf, Interview-1 extract)
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Moreover, she strongly agrees that knowing English is a sign of being highly
educated in Saudi Arabia. She believes that English can help a child develop his
personality; improve his understanding of different cultures and people, and is a
must to cope with modernization. In her first interview, Afaf reaffirmed the view she
presented in her questionnaire regarding whether English posed a threat to Arabic
culture and language, indicating that she did not feel it has a negative impact on
these things. Regarding its effect on Arabic language, for example, she said:
“This depends on the child’s home and school. If I am not interested in the
Arabic language, feel that civilization belongs to the West and I encourage
my child to stick to English to be among the elite and I implant in my child
the attitude that those who do not know English lack knowledge this would
consequently affect his Arabic language. We must be proud of our
language.”
(Afaf, Interview-1 extract)
Afaf sees herself as an active user of English and indicated that she uses it a lot in
her daily life. She likes reading English books and watching English T.V.
programmes. She expresses her use of English by saying:
“English books are fun and enjoyable to learn from. In addition, when I go
shopping I usually use English to communicate with the vendors.”
(Afaf, interview -1extract)
Afaf also maintained that she sometimes speaks English at home, at work, when
she travels and occasionally while searching the internet; but she never reads
English newspapers.
6.1.3 Afaf’s Current support of English learning from T.V.
There are three T.V. sets in Afaf’s household; one of them is in her child’s
bedroom. Even though Afaf co-views general programmes as well as English
programmes for children with her kids every day, she claims to limit their T.V.
viewing to less than three hours a day. She also uses T.V. as a reward, and
doesn’t allow Nasir to watch T.V. if he hasn’t finished his homework she also
explains that she prefers to see Nasir playing computer games rather than
passively watching T.V.
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She claimed to love co-view English programmes with Nasir and that she enjoys
talking and translating throughout the programme. She frequently responds to his
questions and discusses the contents of the programme. Nasir is frequently
encouraged by her to make predictions about the programme to be viewed, and
she sees T.V. as a potential source of language learning which her presence can
help support:
“I love to sit with my children and co-view TV programmes. My children
understand from viewing TV programmes. But If I want them to learn new
words from the English programmes, I must focus while viewing. Therefore,
I better watch when I am relaxed.”
(Afaf, interview -1 extract)
Afaf describes the way she prepares the setting for co-viewing; she states that:
“First of all, no toys should be allowed in
while he is watching. Second, I have to
viewing is not when his two sisters want
should be turned off as well. This way
programme.”

the room. They will distract him
make sure that the time of coto play with him. The computer
he will focus on watching the

(Afaf’s, interview -2 extract)
Afaf sometimes lets her child choose English programmes and is not overly
concerned with the level of difficulty these might present. She claims that she faces
no difficulty in supporting Nasir’s learning in general. As for supporting his English
learning, Afaf thinks that learning English from T.V. is about the quantity of
knowledge the child has, it is not about his skill. She states that:
“You know, I believe in this principle of teaching. If, for example, I have a
hundred-page book, and I would like my child to learn from this book, and I
give him ten pages, he would then only absorb two of the ten. But if I give
him one hundred pages then he most likely will absorb about twenty pages.
Accordingly, and using my ability in English, I like to expose my child to the
whole lot and avoid limiting his scope.”
(Afaf’s, interview- 2 extract)
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6.1.4 Afaf’s Mediational strategies during the co-viewing sessions
Through a close analysis of the 12 co-viewing sessions undertaken by Afaf and
Nasir, I identified 30 linguistic and 9 non-linguistic mediational strategies which
were used by Afaf to mediate the English T.V. programmes. Of these 7 linguistic
and 2 non-linguistic mediational strategies were used to support Nasir’s
comprehension, 10 linguistic and 2 non-linguistic strategies were used to support
Nasir’s language production, 4 linguistic and 2 non-linguistic mediational strategies
were employed to mediate the cultural content in the DVDs, and 9 linguistic and 3
non-linguistic mediational strategies were used to set the conditions and create a
mediational environment for the child. These strategies are discussed in turn below
with illustrative extracts from the co-viewing transcripts. In addition, any extracts
from Nasir’s interviews which help explain Afaf’s reasoning for using these
strategies are also provided where applicable.
6.1.4.1

Afaf’s

mediational

strategies

to

support

Nasir’s

language

comprehension
Table 6.1 below shows seven linguistic and two non-linguistic mediational
strategies that were used by Afaf to increase the child’s comprehension of TV
English programmes.

Table (6.1) Afaf’s Mediational strategies to support comprehension

Mediational strategies
A.

Freq

Linguistic Strategies

1.

Explaining

131

2.

Asking Closed Questions

69

3.

Translating

49

4.

Restating

23

5.

Repeating

13

6.

Asking Open Questions

12

7.

Requesting Assistance

4
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A.

Non-linguistic Strategies

1.

Gesturing

37

2.

Miming

2

This shows that ‘explaining’ was one of the most frequently used mediational
strategies to support Nasir’s comprehension, followed by ‘questioning’ and
‘prompting’. Amongst the non-linguistic strategies, the most common was
‘gestures’.
Exemplar Extracts.


Extract 1. Is it a microphone or a car gear?

The extract below is taken from the first transcript of the observed co-viewing of the
Handy Manny episode, Talent Show.
Context:
Felipe is practicing singing for the Sheet Rock Hills Talent show by using a screw
as a microphone, as it is shown in the image taken from the movie below:
This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

Felipe is practicing singing
Transcript extract
Time
00:44

Speaker
Afaf

Words uttered

Gestures used

Look! What is he (Felipe) making

Mom plays with her hair, looks at Nasir

the screw look like?
00:47

00:52

Nasir

Afaf

It looks Like……like……. the one

He

like this.

backward as if he is shifting gears

He is singing and placing the

She raises her right hand near her

screw in front of him …What

mouth and grasps her fingers as if she

does it look like?

is holding a microphone
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moves

his

hand

forward

and

00:55

Nasir:

Like……like…….like that

He

moves

his

hand

forward

and

backward as if he is shifting gears
00:59

Afaf

What is the name of that?

Looks at him moves her head

1:01

Nasir

I do not know. I forgot.

He shakes his head

1:02

Afaf

Microphone?

Shakes his head

1:4

Nasir

No

1:05

Mother

What?

1:07

Nasir

No, that part of the car which

He moves his hand forwards and

looks like this!

backwards as if he is shifting gears

1:08

Afaf

Ha (Now I understand what you
mean) you are thinking about a car.

1:10

Nasir

That thing which is like this.

He moves his hand forwards and
backwards as if he is shifting gears

1:12

Afaf

Yes… yes, I knew it.

She nods her head

Extract from Afaf & Nasir’s 3rd co-viewing session

Commentary:
It is clear from the transcripts that instead of providing Nasir with the correct
response she had in her mind, Afaf increased the demands made on Nasir by
asking a question in order to determine the word he was referring to. In the first
interview, Afaf explained her reason for this as follows: “I wanted him to think. I
mean I wanted to figure out what are the things that he can link to the scene. What
other things he is thinking about which I haven’t expected, you know.” When the
meaning was still not clear, Afaf simply provided the correct response. When this
response did not match what Nasir has in mind, she asked for further clarification
by asking another closed question: “What (do you mean then if “Microphone” is not
the word? Nasir repeated the same gestures adding more context by saying that
the word belong to a car part. (Times 00:44; 00:55; 1:01)


Extract 2. Good night

The extract below is taken from the transcript of the 9th observed co-viewing of the
Handy Manny episode, Sticky Fix.
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Context:
Mr. Lopart, the owner of the candy store next to Manny’s workshop, was cleaning
his store window. Manny expressed surprise that he is still cleaning the window
this late. While talking to Manny he hits the window with his stepladder, cracking it.
Mr. Lopart sighs, saying good night to Manny, as is shown by the following images
taken from the movie:
Context:
Mr. Lopart, the owner of the candy store next to Manny’s workshop, was cleaning
his store window. Manny expressed surprise that he is still cleaning the window
this late. While talking to Manny he hits the window with his stepladder, cracking
it. Mr. Lopart sighs, saying good night to Manny, as is shown by the following
images taken from the movie:
This image has been
removed by the author of
this thesis for copyright
reasons

This image has been
removed by the author of
this thesis for copyright
reasons

(1) Mr. Lopart: Good Night Manny. (2) Good night Mr. Lopart.

Transcript extract
Time
(10:25)

Speaker
Afaf

Words uttered

Gestures used

Goodnight: it’s the word you

Providing a clue by

say when you go to sleep.

looking at him, with her right fist under
her chin and leaning towards her
elbow which is on the pillow

(10:28)

Nasir

Goodnight!

(10:30)

Afaf

What do you say when you
want to sleep?

(10:33)

Nasir

Good bye
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(1034)

Afaf:

Goodbye when you go to
sleep!

(10:36)

Nasir:

No no

(10:37)

Afaf

Why...Are you going

Shakes his head

somewhere?
(10:41)

Nasir

No no tisbah ‘ala ... no no

Shakes his head quickly

(10:42)

Afaf

Yes, that’s correct No no

Nods her head

(10:43)

Nasir

Tisbah ‘ala khir!

Arabic for Goodnight

(10:44)

Afaf

Yes, right!

smiles, nodes her head

(10:45)

Nasir

Tisbah ‘ala khir, why did he

Raising his voice and laughing

say this?
(10:46)

Afaf

Because he wants to sleep.

Moving her palm up palm facing

Didn’t you notice that it was

upwards

dark?
Extract from Afaf & Nasir’s 9th co-viewing session

Commentary:
Afaf initiates mediation by checking Nasir’s comprehension of the word ‘Good
night’; therefore she provided some hints to help Nasir reflect. When Nasir
repeated the word without showing comprehension, Afaf used a closed question to
help Nasir comprehend. Afaf repeated Nasir’s response, showing dissatisfaction.
At (10:42) Afaf’s confirmation and head nodding helped Nasir to recall the correct
meaning. She expressed her content by smiling, nodding and confirming his
answer. Afaf offers the following reasons for explaining certain words as illustrated
in the two extracts above and in almost every other co-viewing session as follows:
“I believe that deduction and brainstorming build knowledge. I know that it
pressures Nasir and exhausts him mentally but because of his age, Nasir gets
bored and wants to get the information directly without effort. I do not like this.
Sometimes if I feel that he is really frustrated, I directly give him the information.
The reason for spending much time explaining certain words is because I know
that his attention is not focused on these words. Therefore, he will not benefit
linguistically. Perhaps you noticed that he concentrated on the events in the
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story of Handy Manny and he paid no attention to the words.” (Afaf, interview-3
extract)
Regarding her frequent use of close-ended questions, she explained:
“I like to ask them questions to see what they are thinking about. I always
attempt to draw their interest to certain things by communicating with them
while watching so that they start to concentrate and think.”
(Afaf, interview-2 extract)
6.1.4.2 Afaf’s Mediational strategies to support Nasir’s language production
This functional category was seen to comprise ten linguistic and two non-linguistic
mediational strategies that were used by Afaf to increase Nasir’s English
vocabulary. These are shown in table 6.2 below.
Table (6.2) Afaf’s Mediational strategies to support Nasir’s language Production

Mediational strategies
A.

Linguistic Strategies
1.

Asking Closed Questions

152

2.

Providing Responses

32

3.

Prompting

24

4.

Modelling

13

5.

Cueing or Hinting

12

6.

Providing Hints

11

7.

Instructing

11

8.

Repeating

8

9.

Restating

7

10.

Requesting Assistance

3

B.

Non-linguistic strategies
1.

Gesturing using different signals

4

2.

Smiling

3

Exemplar Extracts:


Freq

Extract 3. My Fluffy lies over the ocean
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The extract below is taken from the transcript of the first observed co-viewing of
the Handy Manny episode, Talent Show.
Context:
Mr. Lopart is practicing singing to participate in the Sheet Rock Hills Talent show,
as it is shown in the image taken from the movie below.
This image has
been removed by
the author of this
thesis for
copyright reasons
Mr. Lopart is singing “My Fluffy lies over the ocean”
Transcript extract
Time Speaker

Words uttered

Gestures

2:38

Afaf:

What is the name of the cat?

She turns her head to Nasir

2:40

Nasir:

‘Bisah’ is cat

He is staring at the TV. His hands are
under his chin. His elbows are on his
knees.

2:41

Afaf:

You are right ‘Bisah’ is cat.

Looking at Nasir, nodding her head.

But what is he calling her
now?
2:44

Nasir:

Hah!

Looks at mom

2:46

Afaf

He is singing. What name is

Looking at Nasir, nodding her head

he giving her? Fluffy
2:48

Nasir:

Hah!

Looks at mum

2:49

Afaf

Fluffy is her name.

Looking at Nasir, nodding her head,
resting her elbows on the pillow and
placing her fists on her cheek

Extract from Afaf and Nasir 3rd co-viewing

Commentary:
Afaf tried to help Nasir understand that Mr Lopart’s cat has a name i.e., Fluffy. She
initiated the interaction by asking a closed question to help Nasir produce the name
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of the cat ‘Fluffy’. But Nasir’s response demonstrated that he confused the name of
the cat with the meaning of ‘Bisah’ which is ‘cat’ in English. At (2:41) Afaf confirmed
that ‘Bisah’ means ‘cat’ in English to assure Nasir that his comprehension of the
word is correct. But she provided him with more mediation by asking another
closed question enticing Nasir to produce the cat’s name. Nasir responded with
‘hah’, requesting assistance. At time (2:46), Afaf overtly directed Nasir to focus his
attention on Mr. Lopart’s song; she explained that “He is singing” and followed that
with further mediation, a closed question. Afaf provided the correct response as
well because Nasir seemed unable to provide it. She received a confirmation that
Nasir did not capture this detail as it was shown by his response ‘Hah’ at time
(2:48), thus requiring additional assistance. Therefore, at (2:49) Afaf restated her
explanation. Afaf provided reason for providing the correct response saying: “If I
felt that he was distracted and was not able to recall the words, I would help him to
remember these words in order that he becomes enthusiastic to pay attention to
other words.” (Afaf, Extract from interview 4)


Extract 4. Squeeze

The extract below is taken from the transcript of the seventh co-viewing of the
Handy Manny episode, Pat the screw driver.
Context:
Manny is fixing Mrs Portillo’s mixer. Squeeze thinks it’s a little merry-go-round,
as it is shown by the images taken from the movie:
This image has
been removed by
the author of this
thesis for copyright
reasons

This image has
been removed by
the author of this
thesis for
copyright reasons

This image has
been removed by
the author of this
thesis for copyright
reasons

Squeeze: Can I take a ride, Manny?

Transcript Extract (4)
Time

Speaker

Words uttered
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(5:22)

Afaf:

I will help you...It begins with ‘s’.

(5:23)

Nasir:

‘s’!

(5:23)

Baby:

Am I right ‘s’?

(5:24)

Afaf:

ski..

(5:28)

Loti:

‘skrim’ (Ice-cream)?

(5:28)

Afaf:

No.

(5:29)

Nasir:

Aaaah..

(5:30)

Afaf:

Quickly.. Don’t waste time watching the episode

(5:32)

Baby:

ski..

(5:37)

Nasir:

Skimir!!

(5:38)

Afaf:

No

(5:42)

Nasir:

Aaah?!

(5:47)

Afaf:

Squeeze..

(5:48)

Nasir:

Squeeze

(5:52)

Afaf:

Pay attention so that you won’t forget the words…while they
talk focus on the words..

(5:57)

Nasir:

Ok

Extract from Afaf & Nasir’s 7th co-viewing session

Commentary:
This extract starts with Afaf attempting to help Nasir produce the name of the tool
‘squeeze’ by cueing him with the first sound ‘s’, Nasir repeated the sound but could
not produce the name of the tool. Afaf cued Nasir with another syllable ‘sk’, but
Nasir also failed to produce the name of the tool. Afaf instructed him to produce the
word quickly and not to waste time. When Nasir responded incorrectly Afaf
provided the response.
6.1.4.3 Afaf’s mediation of cultural content
Four linguistic and two non-linguistic mediational strategies were used by Afaf to
mediate the cultural content of the programmes they watched together during the
12 co-viewing sessions. These are shown in table 5.3 below.
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Table (6.3) Afaf’s strategies for mediating cultural content

Parent’s mediational strategies
A.

Freq

Linguistic strategies

1

Closed Questions

4

2

Explaining

2

3

Not Responding

2

4

Confirming

1

B.

Non-linguistic strategies

1

Laughing

4

2

Gesturing

2

Below I provide a number of exemplar extracts from the transcripts to illustrate the
linguistic and non-linguistic mediational strategies used by Afaf to mediate cultural
content in the DVDs.
Exemplar extracts.


Extract 5. Hello Manny, hello tools

The extract below is taken from the transcript of the first observed co-viewing of the
Handy Manny episode, Talent Show.

Context:
Mr. Lopart, the owner of a candy store next to Manny's workshop, came into
Manny repair shop, as it is shown in the image taken from the movie below:
This image has
been removed by
the author of this
thesis for copyright
reasons

Mr. Lopart came into Manny’s repair shop saying Hello Manny, hello tools

Transcript extract
Time

Speaker

Words uttered
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Gestures

1:54

Afaf:

What does hello Manny...

She turns her head to Nasir

hello tools mean?
1:57

Nasir:

It means Salaam.

1:59

Afaf:

(Laughing) and tools?

Looks at him, both fists are
placed on her cheeks

Extract from Afaf & Nasir’s 3rd co-viewing session
Commentary:
Afaf initiates the interaction by asking a closed question to check Nasir’s
comprehension of Mr. Lopart’s greeting. Nasir responded by translating Hello as
Salaam. Afaf laughed and accepted Nasir’s response, even though he did not
provide the right meaning of ‘Hello’ which is ‘Marhaba’. Afaf offered the following
reasons for not explaining to Nasir that ‘hello’ doesn’t mean ‘Salam’:
“I guess he has the impression that our greeting is peace be upon you. I
don’t want to indicate other kinds of greetings such as “marhaba” & “Ahlan’,
so he gets confused. I was not ready to select if he asks me which one to
use: “marhaba” or “ahlan”. Even though I have explained to him earlier that
there are different expressions of greetings, we can say “ahlan” and
“marhaba”, but the best form of greetings is “Salaam - peace be upon you”.
Since he likes to watch cartoons … I am conscious of him using: (Hello,
marhaba, ahlan) instead. This is the way of greeting in The West and it
means Salaam/peace be upon you…..this is how it came to my mind.”
(Extract from Afaf’s first interview)
This extract illustrates that Salaam carries important cultural value that Afaf doesn’t
want to refute Nasir’s use of this in case he comes to under-value it. By accepting
Nasir’s understanding of ‘Hello’ as ‘Salaam/ Peace be upon you’, Afaf avoids
explaining other forms of greetings to protect Nasir’s cultural values. Therefore, she
followed this form of mediation with a closed question (Times 1:54; 1:57; 1:59).
There is evidence that she tries to emphasize this cultural value by laughing or not
responding to his translation of ‘Hello’ as ‘Salaam’ in co-viewings (2) and (4) as well.


Extract 7. Singing and Music

The extract below is taken from the transcript of the second observed co-viewing of
the Handy Manny episode, Singing Salon.
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Context:
Aurelia is singing while doing Mrs. Portillo’s hair.
This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

Aurelia is singing: “How I love to do your hair. Grab a smock and take a chair. I
wanna do your hair.”

Transcript extract
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

10:00

Afaf:

Do you understand? Music is played by instruments only.

10:47

Nasir:

Music .Yes, it is called music.

10:47

Afaf:

Music without musical instruments…

10:50

Nasir:

Isn’t it right that music is forbidden?

10:52

Afaf:

Eei…hahaha (laughs)

10:53

Nasir:

And this and this …. and the words are not forbidden?

10:58

Afaf:

The song itself is not forbidden.

11:06

Afaf:

But did you get that the words which are said by people is the song
itself, but if it is the sound of musical instruments alone this is called
music.

11:25

Nasir:

We have finished (watching) ….now we will watch a new
episode?

Extract from Afaf & Nasir’s 6th co-viewing session
Commentary:
As an attempt to mediate the difference between singing and music, Afaf starts by
checking Nasir’s understanding and explaining that music is played by instruments
only. At the time 10:50, Nasir interrupted, asking a closed question: ‘Isn’t it right
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that music is forbidden?’ seeking Afaf’s clarification of these cultural differences
between his cultural values and those presented by the DVD. Afaf was surprised
and she laughed. She confirmed to the child that musical instruments are
prohibited but singing is permissible without music. Afaf used the strategy of
keeping silent or changing the subject – it seems that she is not so much mediating
thinking that it’s a religious value that they already know and needs no detailed
clarification....as she said when we were talking informally about this issue of
music: “Nasir knows that music is forbidden and I feel that there is no need to go
into detailed explanation at this age”.


Extract 8. Look he is dancing right now

The extract below is taken from the transcript of the first observed co-viewing of the
Handy Manny episode, Talent Show.
Context:
Dusty performs a ballet dance in Sheet Rock Hills Talent Show.
This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the author of
this thesis for copyright
reasons

(1) Miss Hillary is playing the piano. (2) Dusty is dancing
Transcript extract:
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

9:21

Nasir:

Emm he will dance.

9:27

Afaf:

Do you mean she always

Gestures
Looks at the TV

dances with the song?
9:53

Afaf:

No she is not dancing. She is

Shakes her head, moves her

playing the piano.

fingers as if she is playing the
piano

9:57

Nasir:

But I saw but I saw one…
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10:00

Loti:

Look! He will dance!

Points at the TV, her right hand is
stretched, its index finger points at
the TV

10:03

Nasir:

One…. the saw is the one who

He stroke his chest with his right

is wearing the dress and he has

hand index finger

a knot here.
10:07

Loti:

Look!

Pointing at the TV with her right
hand index finger

10:09

Nasir:

Look he is dancing right now.

Pointing at the TV with his right
hand index finger

10:11

Afaf:

Yes, the saw not the girl.

Nodding her head

10:14

Nasir:

Is he (the saw) a girl?

Looking at mom, widening his
eyes

10:15

Afaf:

The one who is sitting at the

She points at the TV with her

piano is a girl….right?

right hand index finger, her
elbows are on the pillow, she
plays with her hair with her left
hand

10:31

Afaf:

Do you remember the word for
‘mutriqah’?

(10:35) Nasir:

Emmm mutriqah……… what
mutriqah?

(Extract from Afaf & Nasir’s 3rd co-viewing session)
Commentary:
Nasir seems to perceive the saw as a boy that’s why he considers his behaviour of
wearing a skirt and dancing as absurd. There is evidence here that Nasir is
exhibiting a cultural religious value concerning men’s clothes that they should not
be similar to what is known as the female dress. Another cultural and religious
value he is exhibiting is that men should not imitate women in certain behaviour
such as ballet dancing. Afaf commented on how she mediated this to Nasir and his
sister, by saying:
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“The saw is not a girl and it is dressed like a girl. I do not know how to justify
this to them. It is becoming very scary having gays even in schools.
Therefore, I always attract his attention to the fact that a boy should behave
like a boy and a girl should behave like a girl. I would like him to value what
he is. Once he told me that he preferred to marry a boy because boys are
better than girls, that they are stronger. He views the saw as a boy. But in
this scene, the saw is wearing a skirt and dancing. So I do not know how to
falsify why he is wearing a skirt...They do not understand (that these are
only tools) at this age. They categorize things into boys or girls so that they
can speak about things using “hiya” (which means “she” in Arabic) and
“huwa” (which means “he” in Arabic). Regarding this scene, the girl who
plays the piano is the one who should be dancing and not the saw.
Sometimes I tell him that in kids’ programmes they usually create these
things to make children happy because they know that children like strange
things.”
(Afaf, extract from Interview 2)
It seems that Afaf’s strategy is to ignore Nasir’s request for clarification – so mostly
she is electing not to mediate these seemingly irreconcilable differences between
her own cultural values and those presented by the DVD.
6.2 Strategies used by Afaf to set the conditions and manage the mediational
environment during the co-viewing sessions
Nine linguistic and three non-linguistic strategies are employed by Afaf to set the
conditions and to manage the mediation environment for Nasir during the coviewing sessions. Namely, these are; to provide positive feedback (PFB) or
negative feedback (NFB), to exert authority (EA), and to redirect Nasir’s focus
(RDF). These occurred alongside Afaf’s efforts to enhance both comprehension
and production of new language during the co-viewing sessions. Table 6.4 below
provides an overview of these strategies, and how many times they were realised
in a linguistic and non-linguistic form.
Table (6.4) Afaf’s Mediational strategies to set the conditions and to
manage the mediational environment during the co-viewing sessions
PFB
1. Linguistic
strategies

Confirming (73)

NFB
Not Responding
(17)
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EA

RDF

Expressing Emotion

Disapproving (13)

Prompting

(12)

(50)

Prompting

Instructing

Disapproving

(96)

(40)

(3)

Providing Response

Scolding

(18)

(3)

Laughing (14)
2. Non-

Laughing (2)

Gesturing (41)

Linguistic
strategies

Smiling (9)

Gesturing

Gesturing

(14)

(4)

Frowning (5)

Exemplar extracts:


Extract 9. The Piano and the Toy mouse

The extract below is taken from the transcript of the first observed co-viewing of the
Handy Manny episode, Talent Show.
Context:
Manny finds out that something is stuck under the piano strings, as it is shown
by the images taken from the movie below:
This image has
been removed
by the author of
this thesis for
copyright
reasons

This image has
been removed
by the author
of this thesis
for copyright
reasons

This image has
been removed
by the author
of this thesis
for copyright
reasons

(1) & (2) Manny is examining the piano. (3) A mouse is stuck under the piano
strings
This image has
been removed by
the author of this
thesis for copyright
reasons

This image has been removed
by the author of this thesis for
copyright reasons

This image has
been removed
by the author of
this thesis for
copyright
reasons

(4) Rusty: Oh, no. Let’s get out of here quick. (5) Don’t worry Rusty. It doesn’t
look like a real mouse. (6) It’s a toy mouse
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Transcript Extract
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

6:17

Afaf:

Look how he is examining whether the piano is tuned or not.

Nasir:

Not Responding

6:26

Afaf:

Huh!

6:30

Nasir:

He thinks it is a real mouse.

6:43

Afaf:

Emmm. What does toy mouse mean?

6:45

Nasir:

It means not real (mouse).

6:47

Afaf:

It is not ‘not real’ [Laughs]… it means a toy…. a toy mouse.

(Extract from Afaf & Nasir’s 3rd co-viewing session)
Commentary:
In this extract, Afaf initiates mediation by drawing Nasir’s attention to the way
Manny is examining the piano. Nasir’s non-response led Afaf to express surprise at
Manny’s discovery of a toy mouse stuck inside the piano, redirecting his attention
to the movie. Nasir responded, explaining that Rusty thought that it is a real
mouse. Afaf followed her confirming ‘Emm’, which is a positive feedback, with a
closed question checking Nasir’s comprehension of ‘toy mouse’. Nasir responded
in Arabic explaining that a toy mouse means not a real mouse. Even though Nasir
provided an appropriate answer that Afaf could have approved of, instead she
provided negative feedback by disapproving and laughing at his response.


Extract 10. Watching a movie while eating Popcorn

The extract below is taken from the transcript of the first co-viewing of the Handy
Manny episode, Movie Night.
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Context:
Manny and the tools are at the cinema when the projector breaks down. Manny
tries to fix it while his tools entertain the audience. Manny is illustrated, on the
cover of the DVD, at the movie eating popcorn, as it is shown by the following
image:

This image has
been removed
by the author of
this thesis for
copyright
reasons

Transcript extract
Time
(00: 41)

Speaker
Afaf:

Words uttered

Gestures

What does movie mean…Movie
night?

(00:43)

Nasir:

It means he watches a movie

(00:46)

Afaf:

Hahaha

(Laughing)

(00:47)

Nasir:

He is watching a movie while he is

(Nasir

eating Popcorn.

sound as if he is

produces

crunching
popcorn)
Afaf:

No Response

(00:52)

Nasir:

Here he is….this is him, right?

(1:02)

Nasir:

Oh oh…he broke the door..!

Afaf:

No Response

(1:04)

Afaf:

Tools mean ‘eidah’ did you get that?

(1:06)

Nasir:

Yes…now he is going to fix the
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table, right?
(1:08)

Afaf:

Focus on the language… Do not just
keep talking…. he will say the
names of the tools.

(Extract from Afaf & Nasir’s 1st co-viewing session)
Commentary:
In this extract from co-viewing (1) Afaf initiates the interaction by checking Nasir’s
comprehension of ‘movie night’ in Arabic. Nasir provided a general comprehension,
but Afaf did not confirm or disapprove she only laughed, thus showing a negative
feedback to Nasir’s response. Nasir attempted to provide more explanation and
was met by another negative feedback, which was unresponsiveness on mum’s
part. Nasir then attempted to initiate mediation focusing on meaning. Mum on the
other hand did not respond, she exerted her authority on Nasir instructing him to
focus on the language and stop talking, exhibiting another negative feedback. Afaf
provided the following reasons for focusing on language:
“I would like to attract their (Nasir and his sisters’) attention to the new
English vocabulary. I am afraid that they understand the whole story from
the sequence of events and do not pay attention to the words even though
they are repeated in the episode in a simple and entertaining way. So I
would like them to use these words if a similar thing happened in their daily
life.”
(Afaf, Extract from interview 4)
6.3 Nasir’s response to Afaf’s efforts to mediate during the co-viewing
sessions
Through a close analysis of parent-child interactions of the 12 co-viewing sessions,
I identified 19 responsive moves which were used by Nasir in response to Afaf’s
mediational strategies. 3 main responses to Afaf’s efforts to mediate by Nasir are
observable from an analysis of the co-viewing sessions. These are as follows and
will be discussed in turn below:
1. Active response to the parents’ mediational intention.
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2. Non-response.
3. Non-response and effort to redirect the mediational focus to something that
interests him.
6.3.1 Nasir’s Active response engagement to Afaf’s Mediational Strategies.
There are more instances of active response than there are of the other two moves
Instances where Nasir was observed to respond actively to his mother’s efforts to
mediate his learning experience are shown by frequency of occurrence in Table
6.5 below.
Table (6.5) Nasir’s active responses to Afaf’s mediation

Active response

Frequency

1.

Responding Correctly (55) or in correctly (49)

104

2.

Prompting

103

3.

Confirming

100

4.

Requesting Assistance

62

5.

Closed Questions

61

6.

Repeating

60

7.

Explaining

48

8.

Non-linguistic responses [smiling 5, miming 1 Gesturing 22,

39

Frowning 2]
9.

Open Questions

38

10.

Disapproving

30

11.

Translating

29

12.

Laughing

9

13.

Expressing Emotion

6

14.

Restating

2

TOTAL

394

Exemplar extracts.


Extract 11. What does ‘Nas’ mean in English?
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The extract below is taken from the transcript of the first co-viewing of the Handy
Manny episode, Movie Night.
Context:
Manny and the tools decide to watch a movie and invite Mr. Lopart and Kelly.
Everyone is enjoying the film until the movie projector breaks. While Manny tries
to mend it, the tools entertain the audience. Manny and the tools fixed the
projector and everyone enjoyed the movie as shown by the images taken from
the movie below:
This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the author of
this thesis for copyright
reasons

(1&2) Manny fixes the projector while the tools entertain the audience.
(3) Manny and the tools saved Movie night.

Transcript extract
Time
11:42

Speaker
Afaf:

Words uttered
He fixed it! Have you noticed his idea… the tools have been
entertaining people while he was fixing it…. When he fixed it… it
worked and the people were happy.

11:57

Afaf:

What does ‘nas’ mean in English?

11:58

Nasir:

White…!

12:00

Afaf:

What does ‘Alnas’ mean?

12:02

Nasir:

Diet.

12:04

Afaf:

People

12:05

Nasir:

People
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Extract from Afaf & Nasir’s 1st co-viewing session

Commentary:
Afaf initially used a closed question enticing Nasir to produce the meaning of
people in English. Nasir responded incorrectly translating people as ‘white’. Afaf
repeated the question adding the definite article “al” in Arabic to “nas” thinking that
it might help Nasir to recall the meaning of “al nas” in English. However, Nasir
responded incorrectly. Afaf explicitly provided the correct response, “people”. Nasir
complies repeating the word in English.


Extract 12. Fluffy is her name

The extract below is taken from the transcript of the first co-viewing of the Handy
Manny episode, Movie Night.
Context:

Mr Lopart is practicing singing in the company of his cat Fluffy. As it is shown by
the image taken from the movie below:
This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

Mr. Lopart & His cat Fluffy.

Transcript Extract
Time

Speaker

2:38

Afaf:

Words uttered
What is the name of the cat?
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Gestures
She turns her head to Nasir

2:40

Nasir:

‘Bisah’ is cat.

He is staring at the TV. His
hands are under his chin. His
elbows are on his knees

2:41

Afaf:

You are right ‘Bisah’ is cat. But
what is he calling her now?

2:44

Nasir:

Hah (What)!

Looks at mom

2:46

Afaf:

He is singing. What name is he

Looking at Nasir

giving her? Fluffy
(2:48)

Nasir:

Hah (What)!

Looks at Afaf

2:49

Afaf:

Fluffy is her name.

[Looking at Nasir, nodding her
head, resting her elbows on the
pillow and placing her fists on her
cheek]

2:50

Nasir:

No, She’s called a cat.

Shakes his head

2:51

Afaf:

Cat is ‘Bisah’ …..You are a

Looking at Nasir, nodding her

boy, right?

head

2:54

Nasir:

Hmm!!

Nodding his head

2:55

Afaf:

But your name is Nasir.

Looking at Nasir, gathering her
right hand fingertips & moving
them up & down, resting her
elbow on the pillow

2:56

Nasir:

Hmm cat

Nods his head looks at the TV

2:57

Afaf:

She is a cat but her name is

Looks at him and smiles

Fluffy.
3:00

Nasir:

Is it a boy (male) cat?

Looks at the TV, his hands rest
on his knees; his fists are under
his chin

3:02

3:06

Afaf:

Nasir:

No….[laughs] …..her name is

Disapproving – Laughing -

fluffy.

repeating

OK…..aaaah…….her name.

Looks at mom, drops his mouth
open, nodes his head and smiles

3:08

Afaf:

Her name

Extract from Afaf and Nasir’s 1st co-viewing session
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Commentary:
Afaf asked Nasir to produce the name of the cat, ‘Fluffy’, but Nasir’s response
demonstrated that he confused the name of the cat with the meaning of ‘Bisah’
‘cat’ in English. Afaf confirmed that ‘Bisah’ means ‘cat’ in English and asked him
another closed question. Nasir responded with ‘hah’ meaning (what did you say?)
Showing astonishment and requesting assistance. At the time (2:46), Afaf directed
Nasir’s focus on Mr. Lopart’s song, and followed that with a closed question. Afaf
provided the correct response as well because Nasir seemed distracted. She
received a confirmation that Nasir did not capture this detail as it was shown by his
response ‘Hah’ at the time (2:48), thus expressing astonishment and requiring
additional assistance. At the time (2:51) Afaf tries to personalise the idea by
drawing his attention to the fact of being a boy and his name is Nasir. But Nasir
thought that Afaf means by her personification that it’s a male cat. Afaf disapproved
of his response laughingly repeating the explanation. Nasir expressed surprise,
repeating Afaf’s statement, nodding his head slowly showing comprehension.
6.3.2 Non-responding and remaining silent
Non- response (NR) is used frequently by Nasir (125 times). Table 6.6 shows the
frequency of Nasir’s non-responding to four of Afaf’s mediation strategies;
explanation, prompting, instructions, and translation, as is shown by the following
table:
Table (6.6) the frequency of Nasir’s non- Response

Parent’s

Child’s

mediational

response

Frequency

strategies
Explanation

NR

69

Prompting

NR

24

Instructing

NR

18

Translation

NR

14
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TOTAL

125

Exemplar extracts


Extract 14. Is this What You Know?!

The extract below is taken from the transcript of the fourth observed co-viewing of
Charlie and Lola episode “I can do anything that’s everything all on my own”.
Context:
Lola insists on doing everything on her own, even something she is not really
good at doing. Charlie tries to teach her that there is nothing wrong with
occasionally accepting a little help, illustrated by the images taken from the
movie below:
This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

(1) Lola is trying to climb up a chair. (2) Charlie offers help but Lola says: No,
Charlie. (3) Charlie says “Hm”.
This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

(1) Lola is sliding. (2) Chrlie: Do you want to play with me?
(3) Marv: Is she still on her own?
This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

(4) Marv and Charlie are sliding together. Lola can be seen in the background
playing on the seesaw on her own. (5) Lola is watching Marv and Charlie having
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fun sliding together.
(Extract from Afaf and Nasir’s 12th co-viewing)

Transcript Extract
Time
6:44

Speaker
Afaf:

Words uttered
Ask me if you saw anything

Gestures
Instructing

that interests you, ok?
6:46

Nasir:

OK.

Confirming

6:52

Nasir:

Hm means hm.

Translating

6:54

Afaf:

No (laughs) this is what you

Disapproving - Laughing – Scolding

know?!

Looks at him, raises her hand to her
shoulder level, moves it from left to
right.

7:17

Nasir:

This slide is very long.

Nasir bends his legs on the chair,
places his hands on his cheeks
with elbows resting on his knees

7:40

Afaf:

Do you see that he tells her

Prompting - Explaining

Lola come and play with
me…but she is naughty…
she doesn’t want to play
with him.
Nasir:

Not Responding

Focusing on the TV Ano is lying
in her lap. Mum is placing her left
hand which is holding the DVR
under Ano, the right hand is
resting on Ano’s left arm

7:49

Afaf:

His friend told him she
wants to play alone…..she
is naughty isn’t she?

Nasir:

Not Responding
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She looks at Loti

7:59

Afaf:

They enjoyed playing

Staring at the TV Explaining

together and because she
is alone she doesn’t know
how to play.
Nasir:

Not Responding

Extract from Afaf and Nasir’s 4th co-viewing session

Commentary:
Afaf begins the interaction by instructing Nasir to ask about anything, trying to
establish a routine for mediation. At the time (6:52) Nasir found Lola’s expression
of thinking ‘emm’ as interesting so he told Afaf that ‘mm’ in English means ‘Emm’ in
Arabic. Nasir’s move implies that he takes responsibility for his performance but
Afaf views this as an inappropriate learning activity. Afaf’s disapproval of Nasir’s
response and laughter leads to Nasir’s unresponsiveness to her prompting. He
attempted first to ignore her response and initiated a topic at time (7:17) and
stayed silent at times (7:40 & 7:49).
6.3.3 Nasir’s Self-Initiated Turns as a response to Afaf’s efforts to mediate
Table 6.7 shows the strategies that Nasir uses in self-initiated turns as a response
to Afaf’s efforts to mediate.
Table (6.7) Nasir’s Self-initiated Turns

SIT

Freq

Prompting

16

Translating

12

Asking Closed

8

Questions
Asking Open

2

Questions
Gesturing
Total

1
39
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Exemplar Extracts


Extract 19. Does that mean the monkey is riding a car?

The extract below is taken from the transcript of the first co-viewing of the Handy
Manny episode, Movie night.
Context:
It’s Rusty’s turn to entertain the audience while Manny fixes the projector, but
Rusty is a scaredy-cat, but he succeeded, as it is shown by the images below:
Images
This image has been
removed by the author of
this thesis for copyright
reasons

This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

I’m not a sacredly-cat I’m a monkey Wrench. Why do they call me a monkey
wrench, anyway? I don’t look like a monkey, do I? And what about those
screwdrivers? Those guys don’t drive anywhere. They don’t even have a car.

Transcript extract
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

10:48

Afaf:

What does monkey mean?

10:51

Nasir:

‘qerd’

10:59

Afaf:

Car?

11:00

Nasir:

Car…. ‘sayarah’

11:02

Afaf:

Emm...

11:03

Nasir:

Does that mean the monkey is riding a car?

11:04

Afaf:

Emm..(yes)

Extract from Afaf and Nasir’s 1st co-viewing
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Commentary:
Nasir was asked to provide the meaning of monkey and car in Arabic. Nasir
succeeded and Afaf confirmed his responses. Nasir took his response a step
further. He self-initiated a question about whether the monkey is riding a car. It is
linked to the words that Afaf asked him to translate as well as the scene they were
watching.


Extract 20. Yes, you are smart this is Manny…I am Manny.

The extract below is taken from the transcript of the third observed co-viewing of
the Handy Manny episode, Sticky Fix.
Context:
This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

Manny is answering the phone: This is Manny
Handy Manny fixed the trophy. Mr Noodlander thanks him.

Transcript extract
Time
7:42

7:45

Speaker
Nasir:

Afaf:

Words uttered

Gestures

Thank you, thank you,

Looking at Afaf, turning the

thank you

chair towards her

He said that good thank God

Nodding head raising her palm

smarty

facing up

8:25

Nasir:

Manny

8:29

Afaf:

Pull your feet away and let

Looking at Loti frowning,

your brother focus and sit still

stretching her right leg,
Removing Loti’s foot with hers
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Nodding her head
8:33

Afaf:

Squeeze...What is it?

8:37

Nasir:

The screw driver

8:43

Afaf:

The pliers

8:45

Nasir:

This … means ‘I’

Smiling

Looking at Afaf, striking his
chest with his hand,
swivelling the chair towards
Afaf

9:25

Afaf:

Yes, you are smart this (is)

Looking at him & smiling

Manny…I am Manny

Extract from Afaf and Nasir’s 9th co-viewing

Commentary:
As a response to Afaf’s efforts to mediate, Nasir provided the self-initiated turns
“Thank you”, “Manny”, “This means I” without Afaf asking him to do so but they are
still linked to Afaf’s instruction that if he identified a word or something in the movie,
he tells her. Afaf expressed happiness and prompted him.


Extract 21. Felipe and Turner

The extract below is taken from the transcript of the tenth observed co-viewing of
the Handy Manny episode, Pat the screw driver.

Context:
Manny is fixing Mrs. Portillo’s mixer. He needs Felipe and Turner’s help. As it is
shown by the following images taken from the movie:
This image has
been removed by
the author of this
thesis for copyright
reasons
(1) Manny: Felipe

This image has
been removed by
the author of this
thesis for copyright
reasons
(2) Manny: Turner
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Transcript extract
Time
00:48

Speaker
Afaf:

Words uttered

Ok pay attention if he said something that you know tell
me…ok…

00:58

Nasir:

Felipe!

1:10

Afaf:

What?

1:11

Nasir:

Turner..’mafak’

1:13

Afaf:

Right…You are clever..

Extract from Afaf and Nasir’s 10th co-viewing
Commentary:
Nasir took his response to Afaf’s efforts to mediate a step further. He self-initiated
the name of the Philips-head screwdriver, Felipe, but Afaf seems not to recognize
his name. Therefore Nasir self-initiated the name of the flat head screwdriver,
turner. Afaf prompted Nasir confirming his response.
6.3.4 Nasir’s Efforts to Self-Initiate Mediation.
The fourth move is self-initiation where Nasir self-initiates as a way of engaging
himself in the process of mediation, setting his own agenda and trying to take
control of the process of negotiation. Nasir’s self-initiation is not about a response
to something Afaf does, it is about trying to take charge of the mediation process.
Nasir’s efforts to self-initiate mediation are provided in table 6.8 below.
Table (6.8) Nasir’s strategies used in self-initiated mediation
Self-Initiation
1.

Prompting

33

2.

Asking Closed Questions

23

3.

Asking Open Questions

19

4.

Explaining

13

5.

Repeating

6

7.

Expressing Emotion

11

8.

Gesturing

1

9.

Smiling

2
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10.

Laughing

1

TOTAL

149

Exemplar extracts


Extract 22. Fluffy Looks like Mr. Lopart

The extract below is taken from the transcript of the third co-viewing of the Handy
Manny episode, Eliot’s New Job.
Context:
Mr. Lopart and his cat are going away from the shop for the weekend. Mr. Lopart
loaded everything in his car except his cat, as shown in the following images:
This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

(1) Mr. Lopart forgets his cat. (2) Come on Fluffy

Transcript Extract
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

2:10

Afaf:

Her hair looks like his hair...right?

2:11

Nasir:

Look….he forgot his cat!

2:14

Afaf:

His cat’s hair looks like his hair..right?

2:15

Nasir:

Loti he forgot his cat…he came

2:18

Nasir:

Come in Fluffy..it means..’taali’…

2:20

Afaf:

Her hair…..

2:22

Nasir:

It means come here Fluffy…

2:23

Afaf:

Right… her hair and eyes are similar to his (hair &
eyes)…right?

2:25

Nasir:

Right

2:27

Afaf:

She looks like him…
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2:29

Nasir:

Look at the book they are disorganized..

2:33

Afaf:

Hah..what does ‘alfishar’ mean (in English)?

(Extract from Afaf and Nasir’s 3rd co-viewing)
Commentary:
In this extract, Nasir self-initiates five times, by attempting to lead the learning
experience through self-initiated interest. Nasir wanted to share his astonishment
of Mr Lopart’s behaviour. When Afaf didn’t respond to his interest, he turned to Loti
expressing his surprise that Mr. Lopart forgot his pet Fluffy. Furthermore, at times
2:18 and 2:22, he translated to Loti what Mr. Lopart was saying to Fluffy. Afaf tried
again and he wanted to keep onto the story but then he came into her pattern in
line 9, by confirming her explanation. She was still trying (at time 2:27) to drag him
back to the form. Nasir did not respond, instead he self-initiated mediation
redirecting Afaf’s attention to meaning by saying “look at the books they are
disorganized”. Afaf redirected his attention to the form asking him to produce the
word he already knew ‘Popcorn’.


Extract. 23 Are they going to make a movie…create it?

The extract below is taken from the transcript of the first co-viewing of the Handy
Manny episode, Movie Night.

Context:
Manny and the tools are going to see a movie. On their way Mr Lopart has
finished building a bench. Manny invites him to see a movie but he prefer to set
on his bench and watch the stars with his cat Fluffy. Suddenly the bench breaks
and he falls, as it is shown by the following images:
This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

(1) Manny: That’s a nice bench

This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

(2) Would you like to come with us to the
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movie
This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

(3) I’m just gonna sit out there

This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

(4)The bench breaks and Mr. Lopart falls
with Fluffy and relax

Transcript Extract
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

4:14

Nasir:

Are they going to make a movie…create it?

4:16

Afaf:

No they will not make it…They are going to watch a movie…
He is just collecting them in his suitcase because these are
‘eidahtu’ his tools

4:26

Nasir:

Ha… these are ... their tools ...I mean his tools

4:27

Afaf:

Emm..(yes)

4:39

Nasir:

Not good…(The bench that Mr Lopart made (in the film) by
himself)

4:40

Afaf:

Emm...(yes)

4:52

Nasir:

He will fall

4:53

Afaf:

Yes…

5:00

Nasir:

Now he is going to fall… (He) is going to fall….look… (Did) you
see I told you he is going to fall

Afaf:

Not Responding

5:11

Nasir:

He is going to call him, right?

5:13

Afaf:

Listen to what he is telling him.

Nasir:

Not Responding

5:29

Afaf:

They went to the movie

6:09

Afaf:

Popcorn…’alfishar’…ok… Kookie (a nick name)…what is ’alfishar’(
called in English)?
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(Extract from Afaf and Nasir’s 1st coviewing)

Commentary:
Nasir self-initiates by asking Afaf whether Manny and the tools were going to make
a movie. Afaf corrected him that they are going to watch a movie. At 4:39, Nasir
self-initiated mediation by expressing his view of Mr. Lopart’s bench as not good
and he predicted that he will fall. Nasir offered his own insights and tried to take
control of the process of negotiation. Afaf didn’t seem to like his way of focusing
only on the meaning. She drew him back to the language by instructing him to
listen and asked him about the meaning of ‘popcorn’ in English
6.4 The evolution of the mediational dialogue between Afaf and Nasir over
time
In the previous section, I looked at the mediational efforts of Afaf and the
responses and self-initiated efforts of Nasir. In this section I consider how these
things work together to inform the ways in which Afaf and Nasir co-construct their
mediational dialogue over time.
I start by considering the results of an analysis of Afaf’s mediational strategies
across the 12 week period to establish if certain strategies increased or decreased
over time. This is followed by results of an analysis of Nasir’s responsiveness to
Afaf’s efforts to mediate over the 12 week period alongside any changes in his
degree of self-initiation during co-viewing sessions. Finally, I consider the ways in
which these changes reflect and are reflected in the evolution of their mediational
dialogue over time.
6.4.1 Changes in Afaf’s mediation strategies over time.
The analysis of the changes in Afaf’s mediational strategies over the four week
period reveals some change. Firstly, some of the strategies she uses to encourage
English language production and comprehension show a tendency to decrease
while others tended to increase. The results of this analysis are summarized in
table 6.9 below. See appendix 10 for tables (6.10 and 6.11) providing a more
detailed breakdown of her strategy use over the 12 sessions.
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Table (6.9) Summary of trajectory of use for key strategies employed by
Afaf to promote English comprehension and production
Strategies used to promote English comprehension and production
Closed

Prompting Confirming Repeating Providing response Translation Explaining Prompting

Questions
(221)

(138)

Decrease

Decrease Decrease Decrease Increase

Stable

Stable

Stable

With regard to Afaf’s efforts to create a mediational environment over time, several
of the strategies she employed decreased over time but her positive feedback
increased as is summarised in table 6.12 below.
Table (6.12) Summary of trajectory of use for strategies employed by
Afaf to create a mediational environment.
Strategies used to set the conditions and to manage the mediational environment
Positive feedback

Negative feedback Redirecting focus Exerting authority Instructing Scolding

Increase

Decrease

Decrease

Decrease

Increase

Increase

On the one hand, the increase in a strategy of positive feedback along with a
decrease in strategies of negative feedback, redirecting Nasir’s focus, and exerting
authority, may mean that Nasir is conforming more to the way in which his mother
wants him to behave. Yet, an increase in instructing and scolding would suggest
that this is not entirely the case and might indicate that Afaf is not happy with
Nasir’s attempts to exert more control over their instructional dialogue with time as
is discussed below.
6.4.2 Changes in Nasir’s response to his mother’s mediational strategies and
self-initiated activity
In order to track changes in Nasir’s responsiveness to Afaf’s efforts to mediate, I
examined Nasir’s active engagement with Afaf’s efforts to mediate, his nonresponsiveness and his efforts to self-initiate throughout the 12 co-viewing
sessions. These results are summarised in tables 6.13 and 6.14 below. See
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Appendix 10 (Table 6.15) for a more detailed breakdown of the results over the 12
co-viewing sessions.

Table (6.13) Summary of trajectory of use for strategies employed by
Nasir which evidence active engagement with Afaf’s mediational strategies

Engagement strategy

Tendency

Prompting

Increase (starting from week 3)

Close Qs

Increase (starting from week 3)

Explaining

Increase in the final week

Translating

Increase (starting from week 3)

Asking Open Qs

Increase (starting from week 3)

Requesting Assist.

Decrease

Confirming

Decrease

Non-response/ silence

Decrease

From this table it can be seen that over time, Nasir was more actively engaged with
Afaf’s efforts to mediate and his non-responsiveness and requests for assistance
decreased. A similar picture is seen with regard to his efforts to self-initiate and
direct the mediational process as is shown in table 6.14 below. As can be seen,
most of the main ways he tries to self-initiate show evidence of increase from week
3 onwards, with one exception, repeating.
Table (6.14) Summary of trajectory of use of self-initiation strategies employed by Nasir

Self-Initiation strategy

Tendency

Prompting

Increase starting week 3

Asking Closed Questions

Increase starting from week 3

Asking Open Questions

Increase starting from week 3

Explaining

Increase starting from week 3

Repeating

Decrease over time
Esp. from week 3
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While this analysis demonstrates that both Afaf and Nasir appear to be making
adjustments to their mediational activity over time, in order to establish the
relationship

between

the

adjustments

and

whether

these

demonstrate

responsiveness on the part of Afaf to Nasir’s growing ability to self-regulate or not, I
also sought to discern the nature of the mediational dialogue they developed
during the 12 week period. To do this, I examined the early transcripts (from
sessions 1-4) to examine the ways they established their mediational dialogue and
then looked at the ways in which they engaged in a process of renegotiation of this
from sessions 5-12.
6.4.3 Afaf and Nasir’s co-construction of their mediational dialogue over time


Establishing the mediational dialogue

The early co-viewing sessions were ones where Afaf was engaged in establishing
what Nasir already knew and what he needs support with. In the beginning she
often asked him things that he already knew and her techniques were not that
successful at focusing his attention. Afaf focuses on trying to get Nasir to notice
new language items but this was quite challenging as Nasir is interested on
focussing on meaning. Nasir is non-responsive to his mother’s efforts to mediate
41 times, but he gradually starts to be more responsive, in total he responds 27
times and provides translations 8 times and requests assistance 15 times. As he
becomes more attune to Afaf’s efforts to focus on form, he starts to produce some
vocabulary in English without Afaf prompting him as the following extract from coviewing three shows:
 Extract 24. Movie
Nasir: I know what movie means?
Afaf: Emm..
Nasir: It means this movie
(Extract from Co-viewing 3)
Nasir’s understanding of what is expected of him grows over the first four weeks
and he starts to self-initiate, demonstrating his comprehension to his mother by
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correcting his sister as the following extract from a transcript of co-viewing session
4 illustrates.
 Extract 25. No it doesn’t mean a cat
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

01:52

Loti:

I know what does fluffy mean…it means..my cat!

01:56

Afaf:

Emm..You are a clever girl Loti!

01:57

Nasir:

No it doesn’t mean a cat

01:59

Afaf:

The name of his cat

2:01

Nasir:

Yes the name of the cat

(Extract from Co-viewing 4)


Renegotiating the mediational relationship.

From the 5th to 8th co-viewing session, there was a growing tension between Afaf’s
interest in getting Nasir to focus on form and Nasir’s desire to focus on meaning.
On the one hand, Nasir can be seen to be minimally responsive to his mother’s
efforts to get him to focus on form by acknowledging her prompts or answering her
yes/no question with ‘I don’t know’. However, he also starts to redirect his mother
to focus more on the storyline as is illustrated by the following extract from coviewing session 7:
 Extract 26. But this is not a mobile this is a telephone
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

6:24

Nasir:

He fixed the clock…

6:55

Afaf:

Emm…

7:04

Nasir:

Mum they are going to unassembled the mobile…

7:06

Afaf:

mmmm..!

7: 13

Afaf:

Broken ..means ‘kharban’..

7:16

Nasir:

You will see they are going to unassembled it..

7:18

Afaf:

Emm..

7:23

Afaf:

But this is not a mobile this is a telephone..

7:25

Nasir:

Emm but they are going to unassembled it…the telephone..
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7:36

Afaf:

Who is talking through the whole episode?

7:38

Nasir:

Aaah

(Extract from co-viewing 7)

In co-viewing 8, Nasir demonstrates further efforts to self-initiate and direct the
mediational dialogue and also starts to openly question his mother’s mediational
strategies as the following extracts from co-viewing session 8 illustrate:
 Extract 27. Yes but we have already said it
Time

Speaker

10:10

Afaf:

Words uttered
Hah… He said something you know and you did not notice… come in
tools!

10:22

Nasir:

Yes but we have already said it....

10:24

Afaf:

Aaah…Let’s watch the episode.

(Extract from co-viewing 8)

 Extract 28. we have to say something different..
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

13:06

Afaf:

They said Amigo grande and you didn’t say it..!.

13:09

Nasir:

Aah.. But we have already said this …we have to say something different..

13:16

Afaf:

Ok..ok.. Pay attention (to the language) while you are watching.

(Extract from co-viewing 8)

Nasir’s comments represent a direct request for a different sort of assistance
reflecting in part, his frustration with his mother’s insistence on accuracy and also
quite possibly his developing understanding of English as the following extract from
session illustrates.
Time Speaker
8:45

Nasir

Words uttered

Gestures

This … means ‘I’.

Looking at mom, striking his chest
with his finger

9:25

Afaf

Yes, you are smart this
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Looks at him & smiles while saying

(is) Manny…I am

this

Manny
9:28

Nasir

How can ‘this’ means ‘I’, While saying this, he strikes his
doesn’t ‘I’ mean ‘ana’?!

chest with his index finger two
times.

9:30

Afaf

This is Manny means
‘Haza’ more than ‘I’

9:40

Afaf

OK he said I am sorry

(Afaf and Nasir, 9th co-viewing, extract)

From these extracts, it can be seen that while Nasir appears to signal shifts in the
sort of assistance he needs, it is also the case that on the whole, Afaf is not always
responsive to his needs
Overtime Afaf and Nasir seem to develop a way of co-constructing mediation
together. Thus, Nasir can be seen to conform to the ‘script’ that his mother has laid
out for him as can be seen from the extract below where Nasir is trying to follow his
mother’s desire for him to display vocabulary knowledge.
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

7:44

Afaf

‘alzaradiyah’ what is it called?

7:47

Nasir

What did you say?

7:48

Afaf

Yes what is her name?

7:49

Nasir

Which one?

7:50

Afaf

This ‘alzaradiyah’?

7:51

Nasir

‘alzaradiyah’ ..its name what does it mean …

7:53

Afaf

What is it in English?

7:55

Nasir

‘alzaradiyah’ its name in English…?!!

8:05

Afaf

Pay attention now he is going to say her name..ok..!

8:7

Nasir

Ok..

8:9

Afaf

Tell me when they say it
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8:27

Nasir

Sweez…squeeze..

8:29

Afaf

Clever…(laughing while saying this)…you see when you
pay attention you remember the names..

(Afaf and Nasir, 7th co-viewing, extract)
However, it is also the case that Afaf is seen to gradually engage more with Nasir’s
efforts to self-initiate which leads her to move away from the very directional and
instructional role she adopts in earlier co-viewing sessions. This can be illustrated
by co-viewing Session 7, for example.
 Extract 31. He looks like a pirate!
The extract below is taken from the transcript of the seventh co-viewing of the
Handy Manny episode, Pat the Screw driver.
Context:
Manny helps grandpa “Abuelito” by fixing the front steps of his house. The
images taken from the movie show pat, the hammer, (opening his eyes wideLooking up) wishing that he was a screw driver. The other image shows Abuelito
coming in and greeting Manny and the tools, as follows:
This image has been
removed by the author of
this thesis for copyright
reasons

This image has been removed
by the author of this thesis for
copyright reasons

(1) Pat, the hammer wishes to be a screwdriver. (2) Abuelito greets Manny & the
tools
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Transcript Extract
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

(1:18)

Nasir:

Have you seen how he is opening his eyes?

(1:19)

Afaf:

Emm.. Pay attention so that if he said a word you
know...Tell me

(1:36)

Nasir:

Oooh...a pirate!

(1:39)

Afaf:

No…He is just wearing like this...

(1:43)

Nasir:

Aaah...

(1:49)

Afaf:

Why did you say that he is a pirate whereas he is wearing
regular clothes?

(1:45)

Nasir:

It is Similar to a pirate’s uniform

(1:51)

Afaf:

Why?! He is wearing regular clothes

(1:54)

Nasir:

Aaah…

(1:57)

Afaf:

The pirate covers one of his eyes like this and wears
something on his head that has a skull… scary

(2:04)

Afaf:

Aah…so he doesn’t look like a pirate...

(Extract from Afaf and Nasir’s 7th co-viewing)

Commentary:
Nasir self-initiated mediation by turning Afaf’s attention to the way Pat the hammer
was opening his eyes while talking. He wants to engage with her at the level of
meaning, and she wants to push him on to language. In this extract, it is clear that
Afaf’s mediation supported Nasir to develop self-initiated learning. She built her
mediation on Nasir’s interest explaining that “Abuelito” doesn’t look like a pirate
and she explained how a pirate would look like. Nasir in this way learned how to
connect the word pirate in Arabic to the image of a pirate.
6.5 The outcomes of Afaf and Nasir’s co-viewing experience
Findings regarding the outcomes of the experience of co-viewing English language
programmes for Afaf and Nasir are discussed under two main headings as follows:
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 English language learning outcomes
 Impressions of the co-viewing experience
6.5.1 English language learning outcomes
 Increases in language production, comprehension and recall
In order to find out the contribution of the parent-child’s co-viewing experience to
Nasir’s English language learning, I first examined Nasir’s production of English
throughout the 12 co-viewing sessions. I focused on whether Nasir, in later coviewing sessions, is using more words than in the earlier ones. His development is
not smooth, in the sense that, it entails progression in some sessions (such as
sessions 1, 9 and 10) and apparent regression in others (such as in sessions 2, 5,
7, and 12). Table (17a) shows that Nasir production of English vocabulary is an
average of 5.6 words over the 12 co-viewing sessions. Overall, based on this it
appeared that the outcome of Afaf’s effort to mediate did not lead to him producing
much English. However, in the interview I undertook with Nasir at the end of the
four week period, I found that he was able to recall and produce quite a lot of
English and clearly understood the things I was saying to him as the following
extract illustrates:
Me: Who says the following: "You break it, we fix it”
Nasir: Aleidah’s tools.
Me: Who says: “I have this little sister Lola, she is small & very funny.”
Nasir: Wisam ... Charlie
Me: What about: “Thank you, Manny. I can do it by myself”
Nasir: Ah... Mr. Lopart
Nasir was also successful in narrating the main plot of the story in Arabic and was
able to correct his mother on one occasion as illustrated in the following extract
from his interview:
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Afaf: Do you remember in the episode where Rusty broke the box of light bulbs?
Nasir: He didn’t break the light box
Afaf: The light bulbs themselves
Nasir: Yes, and he lied
Afaf also noted Nasir’s development of English language comprehension and
production during her evaluation of Nasir’s learning experience of English after
each co-viewing session. She mentioned that:
“I usually ask him after we finish co-viewing an episode, to check whether
he has learned any English. I found out that he learned all the information of
some episodes and 50% to 60% of the information from other episodes.”
(Afaf, final interview extract)
She also noted that his pronunciation had improved, stating:
“Nasir can imitate the pronunciation accurately, God bless him. He corrects
my pronunciation. For example, I pronounce the ‘p’ in people as ‘b’ so he
says people; He also pronounces the words that have ‘l’ producing the right
‘l’. I would pronounce them using the Arabic ‘la’ sound.”
(Afaf, final interview extract)
Moreover she claimed that he had become more interested in English. She felt that
the presence of others during the co-viewing session, including my presence had
helped him with his language. As she said:
“His school isn’t that good in English, so I encouraged him to study more
vocabulary than what’s required in school. When you came along he started
to feel that I was not the only one who wanted him to learn English. So he
became more interested, & wanted to show off how smart he was, I mean
he wanted to show his skills, so he changed. He liked it when you asked
him.”
(Afaf, final interview extract)
Finally, Afaf noted that Nasir had started using more English at home, such as
when he was playing with his sister. As she explained:
“For example, if he does something right, Loti would tell him ‘right’ in English
and he would say ‘no…no’. They would use simple words. They would turn
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off the light so Loti would tell him ‘light’ so he would bring the flashlight and
says ‘Flicker’ and they repeat it together.”
(Afaf, final interview extract)
 Nasir’s development as a strategic language learner.
In the final interview with Nasir I noted that Nasir was co-constructing mediation to
support his comprehension and production of English. When I checked Nasir’s
comprehension of some vocabulary, and he didn’t recall the meaning of some of
the words, he suggested that I do like his mum by giving him two words and he
would choose the answer. He also directed his mum by suggesting other
mediational strategies which can better support his production and recall of English
vocabulary, as it is shown in the following extract:
Afaf: What is the name of the girl who owns the hardware store which Manny and
his tools frequented to buy anything he needs for his work?
Nasir: Her name is….!
Afaf: The owner of the hardware store who says that her store has everything.
Manny and the tools fixed the guitar of Danny Star in her store...what is her name?
Afaf: Her name begins with K
Nasir: Tell me all the letters and I will spell them out.
Afaf: The first syllable is Ke the second is le
Nasir: Kelly
(Nasir, final interview extract)
Afaf suggested that the co-viewing experience had provided a stimulus for helping
Nasir focus more on English at home. As she stated:
“During the week, if something occurred that is similar to what we have
watched, I might ask him about certain words. If he used the pliers or the
flashlight I would ask him about their names. If I am making popcorn, he
would say its name in English. So, if something similar happened to what we
have watched and I remembered it, we’ll use that English vocabulary.”
(Afaf, final interview extract)
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While it is not possible to claim that Nasir’s English learning from the DVDs of T.V.
programmes he watched were the direct result of co-viewing with this mother,
nevertheless, with regard to his strategic development as a language learner, his
mother clearly contributed to his experience. Indeed, in the interview with Nasir, he
told me that he liked co-viewing with his mother because she can ask him
questions and he can practice the language, also if he has a question he would ask
her. Moreover he indicated that when he watched an English programme by
himself he understands some of it, but when he watches with his mother that he
understands more.
6.5.2 Impressions of the co-viewing experience.
 Enjoyment
Both Nasir and his mother claimed to find the co-viewing they undertook together
as enjoyable. Nasir expressed this in his interview and Afaf confirmed this saying:
“Nasir also viewed this experience of co-viewing English programmes as a positive
and delightful experience. He said that it was a nice experience. That he enjoyed
co-viewing with mum and he liked the movies.” She qualified this, by adding that
she felt Nasir’s enjoyment was partly dependent on the episodes he was watching
however. As she said:
“I believe that it depends on the story of the episode. Some of the episodes
were boring to him like the piano and the singing salon episodes but he liked
other episodes such as Rusty’s Little Lie and Movie Night. I know that he
paid more attention in these episodes & absorbed all the details because he
corrected the information and the words. But he didn’t pay attention to the
ones he didn’t like. He would think of something else.”
(Afaf, final interview extract)
From her point of view, she also found this to be enjoyable and a way for them to
have “quality time together”.
 Learning about effective mediation from the co-viewing experience.
Afaf also commented at length on the learning experience this opportunity to coview had provided her with in terms of how this helped her better understand
effective mediation . As she observed:
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“It has opened a new door for me. I was following the traditional way of
teaching, which views English learning as the memorization of words. In the
past I focused on the written more than the listening skills, but now my
horizon has been expanded. So the best thing in this experiment is that I
realized the importance of the listening skill.”
(Afaf, final interview extract)
She also remarked on how she had come to appreciate the potential of English
T.V. viewing and ways in which she could be more active in co-viewing with her
children. As she said:
“I used to view children English programmes with Nasir, but I did not focus
on words. Now I am paying more attention to the words and Nasir is
listening to more English. Everything was in written form and my own
pronunciation was the only model for him to imitate Even if he doesn’t say
the words well, he pays more attention to what is being said. I realized now
that children’s programmes are not only for entertainment. They can provide
a better model of pronunciation to imitate than I have. Also Nasir and Loti
can watch many times and learn from them. "
(Afaf, final interview extract)
6.6 Mediation in the co-viewing sessions undertaken by Mona and her son
Anas
The pictures below show Anas and his brother Majed in the guestroom, where
Mona and Anas’s co-viewing of English programmes took place.

(1) Anas is setting in the Guestroom.

(2) Anas and his brother Majed.

Mona’s personal details.
Mona is a 25 year-old Saudi mother and she has a high school diploma. She
wanted to finish her education but her father believes that marriage is essential for
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young women and this and having children made her postpone getting a BA
degree. As she said:
“I wanted to finish my education but couldn’t due to family circumstances.
When a suitor came for marriage my father made marriage a priori…But I
told my husband I’m prepared to repeat high school if I needed to so that I
can finish my education.”
(Mona, interview-1extract)
Mona’s husband is a government employee. She has 3 children, Gamilah, a one
year-old girl and two boys, Anas is 8 years old and Omar is 3 years old (picture-2).
They are Saudis. Anas is the one who is co-viewing with Mona in this study
(picture-1). The children typically spend most of the time with their mother outside
school. Their monthly income is between 3000-5000 SAR meaning they are not
very well off. However, they send Anas to a private school where he has been
learning English for 4 years in his private school.
6.6.1 Mona’s perspective on the role of parental support in children’s
learning in general
Mona is very positive about parental support towards children’s education. She
expresses this view as follows:
“I find it (parental support) important no matter what the school does, the
parents’ role is to complete it...if the school was failing to meet its obligation
… the parents’ role is more important.”
(Mona, interview-1 extract)
Mona believes that parents can help their children in developing their skills and
solving their own problems independently. She strongly agrees that her support
with Anas’s education can help him to rely on himself, saying:
“I don’t allow him to rely on me completely, I leave him to solve problems by
himself and if he doesn’t succeed, he will seek my help.”
(Mona, interview-1extract)
She strongly agrees that parental support leads to fewer behavioural problems at
school. She stated that:
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“I try to get closer to him. This will reduce these kinds of problems…while he
is studying he tells me what happens to him at school. We will discuss
together any problem that he faced on that day and I will try to guide him
through. I mean studying time is our time together.”
(Mona, interview-1 extract)
Mona frequently plays educational games with her child. She frequently does
computer activities with him, and helps him learn from his errors. Mona rarely
reads books to her child.

She mentioned the difficulties she faces when she

attempts to do that as follows:
“I rarely read books with my child because there isn’t much time. I mean…
once in the holiday I bought a book to read together with Anas, but when I
started reading the story, my other two children joined us…One of them
wanted to hold the book and the other wanted to colour it, so I couldn’t read
at all. They are Masha’Allah very active and won’t settle down.’ (Mona,
interview-1extract)
Mona stated that she rarely plays with Anas because she is very busy with the
house work, cooking and taking care of him and his other brother and sister. She is
taking care of their education as well.
Mona helps her child set his language learning goals. She says that:
“I always encourage him to learn English, I tell him that language learning
allows you to know many people, it broadens your perspective and this
makes you a better person. I encourage him to learn other languages as
well to improve himself. I tell him when I was young I used to buy books and
read and write. A short time ago, I bought a collection of French books and
I’ve been trying to learn French…so I am trying to get him to learn anything
from me.”
(Mona, interview-1 extract)
Mona explained that a challenge for her is that she is residing with her husband’s
family and that neither her husband nor the children’s uncles value education. Her
husband didn’t finish his secondary education and he finished industrial diploma
instead. His brothers did not finish their education as well, and they don’t have the
desire to do so. This, she explained, means that there is no model for her children
except herself. This also means that her husband’s English language is very poor
that when they travel her husband counts on her to translate for him. As she said:
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“We wanted to travel to Malaysia so his brothers asked him how he was
going to do without speaking English. So he told them not to worry I have
Mona with me.”
(Mona, interview-1 extract)
6.6.2 Mona’s attitude towards the use of English
Mona considers her English level as very good and loves the English language.
Before getting married she claimed that she used to read English fiction. However,
being a housewife gives her less time for reading now. Mona claimed she rarely
reads English newspapers but sometimes watches English TV programmes. In
addition, she explained that she never speaks English at home but rather uses
English when she travels and when she searches the internet.
On her questionnaire Mona held a neutral opinion about whether knowing English
is a sign of being highly educated in SA. In addition she doesn’t believe that
speaking English is a sign of being influenced by the west; she believes that it
depends on the way the children are raised. She is neutral about the view that the
daily use of English reduces ties to Saudi culture but doesn’t believe that learning
English weakens the Arabic language. In her interview she expressed these ideas
in the following way:
“I don’t like it when some people mix English with Arabic; I don’t like that at
all. I mean we all speak Arabic. It is acceptable if someone who doesn’t
know Arabic speaks English. But I find it pointless if somebody speaks
English (among Arabs) or mixes the two languages only to show off. My
sister mixes Arabic and English words when she speaks with her children. I
told her that they may lose their Arabic language. I don’t like that idea, I told
her it is better if she speaks only English with her children once a week and
the rest of the week they communicate only in Arabic.”
(Mona, interview-1extract)
6.6.3 Mona’s current support of English learning from T.V.
Mona indicated that like Afaf, there are three T.V. sets in her home and that Anas
has a T.V. set in his room. She maintained that Anas watches between 3-5 hours
of T.V. a day. While she doesn’t use T.V. as a reward or punishment, Mona did
indicate that she tries to control her child’s viewing. She watches T.V. with her
children every day, including English T.V. programmes and she believes co222

viewing is important and can help her monitor what he is watching as the following
extract from her interview illustrates:
“I co-view English programmes with him because sometimes in the middle
of the cartoon they’ll show something that doesn’t fit with our tradition and
culture as Arabs and Muslims, so I’ll be there to guide him. I love cartoon
movies, they're entertaining and at the same time I can guide him.”
(Mona, interview-1 extract)
However, she also explained that she didn’t limit Anas’ English T.V. viewing to a
certain time and never selects programmes for him to watch. As she said:
“To be honest, I don’t assign a certain amount of time for him to watch
cartoon shows, it’s open for him but after he finishes his studies. On school
days he watches for about an hour to an hour and a half…but on the
weekend it is open.”
(Mona, interview-1 extract)
Mona explained that she frequently talks with him about the English programme
they are co-viewing, discusses the contents of the programme in a critical way,
responds to his questions about the English programmes and encourages him to
make predictions about the programme to be viewed. She believes that this can
help him appreciate English T.V. programmes as a means for language learning
and sees supporting him with these things as essential, something she started
doing even when he was in Kindergarten. She expressed this in the following way:
“When Anas was in the kindergarten, he used to go to school in the
evenings. In the morning (T.V. shows) they bring all kinds of educational
programmes (in English) like Handy Manny, Bob the builder - Things like
that. He (Anas) used to watch these programmes and sometimes I used to
come and help him a little and then go back to housework.”
(Mona, interview-1 extract)
Co-viewing of English programmes takes place in the living room when Anas’s
younger brother and sister are sleeping or out.
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6.7 Mona’s Mediational Strategies during the co-viewing sessions
Through a close analysis of the 10 co-viewing sessions undertaken by Mona and
Anas, I identified 27 linguistic and 9 non-linguistic mediational strategies which
were used by Mona to mediate the English T.V. programmes. Of these 4 linguistic
and 5 non-linguistic mediational strategies were used to support Anas’
comprehension, 4 linguistic and 1 non-linguistic strategies were used to support
Anas’ language production, 9 linguistic and 2 non-linguistic mediational strategies
were employed to mediate the cultural content in the DVDs, and 9 linguistic and 3
non-linguistic mediational strategies were used to set the conditions and create a
mediational environment for the child. These strategies are discussed in turn below
with illustrative extracts from the co-viewing transcripts. In addition, any extracts
from Mona’s interviews which help explain her reasoning for using these strategies
are also provided where applicable.
6.7.1

Mona’s

Mediational

strategies

to

support

Anas’s

language

comprehension
This functional category entailed five linguistic and three non-linguistic mediational
strategies that were used by Mona to increase the child’s comprehension of TV
English programmes. These are shown in the following table:

Table (6.16) Mediational strategies used by Mona to support
Anis’s language comprehension

Mediational strategies

Freq

Linguistic Strategies:
1.

Explaining

130

2.

Asking Closed Questions

107

3.

Translating

101

4.

Repeating

15

5.

Asking Open Questions

2

Non-linguistic Strategies
1.

Gesturing

19
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2.

Turning DVD off/on

19

3.

Rewinding

4

4.

Miming

1

Below I provide a number of exemplar extracts from the transcripts to illustrate the
linguistic and non-linguistic mediational strategies used by Mona to support Anas’s
comprehension
Exemplar Extracts.


Extract 1. Who is ready for some lemonade?

The extract below is taken from the transcript of the first observed co-viewing of
the Handy Manny episode, Manny Goes Solar.

Context:
Manny and the tools succeeded in making Mr. Kumar’s sign goes up and down
using the solar power. The following images are taken from the movie.
These images have been removed by the author of this thesis for
copyright reasons

1. Manny: The sun is very strong today.
2. Manny: Nice work, everyone.
3. 3. Mr. Kumar: How is it going? Manny: Take a look.
4. 4. Squeeze: Who is ready for some lemonade?
5. 5. Turner: We’ve got the ice.
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Transcript Extract
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

7:30

Mona:

Take a look…look it means

7:40

Mona:

What’s the meaning of sun?

7:43

Anas:

Sun.

8:06

Mona:

Look now Elissa Lines and

Gestures

pointing to her eyes

Caseus what did they see? This
sign…and they came to the store
to buy something…He said, “I
thought I wanted to buy
something”.
8:50

Mona:

Who is ready for some

Smiling

lemonade? ….What does
lemonade mean?
8:56

Anas:

Lemon?

8:57

Mona:

Lemon juice.

9:04

Mona:

Ice….what is the meaning of ice?

9:05

Anas:

Ice.

Smiling

(Extract from Mona & Anas’s 3rd co-viewing session)

Commentary:
At time (7:30) Mona uses translation and gestures to support Anas’s
comprehension of new vocabulary. At times (7:40, 8:50 and 9:4), Mona asks Anas
closed questions to check his comprehension of words such as ‘sun, lemonade,
and ice’. In addition she uses explanation at time (8:6) to help him understand the
events.
Mona explains the reason for asking Anas to provide the meaning of some
vocabulary, as follows:
“When I ask him to provide the meaning of the word in English, this means I
am testing his knowledge, however when it is the opposite (Asking him to
provide the meaning of the word in Arabic) I am trying to fix it in his mind, I
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want him to think first then I will tell him. This is why I ask him because he
may not still comprehend it.”
(Mona, interview-3 extract)
Explaining why she followed that with a closed question, she explained:
“I want him to pay attention and to redirect his focus to language because
he doesn’t focus, especially on things that occur in every episode so he can
learn the words and statements such as Mr Lopart’s recurrent statements
for example.”
(Mona, interview-4 extract)
 Extract 2. What’s the meaning of tools?
The extract below is taken from the transcript of the 7th co-viewing of the Handy
Manny episode, Saving the Turtles.
Context:
Handy Manny and his tools as it is shown in the images taken from the movie
This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

Transcript extract
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

Mona:

“What’s the meaning of tools?”

Anas:

Not responding

2:38

Mona:

“Tools”

2:40

Anas:

“What?”

2:46

Mona:

These are tools

3:00

Mona:

Stopped the DVD and rewound it from the start

2:36
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3:02

Anas:

3:06

Majed:

Almost talking to himself: Why you stopped it?!
(Shouting) Mama always shuts it off.

3:23

Mona:

Shhh…ooh.

3:42

Anas:

(Anas is singing with the beginning song)

3:44

Mona:

He told him Hi. What did he reply?

3:47

Anas:

He said “Hello Manny”

3:50

Mona:

He said “Hello”, “Come on tools.”

Extract from Mona & Anas’s 7th co-viewing session

Commentary:
In this extract, Mona initiates the mediation by asking Anas a closed question to
check his comprehension of the meaning of ‘tools’. When Anas did not respond,
Mona repeated the word for him. When he requested assistance, she explained
that these are the tools which are shown in the movie. In addition, she rewound the
DVD from the start to help him comprehend which tool is which.
Mona provides the following reasoning for stopping the DVD:
“When I notice that he is not paying attention, I stop the DVD so he can
focus more on the explanation, and sometimes I ask him to find out whether
he was focusing on the events.”
(Mona, interview-4 extract)
6.7.2 Mona’s Mediational strategies to support Anas’s language production
The strategies used by Mona to promote Anas’s production of English vocabulary
are shown in the following table:
Table (6.17) Mediational strategies used by Mona to support Anas’s language production.

Mediational strategies

Frequency

Linguistic Strategies
1.

Modelling

94

2.

Asking Closed Questions

12

3.

Repeating

4
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4.

Providing Response

3

Non-linguistic Strategies
1.

Pausing the DVD

1

To illustrate some of these mediational strategies, I will examine some extracts
from Mona and Anas during their co-viewing of ‘Handy Manny’/ ‘Charlie and Lola’
episodes
 Extract 3. Hide and Seek
The extract below is taken from the transcript of the 2nd co-viewing of Charlie and
Lola episode, How Many More Minutes.
Context:
Charlie and Lola are waiting for their mum at the dentist. While waiting for their
mum, Lola suggests that they play hide and seek, as it is shown by the following
images taken from the movie:
This image has
been removed by
the author of this
thesis for copyright
reasons

This image has
been removed by
the author of this
thesis for copyright
reasons

1. Lola: How about playing hide & seek.
2. Lola: I found you.

Transcript extract
Time
4:04

Speaker
Mona:

Words uttered
Hmm, hide and seek…this is hide and seek which means hide
and seek. See...they’re playing hide and seek.

4:04

Mona:

It is called hide and seek. What is it called?

4:15

Anas:

Hide…and…seek

4:17

Mona:

Mmmm
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Extract from Mona & Anas’s 2nd co-viewing session
Commentary:
This extract shows that Mona attempts to support Anas’s production skills by
modelling ‘hide and seek’ at time (4:04) When this doesn’t succeed, she models it
again following that with the closed question ‘What is it called?” to entice Anas’
production. Anas responds and Mona confirms his production.
 Extract 4. It’s a big Job
The extract below is taken from the transcript of the 7th co-viewing of the Handy
Manny episode, Saving the Turtles.
Context:
The Mayor would like Manny to build a bike path around the lake for the
Sheetrock Hills Ride-Your- Bike day. It’s a big job, but Manny and the tools are
happy to build it. As it is shown by the images taken from the movie below:
This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

1. Hello, Jackie. What can we do for you?
2.The Mayor would like you to build a bike path
3. Manny: It’s a big job, but the tools and I would be happy to build it.

Transcript Extract
Time

Speaker

5:53

Mona:

Words uttered
What can I do for you? What can I do for you? Meaning what
would you like us to do for you?

6:09
6:13

Mona:

It’s a big job meaning it’s a difficult job...what is it? It’s a big…job.

Mum Paused the DVD
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6:19

Mona:

“Repeat after me,” “It’s a big job.”

6:26

Anas:

“It’s a big job.”

6:27

Mona:

“It’s a big job”.

6:31

Mona:

It means it’s a difficult job.

6:33

Anas:

It means it’s a difficult job.

6:36

Mona:

“It’s a big job.”

6:37

Anas:

“It’s a big job.”

(Extract from Mona & Anas’s 7th co-viewing session)

Commentary:
In this extract, Mona starts by modelling Manny’s question ‘What can I do for you?’
to support Anas’s production’s skills. She follows this by its translation in Arabic. At
6:13 Anas’s non-response was met by Mona’s pausing of the DVD to entice him to
produce the statement: “It’s a big job”. She starts by modelling, translating and
asking him to complete the sentence, providing the response when Anas fails to
respond. She increases the demands on Anas to produce language by directly
instructing him to repeat after her. When Anas repeats Mona provides him with the
translation and repeats it again in English.
Mona offers the following reason for modelling not only words but also
expressions such as ‘What can I do for you?’ ‘It’s a big job’, saying: “Because
these sentences are used in daily life, so it is beneficial for him to learn them as
complete sentences.” (Mona, Extract from interview-2). She explains the reason
behind her strategy of pausing and rewinding the DVD as follows:
“I stop the DVD because I want him to learn by turning his attention to the
new words so that he would not watch without paying attention to them. I
don’t explain every word but I choose the important ones. Sometimes, I
rewind some parts of the episode so that he can learn the new words. I
mean I explain first then I rewind it to let him watch so that he can
understand without me talking.”
(Mona, Extract from interview 2)
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6.7.3 Mona’s mediation of cultural content
This functional category was seen as comprising 9 linguistic and 2 non-linguistic
strategies that were used by Mona to mediate the cultural content of the
programmes they watched together during the 10 co-viewing sessions. These are
shown in the following table:

Table (6.18) Mediational strategies used by Mona to support cultural content

Parent’s mediational strategies

Freq

Linguistic strategies
1

Explaining

11

2

Closed Questions

6

3

Prompting

6

4

Confirming

4

5

Modelling

3

6

Providing Response

2

7

Translating

1

8

Repeating

1

9

Expressing Emotion

1

Non-Linguistic strategies
1

Miming

1

2

Rewinding DVD

1

Below I provide a number of exemplar extracts from the transcripts to illustrate the
linguistic mediational strategies used by Mona to mediate cultural content in the
DVDs.
Exemplar Extracts.
 Extract 5. Her friend!
The extract below is taken from the transcript of the 2nd co-viewing of Charlie &
Lola’s episode, Welcome to Lola Land.
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Context:
Lola wants to go to Spain. She made her imaginary friend Soren Lorenson help
her pack. But Charlie tells her that they cannot go because it’s far away and their
mum and dad would have to take them there. As it is shown by the images
taken from the movie below:
This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

1. Soren Lorenson: will you be away long? Lola: I will be home very
soon.
2. I am ready to go to Spainland!
3. We can’t go to Spain.

Transcript extract
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

4:51

Anas:

Who is this, too?

4:53

Mona:

Her friend.

4:57

Anas:

(confused) Her friend?

4:59

Mona:

Maybe the brother of this boy (Murve)…she is playing....

5:04

Mona:

Here he is.......

5:07

Mona:

He started laughing at her, did you see?

5:14

Mona:

See? He told her, “You can’t go alone…you are too young.”

(Extract from Mona & Anas’s 2nd co-viewing session)

Commentary:
Anas initiates mediation by showing surprise that Lola is talking to a boy. His
reaction to Mona’s response shows hesitation to accept the idea that a girl can
have a boy as a friend. Mona attempts to explain that he might be Murve’s brother
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and that she is playing with him, but she seems hesitant to offer a clear
explanation. Therefore, at time (5:07) she chooses to ignore this topic and redirects
Anas’s attention to Charlie’s reaction to Lola’s request of wanting to go to Spain.
Anas’s surprise and Mona’s hesitation to give a good explanation of why this boy is
playing with Lola arises from Islamic culture values which do not allow for teenage
boys and girls to spend time together in private. Even as adults, men and women
are not supposed to be together in private unless they are married. As a Muslim
parent, Mona is expected to instil religious values and morals into Anas until he
turns 18 and is considered adult by Islamic faith. However, instead of ignoring the
issue, Mona could have explained that Lola and her friend are still children, they
can play together and this is permissible in Islamic culture.
Extract 6. But magic is forbidden!
The extract below is taken from the transcript of the 8th co-viewing of Handy
Manny’s episode, Talent show.

Context:
The tools are participating in the Sheet Rock Hills Talent show. Squeeze is
doing magic tricks, as it is shown by the images taken from the movie:
This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

Squeeze: My Magic trick is going to amaze everyone.

Transcript Extract
Time
6:21

Speaker
Mona:

Words uttered

Hmm! My magic will amaze everyone. What does that
mean what is she doing?
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6:23

Mona stopped the DVD

6:27

Anas:

Magic!

6:31

Mona:

Yes magic means magic

6:32

Anas:

But magic is forbidden!

6:36

Mona:

Yes darling, that’s right, magic is forbidden, but this isn’t
magic…look now what did the flower come out of?

6:42

Anas:

From paper.

6:44

Mona:

From paper: there’s a difference between magic and magic
tricks, do you know what magic tricks are? Hmm?

6:50

Anas:

What? No.

6:51

Mona:

Magic tricks means that they do tricks to cheat your vision,
they cheat the audience …that it is what? That is magic.

7:01

Anas:

Emmm.

7:04

Mona:

See? For example there is a famous trick, they take out the
rabbit from…

7:08

Anas:

From the bag, I know this trick, they put…the hat on the table
and there’s a hole on the bottom under the hat.

7:13

Mona:

Yes.

7:18

Anas:

And there is a hole in the table where they get the rabbit.

7:20

Mona:

Yes, yes and this is called visual illusion not magic, real
magic is forbidden….magic is forbidden but these magic
tricks with visual illusion are for entertainment and aren’t
forbidden.

Extract from Mona & Anas’s 8th co-viewing session

Commentary:
Mona initiates mediation by modelling what Squeeze says following that with a
closed question to make sure Anas understands that Squeeze is practicing magic
tricks for the talent show. At time (6:32), Anas exhibits a cultural religious value
concerning magic, that practicing magic is forbidden. Mona mediates clearly the
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difference between forbidden magic and practicing magic tricks. She illustrates this
with examples enticing Anas to give his own explanation to some of the magic
tricks he watched before.
Mona’s response is coming from her Islamic educational background. That is, there
are two forms of magic: the first is sleight-of-hand magic which is used for
entertainment, such as magic shows; this is not prohibited by Islam provided that
the 'magicians' do not violate any of the dictates of Islam in any way. The second
form of magic which is forbidden is sorcery, witchcraft, fortune-telling and the
occult. This form is forbidden because of the damage it can do to individuals,
families and the community.
 Extract 8. Sushi
The extract below is taken from the transcript of the 3rd co-viewing of Charlie and
Lola episode, Welcome to Lola Land.
Transcript Extract
Time Speaker
8:12

Mona:

Words uttered

Macaroni….Italy is famous for its macaroni…Italy is the country
for macaroni…see? And in Japan they have a food named
Sushi; these are several kinds of raw seafood they place in
dishes and eat.

8:29
8:30

(Anas is disgusted)
Mona:

Because they are non-Muslims they eat these things.

(Extract from Mona & Anas’s 3rd co-viewing session)
Commentary:
In this extract, Mona expresses a cultural value that she thinks it applies to Islamic
dietary laws. Lawful or halal food generally refers to how animals are slaughtered
and prepared to make meat and meat products. This means that fish and seafood
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are safe to eat. Therefore, Sushi is safe for Muslims to eat as long as its
ingredients don’t contain alcohol, pig meat or broth or gelatine.
6.7.4 Strategies used by Mona to create a mediational environment during
the co-viewing sessions
A number of strategies are observed by Mona, which can be described as
strategies to set the conditions and manage the mediational environment for the
child. These are positive feedback (PFB), negative feedback (NFB), Exerting
authority (EA), and redirecting Anas’ focus (RDF). These occurred alongside
Mona’s efforts to enhance both comprehension and production of new language
during the co-viewing sessions. Table 6.19 below provides an overview of these
strategies, the frequency of their occurrence and how these were variously
employed.
Table (6.19) Mona’s Mediational strategies to create a mediational
environment during the co-viewing sessions
PFB

NFB

EA

RDF

1. Linguistic

Providing

Laughing

Instructing

Prompting

Ways

Response (58)

(3)

(7)

(97)

Confirming (35)

Providing

Not Responding

Closed Questions

Response (1)

(4)

(27)

Not Responding

Disapproving

Turning DVD Off

(1)

(1)

(22)

Laughing (33)

2. Non-Linguistic

Prompting (16)

Disapproving (5)

Repeating (4)

Instructing (3)

Smiling (22)

Gesturing (13)

Ways

Exemplar extracts
 Extract 9. Dear God, what did he do? Did you see that!
The extract below is taken from the transcript of the third observed co-viewing of
Charlie & Lola’s episode, “I am collecting a collection”.
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Context:
Lola wants to have breakfast with Charlie. Charlie is making dinosaur collection.
Lola wants to make a collection too. As it is shown in the images taken from the
movie below:
These images have been removed by the author of this thesis for
copyright reasons

1. Lola: I want my breakfast.
2. Charlie is looking for the pterodactyl in the cereal.
3. Charlie: Think of something you like & start collecting it!
4. Lola is collecting lots of water. Charlie tells her that’s a boring collection.

Transcript Extract
Time
(1:18)

Speaker
Mona:

Words uttered

Breakfast ….What she tells him now? –

Gestures
Smiling

“I want my breakfast.” “Breakfast”
means breakfast. They are still wearing
pajamas.
(1:35)

Mona:

What is this?

Pointing at the
TV

(1:36)

Anas:

Corn Flakes.

(1:42)

Mona:

Dear God, what did he do? Did you see
that!

(1: 45)
(2:00)

(2:04)

Mona:

Mona:

Anas nods

Nodding

He gathers the dinosaur toy collection,

Signalling with

and then he spilled them all

both hands as if

out...because he wants a toy…Did you

she is dropping

see .... “collection”?

something

What is “dinosaur” in English?
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(2:09)

Anas:

Shrugging his shoulder.

Shrugging his
shoulder.

(2:19)

Mona:

Same thing - dinosaur.

(2:27)

Mona:

“Look” - she tells him, “Why do you

Smiling

collect them?” He tells her, “Find
something you love and make a
collection out of it…Did you see? Some
people love books so they make a
collection of books...Other people like
shells…. others like stamps.
(2:54)

Mona:

See - What did she tell him to collect?

(2:58)

Anas:

Water.

(2:59)

Mona:

Good job

Extract from Mona & Anas’s 9th co-viewing session

Commentary:
In this extract, Mona initiates the interaction by modelling the word ‘breakfast’ and
smiling for positive feedback as she asks a closed question to redirect Anas’s
focus to her explanation. She follows this by modelling the answer for Anas and
providing the translation as well. At 1:35, Mona points at the T.V. to redirect Anas’s
attention to the cereal which Charlie is holding, asking him to identify what is it
called in English. She redirects Anas’s attention to Charlie’s strange behaviour of
emptying the whole box of cereal in his bowl by expressing surprise, asking a
closed question and prompting. Setting the condition for mediation, she starts
explaining the purpose behind Charlie’s behaviour, introducing the words
‘dinosaurs’ and ‘collection’. To redirect his focus to the new word ‘collection’, she
prompts him by using the expression ‘See’ then repeating ‘collection’. When Anas
nods confirming his understanding, Mona asks a closed question to check his
comprehension of the word ‘dinosaurs’. Anas shrugs his shoulders as a sign of not
knowing its meaning. Mona smiles and provides response as a positive feedback
supporting Anas’s comprehension. At 2:27, Mona redirects Anas’s attention to
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what’s happening in the movie by using ‘Look’ and ‘Did you see that?’ following
that with a closed question to check his comprehension. When Anas provides the
correct response, Mona points to him praising him, providing a positive feedback to
his response.
In her fourth interview Mona explains why she offers Anas positive feedback
saying: “I am praising Anas because I believe this encourages him to work harder
and as you know children love praise.” (Mona, Extract from interview 4)
 Extract 10. I didn’t travel to know all these places
The extract below is taken from the transcript of the 2nd co-viewing of Charlie &
Lola’s episode, Welcome to Lola Land.
Context
Lola asks Charlie about music in other countries. As it is shown in the images
taken from the movie below:
These images have been removed by the author of this thesis for copyright
reasons

1. What music do people in other countries do? In India they have a floaty,
dreamy music.
2. In Russia they do Cossack music.
3. In Africa they do springy and boingy music.
Transcript Extract
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

8:46

Mona:

What is this?

8:47

Anas:

Indians.

8:48

Mona:

“India.”

8:50

Mona:

This is “Russia.”

8:52

Anas:

What is “Russia?”

8:53

Mona:

“Russia” means Russia….they always have snow.
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8:57

Mona:

And this? . . . It is easy.

Anas:

Not Responding

8:59

Mona:

“Africa” this is Africa.

9:05

Anas:

Alright, I didn’t travel…hah.

9:06

Mona:

Huh?

9:07

Anas:

I didn’t travel to know (all these places)

9:08

Mona

And I didn’t travel but you know these things from

interrupts programmes…when you watch programmes other than
him:
cartoons you begin to know these things.
Anas:

Alright, but I didn’t see things like this.

Mona:

Not Responding

9:23

Mona:

Look, “Jumping,” what does jumping mean?

9:24

Anas:

It means to jump.

9:20

Extract from Mona & Anas’s 2nd co-viewing session

Commentary:
When Anas provided an incorrect response at time (8:44) and did not respond at
time (8:57), Mona provided responses as positive feedback supporting his learning.
At time (9:5), Anas attempts to turn Mona’s attention to the fact that he didn’t travel
to know these places. Mona responded explaining that he can learn from T.V.
programmes about different places, but Anas seems unsatisfied with her response
and he repeats his concern asking for clarification. Mona did not respond, which
represents a negative feedback to Anas’s learning. Instead, she focused on
vocabulary ignoring Anas’s need for clarification.
6.8 Anas’s response to Mona’s efforts to mediate during the co-viewing
sessions
Through a close analysis of parent-child interactions of the 10 co-viewing sessions, I
identified 19 responsive moves which were used by Anas in response to Mona’s
mediational strategies. Three main responses to Mona’s efforts to mediate by Anas
are observable from an analysis of the co-viewing sessions. These are as follows:
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1. Responding by actively engaging with the parents’ mediational intention.
2. Non-responding and remaining silent.
3. Non-responding and trying to redirect the mediational focus to something
that interests him.
6.8.1 Anas’s active response to Mona’s mediational strategies
Instances where Anas was observed to respond positively to his mother’s efforts to
mediate his learning experience are shown by frequency of occurrences in Table
6.20 below.

Table (6.20) Anas’s active responses to Mona’s mediation

Child’s Positive Response

Frequency

Linguistic Ways
1.

Responding Correctly or Incorrectly

94

2.

Repeating

34

3.

Confirming

26

4.

Requesting Assistance

25

5.

Closed Questions

11

6.

Expressing Emotion

8

7.

Laughing

6

8.

Translating

3

Non-linguistic Ways
9.

Gesturing

22

10. Smiling

9

TOTAL
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Exemplar Extracts
 Extract 11. Shark ….it means this is a shark!
The extract below is taken from the transcript of the 7th co-viewing of the Handy
Manny episode, saving the turtles.
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Context:
Mr. Lopart greets Manny. Squeeze by chance starts ‘Guess the shadow game’
as it is shown by the images taken from the movie below:
These images have been removed by the author of this thesis for
copyright reasons

1. Mr. Lopart: Oh, hello Manny!
2. Squeeze: Look at me!
3. Felipe: Good job, stretch!
4. Rusty: A shark!
Transcript Extract
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

0:06

Mona:

“Hello” what does hello mean?

0:10

Anas:

How are you?

0:40

Anas:

Can you stop the DVD now so we can listen to the song again!

Mona:

Not Responding

0:46

Mona:

“Saving the Turtles” what does saving mean?

0:52

Anas:

Emm! What does it mean?

0:58

Mona:

“Saving”! Say after me “saving.

00:59

Anas:

“Saving”

1:00

Mona:

“Saving” means saving....

1:02

Anas:

The turtles.

1:20

Mona:

“Look at me” what does “look at me” mean?

1:27

Anas:

It means look.

1:29

Mona:

“Good job” means good idea.

1:33

Anas:

Shark.

1:34

Mona:

What does “shark” mean?

1:35

Anas:

It means this is a shark
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Commentary:
In this extract, 6 instances of positive responses are observed by Anas. At 00:10,
Anas provides incorrect response by translating ‘Hello’ as ‘How are you’.

At

00:52, Anas doesn’t know the meaning of ‘saving’ so he responds by requesting
assistance from Mona. At 00:59, he responds to Mona’s instruction and repeats
after her ‘saving’. At 1:02, he responds by completing his mother’s translation.
Anas also provides correct responses at times (1:27 & 1:35) translating ‘look’ and
‘shark’ to Arabic.
6.8.2 Anas’s non- response and remaining silent.
As with Nasir in the first case study, non-response is used frequently by Anas (132
times). Table (21) shows the frequency of Anas’ non-response and which of
Mona’s mediation strategies which this is associated with.

Table (6.21) the frequency of Ana’s non- Response

Mona’s mediational

Child’s

strategies

response

Frequency

Explanation

NR

42

Prompting

NR

37

Translation

NR

30

Modelling

NR

23

TOTAL

132

Exemplar extracts
 Extract 12. But it’s not a proper collection (Explaining)
The extract below is taken from the transcript of the 3rd observed co-viewing of the
Charlie and Lola episode, I am collecting a collection.
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Context:
Charlie pleads Lola to give him the Giganotosaurus to finish his collection, but
Lola wants the Giganotosaurus as a part of her collection. Charlie tells her that
her collection is not a proper collection because she needs to find all the same
kind of things and knows all about them the way he knows all about dinosaurs,
as is shown in the following Images taken from the movie:

These images have been removed by the author of this thesis for copyright
reasons

1. Charlie: I will swap you anything you like.
2. Lola:

I don’t want them because I didn’t collect them.

3. Charlie: Yours isn’t a proper collection and you need to know about them.
Do you want to see the biggest, fiercest, and meanest dinosaur of
them all?
4. Lola:

Yes, Charlie.

Charlie: You can’t because you’ve got it.

Transcript Extract
Time
8:22

Speaker
Mona:

Words uttered
Did you see now what things he suggested to her to collect
so that he can take the dinosaur that she has….Right now he
wants the dinosaur that she has….Look she doesn’t want to
give it to him….she’s holding the dinosaur…see?!

8:36

Anas:

Not Responding

Mona:

"But it is not a proper collection!” Look he tells her, “Your
collection isn’t right because it’s not the same kind.”
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Gestures

8:58

Anas:

Not Responding

Mona:

He tells her, “Why is his neck long “long neck”? [Points to

Points to

her neck]…Why is his neck long?…So he can eat the tree

her neck

leaves.”

9:26

Anas:

Not Responding

Mona:

Look she’s laughing at his small hands. Look now….right
now he’s upset because he’s chasing them.

9:33

Anas:

Not Responding

Mona:

He tells her, “Do you want to see the biggest and fiercest

Smiling

dinosaur of them all?.”
Anas:

Not Responding

[The door bell rang she stopped the DVD and went to open the door]
11:02

Mona:

See, he didn’t show her any. He told her, “Because you took

Smiling

it, I won’t show it to you”
Anas:

Not Responding

Extract from Mona & Anas’s 9th co-viewing session

Commentary:
In this extract, Mona attempts to redirect Anas’s focus to what is happening in the
movie by using expressions such as ‘look’, ‘see’, ‘look now’, ‘Did you see?’ Mona
explained, translated, smiled and used gestured to mediate the movie to Anas.
Anas was unresponsive. Mona mentioned one of the reasons behind Anas’s
unresponsiveness to her mediation as follows: “He doesn’t want me to talk to him
when we were co-viewing together” (Mona, interview-2 extract).
Another reason for Anas unresponsiveness is the presence of his brother or sister.
I pointed out to Mona that I noticed that sometimes Anas does not respond to the
mediation and when his brother went out of the room he became more responsive.
She responded saying that:
“Majid sort of steals the spotlight...The presence of his brother and sister are
considered a distraction for him...He always likes quiet surroundings so that
he can watch any cartoon, not only Handy Mandy.”
(Mona, interview-2 extract)
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6.8.3 Anas’s self-initiated turns as a response to Mona’s efforts to mediate
Table 6.22 shows the strategies that Anas uses in self-initiated turns as a response
to Mona’s efforts to mediate.
Table (6.22) Anas’s self-initiated turns

#

SIT

Freq

1.

Explaining

10

2.

Asking Closed

5

Questions
3.

Translating

5

4.

Repeating

3

5.

Responding

2

6.

Disapproving

2

7.

Prompting

1

Total

28

 Extract 13.You can’t go to Spainland without a passport.
The extract below is taken from the transcript of the second co-viewing of Charlie
and Lola episode, Welcome to Lola Land.

Context:
Lola wants to visit Spain, but Charlie explains to her that she cannot go without a
passport, as it is shown by the following images taken from the movie.
This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

1. Charlie: That’s Japan. They speak Japanese.
2. Lola: I want to go to Spainland.
3. You can’t go to Spainland without a passport.
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This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons

Transcript extract
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

2:35

Mona:

“Russia, Japan”, what does Japan mean?

2:39

Anas:

Russia.

2:40

Mona:

Japan.

2:42

Anas:

Japan.

2:45

Mona:

See?

2:46

Anas:

This is Japanese.

2:47

Mona:

Yes.

2:52

Mona:

“Japan”.

3:01

Mona:

(laughing) She tells him, “I want to go ‘to Spainland.”

3:09

Mona:

“Passport” do you know what “passport” means? Passports
are just like the one your father has that green one he
travels with. It’s called a passport. She told him, “I want to
go to Spain; I don’t know what passport means.”

3:21

Anas:

What about this one?

3:23

Mona:

“Passport!” The passport just like your father’s - the green
notebook - didn’t you see it?

3:28

Anas:

No. What about the notebook?

3:30

Mona:

Alright, later I’ll show it to you.

(Extract from Mona & Anas’s 2nd co-viewing session)

Commentary:
Mona initiates mediation by modelling the names of countries such as Russia and
Japan, following that with a closed question to make sure that he knows them in
Arabic. When he provides an incorrect response, she corrects him and Anas
repeats the correction. Anas at 2:46, self-initiates in turn as a response to Mona’s
modelling and correction, explaining that the person in the movie is Japanese.
When Mona introduces the word ‘passport’, providing its translation, Anas self248

initiates turn as a response to her mediation, by asking a closed question
requesting her to clarify whether the passport looks like the one in Lola’s hand.
Mona responds by denying that. Anas initiates another turn by asking whether the
passport looks like a notebook. Mona responds promising to show him his father’s
passport later on.
6.8.4 Anas’s independent self-initiations
Table 6.23 shows the strategies that Nasir uses to self-initiate.
Table (6.23) Anas’s strategies used in independent self-initiation

Self-Initiation
1.

Prompting

24

2.

Asking Closed

12

Questions
3.

Explaining

10

4.

Translating

8

5.

Repeating

4

6.

Disapproving

4

7.

Asking Open Questions

1

Total

63

By examining the following extracts from Mona and Anas’s co-viewing sessions, I
attempt to illustrate Anas’s attempts to self-initiate or to take control.

Exemplar Extracts
 Extract 14. Don’t speak!
The extract below is taken from the transcript of the third co-viewing of the Charlie
and Lola episode, How Many More Minutes.
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Context:
Charlie and Lola are at the dentist waiting for their mum. As it is shown by the
images taken from the movie:
This image has been
This image has been
removed by the author
removed by the author
of this thesis for
of this thesis for
copyright reasons
copyright reasons

This image has been
removed by the
author of this thesis
for copyright reasons

1. Lola is yawning.
2. Charlie is playing with the water tank
3. Lola is playing with the door.

Transcript extract
Time

Speaker Words uttered

(8:27)

Anas:

(8:29)

It’s 4 o’clock.
[Mona laughs]

(8:31)

Anas:

They are tired.

(8:33)

Mona:

Uh huh.

(8:42)

Anas:

She tells him this water is dirty.

(8:50)

Mona:

See? She plays with the door; they’re doing all the wrong
things now.

(8:59)

Anas:

Mum! Don’t speak!

Extract from Mona and Anas’s 2nd co-viewing
Commentary:
In this extract Anas self-initiates mediation four times. Anas explains something in
the movie at two times (8:31& 8:42) where he mentions that Charlie and his sister
Lola are tired and Lola tells Charlie that the water is dirty. Anas also starts
mediation by turning Mona’s attention to the fact that it is 4 o’clock at the dentist
and Charlie and Lola are still waiting. He also self-initiates mediation (so that Mona
doesn’t help him learn by explaining everything all the time) by expressing his
disapproval of Mona’s mediational efforts and asking her not to speak.
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Exemplar Extracts
 Extract 15. Pink juice
The extract below is taken from the transcript of the third co-viewing of the Charlie
and Lola episode, Lola land.
Context:
This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons
Blue stairs

This image has been
removed by the author
of this thesis for
copyright reasons
Pink Juice

Time

Speaker Words uttered

(00:10)

Mona:

Blue stairs what does stairs mean?

(00:11)

Anas:

(interrupts his mum) Pretending it is juice that the girl drinks.

(00:15

Mona:

“Pink juice,” it means pink juice…hmmm “butterfly”

Extract from Mona and Anas’s 3rd co-viewing
Commentary:
In this extract Anas self-initiates mediation by interrupting Mona’s efforts to mediate
new vocabulary. He shows his interest in the pink juice that Lola is drinking at the
introductory scene of the episode. Mona responds to Anas’s self initiation by
providing the English words for “pink juice” then attracting his attention to another
vocabulary “butterfly.”
6.9 The evolution of the mediational dialogue between Mona and Anas over
time
In the previous section, I looked at the mediational efforts of Mona and the
responses and self-initiated efforts of Anas. In this section I consider how these
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things work together to inform the ways in which Mona and Anas co-construct their
mediational dialogue over time.
I start by considering the results of an analysis of Mona’s mediational
strategies across the 4 week period to establish if certain strategies increased or
decreased over time. This is followed by results of an analysis of Anas’s
responsiveness to Mona’s efforts to mediate over the 4 week period alongside any
changes in his degree of self-initiation during co-viewing sessions. Finally, I
consider the ways in which these changes reflect and are reflected in the evolution
of their mediational dialogue over time.
 Changes in Mona’s mediation strategies over time.
The analysis of the changes in Mona’s mediational strategies over the four week
period reveals some change. Firstly, some of the strategies she uses to encourage
English language production and comprehension show a tendency to increase.
The results of this analysis are summarised in table 6.24 below. See appendix 11
for tables (25 and 26) providing a more detailed breakdown of her strategy use
over the 10 sessions.
Table (6.24) Summary of trajectory of use for key strategies employed by
Mona to promote English comprehension and production

Strategies used to promote English comprehension and production
Closed
Explaining Translating Repeating Modelling
Turning DVD On
Questions
(130)
(101)
(19)
(90)
(26)
(119)
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase

With regard to Mona’s efforts to create a mediational environment over time, table
6.27 shows that there is a slight increase in Mona’s use of the four functional
categories as it is shown below.
Table (6.27) Summary of trajectory of use for key strategies employed by
Mona to create a mediational environment over time

Positive
feedback
Increase

Strategies used to create a mediational environment
Negative Redirecting Exerting Instructing Not
feedback focus
authority
responding
Increase Increase
Increase Increase
Increase
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Disapproving
Increase

An increase in instructing, not responding, and disapproving might indicate that
Mona is not happy with Anas’s attempts to exert more control over their
instructional dialogue.


Changes in Anas’s response to his mother’s mediational strategies and selfinitiated activity

In order to track changes in Anas’s responsiveness to Mona’s efforts to mediate, I
examined Anas’s active engagement with Mona’s efforts to mediate, his nonresponsiveness and his efforts to self-initiate throughout the 10 co-viewing
sessions. These results are summarised in tables 6.28 and 6.29 below. See
Appendix 11 (table 6.30) for a more detailed breakdown of the results over the 10
co-viewing sessions.
Table (6.28) Summary of trajectory of use for strategies employed by
Anas which evidence active engagement with Mona’s mediational strategies

Engagement strategy

Tendency

Prompting

Increase (starting from week 3)

Close Qs

Increase (starting from week 3)

Explaining

Increase in the final week

Translating

Increase (starting from week 3)

Asking Open Qs

Increase (starting from week 3)

Requesting Assist.

Decrease

Confirming

Decrease

Non-response

Decrease

From this table it can be seen that over time, Anas was more actively engaged with
Mona’s efforts to mediate and his non-responsiveness and requests for assistance
decreased. However, the decrease in his confirmations of Mona’s efforts to
mediate might indicate Nasir’s disapproval of some of Mona’s strategies of
mediation.
A similar picture is seen with regard to his efforts to self-initiate and direct the
mediational process as is shown in table 6.29 below. As can be seen, most of the
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main ways he self-initiates show evidence of increase from week 3 onwards, with
one exception, repeating.

Table (6.29) Summary of trajectory of use of self-initiation strategies employed by Nasir

Self-Initiation strategy

Tendency

Prompting

Increase starting week 3

Asking Closed Questions

Increase starting from week 3

Asking Open Questions

Increase starting from week 3

Explaining

Increase starting from week 3

Repeating

Decrease over time
Esp. from week 3

While this analysis demonstrates that both Mona and Anas appear to be making
adjustments to their mediational activity over time, in order to establish the
relationship

between

the

adjustments

and

whether

these

demonstrate

responsiveness on the part of Mona and Anas’s growing ability to self-regulate or
not, I also sought to discern the nature of the mediational dialogue they developed
during the 4 week period. To do this, I examined the early transcripts (from
sessions 1-4) to examine the ways they established their mediational dialogue and
then looked at the ways in which they engaged in a process of renegotiation of this
from sessions 5-10 as is discussed below.
6.10 The evolution of the mediation dialogue between Mona and Anas over
time
This section illustrates a picture of the evolution of mediation over time – the way
the two different pictures of Anas and Mona’s engagement in mediation come
together. As with Afaf and Nasir I will consider the way in which Mona and Anas
establish a mediational dialogue and the way in which this is renegotiated over
time.
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Establishing a mediational dialogue: Sessions 1-5

From the early transcripts it is clear that Mona sees her main role to be one of
ensuring that Anas acquires new vocabulary from the DVD, both in terms of
comprehension and production of this. She usually introduces new vocabulary by
directing Anas’s attention by modelling the new vocabulary in context and then
introducing the meaning by providing the translation in Arabic. Sometimes, she
follows that with a closed question to make sure that Anas understands the
vocabulary. Mona asks Anas directly about a vocabulary that he has already
learned, as the following extract from co-viewing 3 shows:
Extract 16. Hop hop jumping
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

00:39

Mona

Hop, hop, jumping. What does jumping mean?

00:40

Anas

What?

00:42

Mona

Jumping in the television...hop, hop, jumping?

00:44

Anas

They jump hop hop jumping.

Extract from co-viewing 3

In addition to this she spends time explaining and checking that Anas understands
the storyline in the DVD. There are no apparent efforts to try to establish what
Anas already knows, that is gauge his ZPD. For his part, in early co-viewing
sessions, Anas conforms to his mother’s requests and expectations. It is apparent
that Anas has a good understanding of much of what he is viewing and quite
quickly (in co-viewing session 2) Anas expresses concern with his mother’s
commentary which he finds distracting as the extract below illustrates. From this it
is also apparent that Mona is undeterred by Anas’ frustration and continues. But
Mona ignores his disapproval and continues modelling, translating, checking
Anas’s comprehension, and providing response when Anas doesn’t know.
 Extract 17. Pirate ship
Time

Speaker

Words uttered
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8:50

Mona:

See? She plays with the door; they’re doing all the wrong
things now.

5:59

Anas:

Mama! (He doesn’t want his mum to speak)

9:05

Mona:

“Pirate ship”… What is pirate ship? …. “Pirate” means
pirate…a ship of pirates.

9:18

Mona:

Do you know what “dentist” means?

9:19

Anas:

I don’t know.

9:20

Mona:

Dentist….dentist means “dentist” and “teeth” means teeth.
What does toothbrush mean? ….“Toothbrush.”

Extract from Mona and Anas’s 2nd coviewing
Nevertheless, by co-viewing 3, Anas starts to self-initiate more and there is
evidence that Mona is responsive to this, trying to build upon the input she receives
from Anas as is shown in the extract below:
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

00:10

Mona

Blue stairs what does stairs mean?

00:11

Anas

Pretending it is juice that which the girl is drinking

00:15

Mona

“Pink juice,” it means pink juice…hmmm “butterfly.”

Extract from co-viewing 3


Renegotiating the mediational relationship

By the end of co-viewing session 3, it seems that Mona and Anas have settled into
a mediational routine which is one that they appear on the whole to find mutually
comfortable. Mona is accommodating of Anas’ preferences over seating, for
example. Meanwhile, Anas tries to fulfil his mother’s wishes by demonstrating his
understanding of the DVD content, for which he receives praise from his mother for
the first time as the extract from co-viewing session 6 below illustrates. Both Mona
and Anas smile at each other throughout this episode. Similarly, in co-viewing 5,
Mona & Anas sing along to “Old MacDonald Had a Farm” and join in together with
other phrases that they recall from earlier episodes.
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 Extract 19. Butterfly!
Time Speaker

Words uttered

Gestures

6:59

Anas

Butterfly!

Pointing at the T.V.

7:00

Mona:

Excellent, sweetheart! Butterfly . . . Do

Looks at him &

you see that? He said, “A bird.” He

smiles

thought it was a bird which is going to
eat him!
7:39

Mona:

Over here . . . What’s the meaning of
“over here?”

7:45

Anas:

Come here.

7:46

Mona:

It means over here . . . good boy . . .
she has gone in with them . . . what do
they want? They want it to go out.

Extract from co-viewing 6

Anas also starts to self-initiate turns more frequently and even asks for points of
clarification. In session 9 he also On the whole his mother is responsive to his
efforts as is shown in the following extract from session 5 and the subsequent ones
from co-viewing session 9.
 Extract 20. “Longer” we won’t take too long.
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

2:47

Anas:

“Cookies” means cookies.

2:51

Mona:

“Try one” which means try one.

2:52

Anas

You mean take one?

(interrupting):
2:53

Mona:

Try one.

5:00

Anas

(translating what Manny had said): We won’t take too
long.

5:02

Anas

“Longer” we won’t take too long.
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Extract from co-viewing 5
 Extract 21. Abracadabra
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

9:06

Anas :

Abracadabra

9:09

Anas:

He has to say…he has to say Abracadabra

9:11

Mona:

No he doesn’t have to

9:12

Anas:

huh?

9:13

Mona:

They say it and its optional, it’s part of the trick that if you say
it you can do anything.

(Extract from co-viewing 9)

Nevertheless, on one point there is strong disagreement between Anas and his
mother. Anas clearly finds Mona’s strategies of verbal commentary, pausing and
rewinding the DVD really frustrating. The following extracts from co-viewing
sessions 3, 8 and 9 provide illustration of this.
 Extract 22. Mum! Don’t speak!
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

(8:42)

Anas:

She tells him this water is dirty.

(8:50)

Mona:

See... She plays with the door; they’re doing all the wrong
things now.

(8:59)

Anas:

Mum! Don’t speak!

(Extract from Mona and Anas’s 3rd co-viewing)


Extract 23. Did you rewind it from the start??
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

(8:17)

Mona:

I’ll rewind the it (episode)

(8:20)

Anas:

Not from the start Mama! Did you rewind it from the start??
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(8:38)

Mona:

Not Responding

Mona:

“Great place to ride a bike.”

(Extract from Mona and Anas’s 8th co-viewing)

Extract 24. Why (did you rewind it)?

Time

Speaker

Words uttered

(3:26)

The mother rewinds the episode from the start.

(3:28)

Anas:

Why (did you rewind it)?

(3:32)

Mona:

So that you can see what talent each one of them has.

(Extract from Mona and Anas’s 9th co-viewing)
Anas shows his frustration with his mother’s control over the DVD in session 8 by
ignoring her requests, but in the 9th session he seems resigned to her strategy as
the following two extracts illustrate respectively.
 Extract 25. The bike is broken
Time

Speaker

Words uttered

(13:05)

Mona:

“I’m fine?“ What does “I’m fine” mean?

(13:10)

Anas:

The bike is broken.

(13: 37)

Anas:

The egg hatched, and this is a little turtle.

Extract from Mona and Anas’s co-viewing 8

 Extract 26. Song!
11:38

Mona

Hmmm noise means noise….annoyance…it means that I
heard all this annoyance and I came to see ‘What’s going
on?’ which means what’s going on.

11:42

Anas

11:44
11:51

Yes.
Mona restarts the DVD.

Mona

They are asking him (Mr. Lopart), hmm what he is going to do?
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11:58

Anas

11:59
12:00

He was going to say alright.
Mona paused the DVD.

Mona

He said alright, what is he doing? What will he perform in the
talent show? Focus and find out.

12:04

Mona started the DVD.

12:32

Anas

Song!

12:33

Mona

Song!

12:35

Anas

Of course I’ll participate (repeating what Mr. Lopart said).

12:39

Mona

What was he going to do? ‘Sing a little song.’

Extract from co-viewing 9
6.11 The outcomes of Mona & Anas’s co-viewing Experience
Findings regarding the outcomes of the experience of co-viewing English language
programmes for Mona and Anas are, as with the findings for Afaf and Nasir’s
outcomes, discussed under two main sub-headings. Namely, English language
learning outcomes and Impressions of the co-viewing.
6.11.1 English language learning Outcomes


Increases in language production and comprehension

In order to find out the contribution of the parent-child’s co-viewing experience to
Anas’s English Language Learning, I first examined Anas’s production of English
throughout the 10 co-viewing sessions. I focused on whether in later co-viewing
sessions Anas is using more words than in the earlier ones. Anas’s production of
English vocabulary is an average of 7 words per session over the 10 co-viewing
sessions. His development is not smooth in the sense that it entails progression as
it is shown in co-viewing sessions (1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 10) and regression as it is
shown in sessions (2, 6 and 7). Overall, the outcome of Mona’s effort to mediate is
producing little language, although as is evident from many of the extracts used
above, there is evidence that Anas comprehension is good (and possibly improves
over time too). This was confirmed in the interview I undertook with Anas at the
end of the 10 co-viewing sessions. In this interview, as well as recalling some
vocabulary and their meanings in Arabic, Anas showed a good understanding of
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the story of the episodes he was asked about. For example, he recalled the main
plot of the episode ‘Saving the turtles’, as follows:
“(Manny and the tools build a bridge) so they wouldn’t walk on the eggs and
kill them. They wanted to do a contest. But later on Mr. Lopart fell down with
the bicycle……. (At the end of the race people of the village) had a meeting
to see the eggs hatch.”
(Anas, final interview extract)
Not only was he successful in narrating the main plot of the story, he also provided
precise correction of events, as it is shown in the following extract:
Mona: In the episode with their neighbour whose chandelier turned off.
Anas: It didn’t turn off. The thing that held it broke.
(Extract from the final interview with Anas)
In addition, Anas showed comprehension and production of some expressions that
were said by the main characters in the programmes and identified the persons
who said them, as it is shown in the following extract:
Me: Who says this phrase, “You break it, we fix it”?
Anas: Tools and Handy Manny.
Me: What about “hop-hop jump in”?
Anas: Tools.
Me Who says, “I have this little sister Lola, she is small & very funny”
Anas: Charlie.
Me: Who says: “Thanks. I don’t need your help.”
Anas: Mr. Lopart.
(Extract from the final interview with Anas)
Mona also observed some important additional language outcomes which she
shared with me in her interview. These suggested that co-viewing had helped
heighten awareness of English and of his efforts to produce it. For example, Mona
noted:
“He pays more attention to English – for example, yesterday we went out,
and while we were on the way in the car he was reading the signs. I asked
him, “What did you read Anas?” He said, “Car,” I think, and there was a bus
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for the Hajjis that had “Saudi Arabia” written on it. He read it and said,
“Mama I read like this!” (Mona, Extract from the final interview)
She also noted:
“(Before the experience) He didn’t pay attention to language at all, but right
now he is starting to pay attention (to language). I feel that he started to
concentrate more on cartoon movies. He tries to grasp a couple of words.
He asks me: Mama does this mean that? When he meets his cousin who
studies in an English school...He tries to show off saying the new words he
has learnt from the English programmes.”
(Mona, interview-4 extract)
Mona also explained how she felt Nasir’s confidence in English had improved,
stating that:
“His cousin stayed with us a few days. They watched Handy Manny
together. Anas was explaining the movie for him. Last week his nephew
visited and he brought Handy Manny playing cards. Anas said the names of
the characters on the cards. I feel that he has more self confidence in
expressing himself in English.”
(Mona, interview-4 extract)
6.11.2 Impressions of the co-viewing experience


Enjoyment

Both Mona and Anas clearly found the co-viewing to be enjoyable. Mona
described this as both something she really enjoyed, particularly the opportunity to
sit with Anas it provided. As she said:
“It was a very good experience I really liked it, and I will never forget. It
made me aware of many things I had forgotten and didn’t know. I forgot to
sit with Anas due to being busy with the other children, but I should always
find time for him no matter how busy I am.”
(Mona, interview-4 extract)
Mona felt that co-viewing was also beneficial to Anas as well. This view is shared
by Anas who claimed that when he watches English programmes with his mother
he could learn more than when he watches them by himself. He expressed a
desire to continue co-viewing English programme saying that:
“I like to watch T.V. with mama…But when she is busy I can’t sit with her.”
(Anas, final interview extract)
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Learning about effective mediation from the co-viewing session

Mona offered a number of insights into what she felt she learnt about how to
mediate more effectively by highlighting a number of adjustments she tried to make
over the 10 co-viewing sessions and noting the effect these had on Anas. As she
reflected:
“There are changes. It’s not forced on him anymore, and I don’t pressure
him. Little by little, he will learn. He is still young and has time. (The way
she used to teach him English) It was like - you have to learn, you have to
memorize, and I pressured him…He is okay, but I shouldn’t have pressured
him so he wouldn’t hate the language. For example when we co-viewed
‘Handy Manny’ he was saying “Enough, I don’t want to watch”…The last
time I started the Handy Manny DVD, he left the room (laughing).”
(Mona, interview-4extract)
She also expressed the view that she did not feel she prompted Anas enough. As
she said:
“I believe that praising children responses has a positive effect especially
at Anas’s age…I am trying to do this but as you probably noticed I am not
prompting him enough. I should do it more often to encourage him.”
(Mona, co-viewing-3 extract)
With respect to Anas, Mona claimed that she felt that Anas himself had become
more responsive to her as well, saying: “I changed more than Anas but he also
became more responsive with me” and that this highlighted not only the quality of
their dialogue but also its importance and carving out time for them to spend time
together.
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Chapter 7: Discussion
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter I will first discuss the findings of the study. To do this, I will combine
insights from the questionnaire results presented in chapter 5 alongside the results
from the case studies of the two parent-child dyads presented in chapter 6 and
reflect on these with reference to relevant literature. I will start by presenting an
overview of Saudi parents’ orientation to involvement in their children’s learning. I
will then discuss the different sorts of mediational strategies parents in this study
claim to use in the questionnaire and that the two parents who were the focus of
the case studies reported in chapter 6 were seen to use. Following on from this, I
will reflect on how the mediational dialogue between parents and their children
while co-viewing T.V programmes was seen to evolve over time, and critically
reflect on the outcomes of this process on parents and their children. The final part
of the chapter builds upon the first by considering the implications of the findings
for enriching an understanding of parental mediation of additional language
learning and the ways in which this can be supported, particularly in Saudi Arabia
where, as explained in earlier chapters, an understanding of the important role
parents can play alongside parents remains undervalued despite the ready
availability of English language learning resources in the home.
7.2 Parents’ positive orientation towards their involvement in their children’s
education
One important finding revealed by this study is that parents believe it is important
to support their children’s learning at home and are actively engaged in trying to do
so. Results of the questionnaire (see section 5.3 in Chapter 5 above) show that the
vast majority of the parents surveyed strongly believe that they have a
responsibility to support their children’s learning; a perspective also endorsed by
the parents, Afaf and Mona, who were interviewed and observed alongside their
children in Chapter 6 (see sections 6.1.1 and 6.9.1 respectively). Arguably, since
respondents were drawn from a population of parents who have already decided to
take responsibility for their children’s education by placing their children in private
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schools, it is perhaps not surprising that they hold these views. Although, there
may be other parents who do not enrol their children in private schools and who
maybe disinterested in their children’s education, a number of other studies which
have examined Saudi parental roles in general would seem to suggest that a
strong interest and active involvement in their children’s lives and education is the
norm for parents in Saudi Arabia. As Kritem, Abou Rakba & Al-Aissawi (1981)
note for example, parental responsibility for their children’s welfare, including their
education, is not only a concern when their children are young but extends well into
young adulthood with parents playing a crucial role in deciding who their children
will marry, whether they can travel abroad, and what subjects they should study for
their major at university.
It is interesting to note that the vast majority of parents surveyed also indicated a
strong belief in the importance of their role as a partner alongside school in
supporting their children’s learning (see section 5.3.2 in Chapter 5 above). This
was also emphasised by Afaf and Mona in their interviews in chapter 6 (sections
6.1.1 and 6.9.1 respectively). These views can be seen to reflect those of a
number of writers on the significant contribution parental involvement can have on
children’s success at school as mentioned in Chapter 1 of this thesis (see for
example Melhuish et al, 2001).
The Saudi parents who took part in this study also claimed to be actively involved
in supporting their children’s learning. Questionnaire data reveals that that the
majority of parents claim to help their children in a variety of ways. Some of the
most frequent ways include helping their children with their homework,
encouraging them to have hobbies, and watching T.V. programmes with them (See
Chapter 5, sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3). The questionnaire results also suggest that
parents frequently try to employ strategies to support their children’s learning such
as guiding their children to learn from their mistakes and helping them evaluate
their progress. These last two examples of parental involvement were also
illustrated by Afaf and Mona’s interviews reported in chapter 6 (see 6.1.1 and
6.6.1) with both parents indicating an awareness of the importance of their role in
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creating structured support for learning that is responsive to their children’s
learning needs.
The commitment to support their children evident in the results of this study
helps establish the case for increasing Saudi parental involvement in their
children’s education, especially since, as a positive correlation between parental
support and scholarly success is widely documented in the literature (see for
example, Hoover-Dempsey and Sander, 1995; Epstein, 1996; Clarke, 2004; Bird,
2001; Rambold, 1990; and Hardy et al, 2002).
7.3 Parents are positively oriented towards supporting their children’s
learning of English
Given the focus in my study on parental involvement in and mediation of their
children’s English language learning, it was important to establish if parents were
positively orientated to the English language. Findings suggested that this was the
case. Questionnaire results for example revealed that the majority of parents
showed a positive attitude towards English learning, acknowledging the usefulness
of English language in the contemporary globalized world and underlined the
necessity for every citizen to learn English which has established itself as a ‘global
language’ (Crystal 2003; Griva & Chouvarda, 2012).
As is evident from the results presented in Chapter 5 (see Section 5.2.2), the
majority of parents showed a high level of agreement on the importance of learning
English to cope with modernization, and a high level of disagreement of the notion
that speaking English is a sign of being influenced by the west. Rather, as is shown
in section 5.2.3 of chapter 5 above, most of the parents in the questionnaire
showed high levels of agreement with the statement that learning English is a sign
of being highly educated in Saudi Arabia, and that to do so can help enhance
children’s understanding of different cultures and people, and helps in developing
the child’s personality. Moreover, as can be seen from section 5.2.4 in chapter 5,
participants’ awareness of the importance of Arabic language does not conflict with
their positive attitudes towards the English language. These findings confirm the
findings of Al-Abed Al Haq and Smadi’s (1996) study of the perspectives of English
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of 1,176 Saudi university students who they found neither viewed the learning of
English as an indication of Westernization nor saw this as associated with a desire
to imitate or to show admiration for Western cultural values. Similarly, the majority
of their participants viewed the use of English as a signal of social prestige,
enriching to their personality and understanding of cultural others. The findings of
the questionnaire were also echoed in Afaf and Mona’s interviews in chapter 6,
with both parents indicating that they felt English to be important, fun and not in
contradiction with, their own values (see Chapter 6, 6.1.2 and 6.9.2).
7.4 Saudi parents’ potential to mediate English T.V. programmes with their
children is high
Since the study centred on Saudi parental mediation of English T.V. programme
viewing, it was important to establish the potential of parents to do this. This
entailed collecting information on the availability of T.V. sets, the amount of time
children spent watching T.V., parental attitudes towards English (as discussed
above) and parental perceptions of their English proficiency. Taken together results
suggested that there is considerable potential for parents to engage in mediation of
English T.V. programmes with their children.
This was evidenced in several ways. Firstly by the statistics on T.V. ownership and
hours their children spend watching T.V. in section 5.6.1 in Chapter 5. These
showed that most participants indicated there were 2-3 T.V. sets per household,
confirmed the high number of TV sets per household reported by 1.2 in chapter 1.
They also highlight that most children watch between 1-5 hours of T.V. per day
(inclusive of time spent watching English T.V. programmes). These findings point
to the important role of T.V. in Saudi family life and help explain why large numbers
of parents (almost 90%) claimed to support their children’s learning by co-viewing
T.V. programmes as explained in 7.3 above. Indeed, results reported in section
5.6.1 highlight how parents and other family members regularly co-view T.V.
programmes with young children at home, with only 7.3% of participants claiming
that children watch T.V. programmes alone.
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This was also evidenced by the positive parental attitudes towards English
reported in 7.3 above which are likely to be important in orientating parents
towards actively supporting their children’s English T.V. programme viewing. Since
some studies have also suggested that parental perception of their English
proficiency is likely to impact on parental involvement with supporting their
children’s English, the results reported in table 5.12 in Chapter 5 which reveal that
82% of parents considered their English proficiency to be good, very good or
excellent, which suggests that many parents have sufficient English to help their
children with English while co-viewing. It is interesting to note that only 6 parents
suggested that their English proficiency was a problem when asked what sorts of
difficulties they faced in supporting their children’s English language learning
through T.V. programmes (see section 5.6.1 in Chapter 5 above).
7.5 Putting potential into practice: insights from the questionnaire
Alongside an interest in establishing whether parents had the potential to mediate
their children’s learning while co-viewing, the study was also interested to examine
what parents actually do to support and manage their children’s T.V. viewing.
Results of the questionnaire show that most parents’ surveyed claim to take an
active interest in their children’s English T.V. viewing with the vast majority claiming
to sometimes or frequently co-view English T.V. programmes with their children
(see section 5.8 in chapter 5 above). In addition, in line with the importance of T.V.
in young children’s life in Saudi Arabia, it is perhaps not surprising, as has been
observed in a number of studies worldwide (see for example Nathanson, 2001;
Valkenburg, Krcmar, Peeters, & Marseille, 1999; Weaver & Barbour, 1992), that
the results presented in section 5.6.2 in chapter 5 above also show that the
majority of parents claim to restrict children’s viewing to some extent using this as
a form of reward or punishment.
Most parents surveyed agreed with many of the benefits of co-viewing highlighted
in the literature on T.V. viewing mentioned in chapter 2. In other words, they saw
monitoring the content of T.V. programmes as a central benefit of co-viewing,
enabling them to ensure that their children watched programmes that were age
and culture appropriate (see tables 5.2.6 and 5.3.1 in chapter 5). More than half
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also felt that co-viewing could help their children’s English language learning
particularly their enjoyment of English and their English vocabulary. However, there
was a sizable minority of parents (approximately one third of those parents
surveyed) who expressed no opinion on likert-scaled items which asked them for
their views on the benefits of co-viewing. This suggests that despite their
engagement with their children’s viewing of English T.V. programmes more than a
third of parents are either not entirely clear of the benefits of co-viewing or have not
given this much thought.
In chapter 3 (see section 3.1) distinctions were made between more passive forms
of co-viewing and more active forms of co-viewing comprising parents use of
pedagogical dialogues (see for example Weintraub et al, 1999). This kind of
mediation is the most highly recommended form of parental involvement, it also
referred to as instructive mediation, which refers to conversations that parents
have with their children about the television content (Nathanson, 2001; Valkenburg
et al, 1999). Since this the study I undertook was interested in examining
pedagogical dialogues with reference to Vygotskian mediation theory and the
importance of working within children’s ZPDs, I was interested to obtain some
baseline information on active forms of co-viewing. A number of Likert items
concentrated on establishing how far parental mediational style while co-viewing
might be considered ‘active’. The mean score average for these items as shown in
table 5.32 in Chapter 5 is 2.88 suggesting that as well as a degree of uncertainty
about the benefits of co-viewing English T.V. programmes, on average parents
claimed to only use active co-viewing techniques some of the time.
The results reported in this section and preceding ones suggest that the parents
surveyed clearly have the potential to mediate their children’s English T.V. viewing
and many are actively trying to do this. The findings call into question claims such
as Alia Yacoub (reported by Shahid, 2009), in Chapter 2 above, which
conceptualize parents as not willing and unable of providing support to their
children’s learning of English. Nevertheless, there is a lack of clarity on the part of
some parents as to the benefits of co-viewing and there is clearly scope for helping
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parents develop more active co-viewing strategies which can help support the
development of children’s English proficiency.
7.6 Reflection on the mediation strategies employed by parents during coviewing sessions
A more detailed analysis of the ways in which parents were endeavouring to
mediate children’s language learning was the focus of the two case studies of the
parent-child dyads while co-viewing English T.V. programmes. Three main
categories of mediational strategy were identified from my analysis of the two
parent-child dyads reported in chapter 6 as follows:


Parental strategies designed to enhance language comprehension and
production



Parental strategies to regulate and shape the evolving pedagogical dialogue
with their children



Parental strategies to mediate cultural content
In line with my interest in identifying ways of helping parents become better

mediators of their children’s English learning, the focus of my discussion is a
critical reflection on the quality of the two parents’ mediational practices. I will
critically appraise the quality of their mediational strategies with reference to the
understanding of a suitable pedagogic framework for work in a child’s ZPD
introduced in Chapter 3 (see 3.5 above). In other words, I will not only consider the
quality of parental mediation with reference to the scaffolding metaphor for work in
the ZPD but I will also consider the quality of parental mediation from my
understanding of the ZPD as dialogic in nature. That is co-constructed, dynamic
and evolving over time.
7.6.1 The quality of parental strategies to enhance children’s English
language comprehension and production
As is evident from the presentation of the results of the two case studies in Chapter
6, Afaf and Mona used a range of linguistic and non-linguistic mediational
strategies to support children’s English comprehension and production during co270

viewing sessions. In this section I will first discuss the most frequent linguistic
mediational strategies and then go on to discuss their non-linguistic mediational
strategies.
7.6.1.1 Linguistic mediational strategies
Table (7.1) below provides a summary of the most frequent linguistic strategies
employed by Afaf and Mona.

Table (7.1) The most common strategies employed by parents for production and
comprehension of English during co-viewing sessions

Linguistic

Afaf

Mona

Mediational Strategy
Comprehension Production Comprehension Production
Closed question

69

152

Explaining

131

130

Translating

49

101

Modelling
Total

107

13
249

165

94
338

94

From Table (7.1) above it can be seen that while the most common strategies
employed by Afaf and Mona were identical, they did not use these to the same
degree of frequency or always for the same purposes. For example, Afaf used
closed questions to a greater degree than Mona and used these much more to
encourage language production than comprehension, whereas Mona used these
exclusively for comprehension. Overall, table 7.1 also shows that both parents use
linguistic mediational strategies to support their child’s language learning
comprehension more than production.
To gain one perspective on the quality of these frequent linguistic mediational
strategies, I will discuss each in turn and reflect on the ways these are employed
with reference to literature.
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Parental use of questioning

Questioning is seen to be an important way to scaffold learning (Cazden, 1983).
According to research, questioning is a powerful instructional tool for guiding the
linguistic and cognitive development of English language learners (Gerstein, 1996;
Gibbons, 2003). Wong-Fillmore (1982) stresses the role that effective questions
can play in reconceptualizing ESL learners’ thinking and developing their
knowledge about English language and thinking skills. Moreover, as Gibbon’s
(2003) observes, the type of question employed can produce qualitatively different
outcomes in learners’ oral language. Bearing all of this in mind, the fact that
parents use questions as a means of mediating their children’s learning of English
is encouraging.
Important distinctions are made in the literature between closed and open-ended
questions and display and referential questions. Closed questions are expected to
elicit a closed set of responses, on the other hand, open-ended questions help the
student to explore the subject matter and encourage him/her to think aloud.
Whereas closed questions encourage passive participation, open-ended questions
cause students to take a more active role in the classroom (Barnes, 1990). Display
questions call for the information that the teacher already knows or has established
at least the parameters for the students' answers. These sorts of questions are
deemed less effective in generating opportunities for students to use the target
language than are referential questions, which ask for information the teacher may
not know (Brock, 1986; Long & Sato, 1983 as cited in Lee, 2006: 692). However,
Lee (2006) emphasized that display questions are one of the central resources
whereby language teachers and their students collaboratively organize their
lessons.
The parents overwhelmingly used close-ended questions (and mostly display
questions) rather than open-ended questions to provide facts, to stimulate the child
to respond by providing an easy and quick question to answer, and to keep control
of the conversation with the child. In the literature on classroom interaction, openended questions are typically associated with stretching learners' comprehension
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and production further than closed questions can do (Wong-Fillmore’s. 1982). This
might suggest that these parents questioning strategies are less effect than they
could be. However, more recent literature has suggested that display questions are
an important and valuable resource for work with elementary learners of English,
and especially with young learners and that these are important scaffolding devices
for work within the ZPD (Lee, 2006). As Markee (1995: 82) puts it, display
questions can offer "a pedagogical opportunity for the teacher-as-expert to play a
classic scaffolding role in the interaction." The importance of closed question in
creating an interaction between the scaffolder and the scafoldee is emphasized by
Read (2004) who argues that these serve to promote interactional exchanges
allowing topics to be introduced, meanings to be clarified and answers to be tried.
Taking the above into consideration, it seems that parental use of questioning, and
mostly close-ended display questions is one that is well-supported in the literature.
However, it would also seem that Mona is unaware of the potential benefits of
questioning as a tool to enhance language production as well as language
comprehension.


Parental use of explanation and translation

The second mediational strategy which is commonly used by both parents is
explanation and third is translation. Both of these strategies are targeted at
enhancing vocabulary acquisition and comprehension rather than children’s
language production. The use of these two mediational strategies to enhance
vocabulary acquisition is endorsed by a number of research studies on foreign
language teaching. As a number of writers have pointed out, children do not easily
acquire words by inference, especially children younger than age 10 (Robbins and
Ehri, 1994; Werner and Kaplan, 1952) and a number of research studies have
demonstrated the positive effect of explanation on children’s vocabulary learning
(see for example, Beck, Perfetti, and McKeown, 1982; Elley, 1989). Biemiller
(1999b) also argues that children as late as grade 5, learn 80% of words as a
result of direct explanation by others. In addition, the results of Schweers’ (1999)
research prove that second language learning can be learned through raising
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awareness to the similarities and differences between the L1 and the L2.
Translation is also used by parents to help their children understand events and
concepts on the DVDs. Auerbach (1993:19) highlights how this use of a child’s L1
can help support L2 development in the following way: “Starting with the L1
provides a sense of security and validates the learners’ lived experiences, allowing
them to express themselves. The learner is then willing to experiment and take
risks with English.” Taking these points into consideration, it would seem that
parental use of explanation and translation to mediate their children’s English
learning have the potential to be effective mediational strategies


Parental use of modelling.

The fourth most frequent mediational strategy used by parents is modelling. Both
parents were seen to use this strategy to help mediate children’s language
production, although this is used much more frequently by Mona, whereas Afaf
tends to rely more on questioning. The literature suggests that modelling is also a
useful support to language learning as it provides ample opportunity to hear and
rehearse the target language (Eggen and Kauchak’s, 2001) and encourages
imitation, which Vygotsky himself saw as central to internalization as the following
quote illustrates: “Development based on collaboration and imitation is the source
of all specifically human characteristics of consciousness that develop in the child”
(Vygotsky, 1987: 210). Mona and Afaf employ two main modelling techniques
which are seen as useful in the literature on foreign language learning. Mona and
Afaf’s efforts to present whole vocabulary items in isolation and in sentences are
seen as a good strategy by for example, Lado (1995). Afaf’s additional efforts to
segment words into smaller phonemic units and then to ask Nasir to blend sounds
together is also seen as helpful for language production (see for example, Mehta,
2009).
7.6.1.2 Non- Linguistic mediational strategies
Table (7.2) below provides an overview of Afaf and Mona’s use of non-linguistic
strategies to support children’s language comprehension and production. As will be
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discussed, these strategies find considerable support in the literature on effective
mediation and teaching with electronic media.
Table (7.2) Afaf and Mona’s use of non-linguistic strategies

Non-linguistic

Afaf

Mona

strategies
Comprehension Production Comprehension
Gesturing

37

4

Pausing the

Production

19
19

4

DVD
Table (7.2) shows that Afaf uses gesturing more often than Mona but that both
parents use this mostly to mediate comprehension. Afaf and Mona’s use of
gestures seems to facilitate the child’s comprehension as well as production and
this is shown in light of the importance attached to gestures as important forms of
mediation in the literature. As observed in Chapter 3, gesturing is seen as an
important mediational tool when working with children’s ZPD, as effective
communication involves both nonverbal features as well as verbal ones
(McCafferty & Ahmed, 2000) and Vygotsky himself indicated the value of gesture
as important in the acquisition of meaning (Vygotsky, 1978). Furthermore, the use
of gestures helps in creating intersubjectivity by developing a sense of shared
physical, symbolic, psychological, and social space for the participants
(McCafferty, 2002).

Mona and Afaf use gestures primarily to explain new

vocabulary. Mona also used pausing of the DVD, most as a means to promote
comprehension. This strategy is seen as beneficial by a number of researchers
and not necessarily disruptive to viewing . For example, Hill (1999), (as cited in
Keene, 2006: 225) claims that there is a need to pause in order to distract attention
from often highly attractive visual images and maintain more focus on the actual
language itself. Similarly, Saltrick et al (2004) highlight how this enables the
mediator to highlight important topics and to raise questions. These views find
agreement with Clovis (1997) in her work with using video with young ESL
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students. Keene (2006) argues that this is an important way to change the habits of
learners from their familiar passive way of viewing to a more interactive one.
7.6.1.3

Critical

reflection

on

parental

efforts

to

scaffold

children’s

comprehension and production of language while co-viewing
From the discussion of linguistic and non-linguistic mediational strategies adopted
by Afaf and Mona above, it appears that their approaches are ones that are seen
as useful for additional language learning with children. However, it is helpful to
reflect on the effectiveness of these in light of features of effective scaffolding
identified in the literature by Wood, Bruner and Ross (1976) and by Diaz et al
(1991) and Moreno (1991) reported in section 3.4.1 in Chapter 3 above, which
classified maternal scaffolding strategies into those that are more directive and
controlling and those that are less so arguing that those that are less directive and
controlling are best placed to increase self-regulation.
An examination of Afaf and Mona’s mediational strategies in light of Wood et al’s
(1976) list of pedagogical practices to scaffold learning shows that Afaf and Mona’s
strategies conform to those identified from their own research. For example,
‘simplifying the task’ is achieved by questioning, translation and explanation,
‘recruiting interest in the task’ and ‘maintaining interest in the task’, by questioning,
and ‘providing an idealized version of the act to be performed’ by

modelling

arguing that those that are less directive and controlling are best placed to increase
self-regulation With respect to the classification of mediational strategies by Diaz et
al (1991) and Moreno (1991), while explanation is an example of a non-directive
and less controlling strategy, translation, display questioning and modelling are all
classified as more directive and controlling strategies, which would suggest that
these parents’ strategies are less suited to enabling children to gain confidence in
and control of task which are necessary for self-regulation (Cameron, 2001).


Transformation of mediational strategies to support children’s English
language learning over time

Since the nature of effective scaffolding is understood to comprise a process of
gradual adjustment of support strategies as the child becomes more able to
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manage the task independently (Bruner, 1983), an evaluation of the quality of
parental mediation strategies also needs to consider how they change over time.
Based on Diaz et al (1991) and Moreno (1991)’s work, because non-directive
strategies are understood to enhance self-regulation, it might be expected that the
use of explanation (a non-directive strategy) would increase in a parent-child
mediational dialogue over time and other more directive linguistic strategies
(closed questioning, translation and modelling would decrease over time. A
summary of the results regarding the transformation of Afaf and Mona’s linguistic
mediation strategies to support their children’s comprehension and production of
English language while co-viewing over time which are presented in Chapter 6
above is shown in table 7.3 below.
Table (7.3) The transformation of Afaf and Mona’s linguistic mediation strategies to support
their children’s comprehension and production of English language while co-viewing over
time

Mediational strategy

Afaf

Mona

questioning

Decrease

Increase

explanation

Increase

Increase

translation

Decrease

Increase

modelling

Decrease

Increase

From table 7.3 above it can be seen that, taken in isolation, Afaf’s mediational
trajectory would suggest that over time she became more non-directive than Mona.
Since there was evidence in an increase in the use all of these strategies over time
for Mona, arguably she did not become more non-directive. However, this may
signal a growing aware and confidence in Mona of herself as a mediator. In both
cases, however, on the basis of these results alone it is not possible to see how far
and in what ways these changes reflect a responsiveness to their children’s
changing needs over time. In other words, claims about the quality of mediational
strategies merely on the basis of whether a strategy increased or not is difficult to
make. For example, in order to understand whether Afaf’s mediational trajectory is
really an adjustment to her son’s growing ability to self-regulate, it is important to
examine the mediational dialogue between the two children and their parents. As
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explained in Chapter 3 this requires attention to the dynamic and dialogic qualities
of the ZPD and mediation as a joint activity between parent and child or what
Mercer (2002: 144) calls the ‘intermental development zone’. In what follows I turn
to a discussion of the dialogic nature of Afaf and Mona’s mediational practices and
reflect on the quality of this.
7.6.2 Reflections on the quality of the mediational dialogue between parents
and their children
The understanding of the dialogic nature of the ZPD informing this thesis described
in Chapter 3 (see 3.5) is one that is informed by Vygotsky’s (1978) emphasis on
the ZPD as a co-constructed activity between a significant other and a child. This
means it is important to examine the ways in which children react to parental
efforts to mediate and that another important quality of effective mediation is
parental responsiveness (or sensitivity) to the efforts of the child (Kermani &
Brenner, 2000). As Mercer (2002) highlights although the construction of the ZPD
is therefore a mutual endeavour, it is also important to bear in mind that significant
others, such as parents, are ultimately responsible for shaping the mediational
dialogue and their efforts to do so will have an impact on the way this evolves. It is
therefore important to also consider these in a discussion of the quality of parental
mediational strategies.
7.6.2.1 Parental strategies to regulate and shape the mediational dialogue
with their children
The discussion in this section focuses on the strategies employed by both parents
to manage and regulate the learning environment while co-viewing T.V.
programmes with their children. Table 7.4 below shows the most commonly
employed strategies and their frequency of use for each parent according to the
four main discursive functions identified from the analysis; positive feedback (PFB),
negative feedback (NFB), exerting authority (EA) and redirecting focus (RDF).
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Table (7.4) The most common parental strategies to manage and regulate learning while coviewing

Mediational function
Linguistic Strategy

PFB
Afaf

Mona

Confirming

73

35

Laughing

14

35

Prompting

96

16

Not responding

NFB

EA

Afaf

Mona

2

3

17

Instructing

Afaf

RDF

Mona

Afaf

Mona

50

97

1
40

Not responding

7
4

Closed questions

27

Scolding

3

Non-linguistic
Smiling

9

22

Frowning

5

Turning the DVD off

22

Table (7.3) shows that collectively both parents use a range of linguistic
strategies as well as some non-linguistic ones to manage and regulate the
mediational dialogue. It also shows that these regulatory strategies are on the
whole used more frequently by Afaf than Mona.


Positive and negative feedback

From table 7.3 above it can be seen that linguistic and non-linguistic strategies are
most commonly used to provide children with feedback. According to Chaudron
(1988) feedback is a fundamental means through which dialogues are maintained
providing the other partner in the dialogue with important insights into how to fine
tune their behavior and to help evaluate their understandings and language
production. The most commonly used feedback strategy was positive feedback.
According to Read (2010) praise, or the prompting that parents used in this study
to give a positive feedback, is a powerful way of building up children’s self-esteem
and maintaining healthy, trusting relationships and it can also play a significant role
in managing children’s behaviour in a positive way. Positive feedback can also act
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as a valuable form of encouragement which can help recruit interest in the task and
maintain pursuit of a goal, two important features of effective scaffolding identified
by Wood et al’s (1976) in their research. However, Read’s (2010) distinction
between judgemental and descriptive positive feedback suggests that Afaf and
Mona’s praise is not as effective as it might be. As the results of the analysis,
chapter 6 shows that parents tended to evaluate or judge performance by saying
things like “Excellent”, “Good boy” or “Smart boy” without describing which parts of
their performance they were describing as effective. According to Read (ibid.)
using descriptive praise allows parents to give children an external model of what
they can do or have achieved which can help raise children’s awareness of their
own strengths and which feeds into their emotional ‘self-esteem bank’ and builds
up inner confidence and self-knowledge. Building upon descriptive praise, parents
can highlight areas for the child to work on further. In other words, descriptive
praise provides the foundation of constructive feedback which informs learning and
helps advance children’s ability to internalize new knowledge and move from other
to self-regulation.
From Read’s (2010) perspective, negative feedback may be viewed as unhelpful
for effective mediation. However, as can be seen from table 7.3 above, both
parents used mediational strategies which might be regarded as negative. Namely,
laughing at their children’s efforts and non-response to their queries, something
that Afaf did on many occasions. With regard to Mercer’s concept of the
intermental development zone that is constructed through parent-child dialogues,
negative feedback, especially non-response to children’s contributions is counterintuitive to the nature of quality dialogues designed to nurture and develop a child’s
ZPD.
 Exerting authority and redirecting focus.
Analysis of the co-viewing sessions revealed that strategies to exert authority and
redirect focus were also used by parents to regulate the co-viewing activity with
their children. The former was used much more commonly by Afaf and the latter
more commonly by Mona, but on the whole they were employed to achieve the
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same effect. That is to draw children’s attention towards the things (typically
language points) in the DVDs that parents wanted children to notice and that their
children were not paying attention to. This was certainly behind Mona’s decision to
pause the DVD or rewind and Afaf’s comments on her attempts to get Nassir to
pay more attention as can be seen in sections 6.2 and 6.7.4 in chapter 6. In Extract
10, “Watching a movie while eating popcorn,” Nasir attempted to initiate mediation
focusing on meaning. Afaf on the other hand did not respond, she exerted her
authority on Nasir instructing him to focus on the language and stop talking,
arguing that this was necessary to try to ensure he could transfer the new
language learnt and apply this in other instances where he needed this in his
everyday and school life (as reported in her final interview).
It is possible that in some situations mediators such as parents or teachers may
need to use these strategies to keep children ‘on task’ if the activity is one they find
dull. However, what was clear from the co-viewing sessions that the children were
certainly motivated to watch the DVD but did not always find the mediational
strategies used by parents attractive or appropriate. Sometimes, this was because
parents wanted to push children to focus more on discrete language items or word
forms than on global meaning but children also questioned being made to repeat
things they already knew.

At these moments parents often chose to adopt

strategies to exert their authority to reclaim ownership of the direction of the coviewing experience. The use of these strategies was also evident when the
children raised questions or sought to redirect their parents focus towards things
that they felt were important. Based on these things, the use of authoritative and
re-direction of focus strategies by parents, would seem to suggest a lack of
appreciation on the part of Mona and Afaf of the importance of a need for flexibility
or sensitivity to the changing needs of their children, something advocated by
experiential learning research as discussed in Chapter 3 above.
Over time as can be seen from tables 6.25 and 6.12 in chapter 6, Mona’s efforts to
exert authority and redirect her son’s focus increased, in contrast, Afaf’s use of
these strategies gradually decreased. While this might seem to suggest a greater
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appreciation by Afaf of the unhelpfulness of these strategies, it is important that
these are considered in the context of the evolving nature of the mediational
dialogue she developed with her son. The examination of the mediational dialogue
that evolved between Afaf and her son discussed in section 6.4.3 in Chapter 6
above, shows that a feature of this was an acceptance of what was expected of
him by Nasser and his decision to conform to his mother’s expectations meaning
that Afaf may not have felt the need to continue to exert her authority. In other
words changes in the use of these strategies was not necessarily evidence of
greater maternal sensitivity to Nasser’s evolving needs and ability to self-regulate.
In fact, the examination of the evolution of the mediational dialogue over time for
each parent-child dyad shows both children worked hard to meet their parents’
expectations. In Nasser’s case, for example, after some time he adopted a strategy
of identifying words and translating these into Arabic as he began to understand
that this was what his mother required of him.
7.6.2.2 Maternal sensitivity to children’s changing needs
Since the purpose of mediation from a Vygotskian perspective is to help a child
internalize and take control of new ideas, mediators need to appreciate that shifts
in children’s understanding require adjustments in mediational approaches on the
part of the mediator in order to facilitate the move from other to self-regulation. This
highlights the importance of discussing the degree of parental responsiveness to
children’s changing needs as part of a discussion of the quality of parental
mediational practices observed in the two parent-child dyads. Kermani and
Brenner (2000) see this characteristic, which they label maternal sensitivity (2000:
33) as a crucial quality of effective parental mediation, which drawing upon the
work of Dewey (1997) is closely aligned with a view of work in the ZPD as creating
effective learning experiences in my conceptual framework. In chapter 6 this was
considered with reference to how far and in what ways parents responded to
children’s non-response to their efforts to mediate as well as how they responded
to children’s own efforts to self-initiate.
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The picture that emerged with respect to these things was mixed for both parents
but taking the different findings that highlight the degree of maternal sensitivity
together, on the whole parents do not exhibit the characteristics of maternal
sensitivity that can be associated with supporting their children to expand their
ability to gain independent control of new information and internalize this (Tharp
and Gallimore, 1998). First of all, many of the attempts to exert authority and to
redirect their children’s focus discussed above were a response by parents to
children’s lack of engagement and responsiveness to their mediational efforts.
Secondly, while both parents were seen to be largely responsive to children’s
efforts to self-initiate, only occasionally ignoring these (see sections 6.3.3 and 6.8.3
in Chapter 6 above), often this was to only to acknowledge their efforts to selfinitiate rather than seek to build upon and work with their ideas (see for example
extracts 22, 23 and 26 between Nasser and Afaf and extracts 14, 15, 19 between
Mona and Anas. As reported in Chapter 3 above (see section 3.5.1) Mercer (2002)
highlights a number of ways in which teachers are seen to create an intermental
development zone which are by and large missing from the way in which Afaf and
Mona engage with their children’s efforts to self-initiate. Namely, the use of
question and answer sequences to help elaborate on children’s contributions, an
effort to promote strategic procedures to help children solve problems and make
sense of their experiences. One of the reasons this did not happen may well be
that on the whole parents did not systematically pause the DVD. Doing this would
have provided more opportunities for these things. While Mona did do this on
occasion, it was interesting to note that she did not tend to do this as a means of
elaborating on Anas’ contributions. In fact, on the occasion where he asked his
mother to rewind to listen to a song again, Mona ignored this (see extract 11 in
chapter 6 above).
To sum up, an analysis of the strategies used by parents to regulate the
mediational dialogue they engaged in with their children provides important insights
into the quality of parental mediation. It suggests that while parents generally
employed scaffolding strategies for promoting their children’s comprehension and
production of English language which align with those recommended in the
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literature an examination of their regulatory strategies shows that by and large they
remained unresponsive to their children’s (evolving) needs and failed to build upon
and extend their children’s contributions to the dialogue that could help extend their
understanding and internalization of language. In other words, on the whole they
appeared less attuned to working with their children’s ZPD than they were to their
role in trying to ensure language was targeted for learning and that they effectively
manage the co-viewing activity. This was evidenced by parents’ tendency to overassist at times when their children showed clear evidence of ability to complete a
task, as well as missing opportunities to build up and extend upon the signals from
their children that they were ready to move on (see section 6.3.4 extract 22 & 23
and section 6.8.4 extract 14 in chapter 6 above).
7.6.3 Parental strategies to mediate cultural content
A final set of mediational strategies used by parents were those associated with
mediating the cultural content of the DVDs they co-viewed with their children. As
explained above, both Nasser and Anas primarily focused their attention on
understanding the storyline of the DVDs and both were seen to raise questions
about the underlying norms values implicit in some of the behaviours and activities
they encountered which they perceived to be different to those they understood as
operating in their own cultural world. These centred on gendered norms of
behaviour and the acceptability of songs, magic and food types. It was interesting
to note that parental efforts to mediate cultural content only occurred as a response
to children’s questions about the things they observed. In other words, parents
offered no commentary on cultural norms and behaviours other than as a response
to their children’s questions, concentrating exclusively on language items spoken.
Two strategies were identified regarding the efforts by parents to mediate cultural
content. Firstly, and most commonly, parents either ignored or side-stepped their
child’s query. In some instances this was because Afaf and Mona are unclear how
to explain puzzling contradictions which contravene Islamic values (such as why a
male character is wearing a skirt). In others it seems that parents view the question
as a distraction from the main purpose of co-viewing; to increase their children’s
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English language comprehension and production. The second strategy, one used
more by Mona than by Afaf, was to try to explain the difference, such as for
example with regard to the difference between forbidden magic and doing magic
tricks, and between singing and music.
These findings help highlight how part of the task of someone who is involved in
supporting children’s additional language learning where resources are used which
originate from outside the child’s cultural setting will be to mediate culture as well
as language. From the Vygotskian socio-cultural perspective on mediation,
mediation is always targeted towards helping socialise children into their own
society’s norms and values and it is not surprising; therefore, if parents, such as
the ones in this study, feel uncertain as to how to proceed when children raise
questions about cultural ways of being which differ from those their parents have
worked hard to socialise them into. To the best of my knowledge, this aspect of
parental mediation of foreign language learning (or teachers’ mediation of this) has
not been highlighted in research studies to date. These findings suggest it is an
important area to investigate further, especially since the teaching of foreign
languages (especially English) to young children is so commonplace worldwide
(Rich, 2014).
7.7 Reflection on the outcomes of parental mediation on children’s attitudes
and language development
Another way to reflect on the quality of parental mediation practices is to consider
what the outcomes of parents’ efforts to mediate are. As explained in Chapter 1 of
this thesis, it was not the aim of the study I undertook to show the impact of
parental mediation on children’s language learning outcomes by demonstrating, for
example, a positive correlation between the use of a particular mediational strategy
and a language outcome. Rather, I hoped to develop a deeper understanding of
what parents do and why while mediating co-viewing of English programmes with
their children with a view to making a number of recommendations for how parents
can be helped to take up their role as important sources of support alongside
teachers in enhancing their children’s language learning. An examination of
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attitudinal and observable language gains was therefore seen to provide some
useful qualitative indicators as to whether the experience of co-viewing was
perceived to be worthwhile and beneficial for the two children who took part in this.
Results revealed a number of benefits which I will discuss below.
7.7.1 Improvements in children’s language proficiency
Data on the language benefits from co-viewing with their parents were obtained
through examining the co-viewing sessions, the results of discussions I had with
each child in their final interview and parental observation of their children’s
engagement with and production of English in the home outside of co-viewing
situations. As explained in Chapter 4 (see 4.8.2) for these children, at the early
stages of language learning, production was seen to include repetition of words
and formulaic language as well as the much rarer instances when they attempted
to generate or use English creatively themselves. As can be seen from tables 7.5
and 7.6 below, children do not produce a great deal of English while co-viewing
with their parents and what is mostly through the repetition of single word
utterances. As tables 7.5 and 7.6 show Nasir and Anas’s production of English
vocabulary is on average 5-6 words over the (10 -12) co-viewing sessions.
Table (7.5) Nasir’ use of language over the 12 co-viewing sessions
1
1 Handy
many,

3

4

Hello

Movie

Wait

I

Music Squeeze I am

3 Popcorn

Voice

No

Long Hello

4 Turner

Fluffy

Come
Fluffy

5 Flicker

Toy
mouse

Popcorn

Thanks

Thank you Thank you Popcorn

Tools

OK

Manny

2 Movie Night

6
7

2
Handy
Manny
What
Happen

People

5

6

7

hand Hair

Tools

in

Short

Hammer

Two

9

10

Sticky Fix Felipe
Tools

Come in
Yellow
tools
Mr.
Blue
Lopart

This
Manny

Car

I

10

Thank
you

mafak

Yes

See

squeeze

Tools

What
Yes

Wusty
(Rusty)

12
TOTAL

67 words

Average = 67/ 12
5.6 words per session

About 5 to 6 words per session
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Monkey

No

No
is

12

turner

Hammer

11

11
Thank
you

Monkey

Squeeze

8 Monkey
9

8

See

Table (7.6) Anas’s use of language over the 10 co-viewing sessions
1
1

2

3

Hop hop

Hide &

What

2

Jumping

Seek

Hello

3

Electricity Apple

Russia

4
5
6

Ice
Sign

Hop hop
Jumping

Manny

4
Butterfly
Good
morning
Her name
is
Jackie
NO

5
6
7
EE-I-EE- On the Corn
I-O
stage
Flakes
Song

Leaves

Park
Cookies
Longer

Mr Lopart

7
8
9
10

8

9

Saving

Microphone

House

Shark

Tool

Cut

You break it

Turner

What

We fix it
What

Magic
Song

Pencil
Yellow

White & Red

Cat

Pillows

Painting

Mother

It’s a big job

Sing

Once a year

Mouse

turtle

What

11
12

Thanks Manny
Tools

Out

13

Bike

14

Work

15

Place

16

Lake

17

Turtles

18

Snake

19

Bridge

TOT 5

2

4

5

5

1

2

10

19

10

6
64 total

Anas produces about 6 English words per session

The picture regarding comprehension of vocabulary was more positive as
evidenced in their final interviews. In these, both children were able to recall the
meaning of most of the words I gave them. In these interviews they were also able
to comprehend some expressions that were said by the main characters in the
programmes and identify the persons who said them. This positive picture of the
linguistic benefits they took from watching the DVDs was also confirmed by parents
who claimed that they had noticed improvements in their children’s ability to recall
and use the language items they had acquired in between and after co-viewing
sessions.
Given the interest in the nature and quality of parental mediation in my study, it is
also important to see if the linguistic gains mentioned above can be associated
with parental mediational efforts. This requires attention to what Bruner (1983)
refers to as the handover principle, which is evidence of a move from other to self287

regulation, or independent functioning over time.

In my study handover was

evidenced from an examination of children’s developing language comprehension
and production as well as their efforts to self-initiate. As can be seen from tables
7.5 and 7.6 above, both children’s language production tended to increase over
time with both children producing more language in later co-viewing sessions than
earlier ones. Children’s comprehension also showed an increase over time, as did
their self-initiations, many of which also served to highlight their comprehension as
they comprised commentary on programme content or individual language items.
The tendency for these things to increase over time suggests that their parents’
efforts to mediate are a contributing factor.
7.7.2 Increases in strategic awareness of themselves as foreign language
learners
Another benefit of the co-viewing experience, which seemed to point more directly
to the impact of parental mediation on the children’s engagement with English, was
a greater awareness of themselves as English language learners. Again, this is
evidenced at least in part, by the nature of their self-initiations over time which
shows a growing awareness of an ability to focus on discreet language items rather
than only on the story line. From parents accounts, it seemed that the awareness
of themselves as foreign language learners and the fact that their parents were
able to support them with this, encouraged children to experiment and engage
more actively with English with their siblings and parents. As noted in Chapter 6,
for example, Nassir was observed to use simple English words when playing with
his sisters and Anas showed a greater interest in English he encountered in his
everyday life, such as in signs on shop fronts.
7.7.3 Motivational and attitudinal benefits of co-viewing
As suggested above, one of the biggest benefits of the co-viewing experience for
both children was an appreciation of the fact that their parents could assist them
with their language learning. Closely linked to this was an awareness expressed by
both children of the quality time with their parents that the co-viewing opportunity
had provided for them and both Nasir and Anas indicated that they would like to
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have more opportunities to co-view programmes with their mothers. It seemed that
the parental interest in their English language learning was closely linked to their
increased interest and engagement with English mentioned above.
One of the most important benefits of an early start with English is seen to be the
development of positive attitudes (Rich, 2014) as this is fundamental to maintaining
momentum for English language learning throughout childhood and into adulthood.
Therefore, the interest and growing awareness of themselves as language learners
brought about by the opportunity to have one to one dialogues with their parents is
an important indicator of the quality of parental mediation. However, as earlier
discussion on the quality of parental mediation strategies shows there are still a
number of ways the quality of parental dialogues can be further enhanced.
7.8 Implications and Recommendations of the Study
In this section, I will discuss the implications of the study findings. I will first
consider the insights these provide into the nature of parental mediation both in
general and more specifically with regard to the mediation of children’s foreign
language learning in particular. Namely, the understanding of this as a dynamic coconstructed situated phenomenon which involves interplay between parents,
children and task as well as the socio-cultural setting where this takes place. I will
then consider some important practical implications of the study findings with
regard to how parents can be better supported to ensure they develop the sorts of
pedagogical dialogues that can maximise their potential and important role in
assisting their children’s developing knowledge and skills in the English language.
7.8.1 Parental mediation as a complex multifaceted activity
The conceptual framework underpinning this study was one which was informed by
a Vygotskian view of the development of human thought as mediated by social
worlds and the people and artifacts within these. As was explained in chapter 3,
from this perspective, learning with others in social worlds has an important impact
on children’s development and the concept of the zone of proximal or next
development (the ZPD) was proposed by Vygotsky as a way to understand how
significant others in a child’s world (such as parents) can mediate learning in ways
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that enhance children’s development. Informed by Vygotsky’s own understanding
of the ZPD and a number of different frameworks to describe the ZPD and how this
can be operationalised in practice, I presented a view of the ZPD as a dialogic
activity in which parents work in collaboration with children to assist them in moving
from their current level of development to the next. I also proposed that the ZPD is
best understood as co-constructed by both parents and their children as evolving
over time and this informed both the study design and the data analysis process.
This meant that I acknowledged the importance of establishing how parents
interact with children in ways that will lead to their ability to self-regulate (Diaz, Neal
& Amaya-Williams, 1992) as well as the ways in which children engage with
parental efforts and their independent efforts to steer parental mediational
practices to better meet their developing needs over time (Lidz & Gindis, 2003).
In contrast to many of the studies reported in chapter 3 above, in this study I
adopted a grounded inquiry approach to examining parental mediation. This has
been a useful way to deepen an understanding of parental mediation. As was
shown in Chapter 3 above, there is already an appreciation of the need to continue
to develop an understanding of the role that culture plays in parental mediation and
of the need to examine parental mediation from a dialogic perspective. As I will
elaborate below, my research findings have helped to add further to this growing
awareness of these two central components of Vygotskian mediational theory and
the relationship between them. First of all, they have helped highlight how parental
mediation is best understood as a complex activity system involving the dynamic
interplay between the people (parents and their children) and task which come
together to inform the mediational dialogue that develops and which in turn exerts
its own influence over the understandings of the activity of mediation that parents
and their children are engaged with when working together on a particular task.
Secondly, they have also helped highlight the ways in which mediation is a
socioculturally informed practice. In other words how it takes place within a given
sociocultural setting and acknowledges and makes use of wider socio cultural
norms and values as well as the mental images or “cultural scripts” (Dhingra, 2007)
of the expected mode of behaviour in a particular setting, such as when engaged in
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instructional activities. In addition, in parental mediation of foreign language
learning, another aspect of this complexity highlighted by the findings is that the
cultural norms, values and scripts employed in the materials may differ markedly
from local norms, values and scripts and pose particular dilemmas for mediators.
The ways in which mediational dialogues are constructed and the relationship
between these and socio-cultural settings is visually represented in Figure 7.1
below. This figure illustrates a need to look at individual activity (such as parental
mediation strategies) in relation to other components of the activity that is parental
mediation. By treating parental mediation as an activity system it allows us to
understand the complexities involved in resolving a task and also the complexities
involved in constructing the task that parents and their children are working on.
Figure (7.1) Parental mediation as a complex activity system

(target language culture norms
and values)

Task

Parent

Mediational

Child

Dialogue

(Wider sociocultural norms value systems and scripts)
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 Insights into the dialogic nature of parental mediation.
In Figure (7.1) above, arrows are used to show the inter-relationship between
parent, child, task, and dialogue that was uncovered in my data. Arrows from
parents are thicker to highlight their central role in shaping the mediational
dialogue. On the one hand, arrows point inwards towards mediational dialogue to
indicate the way that the parent, child and task can all be seen as helping to shape
the mediational dialogue that takes place. However, arrows also point towards
parent, child and task to indicate the ways in which over time the dialogue that
developed served to act upon and direct the actions of parent child and task.
Finally, arrows between parent and task and child and task are designed to show
how both brought with them a sense of what the task of co-viewing English T.V.
programmes might be, which was one of the main areas of tension noted in the
findings. Finally, to represent the ways in which the mediational dialogue and the
way this was developed was linked to the sociocultural setting and needed to take
on board other sociocultural norms and values associated with the materials being
used to promote English, the mediational dialogue and the visual representation of
its relationship to parent, child and task was positioned in two wider circles.
Adopting a dialogic understanding of mediation has enabled me to reveal a
snapshot of the sorts of ‘intermental developmental zone’ (Mercer, 2002) that
parents create through conversations with their children and highlighted the
importance of maternal sensitivity or responsiveness to their children as significant
to the quality of the mediational process. However, these case studies have also
highlighted another dimension of parent-child mediational dialogues which has to
the best of my knowledge received no attention in the literature. Namely,
mediational dialogues as negotiated activities where parents and children work to
reach a consensus on the nature of the task they are engaged in. In both of the two
case studies I reported in Chapter 6, parents and their children showed
disagreement at times as to the nature of the task they were undertaking and in
both cases parents sought to impose order on the dialogue pushing children to
focus on certain things and often ignoring their preferences and concerns.
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In other words, taking a grounded inquiry approach to understanding parental
mediation has enabled me to demonstrate the ways in which power operates in
learning conversations and how this can impact on mediational processes. Parentchild mediational dialogues naturally imbue parents with more control over the
mediational process and part of the role of parent as mediator is to push children to
work in their ZPD. However, what the data in my study also revealed is a parental
tendency to impose an understanding of the activity they were engaged in with
their children sometimes at the expense of responding to children’s’ needs and in
ways which were more designed to maintain their own authority. Children’s nonresponse, and indication of displeasure or frustration were often overlooked by
parents who showed little responsiveness or effort to accommodate children’s
needs. What this highlights is how parental mediational strategies both shape and
constrain the development of mediational dialogue and therefore how they have an
important impact on the way in which tasks are understood and how they should
be resolved (Doehler, 2002).
In the two case studies reported in chapter 6 above, the mediational dialogues
produced by parents and their children go through a number of phases. Initially,
both parents and children work to try to establish the nature of the activity they are
engaged in. However, when parental versions of these activities are challenged,
parents seek to impose their view of the nature of the activity they are engaged in
on the children and eventually, towards the end of the four week period, a routine
or sense of status quo has been established and this routine is seen to inform
parental and child expectations of what they are doing. In other words, children
accommodate themselves to what their parents understand the nature of the
activity to be, as can be seen for example in Nasir’s volunteering to tell his mother
what certain vocabulary items mean (see Extract 20 & 21 in Chapter 6 above).
However, conformity and agreement about the task at hand are not necessarily
evidence of effective mediation. On the basis of these findings, I believe that more
research is needed into the relationship between the learning orientated and
regulatory components of mediational dialogue, how far and in what ways they can
work together to create supportive learning conditions and in what ways they may
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work against each other, to create a routine or formula which enables everyone to
cooperate and agree on the task characteristics but is no longer producing the
sorts of conversations which feed into children’s ZPDs.
 Factors impacting on parental mediation: the significance of culture and task.
A number of possible influential factors on parental mediation mentioned in
research accounts (as shown in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis) were examined via
the questionnaire stage of my study which showed that none of the possible
influential factors on parental mediation practices (which included occupation,
socioeconomic status, educational qualifications and gender for example) were
seen as statistically significant. However, as shown in Figure 7.1 above, it can be
seen that the sociocultural environment is seen to exert an important influence on
the mediational dialogue that is constructed by parents and their children. The
importance of culture has already been established in the literature on culture and
parental mediation, but as explained in chapter 3, there is little available insight into
the relationship between parental mediational strategies and the sorts of
mediational dialogues that develop, although Kozulin (2002: 28) argues “the social
and cultural goals of a given community and the symbolic mediators available to its
members will leave their imprint on the parameters and styles of mediation.” In
other words, that it is important to gain more understanding of the socioculturally
situated nature of parental mediation, particularly if finding ways to support and
improve parental mediational efforts is seen as important as it is in my study.
There is some evidence from the interviews with Afaf and Mona that the mothers’
approach to problem-solving was influenced by cultural norms or scripts regarding
the roles that educators and student should play which they themselves had been
exposed to as learners. Important features of these include top-down teacher
dominated approaches to education (Alabdelwahab, 2002) and what Afaf and
Mona referred to as ‘traditional’ teaching in their interviews which they saw as
comprising memorization and written quizzes (Afaf) and rote memorization (Mona).
Since parents were not provided with any insights into how to promote mediation or
what the nature and objectives of the co-viewing task was, it is perhaps not
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surprising that they drew upon cultural scripts on what to do in instructional
conversations which were grounded in their experience of school. In other words,
that they looked at co-viewing from the perspective of a ‘school’ task which from
their own experience of a didactic approach to teaching led them to assume the
task had a performative goal, which research has suggested leads parents to be
more directive and controlling (Renshaw & Gardiner, 1990) It seems likely that
these cultural scripts not only impacted on the sorts of things they sought to
address through their mediational practice but also lay behind their authoritative
stance towards the children, their efforts to keep them engaged with their own
understanding of the task they were engaged in and their failure to engage
seriously with children’s efforts to re-negotiate parental efforts to regulate the task.
It is likely that family structure, which typically places emphasis on a directive and
authoritative role in the Middle East, may also help explain parental mediational
styles and their children’s responses to these. Since very few studies have tried to
create grounded understandings of the relationship between parental mediation
and sociocultural setting, the insights provided in this study can be seen as a
welcome contribution to deepening an understanding of parental mediation
strategies and cultural background, suggesting that sociocultural setting is
important to take into consideration as this can serve as an important starting point
in working out how to support parents and some of the challenges that will need to
be worked with in order to ensure that parental mediational strategies are effective.
Another interesting dimension on the relationship between culture and parental
mediational strategy was the need to mediate other cultures as part of the task of
mediating English T.V. programmes. This was almost always presented as a need
to respond to questions from children about the differences between their
understanding of their own cultural norms and values and those presented in the
DVD. This was a challenging aspect of mediating the T.V. English programmes for
parents and as was evident, where possible this was something they side-stepped
or ignored. The reasons for this are worthy of further exploration. They may
suggest a belief that foreign language learning needs to be separated from foreign
culture learning, although questionnaire results did not suggest this.
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A final observation, worthy of further exploration which I have not seen explicitly
addressed in research about mediating children’s learning, whether with parents or
in class, is a consideration of the ways in which the artifact (in this case English
T.V. programmes) can influence the nature of the mediational dialogue that
develops. TV co-viewing as a mediational activity is, for example very different
from bicycle riding or learning to write. Each artifact demands different sorts of
mediational activity and mediational strategies from parents. In the case of T.V.
viewing, speed of imagery and language makes the mediation of this artifact much
more demanding in some ways than, helping children learn to write practice writing
techniques. One of the parents in my study (and her son too) started to appreciate
a need to regulate the pace of content delivery of the DVD used (using the pause
and rewind buttons), and it would seem important to help parents develop similar
strategies for managing the artifact that they are helping to mediate with their
children. More studies which try to identify differences in the strategic ways
children can be assisted to develop their foreign language skills with different
artifacts is important. As shown in Figure 7.1 above, it is not only parental and
child perceptions on what the nature of the task is that they are undertaking that
can affect the mediational dialogue between them but also the nature of the artifact
that is being worked with. This sets parameters for the nature of the tasks that can
be developed to help children work more effectively with the artifact and this also
informs the nature of the mediational dialogue that parents and child develop.
7.8.2 The importance of initiatives to support parents to create quality
mediational dialogues
The overall picture emerging from the findings of my study is that like parents
everywhere, the Saudi Arabian parents who took part in my study have both an
interest and a desire to help improve their children’s educational chances.
Moreover, they are actively engaged in trying to do this. With regard to supporting
their children’s English language learning in particular, they also seem wellequipped for this. Results show the conditions for English language learning via
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TV, as well as via other electronic media are readily available in Saudi households
and together with their positive attitudes towards English and their beliefs that their
proficiency level is adequate for working with young children, point to the existence
of excellent opportunities for parental involvement in children’s foreign language
learning through co-viewing of English T.V. programmes. The results of my study
also show that many parents are already engaged in trying to mediate their
children’s learning, although the analysis of the mediation dialogue of the two
parent-child dyads in chapter 6 also shows that there are a number of ways this
could be improved to make this more attuned to working in children’s ZPDs. While
there were a number of perceived beneficial outcomes from the four week long
intervention the two parent-child dyads engaged in, there were also a number of
ways this might have been made more successful – namely a more responsive
approach from the parents which sought to build upon children’s own contributions
and encouraged and welcomed their voice in the mediational dialogue to a greater
degree.
The important role that parents play in supporting children’s learning and
development, and the potential of Saudi parents to mediate their children’s English
learning as demonstrated by this study calls for the development of support
structures to help them maximise this potential. The findings point to some
important aspects of mediation with young learners that parents need additional
support with on the basis of the findings presented in Chapters 5 and 6. Some of
these refer to mediational techniques in general and others refer more specifically
to improving their mediation of T.V. viewing and foreign language learning in
particular.
SCT believes that true learning occurs when the learner actively transforms his
world and does not merely conform to it (Donato, 1994). Too much concentration
on skills and fixed routines make children develop one-way of thinking that rejects
whatever does not conform to the existing knowledge, this hinders their abilities to
deal with tasks that require complex thinking, and, in turn, could retard students’
abilities to develop multiple skills required for their success in their academic life
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(Kennedy, 1997; Kubota, 1998; Spack, 1988; Marshall, 1987). I believe that the
insights provided by Dewey’s (1997) work on the importance of experience for
children’s learning and development is an important way to frame the concept of
the ZPD with parents. This points to a need to encourage parents to, first and
foremost, prioritise making co-viewing a stimulating and fun experience for their
children as well as meaningful and relevant to the development and growth of their
child as a whole person (Williams and Burden, 1997). This is important to
encourage parents to move away from a very prescribed understanding of their
role as ‘teachers’ rather than faciliators borne out of the dominant cultural scripts
regarding educational practice available to them in Saudi Arabia as discussed in
section 7.8.1 above. As was seen in the results of the case study, taking this
‘teacher’ stance tended to mean that parents were preoccupied with concrete
language outcomes and exerting control over the dialogue with their children rather
than being responsive to their children’s evolving needs and building upon their
contributions.
Within this framing of the ZPD as a learning experience, parents can also be made
aware of interactional strategies which promote more equitable dialogues, ones
which value and build upon their children’s contributions and encourage and
empower them to take greater charge of their learning as discussed by Baraldi
(2008), reported in Chapter 3 above. In other words, how to change a “passive”
viewing experience into one where children are positioned as active meaningmakers, questioning content, and developing important information, skills, values,
and behaviour (Collins et al, 1981; Salomon, 1977) through a process of reflection
and experimentation.
Parents also need support on how best to handle cultural content. I believe that in
the 21st century and alongside the increasing globalized nature of the world we live
in, it is important that parents reflect on and develop a strategy to help mediate
culture alongside the target language and also come to realise that there is no
harm in learning about another culture. In fact, it is through this critical enterprise
that important cross-cultural bridges are formed. However, to allow a safe and
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healthy parental mediation of culture of the target language, parents who are
interested in supporting their children’s learning of English, need to be guided to
adopt an intercultural approach to teaching EFL. Doing so will mitigate the risks of
incorporating target language culture when it isn’t desired and committing cultural
infractions by presenting material or ideas that the local culture does not find
culturally appropriate (Jenkins, 2008). Therefore, educators need to develop
materials which guide caregivers on the appropriate method of mediating the target
culture for all stages of education of English in Saudi Arabia, so that they help in
raising learners’ intercultural awareness and develop the skill of criticality reflecting
on the link between their local and other cultural realities (Baker, 2011; Alpetkin,
2002); connecting the global world of the English language and culture to the
learners’ own local world (Gray, 2002). Such Intercultural approach allow students
to understand the language and culture of American and British, in addition it also
helps them to have a deeper understanding of their own culture and encourages
them to develop their English proficiency for communicative practices (Fageeh,
2011: 70).
 Some proposed support mechanisms to help enhance parents’ potential
mediational capacity.
The main purpose of the intervention study was to uncover an in depth
understanding of the mediational dialogue that parents construct with their children
and use this to critically reflect on the quality of the mediation provided by parents.
However, from the accounts of the two parents who took part in the case study
stage of the study, it appeared the intervention study was also seen to provide an
experiential opportunity for parents to try out mediation which provided them with
some valuable insights into how to improve their own mediational strategies.
Some of the benefits mentioned included how this helped them develop new
understandings of the role they could play in encouraging their child’s interest and
enthusiasm for English. They also highlighted the insights they had gained from
their participation into the learning process itself and the ways in which this made
them more aware of the value of listening, greater flexibility and more awareness of
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parental potential to enhance learning experiences and a better understanding of
why things go wrong.
The benefits identified by parents were made possible by the structured space that
the study design created alongside the commitment of the parents to engage in the
12 co-viewing sessions. I believe that an important support mechanism is,
therefore, that parents are provided with support and guidance on how to create a
co-viewing routine with their children. In addition, bearing in mind some of the
problems identified in the approach to parental mediation in the two case studies, I
believe that parents should be supported with a set of guiding principles regarding
how to build supportive dialogues while co-viewing to facilitate their children’s
learning. The provision of more structured support would, I believe make coviewing a more efficient and ultimately enjoyable learning experience for parents
and encourage them to do this more often.
While, ideally, schools and teachers should play a key role in helping parents
mediate their children’s learning, in Saudi Arabia, given the limited appreciation of
the role parents can play as partners in children’s learning, this is not currently a
realistic way to develop support mechanisms for encouraging parents to improve
the ways they try to support their children’s English language learning. I believe
that attention to the development of effective home school partnerships in Saudi
Arabia is long overdue and that the Ministry of Education needs to do more in the
way of training and development of school heads and teachers to build a greater
awareness of how to encourage parental involvement and ways to support this as
well as develop a home-school liaison policy that schools are required to enact. In
the absence of attention to these things, I believe that an alternative would be for
the Ministry of Education or other body to set up a Parental Support website which
would offer advice and guidance. This could include information on appropriate and
easily sourced resources to help children learn English (as well as other subjects)
at different ages and indicators of ways these could be most effectively exploited. It
should also offer guidelines on how to develop effective pedagogic dialogues with
children, drawing upon research into these things reported in chapter 3 as well as
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the insights gained from my own study which has identified potential challenges
and issues that need to be addressed by parents in Saudi Arabia in particular.
Below is a list of what I see as the core principles for effective parent-child
pedagogic dialogue informed by the principles of mediation and the ZPD that
should be at the centre of these guidelines. While these are discussed with
reference to English learning through co-viewing in particular, they are ones that
could be employed by parents to create effective learning dialogues for any area of
the school curriculum and with respect to any mediational means that parents
disposal.
As a parent you can support your child by:
 Creating enjoyable and motivating learning experiences for your child.
This should be one that will help your child feel enthusiastic about the
topic, develop positive attitudes and increase their self-confidence.
 Creating a regular time to sit with your child in a comfortable and
relaxing learning environment.
 Being responsive to your child’s comments and try to build upon their
own interests and observations.
 Listening to your children so you can notice changes in their interest
and development.
 Using questions and explanations to ‘push’ children to notice new
language.
 Using plenty of praise and avoid negative feedback.
 Thinking carefully about cultural content and how to deal with this in
positive ways that help your child appreciate differences.
 Consulting with teachers and friends to identify suitable material.
 Finding ways to reinforce new language in other activities and
conversations in the home and out in the world.
 Being aware of what children are covering in school and encouraging
children to make links between new language encountered in coviewing and children’s school work.
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It is my hope that the guidelines above can be promoted through the website
initiative proposed above in the not too distant future in Saudi Arabia and that this
will provide the stimulus for more awareness and interest in the importance of
parental involvement in children’s education on the part of parents as well as
among head teachers and others in schools allowing parents to develop and
enhance their potential as partners in their children’s education.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion
In this final chapter of the thesis, by way of a conclusion, I will summarise the aims
of the study reported and highlight what I see as the main contributions to
knowledge emanating from the findings to be. I will then go on to critically reflect on
the process of undertaking the study and offer some suggestions for possible
future research directions.
As observed in Chapter 1 of this thesis, it is widely acknowledged that parents play
an important role in their children’s learning, including their foreign language
learning. In mainstream education, and more recently in the field of TESOL as well
(see for example, Linse et al, 2014; Midraj & Midraj, 2011) a central focus of
research accounts has been on home-school partnerships and identifying ways to
maximise parental engagement with these. However, to date there is still a very
limited understanding of the ways that parents support their children’s learning at
home. I believe that uncovering what parents are doing is an important first step to
helping schools identify the most effective ways to build these partnerships and
can contribute to better home-school dialogues, ones that could help parents
develop their capacity to support their children’s learning.
With the above in mind, as well as seeking to capture a sense of parental beliefs
about their involvement in their children’s education the mixed-method study
reported in this thesis has also sought to examine parental practices and factors
which may impact on these. In particular, it has sought to deepen an understanding
of the quality of the educative or pedagogic conversations that parents have with
their children, and has employed a Vygotskian mediational framework for this
purpose.
The decision to undertake this inquiry in Saudi Arabia was for a number of
reasons. In part this reflected my own interest in this topic as a Saudi parent who
works to support my own children’s efforts to learn English as a foreign language
and my belief that uncovering parents ability to utilize foreign language learning
resources freely available at home (particularly those offered by T.V. programmes)
could highlight parental potential to support children’s school learning which is
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given very little acknowledgement in Saudi Arabia and has to date received no
research attention.
8.1 Contribution to knowledge and recommendations
The findings of this thesis have made a number of contributions to knowledge and
these will be considered in turn below along with some related recommendations
for practice and areas for further research.
First of all, the results of the study reported in Chapters 5 and 6, and discussed in
Chapter 7, have highlighted a number of important points about Saudi Arabian
parents’ mediational attitudes and practices, both in general, and with regard to
mediating their children’s foreign language learning through co-viewing T.V.
programmes. The picture that emerges from the overview provided by the survey
undertaken with 262 parents surveyed together with the more in-depth
perspectives offered by the two parents who took part in the second part of the
research, is that Saudi Arabian parents, as elsewhere, are interested to support
their children’s learning and are actively engaged in trying to do so. Their reported
efforts to assist their children, present a positive picture of Saudi parents as keen
to be involved in their children’s education, including in their English language
learning.
The findings of the two parent-child dyads that formed the focus of the second
stage of the study also shed some useful light on the quality of parental
mediational strategies employed in pedagogical dialogues with their children while
co-viewing English DVDs. Both parents were seen to use mediational strategies
which were linked with good ways of scaffolding learning. However, they also
revealed a number of shortcomings with these, including a lack of responsiveness
to children’s evolving ability to self-regulate, a tendency to be over-directive and
controlling and uncertainty as to how to mediate the cultural norms and values in
the EFL materials they encountered.
Collectively these results have demonstrated that, contrary to assumptions of many
educators in Saudi Arabia, parents already exhibit positive attitudinal orientations
towards supporting their children and are proactive in seeking to do so. These are
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important starting points for building school partnerships and highlight some
important things that could usefully be the focus of attention. Namely, a need to
help parents move away from teaching their children towards supporting their
children’s learning. This requires that schools develop a home-learning policy as
part of a wider home school dialogue. While there are many freely available
resources on the internet to help schools collect information about parents and
ideas to help them develop a home learning policy, I believe that a research-led
strategy should form a central element in building and developing an informed
understanding of how to best draw upon the potential of parents to help advance
their children’s foreign language learning or other areas of the curriculum. While
this can take place at a school level, it is important for the Ministry of Education in
Saudi Arabia to realise the important role it can take in identifying the needs of
parents and evaluating the impact of school-led interventions to support parents. It
is hoped that the findings of this study can help raise awareness and stimulate
interest and discussion among decision-makers in Saudi Arabia regarding parental
involvement and will support the creation of a national policy on home-school
partnerships.
A second broader contribution to knowledge from this study is a view of parental
mediation as a complex activity system comprising a dynamic and evolving
interplay between parents, children, task and artefact with reference to both local
cultural norms and values in the local setting and other norms and values made
visible in the resources used. Most research into parental mediation has tended to
concentrate on parental mediational strategies as the central component of
effective mediation and has sought to ‘measure’ the impact of these on learning. In
contrast, the research strategy used in this study has been one which been
designed to deepen an understanding of what parents do in the belief that
developing richer and more comprehensive understandings of parental mediation
is essential to identifying what sorts of interventions might be useful. The findings
of this study have shown that the quality of mediation resides in the dialogue that
evolves between parents and their children. That is to say that parental mediation
is best understood as dialogic in nature with parental mediational strategies
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comprising only one facet of the dialogue. I believe more research which adopts a
grounded inquiry approach to parental mediation and acknowledges it as a
complex system is an important way forward which can provide more informed
understandings of parental mediation.
A third contribution to knowledge from this study, one revealed by the grounded
inquiry approach taken, relates to some of the insights this has provided into the
relationship between parental mediation and culture. Factors such as parental
occupation, socio-economic status and educational level which have been linked to
differences in the amount and nature of parental mediation were not seen as
statistically significant in this study. However, it has highlighted the role that culture
plays in parental mediation of children’s foreign language learning. On the one
hand, it has provided some insights into the socio-culturally constructed nature of
parental mediation adding to a still limited understanding of this in non-western
settings. It has also highlighted the fact that mediating children’s foreign language
learning also entails the mediation of new cultural norms and values and the
challenges this poses for parents. I believe that there is a need to deepen an
understanding of parental mediation of culture in foreign language learning and
that more research into this as well as into how to help parents develop their ability
to promote their children’s intercultural awareness is important.
Finally, the results of this study have helped highlight the need to give
consideration to the relationship between tools, artifacts and perception of task and
parental mediation. Parents and children’s understanding of task was something
that was subject to considerable negotiation in the two parent-child dyads I
explored and I believe impacted on the mediational dialogue that evolved.
However, on another level, it appeared that the task and the mediational dialogue
were themselves mediated by the fact that the activity was watching T.V.
programmes. It is important to consider what sorts of opportunities this opens up
for mediated learning with children but also the way this can constrain parental
mediation possibilities as well. I believe, for example, that the mediation of T.V.
programmes is different from mediation through a shared reading activity and more
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research into how mediation works differently depending on the mediational
artefact and tasks is important. With this information, for example, more guidance
can be offered to parents on effective ways of mediating the artefact itself, and the
differences between, for example working with a book, computer programme or
DVD can be highlighted.
8.2 Some final personal reflections
Undertaking the study into parental mediation in Saudi Arabia has been an
interesting although also challenging learning journey as a novice researcher. As
explained above and in Chapter 1, my motivation for this study was generated out
of my own personal interest in how, as a mother of five children, I could support my
children’s learning of English as a foreign language and make better use of the
readily available English resources in Saudi households. However, I quickly
discovered that there was little research literature available to help guide me in
designing my research inquiry or in determining what sorts of things should be
covered. I also discovered that research into any aspect of parental involvement is
in its infancy in the Arab world and also only just beginning to be researched in
English as a foreign language literature. It was exciting to discover that my
research would be breaking new ground but also daunting. Given the lack of
research, creating a conceptual framework to underpin the study and decisions on
how to design this took time.
As a novice qualitative researcher, I also found dealing with data collection and
analysis a very demanding experience, although also a good learning opportunity
as well. From developing the questionnaire, through to developing the more
ethnographic second stage of the study, I had to become familiar with a range of
different data collection techniques which has greatly increased my understanding
of the processes of undertaking educational techniques. I faced a number of
challenges with identifying participants for the second stage of the study in
particular and had to adjust my initial expectation that I would have been able to
video record parents and their children which would have enabled me to develop a
more multimodal analysis of the ways in which parents and children built and
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developed their own mediational dialogue. Finally, working out how to analysis and
present a large body of data was a real challenge at times.
Inevitably, there are a number of ways in which I could have undertaken my
research differently. It would, for example, have been interesting to have focused
on collecting more data from case studies, as these really provided me with the
most important insights into parental mediation. However, obtaining the views of
large numbers of parents through the survey also provided me with a global picture
which I believe is important to try to shift policy and practice in Saudi Arabia.
Therefore, on balance, I believe this approach has served my purposes and
succeeded in providing some useful insights which can help stimulate further
inquiry into parental mediation and which has also, I hope helped raise awareness
of the importance of this and of finding ways to support this within the Saudi
educational system as well as others around the world.
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Appendix (1)
A Letter of Permission from King Abdulaziz University to
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Appendix (2)
English and Arabic versions of the Questionnaire

Dear parents,
I am studying for a PhD at the University of Exeter in UK. This questionnaire is a
tool used for collecting information necessary for my thesis. It aims at exploring
parental mediation of English Language T.V. programmes in Saudi Arabia and its
contribution to children’s (aged 6-8 years) foreign language learning. Parental
mediation refers to the things that parents do with their children to support them
with their learning.
Your cooperation and your views will have a significant role in completing this
study. Please be assured that the answers you provide me with will be treated in
strict confidence and will only be used for the purpose of this research project.
Please note the followings:
Once you have completed this questionnaire, please pass it to your child
to return it to his/ her teacher at school in the envelope provided.
If you have any questions about this please feel free to contact me either
by email (na237@exeter.ac.uk) or by telephone (026707008).
With many thanks,
Najat Alsowayegh
PhD student, The University of Exeter, UK
To indicate that you have understood this and agree to complete this
questionnaire, please place a cross (X) in the box below.
I agree to complete this questionnaire: 
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Section (1):
1. Personal details


For each of the questions below, please tick the box that best applies to you.

1. How old are you?
(

) 25 – 30

) Less than 25 (

( ) 31 – 40

( ) Over 40

2. What is your gender?
(

) Female

(

) Male

3. What is your education?
( ) High School Diploma

( ) BA

( ) MA ( ) PhD

( ) other

4. What is your current occupation?
Specify please -------------------------------------------5. What is your marital status?
( ) Married

( ) Divorced

( ) Widowed

6. What is your husband/ wife’s education?
( ) High School Diploma

( ) BA

( ) MA ( ) PhD

( ) other

7. What is your husband’s / wife’s occupation?
Specify please ---------------------------------------------8. What is your nationality?
( ) Saudi

( ) other

9. How many children do you have? ------------------------------------------------------

10. What are their ages? ----------------------------------------------------------------------

11. What is their gender?----------------------------------------------------------------------12. Do your children have Saudi nationality?
( ) Yes

( ) No

13. Who does your child typically spend most time with outside school?
( ) mother

( ) father

( ) other family members

( ) maid

14. What is your family monthly income?
( ) 1500-3000SR

( ) 31000-5000SR

( ) 5100-8000SR ( ) 80100-12000

( ) More than 12000
15. What is your level of English?
( ) Poor ( ) Good

( ) Very Good

( ) Excellent

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please go to the next page to complete the questionnaire
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SECTION (2)
A. Your views on the role of parental support in children’s learning


Please read the following statements and indicate the extent to which you agree or
disagree with them by ticking (X) in the relevant box.
SA

= Strongly Agree

A

= Agree

N

= Neutral: neither agree nor disagree

D

= Disagree

SD

= Strongly Disagree

Parental support

SA

A

1. Can help children learn better.
2. Is a parental responsibility towards children’s learning.
3. Makes a difference to children’s learning.
4. Improves children’s success at school.
5. Facilitates children’s understanding.
6. Improves children’s cognitive ability.
7. Helps children develop the ability to become successful in
learning independently.
8. Provides children with a secure environment for learning.
9. Helps children develop problem-solving skills.
10. Encourages better school attendance.
11. Leads to fewer behavioural problems at school.
12. Promotes children’s language learning.
13. Promotes children’s learning of social values.

Please go to the next page to complete the questionnaire
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N

D

SD

B. Your current support of your child’s learning in general


Please choose the frequency that best describes your parental mediational practices
in general by ticking (X) in the relevant box.

.

Frequently

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

1. I help my child with homework.
2. I read books with my child.
3. I play educational games with my child.
4. I do computer activities together with my
child.
5. I help my child to learn from his/her errors.
6. I help my child to set his language learning
goals.
7. I help him/her solve problems in his/her
learning.
8. I encourage my child to evaluate his/ her
own progress.
9. I watch TV programmes with my child.
10. I help my child in choosing video games.
11. I encourage my child to have hobbies.
12. I practice some sports with my child.
 Please indicate any other things you do to support your children’s learning in the
space below:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Please indicate any other thing which make it difficult for you to support your
child’s learning in the space below:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please go to the next page to complete the questionnaire
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SECTION (3)
A. Your views on the importance of learning English


Please read the following statements and indicate the extent to which you
agree or disagree with them by ticking (X) in the relevant box.
SA

A

N

D

SD

1. Knowing English is a sign of being highly
educated in Saudi Arabia.
2. Learning English helps my child develop his/her
personality.
3. Learning English improves my child’s
understanding of different cultures and people.
4. Learning English is a must to cope with
modernization.
5. Speaking English is a sign of being influenced by
the West.
6. Learning English weakens the Arabic language.
7. It is important to use only Arabic in daily life.
8. The daily use of English reduces ties to Saudi
culture.

B. The extent of your use of English in daily life


Please choose the frequency that best describes your practices of English in your
daily life by ticking (X) in the relevant box.

Frequently
1. I read English newspapers.
2. I watch English TV programmes.
3. I read English books.
4. I speak English at home
5. I speak English at work.
6. I speak English when I travel.
7. I use English to search the internet.
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Sometimes

Rarely

Never

SECTION (4)
First: Your child’s viewing habits


Please answer the following questions by ticking one box:
1. How much T.V. does your child typically watch every day?
( ) less than 3 hours
( ) 3-5 hours
( ) more than 5 hours
( ) I don’t know
2. How much English T.V. does your child typically watch a day?
( ) None
( ) less than 3 hours
( ) more than 5 hours
( ) I don’t know

( ) 3-5 hours

3. Who does your child watch T.V. with most often? You may tick more than one.
( ) Mother
( ) Father
( ) Brothers/Sisters ( ) Maid ( ) others
( ) he/she normally watches T.V. on his/ her own
4. How many T.V. sets are there in your household?
( ) One
( ) two - three
( ) more than three
5. Does your child have a T.V. set in his/her bedroom?
( ) Yes
( ) No
6. Do you control your child’s viewing?
( ) Yes

( ) No

7. Do you use T.V. as a means for reward and punishment?
( ) Yes

( ) No

8. How often do you watch children programmes with your children?
( ) Very often (everyday)
( ) Seldom (a few times a month)

(
( ) Never

) Often (twice or more a week)

9. How often do you watch English T.V. programmes with your child?
( ) Very often (everyday)
Seldom (a few times a month)

(

) Often (twice or more a week) (

)

( ) Never

If you never watch English T.V. programmes with your child, please indicate your
reasons in the space below.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you do watch English T.V. programmes with your child, please go to section 5
below. If not, please go to section 6.
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SECTION (5)
First: Your views on the benefits of watching English T.V. programmes with your child


Please read the following statements and indicate the extent to which you agree or
disagree with them by ticking (X) in the relevant box.

I believe that co-viewing of English programmes with my
child is important because……

SA

A

1. I care about the value of what my child views.
2. I enjoy viewing with my child for entertainment.
3. I encourage my child to watch for educational purposes.
4. I can protect my child from imitating certain behaviours.
5. I can help my child to see English language learning as a fun
and pleasant activity.
6. I can make sure my child watches programmes appropriate to
his/her age.
7. I can make sure my child watches programmes with suitable
cultural content.
8. I can make sure my child watches programmes specially
designed to teach English.
9. I can help my child develop better English vocabulary.
10.Have the ability to write simple words in English.
11.Have the ability to read simple words in English.
12.Have some grammatical knowledge.

Please go to the next page to complete the questionnaire
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N

D

SD

Second: your current support of your child’s English T.V. viewing


Please choose the frequency that best describes your parental mediational practices of
your child’s English programmes by ticking (X) in the relevant box.
Frequently

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

1. I limit my child’s English T.V. viewing to a
certain time.
2. I co-view English programmes with my child.
3. I talk with my child about the English
programme we are co-viewing.
4. I translate T.V. content for my child.
5. I discuss the contents of the programme in a
critical way with my child.
6. I respond to my child’s questions about
English programmes.
7. I choose educational English programmes for
my child.
8. I choose entertaining English programmes
for my child.
9. I let my child choose any English programme
s/he likes to view.
10. I encourage my child to make predictions
about the programme to be viewed.
11. I discuss with my child the meaning of the
English programme.
12. I help my child to view T.V. English
programmes as a means for language
learning.
Section 6
 Please add anything else you would like to say about the ways you support English
T.V. viewing with your child in the space below.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Many thanks for your participation, which is much appreciated.
The second stage of this research will comprise some home visits where I will work with you and
your child. If you feel you might like to take part in the second stage of this research, I will be
extremely grateful if you could leave your email and your mobile/ telephone number.
Email address:

---------------------------------------------------------------

Mobile number:

--------------------------------------------------------------

Telephone number: ---------------------------------------------------------------
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حضرات اآلباء واألمهات األفاضل
السالم عليكم ورحمة هللا وبركاته .....
بين يديكم استبانة لجمع المعلومات الالزمة كجزء تطبيقي خاص برسالة الدكتوراه التي أقوم بإعدادها في مجال تعليم
اللغة اإلنجليزية كلغة ثانية .وهي بعنوان " دور الوالدين كوسيط في عملية تعليم اللغة اإلنجليزية ألبنائهم من خالل
مشاهدة برامج التلفزيون اإلنجليزية بالمملكة العربية السعودية " ويشمل ذلك كل ما يقوم به الوالدان من نشاطات للفئة
العمرية ( 8-6سنوات ) لدفع عملية التعلم.
آلرائكم النيرة وتعاونكم باإلجابة على هذه االستبانة دور كبير في إتمام رسالتي  ،علما بأن جميع اإلجابات ستحاط
بالسرية التامة وبدون تحديد أسماء ولن تستخدم إال ألغراض هذا البحث العلمي .شاكرة لكم حسن تعاونكم وجزاكم
هللا خيرا.
مالحظات:
 أرجو التكرم بتعبئة االستبانة خالل أسبوع. مرفق مع االستبانة ظرف للتأكيد على سرية المعلومات حيث أنها لن تفتح إال بيد الباحثة فقط  ،لذا أرجو وضعاالستبانة في الظرف المرفق وإغالقها بنفسك وإعطائها لطفلك ليسلمها لرائد /رائدة الصف في المدرسة..
 ولإلجابة على استفساراتكم يمكنكم مراسلتي على بريدي اإللكتروني:na237@exeter.ac.uk
أو االتصال بي على الهاتف6707008 :

الباحثة
نجاة حسين الصويغ
قسم التعليم  :تعليم اللغة اإلنجليزية كلغة ثانية
جامعة إكزتر بالمملكة المتحدة

مالحظة مهمة
جدا

للتأكيد على موافقتكم تعبئة هذه االستبانة ،أرجو وضع عالمة صح في المربع التالي:
أوافق على تعبئة هذه االستبانة
التاريخ-----------------------------:
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 الجزء األول  :البيانات الشخصية
 اختر اإلجابة المناسبة بوضع عالمة صح أمام الخيار المناسب
 .1كم عمرك؟
( ) أقل من ( 25

) 40 – 31 ) ( 30 -- 25

( ) أكثر من 40

 .2ما جنسك؟
( ) أنثى ( ) ذكر
 .3ما هو مستواك التعليمي؟
( ) شهادة الثانوية ( ) بكالوريوس ( ) ماجستير ( ) دكتوراه ( ) أخرى
 .4ما هي مهنتك الحالية؟
يرجى التحديد --------------------------------------------
 .5ما هو وضعك العائلي؟
( ) متزوج /متزوجة ( ) مطلق /مطلقة ( ) أرمل  /أرملة
 .6ما هو المستوى التعليمي لزوجك  /زوجتك
( ) شهادة الثانوية ( ) بكالوريوس ( ) ماجستير ( ) دكتوراه ( ) أخرى
 .7ما هي مهنة زوجك  /زوجتك الحالية؟
يرجى التحديد ---------------------------------------------
 .8ما هي جنسيتك؟
( ) سعودي  /سعودية ( ) أخرى
 .9كم عدد أطفالك ؟---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 .10ماهي أعمارهم؟----------------------------------------------------------------------
 .11ما جنسهم (إناث  /ذكور)؟ ----------------------------------------------------------------------
 .12هل يحملون الجنسية السعودية؟
( ) نعم

( ) ال

 . 13مع من يقضي طفلك معظم وقته بعد عودته من المدرسة ؟
( ) األم ( ) أفراد األسرة اآلخرين ( ) الخادمة ( ) األم و األب وأفراد األسرة اآلخرين
كل ما سبق
 .14ما هو دخل األسرة الشهري؟
( )  3000 -1500لاير (
(

) (

)  5000 - 3100لاير ( )  8000 - 5100لاير

)  12000 - 8000لاير ( ) أكثر من  12000لاير

 .15ما هو مستواك في اللغة اإلنجليزية؟
( ) ضعيف

(

) جيد

(

) جيد جدا
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(

) ممتاز

( )

 الجزء الثاني:
أ .وجهة نظرك في أهمية دعم الوالدين لتعلم األطفال

 الرجاء اختيار إجابة واحدة تبين إلى أي مدى تتفق أو تختلف مع العبارات المعطاة بوضع عالمة صح
في المربع المناسب للمعايير التالية( :أوافق بشدة  ،أوافق  ،ال أوافق  ،ال أوافق بشدة  ،محايد)

أوافق بشدة

دعم الوالدين لعملية التعلم.....
 .1يساعد األطفال على التعلم بشكل أفضل
.2يعتبر من مسؤولية الوالدين تجاه أطفالهم
.3يحدث فرقا في مستوى التعلم لدى األطفال
 .4يساعد على تقدم الطفل في المدرسة
 .5يسهل للطفل عملية االستيعاب والفهم
.6يحسن قدرة الطفل المعرفية
 .7يساعد األطفال على االعتماد على النفس في عملية التعلم بنجاح
 .8يوفر لألطفال بيئة آمنة للتعلم.
 .9يساعد األطفال على تطوير مهارات حل المشاكل بأنفسهم
.10يشجع األطفال بشكل أفضل على الحرص على الحضور في
المدرسة وعدم الغياب

.11يؤدي إلى تقليل مشاكل األطفال السلوكية في المدرسة
.12يحث األطفال على تعلم لغة أخرى
.13يعزز من تعلم القيم االجتماعية لدى األطفال
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أوافق

ال أوافق

ال أوافق بشدة

محايد

ب .ممارساتك الحالية لدعم تعلم طفلك بشكل عام
• الرجاء اإلجابة باختيار إحدى العبارات التي تصف مدى مساعدتك على تعليم طفلك بصورة عامة بوضع
عالمة صح في المربع المناسب للمعايير التالية( :كثيرا ،أحيانا ،نادرا  ،مطلقا)
كثيرا

أحيانا

نادرا

مطلقا

 .1أساعد طفلي على حل الواجبات المدرسية
 .2أقرأ بعض الكتب مع طفلي
 .3أمارس بعض األلعاب التعليمية مع طفلي
 .4أساعد طفلي في نشاطات الحاسوب
 .5أساعد طفلي على التعلم من أخطائه
 .6أساعد طفلي على وضع أهدافه لتعلم اللغة
 .7أساعد طفلي على حل مشاكله التعليمية بنفسه
 .8أشجع طفلي على تقييم تقدمه التعليمي بنفسه
 .9أشاهد مع طفلي البرامج التلفزيونية
 .10أساعد طفلي في اختيار ألعاب الفيديو
 .11أشجع طفلي على تنمية هواياته
 .12أمارس بعض األلعاب الرياضية مع طفلي



يرجى اإلشارة إلى أي نشاطات أخرى تقوم بها لدعم تعلم طفلك :

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

يرجى اإلشارة إلى الصعوبات التي تعيق دعمك لتعلم طفلك :
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 الجزء الثالث
أ .وجهة نظرك حول أهمية تعلم اللغة اإلنجليزية


الرجاء اختيار إجابة واحدة تصف إلى أي مدى تتفق أو تختلف مع العبارات المعطاة بوضع عالمة صح في
المربع المناسب للمعايير التالية( :أوافق بشدة  ،أوافق  ،ال أوافق  ،ال أوافق بشدة  ،محايد )
أوافق
بشدة

أوافق

ال أوافق

ال أوافق
بشدة

محايد

 .1معرفة اللغة اإلنجليزية عالمة على ارتفاع مستوى
التعليم في المملكة العربية السعودية
 .2تعلم اللغة اإلنجليزية يساعد طفلي على تطوير شخصيته
 .3تعلم اللغة اإلنجليزية يحسن فهم طفلي لمختلف الثقافات
والشعوب
 .4تعلم اللغة اإلنجليزية من العوامل المهمة لمواكبة التقدم
 .5التحدث باإلنجليزية داللة على التأثر بالغرب
 .6تعلم اللغة اإلنجليزية يضعف اللغة العربية
 .7من المهم استخدام اللغة العربية فقط في حياتنا اليومية.
 .8االستخدام اليومي للغة اإلنجليزية يقلل من االرتباط
بالثقافة السعودية

ب .مدى ممارستك للغة اإلنجليزية في حياتك اليومية
 الرجاء اختيار إجابة واحدة تبين مدى تعاملك مع اللغة اإلنجليزية بوضع عالمة صح في المربع المناسب
للمعايير التالية ( :كثيرا ،أحيانا ،نادرا ،مطلقا)
كثيرا
.1أقرأ الصحف اإلنجليزية
.2أشاهد برامج التلفزيون اإلنجليزية
 .3أقرأ الكتب اإلنجليزية
 .4أستخدم اللغة اإلنجليزية في المنزل
 .5أستخدم اللغة اإلنجليزية في العمل
 .6أستخدم اللغة اإلنجليزية في السفر
 .7أستخدم اللغة اإلنجليزية في البحث على اإلنترنت
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أحيانا

نادرا

مطلقا

 الجزء الرابع:
أ .عادات مشاهدة طفلك للتليفزيون
 اختر اإلجابة المناسبة بوضع عالمة صح أمام الخيار المناسب
. 1كم من الوقت يقضيه طفلك يوميا في مشاهدة التليفزيون؟
( ) أقل من  3ساعات ( )  5-3ساعات ( ) أكثر من  5ساعات ( ) ال أعرف
 .2كم من الوقت يقضيه طفلك يوميا في مشاهدة برامج التليفزيون اإلنجليزية؟
( ) ال يشاهد برامج التليفزيون اإلنجليزية ( ) أقل من  3ساعات ( )  5-3ساعات ( ) أكثر من  5ساعات ( ) ال أعرف
 .3مع من يشاهد طفلك برامج التليفزيون اإلنجليزية في أغلب األحيان؟ يمكنك وضع عالمة صح واحدة أو أكثر
( ) األم ( ) األب ( ) أفراد األسرة اآلخرين

( ) الخادمة

( ) األم و األب وأفراد األسرة اآلخرين

( ) كل ما سبق ( ) آخرين ( ) يشاهد التلفزيون عادة بمفرده
 .4كم عدد أجهزة التليفزيون في بيتك؟
( ) واحد ( ) اثنين  -ثالثة ( ) أكثر من ثالثة
 .5هل يوجد جهاز تلفزيون في غرفة نوم طفلك؟
( ) نعم ( ) ال
 .6هل تتحكم في مشاهدة طفلك للتلفزيون؟
( ) نعم ( ) ال
 .7هل تستخدم التلفزيون كوسيلة لمكافأة الطفل أو عقابه؟
( ) نعم ( ) ال
 .8هل تشاهد برامج األطفال مع أطفالك؟
( ) كل يوم ( ) مرتين أو أكثر في األسبوع ( ) بضع مرات في الشهر ( ) ال أشاهد أبدا
 .9هل تشاهد برامج التلفزيون باللغة اإلنجليزية مع طفلك؟
( ) كل يوم ( ) مرتين أو أكثر في األسبوع ( ) بضع مرات في الشهر ( ) ال أشاهد أبدا


إذا كنت ال تشاهد برامج التلفزيون باإلنجليزية مع طفلك  ،يرجى ذكر األسباب:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

إذا كنت تشاهد برامج التلفزيون اإلنجليزية مع طفلك  ،الرجاء االنتقال إلى الجزء  5من االستبانة .إذا
كنت ال تشاهد برامج التلفزيون باإلنجليزية مع طفلك ،الرجاء االنتقال إلى الجزء 6
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 الجزء الخامس :
أ .آراءك حول فوائد مشاهدة برامج التلفزيون باللغة اإلنجليزية مع طفلك
 الرجاء اختيار إجابة واحدة فقط تعبر عن رأيك حول مشاهدة البرامج التلفزيونية باللغة اإلنجليزية
وذلك بوضع عالمة صح في المربع المناسب للمعايير التالية( :أوافق بشدة ،أوافق ،ال أوافق ،ال أوافق بشدة ،محايد)
أعتقد أن مشاهدتي مع طفلي لبرامج التلفزيون باللغة اإلنجليزية مهم جدا
ألنه يتيح لي الفرصة ل......

أوافق
بشدة

أوافق

ال
أوافق

ال
أوافق
بشدة

محايد

 .1أهتم بما يشاهده طفلي من برامج

 .2أستمتع بمشاهدتها مع طفلي
 .3أشجع طفلي على مشاهدة برامج األطفال باللغة اإلنجليزية ألغراض
تعليمية.
 .4أحمي طفلي من تقليد بعض السلوكيات
.5أساعد على جعل عملية تعلم اإلنجليزية لطفلي ممتعة ومحببة لديه
 .6التأكد من أن طفلي يشاهد برامج مناسبة لسنه
 .7التأكد من أن طفلي يشاهد برامج ذات محتوى ثقافي مناسب
 .8الـتأكد من أن طفلي يشاهد برامج مصممة خصيصا لتعلم اللغة
اإلنجليزية
 .9أشجعه على تطوير مفردات اللغة اإلنجليزية بشكل أفضل
.10أحثه على تطوير قدراته في كتابة الكلمات البسيطة باللغة اإلنجليزية
 .11أحثه على تطوير قدراته على قراءة الكلمات البسيطة باللغة
اإلنجليزية
 .13أحثه على تكوين بعض المعرفة النحوية

ب .مقدار دعمك لمشاهدة طفلك لبرامج التليفزيون اإلنجليزية
 الرجاء اختيار إجابة واحدة تصف نشاطاتك كوالد /والدة لتسهيل تعلم طفلك من برامج التلفزيون اإلنجليزية
وذلك بوضع عالمة صح في المربع المناسب للمعايير التالية( :كثيرا ،أحيانا ،نادرا  ،مطلقا) .
كثيرا
 .1أحدد له فترة زمنية معينة لمشاهدة برامج التلفزيون اإلنجليزية
 .2أشاهد برامج اللغة اإلنجليزية معه
 .3أتحدث معه حول برامج اللغة اإلنجليزية التي نشاهدها سويا
.4أترجم له محتوى برامج التليفزيون اإلنجليزية
 .5أناقش معه محتويات برامج التليفزيون اإلنجليزية
 .6أرد على أسئلته حول برامج التليفزيون اإلنجليزية
 .7اختار برامج تعليمية باللغة اإلنجليزية لطفلي
 .8اختار برامج ترفيهية باللغة اإلنجليزية له.
.9أسمح له باختيار أي برنامج باللغة اإلنجليزية يود مشاهدته
.10أشجعه على تخمين محتوى البرنامج الذي سنشاهده
 .11أناقش معه معنى برنامج اللغة اإلنجليزية
 .12أساعده على اتخاذ برامج اللغة اإلنجليزية كوسيلة لتعلم اللغة اإلنجليزية
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أحيانا

نادرا

مطلقا

 الجزء السادس
 الرجاء كتابة أي شيء آخر تود إضافته عن أي نشاط تقوم به لدعم تعلم طفلك أثناء مشاهدتكما لبرامج اللغة
اإلنجليزية في التلفزيون:
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------شكرا جزيال لمشاركتكم في الجزء األول من هذا البحث.

المرحلة الثانية من هذا البحث تشمل القيام ببعض الزيارات المنزلية  ،حيث يسرني القيام بزيارتكم لمشاركتكم
البحث ميدانيا .فضال إذا كنت توافق  /توافقين على ذلك أرجو التكرم بترك بريدك اإللكتروني ورقم الهاتف أو
المحمول الخاص بك في المكان المخصص أدناه:
البريد اإللكتروني -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- :
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- :
رقم الجوال
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- :
رقم الهاتف
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Appendix (3)
Sample of an Observational Guide

Physical Positioning

Time

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Close/ not close
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gestures
Pointing gestures
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Representational gestures
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Head Movement
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Expressive
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gaze
Direction
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------354

Intensity
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Embodied mode
Tools/ paper/ pen/ toy
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix (4)
Sample Interview Transcript
This interview is with Afaf, it is an example of the second interview with the parent.
Me: I will ask you some questions about things you did last time to help
Nasir learn from the programme.
Afaf: OK.
Me: I noticed that last time you started to ask Nasir indirect questions about
things that you have co-viewed together. For example, you asked him what
is the screw pretending to be. Can you explain why you asked him this
please?
Afaf: I wanted him to think. I mean I want to figure out what are the things that he
can link to the scene. What other things he is thinking about which I haven’t
expected, you know.
Me: Nasir told you that the screw moved like the car gear. You said: “ yes, I
knew that one;” but you did not clarify your answer about the screw, such
as: “it was acting as a microphone.” Can you explain this please?
Afaf: I could not recall “the car gear” and I did not want to say something I am not
sure of.
Me: When you asked Nasir what “Hello” means, he said it means peace be
upon you (in Arabic: salaam ‘alaykum’. Why were you satisfied with this
meaning?
Afaf: I guess he has the impression that our greeting is peace be upon you. I don’t
want to indicate other kinds of greetings such as “marhaba,” etc., so he gets
confused. I was not ready about what to select if he asks me which one to use:
“marhaba” or “ahlan.” Even though I have explained to him earlier that there are
different expressions of greetings, we can say “ahlan” and “marhaba,” but the
basic form of greetings is “peace be upon you.” Since he likes to watch cartoons
and so on…I am conscious of him using: (Hello, marhaba, ahlan) instead. This is
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the way of greeting in the west and it means peace be upon you...this is how it
came to my mind.
Me: Can Nasir absorb the information in the programme?
Afaf: He can absolutely absorb more. You know, I believe in this principle of
teaching. If, for example, you were to have a book of one hundred pages, and I
would like my child to learn from the content. If I were to give him ten pages, he
would then only absorb two of the ten. Though, if I were to give him one hundred
pages, then he most likely will absorb about twenty pages. Accordingly, and using
my ability in English, I like to expose my child to the whole lot and avoid limiting his
scope.
Me: In order to support Nasir’s learning, do you consider participation on
Nasir’s part such as asking questions, initiating the talk and making
meanings of what he is watching as important or you do not mind if Nasir is
a recipient of the meanings you are making?
Afaf: All of my children are not recipients only. I always encourage them to think. I
encourage them to avoid being silent while watching a programme. I like to ask
them questions to see what they are thinking about. I always attempt to draw their
interest to certain things by communicating with them while watching so that they
start to concentrate and think.
Me: How do you prepare the setting in order for you and Nasir to co-view
together?
Afaf: First of all, no toys should be allowed in the room. They distract his attention
while he is watching. Second, I have to make sure that the time of co-viewing is not
when his two sisters want to play with him. The computer should be closed as well.
In this way he will focus on watching the programme.
Me: Does he enjoy watching it?
Afaf: Yes. He got into the habit of preparing the setting appropriately so that he can
focus. Since his first year at school, when he wants to study, we enter the room,
close the door, he sits at his study desk with his books and his sister in the other
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room. He got used to this routine in order to focus on his study and finish quickly.
Now when his sisters come in and make some noise he asks them to leave to the
other room so he can concentrate on his study.
Me: Is there any change in Nasir’s behaviour in terms of language or in
general?
Afaf: I feel that he is becoming anxious to watch “Handy Manny.” He watches it
many times.
Me: Does any other member of your family watch the programme with you
and Nasir?
Afaf: When Nasir and I finish recording, I allow his little sister to join. She moves
around in the room.
Me: I noticed that you asked Nasir about the name of the cat and the name of
the woman. Could you explain?
Afaf: Yes, because he will recognize that these are not words but names of the
main characters. He only knows Handy Manny and does not know the rest of the
main characters’ names even though they are mentioned in every episode.
Me: I noticed that when you introduced the word Piano you said: “Piano is
the same (word in Arabic) we call it Piano as well.” Could you explain this
please?
Afaf: I would like Nasir to feel that English is easy. They (her children) think that
English is very different from Arabic. So I am trying to show him that some words
we use are not originally Arabic but are borrowed from English. One example is
names of some instruments such as “Piano”.
Me: I noticed that Nasir and his sister were very surprised that the Saw (a
main ‘tool’ character in Handy Manny) was wearing a dress and dancing.
Would you like to comment?
Afaf: The saw is not a girl and it is dressed like a girl. I do not know how to justify
this to them. It is becoming very scary having gays even in schools. Therefore, I
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always attract his attention to that a boy should behave like a boy and a girl should
behave like a girl. I would like him to value what he is. Once he told me that he
preferred to marry a boy because boys are better than girls, they are stronger. He
views the saw as a boy. But in this scene, the saw is wearing a skirt and dancing.
So I do not know how to falsify why he is wearing a skirt.
Me: Could you say that the saw is only a tool, it is not a boy or a girl?
Afaf: They do not understand this at this age. They categorize things into boys or
girls so that they can speak about things using “hiya” (which means “she” in Arabic)
and ”huwa” (which means “he” in Arabic). Regarding this scene, the girl who plays
the piano is the one who should be dancing and not the saw. Sometimes I tell him
that in kids’ programmes they usually create these things to make children happy
because they know that children like strange things.
Me: I noticed that you asked Nasir about the meanings of some words. Could
you comment on that?
Afaf: Nasir has studied most of these words but he seems to forget them or he
might be pretending to do so. Nasir has picked up a good amount of vocabulary
(May Allah Protect him) not only from school. I usually prepare some new English
words for him to learn. For example, he would like to learn English words for
animals and food so I prepare them through writing the words and attaching their
pictures for him to practice. Nasir can easily recognize these words in tests like
written format. However, when you ask him about these words orally, he does not
answer.
Me: I think at this age of learning English it is normal for comprehension
skills to be more advanced than the production skills.
Afaf: I do not think so, because I was like that when I was his age. I used to work
hard and get an “A” in English written tests, but used to fail the oral. I really do not
want him to be like me in this issue. He answers all questions in the written test,
but he does not remember a lot and needs time to recall information in the oral.
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Me: I noticed that at the end of co-viewing the English programme, you asked
Nasir to recall the words he has learned.
Afaf: I like to make sure of that whether the new information has been learned or
not. We have only focused on a few words any way.
Me: Thank you Afaf for this valuable information.
Afaf: You are welcome.
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Appendix (5)
Sample Interview Transcript
This interview is conducted with Mona, it is an example for the final interview with
the parent.
Me: What is your feeling about the whole co-viewing experience?
Mona: It was a very good experience...I liked it. It made me aware of many things I
had forgotten and didn’t know.
Me: Like what, for example?
For example, I forgot to sit with Anas due to being busy with the other children, but
I should always find time for him no matter how busy I am.
Me: You told me you don’t have anyone to help you in house chores. Is that
what takes your time?
Mona: Yes, I don’t have anyone.
Me: You make their breakfast and see them off to school, cook, and being at
home is very tiring. So of course when Anas comes home you don’t have any
time.
Mona: Yes. When he comes home I am exhausted, as they say. I am going to do
my best to try harder. Sometimes I am with him and fall asleep while holding the
book!
Me: Did you notice any changes in Anas’s language due to this experience?
Mona: I noticed that he pays more attention to English – just yesterday we went
out, and while we were on the way in the car he was reading the signs. I asked
him, “What did you read Anas?” He said, “Car,” I think, and there was a bus for the
Hajjis that had “Saudi Arabia” written on it. He read it and said, “Mama I read like
this!”
Me: What about his behaviour, the way he responds to your attempt to help
him learn.... Did you notice anything?
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Mona: No.
Me: Did both of you enjoy this experience?
Mona: (speaking to Anas) I don’t know – did you like it?
Me: Did you notice any changes in the way you support your child’s
learning?
Mona: Yes, there are changes. It’s not forced on him and I don’t pressure him.
Little by little, he will learn. He is still young and has time.
Me: What was your method previously regarding the English language?
Mona: It was like…you have to learn, you have to memorize, and I pressured him
to read and write. He is ok but I shouldn’t have pressured him so he wouldn’t hate
the language. In ‘Handy Manny’ he was saying “Enough, I don’t want to watch,”
and was always saying “enough.” The last time I put the Handy Manny tape on he
left the room (laughing). In looking at myself, I learned more in reading then began
writing until I would imagine the spelling of new words I learned.

At first, I

completely refused to use the electronic dictionary; I use the physical dictionary
which is what strengthened my language and spelling more. Now I use the
electronic one as I don’t have time and my spelling has gotten worse – not like
before.
Me: Do your ways changed to fit Anas’s level? Did he also change? How did
you change during the experience?
Mona: I changed more than Anas but he is responsive with me. I am trying harder
to give him time when just the two of us can spend time sitting alone. Before the
other kids were noisy, but thank Allah, we have our time now.
Me: Do you feel you will be able to continue with this?
Mona: Yes, with Allah’s help, I will try as hard as I can, because I am aware of the
mistake I used to make.
Me: When you watch together, do you talk about what you saw in the same
day Or the next day?
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Mona: Sometimes a situation happens that is similar to what happened in the
episode, so we remember together. Sometimes he says it was like this or that.
Me: Does he use the words that he heard in English?
Mona: Yes, sometimes he uses them. For example, when we are outside or in a
similar situation he uses the word.
Me: Do you remember a particular situation?
Mona: I don’t remember, but there was something from the Handy Manny episode.
Anas (calling her son)What happened that was like Handy Manny?
Me: You told me once that he became interested and wants to watch and
repeat the episodes of Handy Manny.
Mona: Yes, but it seems I did it too much (laughing).
Me: He was doing it on his own.
Mona: On Thursdays and his vacation time he spends the evening watching it.
Me: Why do you think he is doing that?
Mona: Because he likes it.
Me: Have you tried to evaluate his learning?
Mona: No, I didn’t.
Me: Why not?
Mona: I don’t know. It didn’t cross my mind.
Me: Do you think it is easy for a child to learn another language?
Mona: It should be since he is at an absorbent age but for Anas it seems to be
difficult.
Me: Why?
Mona: I don’t know. When I compare him to his cousin I feel that his cousin learns
quicker, although I don’t know what the reason is.
Me: Is his cousin in the same school?
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Mona: No, not the same school. He is in an international school.
Me: That’s why. Anas is not the reason. Anas gets only one English lesson
per day, or maybe not even each day, is it?
Mona: I think it is one class per day.
Me: In the international schools, the medium of teaching is English, they
have only one class of Arabic language.
Mona: Yes. I didn’t like it because it is all English and no Arabic or religion.
Me: What are some of the ways to help a child learn English?
Mona: If he found someone to talk to maybe. If I talked to him, for example . . . but
I’m afraid if I talk to him in English he will lose his Arabic. He is still in the learning
stage for Arabic and I don’t want this to overwhelm that. I felt that each year I
would add more in language as Allah wishes.
Me: What do you think about the following:

The best TV programs that

support a child’s English learning are programs that contain Western culture,
traditions, and norms?
Mona: The atmosphere today is all about Western culture and traditions. There
are no programs that teach English with Arab environment and culture. I feel it
would be better with an Arab environment.
Me: Why?
Mona: So that he wouldn’t be influenced and lose his Arab identity. As long as
there are customs and habits in the home and they are conservative, then there is
nothing wrong with him watching.

Perhaps he would learn new culture and

civilization . . .they say that they live like that so it becomes a comparison between
here and there.
Me: If a program was available in Arabic and Islamic culture and traditions!!!
Mona: I would prefer that.
Me: Would you let him watch the second one?
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Mona: No, I wouldn’t let him watch. Quite the opposite, he would watch it and know
the difference. He would have a wider reference to see here and there. Now we
don’t have English or Arabic educational programs!
Me: Didn’t you see the English curriculum they have? For example, the girl
wears hijab, and if they were drinking wine or a girl dancing with a boy they
take it out? Birthdays were changed to graduation parties and Christmas is
changed to ‘Eid . . . do you like that these things were taken out and changed
to Islamic activities?
Mona: No, I think the opposite. He should know so he can differentiate between
their civilization and another rather than not knowing it at all.
Me: Will that help him to learn English?
Mona: Of course. Why is he learning? So that if he mixes or travels to study
outside he knows. It is inconceivable that I should close him off in the Arabic
environment and then send him to another environment to be shocked there and
not know how to deal with them.
Me: While watching together, are you able to help your child to differentiate
reality from imagination?
Mona: This is important because these cartoons are all imaginary and unusual
things. In other words I feel that some of these things even I can’t understand so I
always sit with him to point out to him that this is fantasy and not real so he doesn’t
believe those things.
Me: While watching together, does the mother help her child know the
characters and their different roles in addition to the story’s events? Mixing
what happens on screen with their existing knowledge and experience. What
do you think?
Mona: I think it is good. I think that whatever the mother follows up on with her
child will be beneficial.
Me: Decrease in acceptance of aggressive behaviour.
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Mona: It is all hitting, guns, and spaceships and all these things nowadays. I try to
decrease that and choose good programs even on CDs from outside.
Me: Would you like to add anything else?
Mona: I don’t have anything but if in school when they teach English–If they would
mix cartoons with studying so that it was not all theoretical so they could mix
practical with theoretical.
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Appendix (6)
Sample child interview framework
Stage 1. Interview questions
1. What do you think about the experience you have spent with your mum to
watch Handy Manny and Charlie and Lola?
2. What do you like? Is there anything you do not like? Why?
3. Do you like to do more co-viewings of English programmes with mum in the
future? Why? Why not?
4. Which one have you enjoyed viewing, ‘Handy Manny’ or ‘Charlie & Lola’
episodes? Why?
5. Which one you have learned more from? Why?
Stage 2. Language gains check


comprehension questions:

1. Who is Handy Manny? What is his work?
2. How does Handy Manny greet his friends?
3. Who says the following expressions & what do they mean?
 You break it, we fix it
 Hop hop jumping
 I can do anything that’s everything on my own
 I have this little sister Lola; she is small and very funny
 Thank you Manny, I can do it by myself
4. I ask the child to narrate the story of a particular episode. I will help him to
remember the events by asking some questions.


vocabulary check

1. What are the names of Handy Manny’s tools?
2. What is the meaning of the following words in English?
، موسيقى، يغني، صالون حالقة، خريف، صيف، موف، أزرق، أخضر، أحمر، أصفر، آسف، ورقة شجر،شمس
 قرد، أدغال، قطة، فأر، بيانو، انكسرت، آلة، فشار، جريدة، غرا، بسيط \ سهل، شعر،العدة
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Appendix (7)
Annotated Transcript of an observation of Afaf and Nasir
co-viewed session (1)
First observation - Recorded: January 10, 2011- Time: 6:30pm - Episode: ‘Handy Manny’ episode
‘Talent Show’ - Participants: Afaf and Nasir (7 years), Loti (5years)
Throughout the co-viewing session, Afaf and Nasir sat on the sofa side by side. Through co-viewing
Afaf was tucking her left leg under her thigh and the right leg was in the regular sitting position. Her
hands are placed in a closed position. She mostly rested her elbows on the pillow which she placed
on her lap. Her right fist was either on her cheek or under chin or gesturing. Her left hand was either
on her cheek when she focused on TV or plays with a string of hair when she asked Anas
something. Her head position was lifted and her gaze focused on the TV. Anas sat next to her on
the sofa. He bent both legs on the sofa placing both elbows on his knees and fists under his chin.
Anas mostly lifted his head and focused his gaze on T.V. She places the DVR in the middle
between her and Nasir. He wanted to sit closer to her but she wanted him to be careful with the
DVR. He sat where she told him.
Time
00:01

Speaker
Afaf

Words uttered
Sit here because of the recorder

00:6

Nasir
Afaf

00:44

Afaf

00:47

Nasir

00:52

Afaf

00:55

Nasir:

Not responding (verbally)
If you saw something you want to
ask about, go ahead. Ask me if
there is a word that you like.
Look! What is he (Felipe) making
the screw look like?
It looks Like……like……. the one
like this.
He is singing and placing the
screw in front of him …What does
it look like?
Like……like…….like that

00:59
1:01
1:02
1:4
1:05
1:07

Afaf
Nasir
Afaf
Nasir
Afaf
Nasir:

1:08

Afaf

1:10

Nasir

1:12
1:3

Afaf
Afaf

1:54

Afaf

What is the name of that?
I do not know. I forgot.
Microphone?
No
What?
No, that part of the car which
looks like this!
Ha (Now I understand what you
mean) you are thinking about a
car.
That thing which is like this.
Yes… yes, I knew it.
Look! Everyone is performing an
artistic movement to show off.
What does hello Manny... hello
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Observational notes
Afaf looked at Nasir when she said this
and Nasir smiled and sat where his
mother told him to sit.
Afaf looks at and smiles while saying
this. Nasir doesn’t responds. They
seem relaxed.
Afaf looks at Nasir plays with her hair.
Nasir smiles
Gesturing-He moves his hand forward
and backward as if he is shifting gears
She raises her right hand near her
mouth and grasps her fingers as if she
is holding a microphone
He moves his hand forward and
backward as if he is shifting gears
Looks at him moves her head
He shakes his head
Shakes his head
He moves his hand forwards and
backwards as if he is shifting gears

He moves his hand forwards and
backwards as if he is shifting gears
She nodes her head
she points at the TV
Looks at Nasir while saying this and

tools mean?
It means Salaam.
And tools?
and tools……ah?!

smiles

1:57
1:59
2:00:

Nasir
Afaf
Nasir

2:04

Afaf

I told you the instruments which
he has are called tools.

2:06
2:38
2:40

Nasir
Afaf
Nasir

Aaaaah!
What is the name of the cat?
‘Bisah’ is cat

2:41

Afaf

You are right ‘Bisah’ is cat. But
what is he calling her now

2:44

Nasir

Hah!

2:46

Afaf

He is singing. What name is he
giving her? Fluffy
Hah!

Laughs then asks him
Looks at her, strikes his index finger on
his forehead
Looks at him, gather the right hand
finger tips and shakes them up and
down
Looks at the TV
Looks at Nasir while saying this
He is staring at the TV. He is interested
on viewing the programme
Looking at Nasir, nodding her head,
gathering her right hand fingertips &
moving them up & down
A quick look at mom and stares at the
T.V.
Looking at him nodding her head,
gathering her right hand fingertips &
moving them up & down
Looks at mom and the T.V. in turn

2:49

Afaf

Fluffy is her name

Looking at him, nodding her head

2:50

Nasir

She’s called cat

Shakes his head no then speaks this

2:51

Afaf

Looking at Nasir, nodding her head

2:54
2:55

Nasir
Afaf

Cat is ‘Bisah’ but you….. Like
(you are) a boy right?
Hmm!!
But your name is Nasir ..

2:56

Nasir

Hmm cat

2:57

Afaf

She is a cat but her name is Fluffy

3:00
3:02
3:06

Nasir
Afaf

Is it a boy (male) cat?
No…. …..her name is Fluffy.
OK…..aaaah…….her name

3:08

Afaf

Her name.

3:31

Nasir

What are they going to do now?
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Nodding his head
Looking at Nasir, gathering her right
hand fingertips & moving them up &
down
Nodes his head looks at the TV
Nasir wants to enjoy viewing the
programme
Looks at him and smiles while saying
this
Looking at the TV while saying this
Laughs
Looks at mom, drops his mouth open,
nodes his head and smiles
Smiles while saying this.
She could have seized the opportunity
to explain to him that pets could be
males and females and we can call
them names such as fluffy. Sometimes
laughing at the child’s answers or
questions might discourage him from
asking more questions - these are only
my personal thoughtsParents need more guidance in order
to provide more efficient support of
child’s learning

I do not know? Let’s wait and see
what they are going to do. Each
episode has a new topic.
What is the name of the girl?
The girl?
Yes, what has he called her when
he entered?
Mmm….hi!
Emmm (yeah)
Emmm (he’s thinking).......
...I forgot what he has said

3:33

Afaf

3:59
4:00
4:01

Afaf
Nasir
Afaf

4:05
4:07
4:09

Nasir
Afaf
Nasir

4:10
4:11

Afaf
Nasir

Kelly !
Ha (What)?

4:12
4:13
4:14
4:15
4:16
4:17
4:19

Afaf
Nasir
Afaf
Nasir
Afaf
Nasir
Afaf

Kelly !
Kelly
Emmm (Yes).
Her name is Kelly !
Emmm (yes)
Kelly
Do you hear that?

4:21
4:47
4:51
4:52
4:54

Nasir
Afaf
Nasir
Afaf
Nasir

4:55
5:06

Afaf
Afaf

5:31
5:31

Nasir
Afaf

He wants to fix it right?!
Hah, lovely…piano means Biano.
Right
Simply the same word.
Piano …. Piano… in English it is
Piano and in Arabic it is Biano.
Emmm (Yes)
Look! There is a problem with the
piano. They want to call Manny
so... nn... this...to fix the Piano.
Do you hear the piano sounds
awkward!
Yes, he said piano.
Emmm (Right).

5:44
5:45

Nasir
Afaf

Who is that?
Let’s see.

5:59

Afaf

6:03
6:04
6:05
6:06

Nasir
Afaf
Nasir
Afaf

To whom he is singing... Fluffy
..Fluffy?
Fluffy Fluffy
Yes. Whose name is it?
The cat.
Yes, his cat.

Looking at the TV while saying this

Look at Nasir while saying this
Looks at the T.V.
Turns her right palm up in half a circle

Looks at him
Puts his right hand index finger at the
corner of his mouth, his thumb under
his chin, grasping the other fingers
moves his hand down, bringing both
hand close and separating them palms
up, bows his head on his right
shoulder, raises his shoulder, pulls his
mouth to the side
Looks at him
Looks at the T.V.
Does he want to waste time...so she
doesn’t ask more questions?
Looks at him, moves her head forward
Looks at the T.V.

Smiling
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Smiling - She looks at him putting her
index finger near her ear while saying
this.
Nodes
Nodes then she says this
Looks at the T.V.
Looking at him & smiling
He is smiling while saying this and
looking at Afaf and then the T.V.
Nodes while looking at the T.V.

Nodes
Smiling & looking at the TV while
saying this
Pointing at the TV
Looks at the TV, raising her chin
towards the TV
Smiling & looking alternatively to Nasir
& the T.V.
Looks at Afaf smiles
Points at the TV
Smiling while saying this

6:17

Afaf

6:26

Afaf

6:30
6:43

Nasir
Afaf

6:45

Nasir

6:47

Afaf

7:16

Afaf

7:59

Afaf

Look how he is examining
whether the piano is tuned or not.
Huh!
He thinks it is a real mouse.
Hmmm. What does Toy mouse
mean?
It means not real (mouse).
It is not ‘not real’
… it means a toy…. a toy mouse
All his thinking is about his song.
He wants him to repair it (the
piano) so he can sing.
Look when they start working they
sing what do you think?

Nasir

Not responding

8:17
8:56
8:57
9:00

Nasir
Afaf
Nasir
Afaf

9:05
9:06

Nasir
Afaf

They finish.
What does’ right tools mean?
What?
He came and told them ‘right
tools’, they replied: ‘right Manny’.
Aaaaa
Right he said right …. The tools
are his …so right tools (he said)
they said: ‘Yes’ (The tools)
Not responding

Nasir

9:14

Afaf

Sit down ….Are you going to
sleep? Sit down.

9:21

Nasir

Emm She will dance.

9:27

Afaf

9:53

Afaf

Do you mean she always dances
with the song?
No she is not dancing. She is
playing the piano

9:57
10:00

Nasir
Loti

But I saw but I saw one…
Look! He will dance!

10;03

Nasir

10:7
10:9

Loti
Nasir

This one…. the saw is the one
who is wearing the dress and he
has a knot here.
Look!
Look! He is dancing right now.
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Showing surprise by raising her
eyebrow while staring at the TV
Looking at the TV

Laughing while saying this
Saying this while looking at the T.V.

Points with her chin to the T.V . when
saying look. After explaining she
Laughs.
He is focusing on the song
Singing together would be fun for both
of them _ needs support
Looking at him while asking
Looking at the T.V.

Nasir places his head on the pillow,
stretches one foot towards his mum’s
knee and bends the other on the sofa.
He places his right hand on his
stomach and stretches his left hand on
the sofa
Tapping his leg with her hand. Nasir
sits bends his knees, places his elbows
on his knees and his fests on his
cheeks
Looking at the TV
Something interesting for him

Shakes her head, moves her fingers as
if she is playing the piano
Looking at Afaf
Points at the TV, her right hand is
stretched, index finger points at the TV
While saying here, he strokes his chest
with his right hand fingertips.
Pointing at the TV
Pointing at the TV

10:11
10:14

Afaf
Nasir

Yes, the saw not the girl.
Is he (the saw) a girl?

Nodding
Looking at mom, widening his eyes

10:15

Afaf

The one who is setting at the
piano is a girl….right?

Pointing at the T.V.

10:31

Afaf

10:35

Nasir

10:39

Afaf

10:41
10:43
10:47
10:48
10:49
10:51

Nasir
Afaf
Afaf
Nasir
Afaf
Nasir

Do you remember the word for
‘mutriqah’?
Emmm ..... mutriqah……… what
mutriqah?
Do you remember what we call a
hammer in English?
No, I forgot.
It begins with the letter ‘h’!
Ha ( what is it?)
Hat!
Hat! Is a hat a hammer!
No, no.... Hand

10:54
10:57
10:58
11:00

Afaf
Nasir

11:02

Afaf

11:03

Loti

11:1

Nasir

11:20

Afaf

No. You will view it tomorrow
God’s well

11:21

Nasir

11:31
11:33

Afaf
Nasir

How many episodes…How many
episodes are there?
Twelve
Twelve?!
The End of the 1st observation
session

Nasir

Hand…..no….wrong.
Hand is ‘yad’
Yes, hand is ‘yad’
Ok a hand is a hammer.
(laughs) really…sit down….wake
up
It finished (the episode ends) I
want to watch another one
(another episode)
Can I view the fourth episode ?
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Looking at him while saying this.
Shakes his head

Acting as if he is putting a hat on
Shaking her head and frowning
Shaking his head, and moving his
index finger, indicating ‘no’
Shaking her head
raises his hand-showing his hand
Nodding
He raises his hand acting as if he is
holding a hammer
Needs guidamce on how to extend this
creativity into a learning activity
She looks at Afaf

Looks at mum, drops his feet on the
floor, comes closer to her.
Shakes her head .
She holds the remote in her right hand
pushes the power button off
He stands up, brings his face closer to
Afaf’s
Looks at him
My impression
Afaf seemed enthusiastic to help him
learn English. She was continuously
stimulating him to think and recall some
old and new vocabulary.

Appendix (8)
Annotated Transcript of an observation of Afaf and Nasir co-viewed session
(1) with the way it is coded by parent and child’s strategy types
A key for the different colours used to distinguish Afaf strategy types:
Instructing
Explaining
Prompting
Closed question
Expressing emotion
Confirming
Translating
Disapproving
Providing response
Repeating
Restating
Scolding
Open question
Laughs
Providing hints
Time

Speaker

00:01

Afaf

Nasir
00:6

Afaf

Parent‘s
Child’s move
mediational
strategy
Sit here because instructing
of the recorder
Words uttered

Not responding
Not
(verbally)
Responding
If you saw
Explaining
something you
want to ask
about, go ahead.
Ask me if there
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Observational notes

Afaf looked at Nasir when she
said this and Nasir smiled and
sat where his mother told him
to sit.

Afaf looks at and smiles while
saying this. Nasir doesn’t
responds. They seem relaxed.

00:44

Afaf

00:47

Nasir

00:52

Afaf

00:55

Nasir:

00:59

Afaf

1:01

Nasir

1:02

Afaf

1:4
1:05

Nasir
Afaf

1:07

Nasir:

1:08

Afaf

1:10

Nasir

1:12

Afaf

1:3

Afaf

1:54

Afaf

1:57

Nasir

1:59

Afaf

2:00:

Nasir

2:04

Afaf

is a word that
you like.
Look! What is he Prompting
(Felipe) making Closed
the screw look question
like?
It looks Like
Explaining
……like……. the
one like this.
He is singing Explaining
and placing the Closed
screw in front of question
him
…What
does it look like?
Like……like……
Explaining
.like that
What
is
the Closed
name of that?
question
I do not know. I
forgot.
Closed
Microphone?
Question
No
What?
Closed
question
No, that part of
the car which
looks like this!
Ha
(Now
I Expressing
understand what emotion
you mean) you Explaining
are
thinking
about a car.
That thing which
is like this.

Afaf looks at Nasir plays with
her hair. Nasir smiles

Gesturing-He moves his hand
forward and backward as if he
is shifting gears
She raises her right hand near
her mouth and grasps her
fingers as if she is holding a
microphone
He moves his hand forward
and backward as if he is
shifting gears
Looks at him moves her head

Requesting
Assistance

He shakes his head

Disapproving

Shakes his head

Explaining

He moves his hand forwards
and backwards as if he is
shifting gears

Explaining

He moves his hand forwards
and backwards as if he is
shifting gears
She nodes her head

Yes… yes, I Confirming
knew it.
Look! Everyone Prompting
is performing an Explaining
artistic
movement to
show off.
What does hello Closed
Manny... hello question
tools mean?
It means
Responding
Salaam.
And tools?
Laughs
Closed
question
and
Repeating
tools……ah?!
I told you the
Translating
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she points at the TV

Looks at Nasir while saying
this and smiles

Laughs then asks him

Looks at her, strikes his index
finger on his forehead
Looks at him, gather the right

2:06

Nasir

2:38

Afaf

2:40

Nasir

instruments
which he has
are called tools.
Aaaaah!
What is the
name of the
cat?
‘Bisah’ is cat

hand finger tips and shakes
them up and down
Expressing
Emotion
Closed
question

Looks at Nasir while saying
this

Translating
2:41

Afaf

2:44

Nasir

2:46

Afaf

You are right
‘Bisah’ is cat.
But what is he
calling her now
Hah!

Confirming
Closed
question
Requesting
assistance

He is singing.
Explaining
What name is he Closed
giving her?
question
Providing
Fluffy
response
Hah!
Requesting
assistance
Fluffy is her
Restating
name

2:49

Afaf

2:50

Nasir

She’s called cat

2:51

Afaf

2:54
2:55

Nasir
Afaf

Cat is ‘Bisah’ but Translatin
you….. Like (you g
are) a boy right? Explaining
Closed
question
Hmm!!
confirming
But your name is Explaining
Nasir ..

2:56

Nasir

Hmm cat

2:57

Afaf

3:00

Nasir

3:02

Afaf

She is a cat but Explaining
her name is
Fluffy
Is it a boy (male)
Closed
cat?
question
No…. …..her
Disapprovi
name is Fluffy. ng
Explaining
OK…..aaaah…
Confirming
….her name
Expressing
emotion
Repeating
Her name.
repeating

3:06

3:08

Afaf

Looks at the TV

Explaining

Confirming
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He is staring at the TV. He is
interested on viewing the
programme
Looking at Nasir, Nasir
nodding her head, gathering
her right hand fingertips &
moving them up & down
A quick look at mom and
stares at the T.V.
Looking at him nodding her
head, gathering her right hand
fingertips & moving them up &
down
Looks at mom and the T.V. in
turn
Looking at him, nodding her
head
Shakes his head no then
speaks this
Looking at Nasir, nodding her
head

Nodding his head
Looking at Nasir, gathering her
right hand fingertips & moving
them up & down
Nodes his head looks at the
TV
Nasir wants to enjoy viewing
the programme
Looks at him and smiles while
saying this
Looking at the TV while saying
this
Laughs

Looks at mom, drops his
mouth open, nodes his head
and smiles
Smiles while saying this.

She could have seized the
opportunity to explain to him
that pets could be males and
females and we can call them
names such as fluffy.
Sometimes laughing at the
child’s answers or questions
might discourage him from
asking more questions - these
are only my personal
thoughtsParents need more guidance
in order to provide more
efficient support of child’s
learning
3:31

Nasir

3:33

Afaf

3:59

Afaf

4:00
4:01

Nasir
Afaf

4:05

Nasir

4:07
4:09

Afaf
Nasir

What are they
going to do
now?
I do not know?
Let’s wait and
see what they
are going to do.
Each episode
has a new topic.
What is the
name of the girl?
The girl?
Yes, what has
he called her
when he
entered?
Mmm….hi!
Emmm (yeah)
Emmm (he’s
thinking).......

Open question

Explaining

Looking at the TV while saying
this

Closed
question

Look at Nasir while saying this
Repeating

Confirming

Looks at the T.V.
Turns her right palm up in half
a circle

Restating
Requesting
assistance
Prompting
Requesting
assistance

...I forgot what
he has said

4:10

Afaf

Kelly !

Providing
response

4:11

Nasir

Ha (What)?

4:12

Afaf

Kelly !

Repeating

4:13
4:14

Nasir
Afaf

Kelly
Emmm (Yes).

Confirming

Repeating
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Looks at him
Puts his right hand index finger
at the corner of his mouth, his
thumb under his chin, grasping
the other fingers moves his
hand down, bringing both hand
close and separating them
palms up, bows his head on
his right shoulder, raises his
shoulder, pulls his mouth to the
side.
Looks at him
Looks at the T.V.
Does he want to waste
time...so she doesn’t ask more
questions?
Looks at him, moves her head
forward
Looks at the T.V.

4:15

Nasir

Her name is
Kelly !

4:16
4:17
4:19

Afaf
Nasir
Afaf

Emmm (yes)
Kelly
Do you hear
that?

4:21

Nasir

4:47

Afaf

4:51
4:52

Nasir
Afaf

4:54

Nasir

He wants to fix it
right?!
Hah,
lovely…piano
means Biano.
Right
Simply the same
word.
Piano ….
Piano… in
English it is
Piano and in
Arabic it is
Biano.
Emmm (Yes)

Restating
Expressing
emotion
Confirming

smiling
Repeating

Closed
question
Closed
question

Smiling - She looks at him
putting her index finger near
her ear while saying this.
Nodes

Prompting
translating

Nodes then she says this

Confirming
Explaining

Looks at the T.V.
Looking at him & smiling

Translating

4:55

Afaf

Confirming

5:06

Afaf

5:31

Nasir

5:31

Afaf

Look! There is a
problem with the
piano. They
want to call
Manny so... nn...
this...to fix the
Piano. Do you
hear the piano
sounds
awkward!
Yes, he said
piano.
Emmm (Right).

5:44

Nasir

Who is that?

5:45

Afaf

Let’s see.

Instructing

5:59

Afaf

Closed
question

6:03
6:04

Nasir
Afaf

6:05
6:06
6:17

Nasir
Afaf
Afaf

To whom he is
singing... Fluffy
..Fluffy?
Fluffy Fluffy
Yes. Whose
name is it?
The cat.
Yes, his cat.
Look how he is
examining
whether the
piano is tuned

He is smiling while saying this
and looking at Afaf and then
the T.V.

Nodes while looking at the
T.V.

Explaining
Closed
question

Confirming
Confirming
Closed
question

Nodes
Smiling & looking at the TV
while saying this
Pointing at the TV
Looks at the TV, raising her
chin towards the TV
Smiling & looking alternatively
to Nasir & the T.V.

Repeating

Looks at Afaf smiles

Responding

Points at the TV
Smiling while saying this

Closed
question
Confirming
Prompting
Explaining
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or not.
6:26

Afaf

Huh!

6:30

Nasir

6:43

Afaf

6:45

Nasir

6:47

Afaf

7:16

Afaf

7:59

Afaf

He thinks it is a
real mouse.
Hmmm. What
does Toy
mouse mean?
It means not real
(mouse).
It is not ‘not real’
… it means a
toy…. a toy
mouse
All his thinking is
about his song.
He wants him to
repair it (the
piano) so he can
sing.
Look when they
start working
they sing what
do you think?
Not responding

Nasir

8:17
8:56

Nasir
Afaf

8:57

Nasir

9:00

Afaf

9:05

Nasir

9:06

Afaf

Nasir

Prompting

Explaining

Showing surprise by raising
her eyebrow while staring at
the TV
Looking at the TV

Confirming
Closed
question
Translating
Disapproving
Explaining

Laughing while saying this

Explaining

Saying this while looking at the
T.V.

Prompting
Expalining
Open
question

Points with her chin to the T.V .
when saying look. After
explaining she Laughs.
.
Not responding He is focusing on the song
Singing together would be fun
for both of them _ needs
support
Explaining
Looking at him while asking

They finish.
What does’ right Closed
tools mean?
question
What?

Closed
question

He came and
Explaining
told them ‘right
tools’, they
replied: ‘right
Manny’.
Aaaaa
Requesting
assistance
Right he said
right....The tools Restating
are his ... so
right tools (he
said) they said:
‘Yes’(The tools)
Not responding
Not
Responding
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Looking at the T.V.

Nasir places his head on the
pillow, stretches one foot
towards his mum’s knee and
bends the other on the sofa.
He places his right hand on his
stomach and stretches his left

hand on the sofa

9:14

Afaf

Sit down ….Are nstructing
you going to
Scolding
sleep? Sit down.

9:21

Nasir

9:27

Afaf

9:53

Afaf

9:57

Nasir

10:00

Loti

Emm She will
dance.
Do you mean
she always
dances with the
song?
No she is not
dancing. She is
playing the
piano
But I saw but I
saw one…
Look! He will
dance!

10;03

Nasir

10:7
10:9

Loti
Nasir

10:11

Afaf

10:14

Nasir

10:15

Afaf

10:31

Afaf

10:35

Nasir

10:39 Afaf

Prompting

Looking at the TV
Something interesting for him

Closed
question

Disapprovi
ng
Explaining

This one…. the
saw is the one
who is wearing
the dress and he
has a knot here.
Look!
Look! He is
dancing right
now.
Yes, the saw not Confirming
the girl.
Disapprovi
ng
Is he (the saw) a
girl?

The one who is
setting at the
piano is a
girl….right?
Do you
remember the
word for
‘mutriqah’?
Emmm .....
mutriqah………
what mutriqah?
Do you
remember what

Tapping his leg with her hand.
Nasir sits bends his knees,
places his elbows on his knees
and his fests on his cheeks

Shakes her head, moves her
fingers as if she is playing the
piano
Explaining

Looking at Afaf

Prompting
Explaining

Points at the TV, her right hand
is stretched, index finger points
at the TV
While saying here, he strokes
his chest with his right hand
fingertips.

Explaining

Prompting
Prompting
Explaining

Pointing at the TV
Pointing at the TV

Nodding

Closed
question
Expressing
emotion

Explaining
Closed
question

Looking at mom, widening his
eyes

Pointing at the T.V.

Closed
question

Repeating
Closed
question
Restating
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Looking at him while saying
this.

we call a
hammer in
English?
No, I forgot.

10:41

Nasir

10:43

Afaf

10:47

Afaf

10:48

Nasir

10:49

Afaf

Hat! Is a hat a
hammer!

10:51

Nasir

No, no.... Hand

10:54

Afaf

10:57

Nasir

Hand…..no….wr Repeating
ong.
Disapprovi
ng
Hand is ‘yad’
Translating

10:58

Afaf

11:00

Nasir

11:02

Afaf

11:03

Loti

11:1

Nasir

11:20

Afaf

No. You will
Disapprovi
view it tomorrow ng
God’s well
Explaining

11:21

Nasir

11:31

Afaf

11:33

Nasir

How many
episodes…How
many episodes
are there?
Twelve
Providing
response
Twelve?!
The End of the
1st observation
session

It begins with the Providing
letter ‘h’!
hints
Ha ( what is it?) Closed
question
Hat!

Yes, hand is
‘yad’
Ok a hand is a
hammer.
(laughs)
really…sit
down….wake up
It finished (the
episode ends) I
want to watch
another one
(another
episode)
Can I view the
fourth episode ?

Requesting
assistance

Shakes his head

Responding

Acting as if he is putting a hat
on
Shaking her head and frowning

Disapproving
Responding

Shaking his head, and moving
his index finger, indicating ‘no’
Shaking her head

Repeating
Closed
question

raises his hand-showing his
hand
Nodding

Confirming
repeating
Explaining
Laughing
Instructing
Explaining

Closed
question

Closed
question

He raises his hand acting as if
he is holding a hammer
Needs guidamce on how to
extend this creativity into a
learning activity
She looks at mom

Looks at mum, drops his feet
on the floor, comes closer to
her.
Shakes her head .
She holds the remote in her
right hand pushes the power
button off
He stands up, brings his face
closer to Afaf’s

Looks at him
Repeating
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My impression
Afaf seemed enthusiastic to
help him learn English. She
was continuously stimulating
him to think and recall some
old and new vocabulary.

Appendix (9)
A Sample coded transcript

A key for the different colours used for coding:
Afaf’s religious Beliefs and cultural values
Afaf’s beliefs about teaching and learning
Afaf’s strategy to support her child’s learning
Setting the conditions for co-viewing
Afaf’s personal traits
Afaf’s beliefs about her children in general and their learning potentials
Change over time
Afaf’s Attitude towards the language
Afaf’s educational background
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This interview is conducted with Afaf, it is an example for the second interview
with the parent.
Me: I noticed that last time you started to ask Nasir indirect questions about things that
you have co-viewed together. For example, you asked him what is the screw pretending
to be. Can you explain why you asked him this please?
I wanted him to think. I mean I want to figure out what are the things that he can link to the
scene. What other things he is thinking about which I haven’t expected, you know.
Afaf’s beliefs in supporting her child’s learning
Me: Nasir told you that the screw moved like the car gear. You said: “ yes, I knew that
one.” ; but you did not clarify your answer about the screw, such as: “it was acting as a
microphone”. Can you explain this please?
Afaf: I could not recall “the car gear” and I did not want to say something I am not sure of.
-Religious Beliefs/ Not saying things she is not sure of
Me: When you asked Nasir what “Hello” means, he said it means peace be upon you (in
Arabic: salaam ‘alaykum). Why were you satisfied with this meaning?
Afaf: I guess he has the impression that our greeting is peace be upon you. I don’t want to
indicate other kinds of greetings such as “marhaba”, etc. so he gets confused. I was not ready
about what to select if he asks me which one to use: “marhaba” or “ahlan”. Even though I have
explained to him earlier that there are different expressions of greetings, we can say
“ahlan” and “marhaba”, but the basic form of greetings is “peace be upon you”. Since he
likes to watch cartoons and so on… I am conscious of him using: (Hello, marhaba, ahlan)
instead. This is the way of greeting in the west and it means peace be upon you…..this is how it
came to my mind.
Me: Can Nasir absorb the information in the programme?
Afaf: He can absolutely absorb more. You know, I believe in this principle of teaching. If for
example you were to have a book of one hundred pages, and I would like my child to learn from
the content. If I were to give him ten pages, he would then only absorb two of the ten. Though if I
were to give him one hundred pages then he most likely will absorb about twenty pages.
Accordingly, and using my ability in English, I like to expose my child to the whole lot and avoid
limiting his scope.
Me: In order to support Nasir’s learning, do you consider participation on Nasir’s part
such as asking questions, initiating the talk and making meanings of what he is watching
as important or you do not mind if Nasir is a recipient of the meanings you are making?
Afaf: All of my children are not recipients only. I always encourage them to think. I
encourage them to avoid being silent while watching a programme. I like to ask them
questions to see what they are thinking about. I always attempt to draw their interest to
certain things by communicating with them while watching so that they start to
concentrate and think.
Me: How do you prepare the setting in order for you and Nasir to co-view together?
Afaf: First of all, no toys should be allowed in the room. They distract his attention while
he is watching. Second, I have to make sure that the time of co-viewing is not when his
two sisters want to play with him. The computer should be closed as well. In this way he
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will focus on watching the programme.
Me: Does he enjoy watching it?
Afaf: Yes. He got into the habit of preparing the setting appropriately so that he can focus.
Since his first year at school, when he wants to study, we enter the room, close the
door, he sits at his study desk with his books and his sister in the other room. He got
used to this routine in order to focus on his study and finish quickly. Now when his
sisters come in and make some noise he asks them to leave to the other room so he can
concentrate on his study.
Me: Is there any change in Nasir’s behaviour in terms of language or in general?
Afaf: I feel that he is becoming anxious to watch “Handy Manny”. He watches it many times.
Me: Does any other member of your family watch the programme with you and Nasir?
Afaf: When Nasir and I finish recording, I allow his little sister to join. She moves around in the
room.
Me: I noticed that you asked Nasir about the name of the cat and the name of the woman.
Could you explain?
Afaf: Yes, because he will recognize that these are not words but names of the main characters.
He only knows Handy Manny and does not know the rest of the main characters’ names even
though they are mentioned in every episode.
Me: I noticed that when you introduced the word Piano you said: “Piano is the same
(word in Arabic) we call it Biano as well.” Could you explain this please?
Afaf: I would like Nasir to feel that English is easy. They (her children) think that English is very
different from Arabic. So I am trying to show him that some words we use are not originally
Arabic but are borrowed from English. One example is names of some instruments such as
“Piano”.
Me: I noticed that Nasir and his sister were very surprised that the Saw (a main ‘tool’
character in Handy Manny) was wearing a dress & dancing. Would you like to comment?
Afaf: The saw is not a girl and it is dressed like a girl. I do not know how to justify this to them. It
is becoming very scary having gays even in schools. Therefore, I always attract his attention to
that a boy should behave like a boy and a girl should behave like a girl. I would like him to value
what he is. Once he told me that he preferred to marry a boy because boys are better than girls,
they are stronger. He views the saw as a boy. But in this scene, the saw is wearing a skirt and
dancing. So I do not know how to falsify why he is wearing a skirt.
Me: Could you say that the saw is only a tool, it is not a boy or a girl?
Afaf: They do not understand this at this age. They categorize things into boys or girls so
that they can speak about things using “hiya” (which means “she” in Arabic) and ”huwa”
(which means “he” in Arabic). Regarding this scene, the girl who plays the piano is the one
who should be dancing and not the saw. Sometimes I tell him that in kids’ programmes they
usually create these things to make children happy because they know that children like
strange things.
Me: I noticed that you asked Nasir about the meanings of some words. Could you
comment on that?
Afaf: Nasir has studied most of these words but he seems to forget them or he might be
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pretending to do so. Nasir has picked up a good amount of vocabulary (May Allah Protect
him) not only from school. I usually prepare some new English words for him to learn.
For example, he would like to learn English words for animals and food so I prepare them
through writing the words and attaching their pictures for him to practice. Nasir can
easily recognize these words in tests like written format. However, when you ask him
about these words orally, he does not answer.
Me: I think at this age of learning English it is normal for comprehension skills to be
more advanced than the production skills.
Afaf: I do not think so, because I was like that when I was his age. I used to work hard and get
an “A” in English written tests, but used to fail the oral. I really do not want him to be like me in
this issue. He answers all questions in the written test, but he does not remember a lot
and needs time to recall information in the oral.
Me: I noticed that at the end of co-viewing the English programme, you asked Nasir to
recall the words he has learned.
Afaf: I like to make sure whether the new information has been learned or not. We have
only focused on a few words any way.
Me: Thank you Afaf for this valuable information.
Afaf: You are welcome.
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Appendix (10)
Strategic mediational trajectories: Afaf and Nasir
Table 6.10 Afaf’s use of key strategies to promote English comprehension and production
over time
Session Number
Strategy

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12 Tendency

Closed Qs

12

15

17

4

14

25

19

12

7

10

11

6 Decrease

Prompting

36

26

22

13

11

18

6

20

4

12

8

12 Decrease

Confirming

13

5

9

5

4

6

3

16

5

7

-

-

Repeating

2

1

8

2

-

10

3

3

2

3

2

2 Decrease

Providing

4

4

4

1

1

3

8

5

3

7

5

5 Increase

Decrease

Response

Table 6.11 Afaf’s use of key strategies to create a mediational environment over time
Session number
Strategy

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

12

Trajectory

Positive

17

9

17

8

6

17

12

13

13

15

4

4

Increase

3

4

6

1

-

5

3

3

3

4

1

1

Decrease

5

7

4

1

9

4

3

9

-

6

2

5

Decrease

3

3

13

5

-

2

3

16

7

6

1

5

Decrease

feedback
Negative
feedback
Redirecting
Focus
Exerting
Authority
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Table 6.15 Nasir’s responsive and self-initiating strategy use over time
Response/selfinitiated strategy
Prompting

1st week

2nd week

3rd week

4th week

Tendency

5

3

2

2

3

1

5

6

4

7

3

4

Increase

10

3

6

-

2

6

14

11

6

8

3

4

Increase

2

3

3

1

1

3

1

5

-

9

4

2

Increase

-

2

1

5

-

-

2

8

2

5

1

1

No change

Asking Open Qs (24)

2

3

1

1

2

1

1

2

4

1

2

5

No change

Requesting

5

4

4

2

-

2

-

-

-

6

1

1

Decrease

6

7

4

4

1

6

11

29

1

7

-

-

Decrease

11

10

8

3

-

10

7

6

2

8

8

2

Decrease

13

13

11

4

10

8

26

8

9

4

9

10

Decrease

(45)
Close Qs
(73)
Explaining
(34)
Translating
(27)

Assist.

(25)
Confirming
(87)
Repeating
(75)
Non response
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Appendix (11)
Strategic mediational trajectories: Mona and Anas
Table 6.25 Mona’s use of key strategies to promote English comprehension and production
over time
Strategy

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Tendency

Closed Qs

9

10

12

16

6

2

7

14

29

14

Increase

Explaining

7

14

16

10

7

7

27

5

24

13

Increase

Translating
Repeating
Modelling
Turning DVD off and on

4
1
8
0

14
1
4
1

8
1
13
3

8
4
10
2

9
2
6
1

6
1
2

7
3
1
2

7
4
24
3

27
4
15
7

11
1
7
7

Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase

Table 6.26 Mona’s use of key strategies to create a mediational environment over time.
PMF
Positive feedback
Negative feedback
Redirecting Focus
Exerting Authority

1
11

2
16

3
14

12
1

15

16
2

4
24
1
22

5
5

6
4

7
13

11
1

4

26

8
11
3
4
8

9
55
33

10 Increase/ Decrease
18 Increase in the final 4 weeks
Increase
25 Increase in the final 4 weeks
Increase

Table 6.30 Anas’s responsive and self-initiating strategy use over time
Response/self-initiated strategy

Prompting
(46)
Asking Closed Questions
(12)
Asking Open Questions
(1)
Explaining
(10)
Disapproving
(5)
Translating
(7)
Repeating from TV
(4)

1st week

2nd week

3rd week

-

2

4
3

4th week

Tendency

6

2

-

1

15

16

Increase

2

1

--

2

3

--

Same

--

1

-

1

-

-

4

-

-

1

-

6

-

Increase

2

2

-

Increase

-

3

-

1

3

-

Increase

-

1

-

1

2

-

Increase
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Appendix (12)
Consent form for stage 2 of the study
Dear parent,
Thank you for agreeing to participate in the field work of this study which is
designed to explore parental mediation of children English Language T.V.
programmes in Saudi Arabia and its contribution to their children’s foreign
language learning experience. Your participation in the second stage of this study
will include the followings:
You will be given some CDs containing 12 episodes of children English
programmes.
You are expected to co-view with your child 2 times a week at an appropriate time
for both of you for about one month, in other words you will be co-viewing with your
child 8 times for the whole month.
You will be given a digital voice recorder to record each co-viewing session you
have with your child.
I will visit you once each week for four weeks and we will agree on the time and
day that is convenient to you and your child.
During my visit you will co-view a new episode of the English programme and
record the session.
I will conduct 5 interviews with you starting with an introductory interview and 3
interviews after each observation and a final interview with you and with your child
You will co-view with your child 12 episodes from the children English programmes
CDs which I provided you with for about one month.
I have been fully informed about the aims and purposes of the project.
I understand that:
 there is no compulsion for me to participate in this research project and, if I
do choose to participate, I may at any stage withdraw my participation
 I have the right to refuse permission for the publication of any information
about me
 any information which I give will be used solely for the purposes of this
research project, which may include publications
 If applicable, the information which I give may be shared between any of
the other researcher(s) participating in this project in an anonymised form
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 all information I give will be treated as confidential
 the researcher(s) will make every effort to preserve my anonymity
I agree to take part in the study
I decline
Data Protection Act: The University of Exeter is a data collector and is registered with the Office of
the Data Protection Commissioner as required to do under the Data Protection Act 1998. The
information you provide will be used for research purposes and will be processed in accordance
with the University’s registration and current data protection legislation. Data will be confidential to
the researcher(s) and will not be disclosed to any unauthorised third parties without further
agreement by the participant. Reports based on the data will be in anonymised form.
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عزيزتي األم الفاضلة
السالم عليكم ورحمة هللا وبركاته
شكرا لمشاركتك في الجزء الميداني من هذا البحث "دور الوالدين كوسيط في عملية تعلم اللغة اإلنجليزية من خالل
مشاهدة أفالم الكرتون باللغة اإلنجليزية "  .ومشاركتك ستضمن القيام بالتالي:
 سأقوم بإعطائك بعض األقراص المدمجة التي تحتوي على  12حلقة كرتونية باللغة اإلنجليزية. ستقومين بالجلوس مع طفلك لمشاهدة حلقتين كرتونيتين (من محتوى األقراص المدمجة) مرتين في األسبوع فيالوقت واليوم الذي يناسبكما ( يفضل وضع يوم ووقت محدد للجلوس والمشاهدة معا) وسيستمر عمل ذلك مرتين في
كل أسبوع لمدة شهر فيصبح عدد جلوسك مع طفلك  8مرات.
 ستقومين بتسجيل ما يدور بينك وبين طفلك في كل مرة تشاهدون فيها الحلقة الكرتونية. سأقوم بزيارتك مرة واحدة في األسبوع (وسيتم ذلك باالتفاق معك حول اليوم والوقت المناسب لك ولطفلك) فيكونعدد زياراتي 5-4مرات لمدة شهر واحد.
 أثناء زيارتي ستشاهدين مع طفلك حلقة جديدة وتسجلين ما يدور بينك وبين طفلك سيكون هناك لقاء معك ومع طفلك حول رأيكما في تجربة المشاهدة معا وذلك بعد مشاهدتكما الحلقة الكرتونية. سيستمر التزامك بدورك كوسيط في عملية تعلم طفلك للغة اإلنجليزية من خالل مشاهدة أفالم الكرتون باللغةاإلنجليزية لمدة شهر وذلك يعني  8جلسات مع طفلك و 4جلسات معه\معها بحضوري.
أقر بأني على علم تام عن أهداف ومقاصد المشروع.
وأفهم أن :
 ال يوجد إكراه لي أن أشارك في هذا المشروع البحثي  ،وفي حال اختياري المشاركة ,فباستطاعتي االنسحاب منالبحث باي مرحلة من مراحلة.
 يحق لي رفض السماح بنشر أي معلومات عني. أي معلومات أعطيها ستستخدم فقط ألغراض هذا المشروع البحثي  ،والتي قد تشمل المنشورات. من الممكن استخدام المعلومات المعطاة من قبلي للمشاركة بين الباحثين اآلخرين المشاركين بهذا المشروع بصيغةالمجهول.
 جميع معلوماتي المعطاة ستعامل بسرية. سيبذل الباحث كل جهد للحفاظ على إخفاء هويتي.للتأكيد على موافقتك أنت وطفلك على المشاركة في الجزء التطبيقي من هذا البحث أرجو وضع عالمة صح
في المربع التالي مع التوقيع

أوافق على المشاركة في الجزء التطبيقي من هذا البحث
ال أوافق
التوقيع________________ :
التاريخ________________ :
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Appendix (13)
Information about the specific cartoons referred in the study


Handy Manny

Handy Manny is a Disney-animated children's television program. Children aged
4–9 were usually the show's audience. Handy Manny (a play on the phrase "handy
man") is set in the fictional town of Sheetrock Hills where, Manny, owns a repair
shop along with his talking tools. Most 30-minute episodes contain two stories.
They typically begin with Manny and the tools interacting in Manny's repair shop.
While there, someone, usually needing something repaired or assembled, calls
Manny, who answers, "Hola, Handy Manny's repair shop, you break it" and then
the tools shout "We fix it". After hearing who needs help, Manny and the Tools sing
"Hop up, Jump in" while the Tools hop into his tool box. In most episodes when
Manny and the Tools leave for the repair, they see Mr. Lopart with his pet cat Fluffy
in front of his candy store. Mr. Lopart would try to do something on his own without
any prior experience. Manny offers him help but Mr. Lopart says that he doesn't
need any help, after Manny and the Tools leave,Mr. Lopart would always cause a
mess. Once Manny and the tools arrive at the repair site, they collaborate on the
best way to fix the broken item. Manny then goes to Kelly's hardware store where
she always has the item that they need. Once they have the items needed for the
repair, they go back to the work-site and sing "We Work Together" while
performing the repairs.



Charlie and Lola

Based on the award-winning books by Lauren Child, Charlie and Lola is a
charming and imaginative new animation series which will captivate pre-school
children and their parents alike. Charlie is the loyal and older brother to Lola. He
has short blonde hair, just like Lola. Charlie is seven – he likes rockets, making
racing cars and playing football with his friend Marv, who lives downstairs. Lola is
an imaginative five-year-old girl, the younger sister to Charlie. She always wears
blue butterfly hair clips. She has black eyes and short blonde hair. She likes pink
milk, chimpanzees and her best friend Lotta. She is fascinated by everything and
very independent! Charlie is often asked to look after Lola, and he sometimes has
to think of creative ways to keep her busy. As they come up against life's daily
problems (be it a spider or learning how to share), they use their own method of
problem solving: imagination and fantasy. And when Lola is unsure or worried,
Charlie is there to support her with humour and logic. Aimed at three to sevenyear-olds, the series is voiced by children and revels in their language, but the key
to the series lies in the special relationship shared between two siblings.
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Appendix (14)
Certificate of ethical research approval
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